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ELECTRONICS, INC. Ì1 
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PORTLAf1D, OR. 
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NOME OFFICE -INDIANA: 
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC. 

P.O. BOX 272 
BLOOMINGTON. INS. 47401 

TEL 812, 8249331 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA: 
PIS ELECTRONICS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 41354 
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95841 
TEl. 916, 482 -6220 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

P.0 BOX 5794 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92105 
TEL. 714, 2807070 

I101I',9011tO $995 

...b0ï'I Tat 8 hr. Service! 1 YEAR GUARANTEE 

ALL PTS BRANCHES are wholly owned subsidiaries of PTS ELECTRONICS, INC: (NO FRAN- 
CHISES!) and report directly to the Home Office in Bloomington, Indiana. Only this way can we 
guarantee the same quality -PRECISION TUNER SERVICE -that made PTS the leader in this field. 

PTS is proud to be the only tuner service to publish a TUNER REPLACEMENT PARTS CATALOG 
(80 pages of tuner blow -ups, tuner -antenna coil -and shaft replacement guides available for $1.00). 

WE OFFER MORE. SERVICE IS EVERYTHING WITH US. WE ARE DYNAMIC AND FAST. 
TRUSTWORTHY. 

YOU AND US -A TRUE PARTNERSHIP. 
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" L ELECTRONICS, INC. is 
1 , recommended by more TV manufacturers 

and overhauls more tuners than all other 
tuner services combined! 

for finer, faster, 
Precision ... ... :osi. 

Tuner Service 

II 

Color Black & White Transistor 
. Tubes Varactor Detent UHF 

All Makes 

VHF, UHF or FM $ 9.95 
UV -COMBO 16.95 
IF- SUBCHASSIS 12.50 

Major parts and shipping 
charged at cost. 

(Dealer net!) 
over 4000 exact tuner replace- 
ments available for $14.95 up 

(new or rebuilt) 

COLORADO: 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

P.O. BOX 672 
ARVADA. COLO. 80001 
TEL. 303. 423 -7080 

FLORIDA, 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

P.O. BOX 7923 
JACKSONVILLE, FLA, 32210 

TEL. 904, 3899952 

LOUISIANA: 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

2914 WYTCHWOOD DR. 

METAIRIE, LA. 70033 
TEL 504. 8856349 

MARYLAND: 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 
1105 SPRING ST. 
SILVER SPRINGS, MO 20410 
TEL 301, 565-0025 

MASSACHUSETTS 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

P.O. BOX 31E9 
SPRINGFIELD. MASS. 011F3 
TEL. 413. 7342737 

MINNESOTA: 
PTO ELECTRONICS, INC 

815 WEST LAKE ST. 

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. 73408 
TEL. 612, 8242333 

KANSAS MISSOURI 
PIS ELECTRONICS. INC 
3116 MERRIAM LNE. 

KANSAS CITY. KANS. 65106 
TEL. 913. 831 -1222 

NEW YORK 
PTS ELECTRONICS. IEC, 
993 SYCAMORE ST. 

BUFFALO, N.Y 1421 
TEL 716, 8944935 

NEW IERSEY -N.Y. 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 
158 MARKET ST. 
E. PATERSON, NJ. 07407 
TEL. 201, 7916380 

OHIO: 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 
5682 STATE RO, 

CLEVELAND. OHIO 44134 
TEL. 216,845-4480. -. 

OKLAHOMA 
PTS EIECTRONICS, INC. 

P.O. BOX 60566 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73106 
TEL 405, 947-2013 

OREOON: 
PIS ELECTRONICS INC. 

PO. BOX 13096 
PORTLAND, OR. 9:213 
TEL. 503, 282 -9626 

PENNSYLVANIA: 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 

P0. BOX 16856 
PHHADEIPHIA P4 19142 
OIL 2Ií. 724093' 

PENNSYLVANIA: 
PTS ELECTRONICS. INC. 
257 RIVERVIEW AVE W. 
P.O. BOX 4130 
PITTSBURGH. PA. 15202 
TEL 412. 7617ö48 

TEXAS 
PIS ELLCIRONILS, INC. 

P.O. BOX 7332 
LONGVIEW. TEX 75601 
TEL. 214, 7534334 

TEXAS: 
PTS ELECTRONICS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 26616 
HOUSTON, TEX. 17032 
TEL. 713. 644E793 
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yo customers 
up. for life: 
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A lifetime of brighter, sharper color reception with the new 
Channel Master Opti-Vue Plus lifetime warranty CRT! 

Opti-Vue Plus is the winner of a lifetime, because its warranted 
security makes it easier for you to step your custiomers up to a 

higher profit tube --then brings them back to you for all their 
other service needs ---and for their new TV sets. 

Opti-Vue Plus is the opportunity of a lifetime that the com- 
petition car't match, because its dynamir, warranty provides: 
Free replacement for the first three years, and replacement at 
a guaranteed, discount anytime thereafter for as long as the 
customer keeps his seta Labo nct included. 

Opti-Vue Plus is the most d amatic news in CRT's since the 
three year warranty. It's guaranteed to ,profit you ---and your 
customers ---for life! ° 

o 

CHANNEL. MASTER 
OPTI-VUE PLUS 
WITH LIFETIME WARRANTY PROTECTION 

1 Circle 2 on reader service card 



Here's everything you'd expect 
from a high-priced signal generator. 

Except a high price. 

The accuracy of your tests 
depends on your signal 
generator. But you needn't pay 
high prices for accuracy - 
B & K is proud to introduce our 
Model 2050 Solid -State RF 
Signal Generator, with 
features other companies 
charge more for. Just look at 
our specs: 100% Solid -State 
Silicon Circuitry featuring 
FET's in RF and audio 

L 
POWER 

oscillator stages for greater 
stability and linearity. Six 
bands, with ranges from 
100 kHz to 30 MHz with 1.5% 
accuracy. 3 outputs: RF, 
modulated RF (400 Hz) and 
externally modulated RF. 
A big multi -colored, 4 Y2" 

vernier dial, with positive anti - 
backlash dial drive. Zener- 
regulated and internal fuse - 
protected power supply. 

0000©© 
/ - 

You needn't pcy high prices 
for versatility, ruggedness and 
accuracy in a signal generator- 
now there's the Model 2050. 
It's just what you'd expect 
from B & K. 

Contact your distributor 
for full information, or write 
Dynascan Corporation. 

$9995 

01, MODEL 2030 
FREE) RANGE 

C 

F 

RF OUTPUT 

/ 

s 

RF GENERATOR 

_=o OUTPUT 
ON EX1 i Nil 1.Í, f , ur LC~vv HIGH 

MODULATION ó IOdb 

"S7 Very good equipment at a very good price. 
Product of Dynascan Corporation/1801 W. Belle Heine Ave., Chicago, 111. 60613 
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Radio -Electronics 
FOR MEN WITH IDEAS IN ELECTRONICS 
More than 65 years of electronics publishing FEBRUARY 1974 

TELEVISION 33 Heathkit's New Digital Color TV 
Digital design techniques produce unique circuits found in 

no other set. by Larry Steckler 

57 Simple Scope Servicing 

62 Step -By -Step Troubleshooting 
Misalignment can cause smear in the picture. 
by Stan Prentiss 

71 Service Clinic 
Aristotle and the big bottle. by Jack Darr 

72 Readers Questions 
R -E's Service Editor solves reader problems. 

SOLID-STATE 45 All About IC Gyrators 

ELECTRONICS Simulated inductor works without coils. by SteveLeckerts 

48A IC's For Electronic Music 
Using IC's to design and ease construction. 
by Don Lancaster 

48E What Is A ROM? 
Read -Only -Memories: what they are and how to use them. 
by Don Lancaster 

69 Replacement Transistor Guide 
Two more pages of replacement transistors to add to your 
notebook. compiled by Robert 8 Elizabeth Scott 

BUILD 59 

THIS ONE 

Improved Keyboard Encoder 
Simpler way to add ASCII code to a keyboard. Use it with TV 

Typewriter- by Don Lancaster 

GENERAL 
ELECTRONICS 

4 Looking Ahead 
Tomorrow's needs today. by David Lachenbruch 

24 Equipment Report 
Oneida Instant -Weld Cement 

24 Appliance Clinic 
Limit switches. by Jack Darr 

48 CB Casebook 

AUDIO 
HI-FI 

STEREO 

14 Equipment Report 
BSR Metrotec FEW -1 Graphic Stereo Equalizer 

42 CD4 - The Problems and the Promise 
R -E looks at the good and the bad of discrete four -channel. 
records. by Len Feldman 

DEPARTMENTS 93 Books 

16 Letters 

6 New & Timely 

90 New Literature 

82 New Products 

58 Noteworthy Circuits 

91 Next Month 

113 Reader Service 

SHIBATA ELLIPTIC OR 

STYLUS CONICAL STYLUS 

COMPARISON OF ELIPTICAL stylus to special 
Shibata stylus used to play CO -4 records. 

... see page 42 

+5TO 
+15V 50052 5 MEG 

R1 

SIGNETICS 
555 
OR 

MOTOROLA 

MCI555 

OUT 

RECTANGULAR WAVE GENERATOR made 
from a single IC. Is one way to create electronic 
music. 

... see page 48A 
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looking ahead 

Globalelectronics 

Singapore-Once upon a 
time, you could tell where an 
electronic product was made 
by the tradename it bore. An 
American -brand item was 
made in the U.S. and a 
Japanese one was made in 
Japan. Today, an American 
stereo may have been made in 
Taiwan or Hong Kong and a 
Japanese TV set might have 
been born in the good old 
U.S.A. 

American producers first 
moved plants to overseas ha- 
vens to compete with the low 
wages paid by Japanese man- 
ufacturers. With the rapid rise 
in the Japanese economy, its 
inflation and revaluations, 
Japanese manufacturers have 
increasingly relocated plant 
facilities outside of Japan, 
some of them-such as 
Panasonic, Sony and Hitachi 
-building factories in the Un- 
ited States to compete with 
American manufacturers who 
were producing in Taiwan to 
compete with Japanese man- 
ufacturers. 

No matter how roundabout 
it may seem, electronics man- 
ufacturers have now gone al- 
most completely global. 
Japanese, American and 
European makers now have 
plants concentrated in 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singa- 
pore, Malaysia, South Korea 
and the Philippines as well as 
in their own home bases. Here 
on this small island of Singa- 
pore, for example, General 
Electric is making radios for 
the U.S. market as well as cir- 
cuit modules for its color and 
monochrome TV sets. Dutch 
Philips is manufacturing 
radios, televisions and cas- 
sette recorders here for the 
world market. Hewlett- 
Packard is turning out its 
sophisticated pocket scien- 
tific and business calculators. 
Texas Instruments, Fairchild 
and National Semiconductor 
are making IC's and other 
semiconductors, Just to the 
north, in Malaysia, many 
Japanese manufacturers are 
making components. In 
Taiwan, Admiral, Motorola, 
Philco, RCA and Zenith have 
consumer electronics plants, 

as well as such major 
Japanese names as Toshiba 
and Hitachi. 

In radio, brand names tend 
to get all mixed up. Sylvania 
has quit the radio business, 
right? In the U.S., that's true. 
But Sylvania Far East Ltd. in 
Hong Kong is stamping out 
radios as fast as it can-and 
they're labeled with such 
names as RCA, Zenith, Soun- 
design, Lloyd, Juliette, Real - 
tone and Lafayette. 

Black -and -white TV no 
longer comes mostly from the 
U.S. and Japan. In the third 
quarter of 1973, about 731/2% 
of all monochrome sets sold 
in the U.S. were imports, al- 
though most of them bore 
American brandnames. And 
the majority of those with 
Japanese names came from 
countries other than Japan. 
Even in Japan, Japanese sets 
have been priced out of the 
market, and-like Mr. Jones in 
America-Mr. Suzuki in Japan 
is somewhat shocked to dis- 
cover that his new mono- 
chrome set is marked "made 
in Taiwan." 

Uniform audio 
standards 

Expected momentarily is a 
government rule prescribing 
standards for audio power 
claims in advertising, which 
should-theoretically, at 
least-make it simple for a 
prospective purchaser to 
compare different brands and 
models. Subject to minor 
modifications, the Federal 
Trade Commission's new 
standards (which will apply 
whenever an ad makes claims 
for power output, frequency 
response, distortion or other 
power amplification qualities) 
will require advertisers to give 
the following information: (1) 
The rated minimum sine -wave 
continuous rms power output 
in watts per channel. (2) Load 
impedence, in ohms, for 
which the equipment is de- 
signed. (3) The rated fre- 
quency response. (4) The 
rated percentage of maximum 
total harmonic distortion at 
any power level from one 
fourth of a watt to the full 

rated power output. 
Just to make certain that all 

manufacturers are speaking 
the same technical language, 
the FTC is expected to pre- 
scribe these test conditions: 
(1) Power -line voltage of 117 
ac (rms), using a sinusoidal 
wave with less than 2% har- 
monic content, at 60 -Hz fre- 
quency. (2) The amplifier is to 
be preconditioned by operat- 
ing all channels simultane- 
ously at one-third of the rated 
power output for one hour 
using a 1,000 -Hz. sinusoidal 
wave. (3) All precoditioning 
and testing is to be conducted 
in still air at 77° F. (4) Input 
signals are to be applied con- 
tinually at the auxiliary or 
phono input for at least five 
minutes at all frequencies 
within the rated power band. 

In anticipation of the gov- 
ernment ruling, many stereo 
equipment manufacturers 
during the last year have 
changed their claims to con- 
form with these requirements. 
Thus the amplifier "horse- 
power race" has been consid- 
erably toned down; a four - 
channel amplifier which once 
could be described as having 
250 watts "peak music power" 
(whatever that is) might now 
be reduced to something like 
35 watts RMS per channel. 

'Poor man's satellite' 

That's what Westinghouse 
calls its novel new long- 
distance TV -communications 
system, now being tested over 
Freeport, Bahamas. Project is 
still hush-hush, but it's 
learned that transmissions are 
dispersed from a helium -filled 
baloon 10,000 to 15,000 feet 
above ground, secured to 
earth by a 5/e -inch line. The 
system, known as "Tethered 
Communications" (TCOM for 
short) uses gyro -stabilized di- 
rectional antennas, picking up 
signals from Florida television 
stations and rebroadcasting 
them to the Bahamas. The sys- 
tem can receive TV signals 
from a distance of about 150 
miles, covering a 125 -mile 
radius with its rebroadcasts. 
The balloon is said to be able 
to lift a 3,500 -pound load, 
withstand winds of higher 

than 100 miles an hour. In the 
current experiment, power is 
supplied by a gasoline gen- 
erator at the balloon, with a 
spare balloon standing by for 
use while the other is being re- 
fueled. Future experiments 
will involve power sent from 
the ground via an ac line. 

The system is designed 
principally for developing 
countries and the first order 
has been placed by the gov- 
ernment of South Korea. 

Cable TV's growth 

One out of every eight 
American TV -equipped homes 
now receives its programming 
by cable, according to the an- 
nual CATV census made by 
the authoritative Television 
Factbook. As of midyear 1973, 
some 7,800,000 U.S. homes 
were tied in with 3,032 cable 
systems, an increase of 
1.300,000 cable subscribers 
since Jan. 1, 1972. The aver- 
age cable system has 2,723 
subscribers, but the nation's 
largest system-in San 
Diego- connects more than 
75,000 homes. Some 768 sys- 
tems originate their own live, 
film or taped programming, in 
addition to relaying programs 
off -the -air. Another 1,000 
carry "automatic originations" 
-news ticker readout, time, 
weather, stock market quo- 
tations, etc. Ten years ago 
there were 1,000 systems 
serving fewer than a million 
families. 

Noble experiment 

With the introduction of 
RCA's 1975 TV line, it will end 
a 31/2 -year -old program which 
permitted owners to take their 
sets to any technician for war- 
ranty repairs. In the future: the 
company will pay for service 
only by authorized RCA 
"Purchaser Satisfaction Cen- 
ters." Reason given: To pro- 
tect customers from being vic- 
timized by "some firms whose 
competence is questionable" 

by DAVID LACHENBRUCH 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 
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a cost breakthrough in distribution amplifier design! 

Winegard's engineers have done themselves proud with this one - 
an amplifier that does the job at 2/3 the cost of competition-and more 
importantly, without sacrificing all these important features: 

*Ask your distributor 
for full specs and prices. 
or write direct. 

HIGH OUTPUT LEVEL: 46 dbmv (200.000 microvolts) on each of 7 VIII: channels at 0.5x4 cross 
modulation; 45 dbmv (178.000 microvolts) on enc.h of 5 UHF channels at 0.5(.4 cross modulation 
.. enough to handle up to 48 taps without additional line amps. 

HIGH INPUT LEVEL: Allows use in strong signal areas. 20 dhmv (10.000 ay) on etch of 8 VHF 
channels, 22 dbmv (12.000 uy) on each of 5 UHF channels. both at 0.5% cross modulation. 

HIGH GAIN: 26 db on VHF, 23 db on UHF for use in most reception areas. 

LOW NOISE FIGURE: 3.6 db VHF. 6.0 db UHF for perfect color fidelity. 

PASSES MID & SUPER RANDS (108-174 & 216-300 MHZ)-compatible with any CATV system. 

LINE AMPLIFIER VOLTAGE to operate model L-2138 or L-48313 line amplifiers. 

PLUS BUILT-IN FM TRAP, REGULATED POWER SUPPLY. LIGI ITNING PROTECTION and more! 

v 
WINEGARD 
TELEVISION SYSTEMS 

Winegard Company 
3000 Kirkwood Street 
Burlington, Iowa 52601 

Circle 4 On reader service card 5 



new & timely 

The cassette -10 years old 

Philips celebrated the tenth birthday of 
the cassette tape recorder and player in 
late 1973, ten years after the first 
machine-the EL 3300-was introduced 
at the Berlin Radio Fair. 

Just another tape machine at the 
time-albeit probably the smallest one to 
that date-the cassette has now become 
the standard. Recordings made on it can 
be sent anywhere with the assurance that 
the recipient will probably have a device 
to play them back on-something that 
was by no means the case ten years ago. 

Why did the cassette take over? It was 
not the first machine-cartridge record- 
ers dated back to the days of wire-and 
(let's face it) quality was not startlingly 
high compared to reel-to-reel machines 
of that time. Part of the reason was the 
compactness, convenience, and the 

f -- j l_, 
rapidly increasing audio quality over the 
first year or two. The other part was the 
decision by Philips not to license the 
machine, but to give the idea away to 
anyone who would agree to manufacture 
recorder -players that would meet the 
standards set up by Philips. Thus the re- 
search and engineering achievements of 
the developer were put at the disposal of 
all manufacturers, and a decisive step to- 
ward standardization was made. 

New research and new techniques have 
kept the cassette in the forefront of prog- 
ress during the decade. Dynamic noise 
limiters make it more useful for recording 
in circumstances where incoming sound 
cannot be controlled; new types of tape 
have made high-fidelity recording possi- 
ble. Pre-recorded tapes-Musicassettes 

ti 

I 

rf.ozP 

-have appeared in a wide range of sub- 
jects and languages, and there is even -in Switzerland-an audio-visual 
magazine with the pictures printed on 
paper and the words on cassette. 

REACT approves 224-225 MHz 
CB-wants emergency channel in 
band 

Replying to an FCC request for com- 
ments, REACT, a voluntary organization 
of Citizens Band Operators for 
Emergency Communication, "heartily 
favors the allocation of additional spec- 
trum for the purpose for which the Citi- 
zens Band was established originally," 
and therefore "favors the assignment of 
224 to 225 MHz for 40 additional channels 
for a new Citizens Radio Service," a 
proposal which was the subject of an FCC 
hearing. 

REACT is an organization of some 
40,000 Citizens Banders divided into 800 
teams throughout the country. They 
maintain a watch (an ear) on channel 9 of 
the Citizens Band, respónd to emergency 
calls, provide two-way communications 
in local emergencies, and often offer di- 
rect physical assistance and take part in 
action to alleviate or avert effects of 
emergencies. 

The communication to the FCC was the 
result of a mail canvass of the 
organization's 800 teams. A number of 
questions were asked, and among those 
replying, 93 per cent felt that a new addi- 
tional emergency channel, similar to the 
present channel 9, be set aside for 
emergency communication on the pro- 
posed new band. More than 60% of the 
responding members favor automatic 
transmitter identification as an aid in en- 
forcing proper on -the -air conduct and as 
a deterrent to illegal operation. As a 
further deterrent, REACT members fa- 
vored licensing at point of sale. They also 
favor FM for the proposed new band, and 
use of repeater stations. 

Signed by Henry B. Kreer, national di- 

rector, and Gerald H. Reese, managing 
director of REACT, the comments con- 
clude: "We view the allocation of this new 
Class E service as a progressive and justi- 
fiable recognition by the Commission of 
the right of individuals to utilize the radio 
spectrum, a natural resource, for indi- 
vidual, personal, and business communi- 
cations." 

Cool alternator spins at 
100,000 rpm 

A new record for low -temperature op- 
eration has been set by a miniature 
turbine -alternator, tested for three hours 
at 9.8°K (-442°F) at the General Electric 
Research and Development Center, 
Schenectady, N.Y. Rotating at 100,000 
rpm throughout the test, it produced 13.2 
watts. 

The unit is a critical component in a 
super cold refrigerator that could be used 
for chilling superconducting motors and 
generators for ship or magnetically - 
levitated train propulsion, or for ac power 
generation. 

The device is driven by helium gas and 
runs on frictionless helium -gas bearings. 

4 

SUPERCOLD TURBINE -ALTERNATOR spins 
at only 18 degrees (F) above absolute zero. 
Designer Duard B. Colyer of GE is seen in rear. 

Optical fibers come of age -have 
their own U.S. laboratory 

A new United States laboratory aimed 
solely at the development of optical fibers 
was announced last October at Roanoke, 
Va., by the Electro -Optical Products divi- 
sion of ITT. Division President John F. 

(continued on page 12) 
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r%atlei introductory offer to new members of the 

ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL NGINEERS' BOOK CLUB 

Electronic 
Crcufts 

404/445 
ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS 
MANUAL 

by J. Markus 

Pub. price, $22.00 
Club price, $15.75 

637/458 

DESIGNING 
WITH TTL 

INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS 

by Texas 
Instruments 
Inc. 
Pub. price, $19.50 
Club price, $13.50 

404/437 

SOURCEBOOK p.,~0 
OF ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS 

by J. Markus 

Pub. price, $21.50 
Club price, $17.50 

484/368 
COMMUNICA- 
TION SYSTEMS 
DESIGN 

by P. F. Panter 
Pub, price, $19.50 
Club price, $13.50 

491/364 
THE DESIGN OF 

DIGITAL 
SYSTEMS 

by J. B. Peatman 
Pub. price, $15.50 

Club price, $11.75 

nY: Ws 

,1n f 
HANDBOOK 

OF 

PHYSICS 

286/515 

INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS: 
A Basic Course 
for Engineers 
and Technicians 
by R. G. Hibberd 

Pub. price, $10.25 
Club price, $8.45 

100/810 
MOS/LSI 
DESIGN AND 

APPLICATION 

by Carr & Mize 
Pub. price, $18.50 
Club price, $13.50 

313/059 
HANDBOOK OF 

SEMI- 
CONDUCTOR 
ELECTRONICS, 
3/e 
by P. Hunter 
Pub. price, $29.85 
Club price, $21.50 

287/341 
STANDARD 
HANDBOOK OF 

ENGINEERING 
CALCULATIONS 
by T. G. Hicks 
Pub. price, $19.50 

Club price, $14.25 

124/035 
HANDBOOK OF 

PHYSICS, 2/e 
by Condon and 
Odishaw 
Pub. price, $37.45 

Club price, $14.95 

Save time and money by joining the e- 

Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club 
Eon 

HERE is a professional club designed specifically to meet your 
day-to-day engineering needs by providing practical books 

in your field on a regular basis at below publisher prices. 

How the Club operates: Basic to the Club's service is its publi- 
cation, the Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club 
Bulletin, which brings you news of books in your field. Sent to 
members without cost, it announces and describes in detail the 
Club's featured book of the month as well as alternate selections 
which are available at special members' prices. 

When you want to examine the Club's feature of the month, 
you do nothing. The book will be mailed to you as a regular part 
of your Club service. If you prefer one of the alternate selec- 
tions -or if you want no book at all for that month -you notify 
the Club by returning the convenient card enclosed with each 
Bulletin. 

As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four 
books over a two-year period. Considering the many books pub- 
lished annually in your field, there will surely be at least four 
that you would want to own anyway. By joining the Club, you 
save both money and the trouble of searching for the best books. 

1 ONE n 
of these great professional 

books 

to" 
IV% 

only 

VALUES 
FROM $9.95 to $34.75 

Special $1.00 bonus book 
comes to you with your 

first club selection 

sogolatrus 773/777 
, FOB 

ELFtTIIt.N FOR 

NOMOGRAPHS 

ELECTRONICS s by R. L. Peters ,. Pub. price, $27.50 
Club price, $19.95 

353/387 
MINICOMPUT- 
ERS FOR 

ENGINEERS & 

SCIENTISTS 
by Korn & Korn 
Pub. price, $17.75 
Club price, $10.50 

649/170 
OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIERS 
by Tobey, 
Graeme & 
Huelsman 
Pub, price, $15.00 

Club price, $11.50 

209/731 

STANDARD 
HANDBOOK FOR 

ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS, 
10/e 
by Fink and 
Carroll 
Pub. price, $34.85 

Club price, $24.95 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 

ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB 

582 Princeton Road, Hightstown, N.J. 08520 

Please enroll me as a member of the Electronics and Control Engi- 
neers' Book Club and send me the two books indicated below. I am 

to receive the bonus for just $1.00, and my first selection at the 

special Club price shown. These books are to be shipped on ap- 

proval, and I may return them both without cost or further obliga- 
tion. If I decide to keep the books, I agree to purchase as few 
as four hocks during the next two years at special Club prices (at 
least 15% below list). 

Write Code No. of 
bonus book 

here 

Name 

Address 

Write Code No. of 
first selection 

here 

City 

State 71p 

E33238 
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Discover the ease and 
excitement of learning 
Electronics with 
programmed equipment 
NRI Sends yo When you train at home with NRI, you train 

with your hands as well as your head. You 
learn the WHY of Electronics, Communica- tions, TV -Radio the NRI pioneering "3 -Dimensional" way. NRI training is the result of more than half a century of simplifying, organizing, dramatizing subject matter, and providing personal services unique for a home study school. You get the kind of technical training that gives you priceless confidence as you gain experience equal to many, many months of training on the job. 

NRl- The Leader in Electronics Training for more than Fifty Years 

APPROVED UNDER 
NEW GI BILL If you served 
since January 31, 1955, or are in ser- 
vice, check GI line in postage -free card. . 
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Earn $5 to $7 an hour 
spare or full time in 

TV -RADIO 
SERVICING 
Color television sales are soaring. 
And so is the demand for trained 
repairmen. If you can service TV 
sets, portable radios, tape recorders, 
hi-fi sets, phonographs and auto 
radios, you'll always be in demand. 
It's one of your best routes to spare - 
time earnings, a good paying job or 
a business of your own. NRI trains 
you quickly and expertly, showing 
you how to get started in servicing 
soon after you enroll, earning as you 
learn. NRI trains you in today's 
method of installing and repairing all 
electronic equipment for the home 
-including solid state Color TV. You 
even build, experiment with and 
keep to enjoy your own solid-state 
radio plus your choice of black -and - 
white or the new 25" diagonal solid 
state Color TV receiver NRI devel- 
oped from the chassis up for train- 
ing. Like thousands of others, you 
can soon be earning good money in 
your spare time ... the easy NRI way. 

There's money and 
success awaiting you in 

COMMUNICATIONS 
MOBILE RADIO & 
BROADCASTING 

NRI training in Complete Communi- 
cations equals as much as two years 
of training on the job. With NRI, you 
can train for a choice of careers 
ranging from mobile, marine and 
aviation radio to TV broadcasting 
and space communications. You 
learn how to install, maintain and 
operate today's remarkable trans- 
mitting and receiving equipment by 

actually doing it. You build and ex- 

periment with test equipment, like 
a TVOM you keep. You build and 
operate amplifier circuits, transmis- 
sion line and antenna systems, even 
build and use a phone-cw trans- 
mitter suitable for transmission on 
the 80 -meter amateur band. Which- 
ever of these five intensely practical 
NRI Communications courses you 
choose, you prepare for your FCC 

License exams, and you must pass 

your FCC exams or NRI refunds your 
tuition in full. 

Move ahead in America's 
fast growing industry as 

COMPUTER 
TECHNICIAN 
Ours is rapidly becoming the age of 
the computer ... and NRI can train 
you to cash in on the opportunities 
in this field. Only NRI trains you at 
home on a real computer-not a 

simple logic trainer, but a complete, 
stored program digital computer 
using over 50 integrated circuits. As 

you build the NRI Computer, you 
explore all fundamental logic cir- 
cuits, then how to combine them in 

a complete, stored program com- 
puter. You observe the "heart" of a 

real computer. You solve typical 
problems and learn how to locate 
faults with diagnostic programs. 
Bite -size texts make studying easier. 
Prove to yourself what nearly a mil- 
lion NRI students could tell you- 
that you get more for your money 
from NRI. Check the card and mail it 
today for your free NRI Color Cata- 
log. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. NRI 
Training, 3939 Wisconsin Ave., 
Washington, D.C. 20016. 

YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY FROM NRI 

,,, 
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NEW NRI 

25" 'L AL 
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NRI Kits 
and Equipment 
Dollar for dollar, you get more value 
from NRI training kits, because they 
are designed as educational tools. 
In the TV -Radio Servicing Course, 
for instance, the end product is a 

superb 25" diagonal color TV your 
whole family will enjoy. The set is 

designed so that, while building it, 
you can introduce and correct de- 

fects - . . for trouble -shooting and 
hands-on experience in circuitry and 
servicing. The kits include, at no 

additional cost, a wide -band service 
type oscilloscope and color cross- 
hatch generator, and other valuable 
equipment that will let you start 
earning money in your spare time 
making repairs ... even before the 
course is completed. 
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new G ti mlelY (continued from page 6) 

Johnson stated that 25 to 30 specialists 
would immediately initiate work in the 
United States on a transmission system 
invented in 1965 by an ITT scientist, Dr. 
Charles Kao, in a British laboratory. 

By the 1980's, Mr. Johnson said much 
of the world's communications will be 
carried on optical fibers. As better fibers, 
lasers, and receivers are developed, he 
predicted, it will become possible to carry 
millions of voice channels or thousands 
of TV programs on a single beam. ITT has 
already-in 1971-demonstrated a model 
system with a capacity of 1,400 simul- 
taneous voices on 17 simultaneous pic- 
turephone conversations. 
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STUDY PROGRAM INVESTIGATES the possi- 
bility of obtaining direct -current energy from 
solar cells on a satellite In position high above 
the earth and oriented to be in continuous sun- 
light. The dc would be converted to microwave 
energy and beamed to earth where giant ar- 
rays like the one In the photograph would re- 
ceive the energy and convert it to usable elec- 
tric power. Not at present economically com- 
petitive with present generating systems, the 
technique would have the advantage of not 
depleting fuel resources and would be 
pollution -free. In the photograph, scientist Wil- 
liam C. Brown of Raytheon adiusts an antenna 
and diode In the receiving array. 

ELECTRIC POWER FROM THE SUN? 
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Largest solid-state image sensor 
uses charge -coupling technique 

A silicon chip about as big as a nickel is 
hailed as "a key milestone in the creation 
of a new generation of tubeless cam- 
eras." The sensor, a charge -coupled de- 
vice (CCD), contains over 120,000 ele- 
ments. 

Not large from a layman's point of view, 

the nickel -size device was called a "key 
achievement" by Dr. Karl H. Zaininger of 
the RCA Laboratories, where it was de- 
veloped. "Manufacturable CCD sensors 
of at least this size are essential if all - 
solid -state TV cameras are to have the 
resolution to satisfy a broad range of ap- 
plications," he said, going on to state that 
TV cameras with CCD's could be made 
the size of a cigarette package or smaller. 
Such cameras would be especially useful 
in space exploration, military programs, 
surveillance systems, and a number of 
other applications requiring small dimen- 
sions or low weight. 

J. E. Smith, founder of NRI 
dies at age 92 

James Ernest (J.E.) Smith, of National 
Radio Institute, since 1914 one of the 
nation's foremost educators of radiomen, 
died at his Washington home September 
30, 1973. 

A native of New Hampshire, Mr. Smith 
was a graduate of the Worcester (Mass.) 
Polytechnic Institute. He went to 
Washington in 1907 as an electrical en- 
gineering instructor at McKinley High 
School, introducing wireless instruction 
in his courses. During World War I, he 

was director of radio instruction at How-' 
and University, training radiomen for war- 
time service. 

He founded the National Radio Insti- 
tute, the country's and probably the 
world's first home study electronics 
school, in 1914 in a Washington bank 
building. During its 60 years of existence, 
it is said to have enrolled nearly a million 
students. Acting as president of the 
school till 1956, he then became chair- 
man of the board. He retired in 1968, 
when the Institute was acquired by 
McGraw-Hill Co. and became part of its 
continuing education center. 

Mr. Smith was a former chairman of the 
advisory board of the metropolitan 
Washington YMCA and president of the 
Round Table of Washington. He was a life 
member of the Radio Club of America 
(joining in 1930) and a life member of the 
IEEE. Among the numerous awards he 
received was the Robert H. Goddard 
Award for Outstanding Professional 
Achievement, the National Home Study 
Council Hall of Fame, the International 
Knight of Achievement award, a doctor- 
ate from the Worcester Polytechnic Insti- 
tute, and several honorary degrees. R -E 

Radlo-Electronics is published by Gerns- 
back Publications, Inc. 200 Park Ave. S. 
New York, N.Y. 10003 (212) 777-6400 
President: M. Harvey Gernsback 
Secretary: Bertina Baer 

ADVERTISING SALES 
EAST 
Stanley Levitan, Eastern Sales Mgr. 
Radio -Electronics 
200 Park Ave. South 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
(212) 777-6400 

MIDWEST/Texas/Arkansas/Okla. 
Ralph J. Bergen 
The Ralph J. Bergen Co. 
6319 N. Central Ave. 
Chicago, III. 60646 
(312) 792-3646 

PACIFIC COAST/Mountain States 
Jay Eisenberg 
J.E. Publishers Representative Co., 
8732 Sunset Blvd., 4th Floor 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 
(213) 659-3810 

420 Market St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94111 
(415) 981-4527 

SOUTHEAST 
E. Lucian Neff Associates 
25 Castle Harbor Isle, 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308 
(305) 566-5656 

MOVING? 

Don't miss a 
single copy of 
R adio-Elec- 
tronics. Give 
us: 

Six weeks' no- 
tice 

Your old ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

Your new ad- 
dress and zip 
code 

ATTACH 

LABEL 

HERE 

name (please print) 

address 

city state zip code 

Mail to: Radio -Electronics 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., BOULDER, COLO. 

80302 
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THE SONY 
SOUND ^ B 

Even if you can't afford it, you should know about it. 

Knowing about a system like this 
gives you more than just -a hook to 
hang your dreams on. It's also a bench- 
mark that the system you have (or the 
one you plan to buy) can be measured 
against. 

It exists because engineers dream, 
too. And because, at Sony, they turn 
their dreams into reality. 

One dreamed of a turntable whose 
mechanical performance would ap- 
proach an electronic circuit's level of 
perfection. The result was the PS -2251, 
in which electronic circuits perform the 
formerly mechanical functions of speed 
selection, speed regulation and pitch 
control. The single moving part...the 
turntable/servomotor assembly. 

Other Sony engineers wouldn't set- 
tle for anything less than a tuner with 
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absolute interference rejection. So they 
added to an already interference -free 
tuner, a circuit that could cut through 
even the most persistent impulse noises 
of men and machines. 

More dreams: A preamplifier with 
the control flexibility of nearly 2,000 
precisely repeatable response settings 
and precisely 42' levers, meters, knobs 
and jacks. A quadraphonic decoder 
with dual logic circuits that can make 
your system realize the full potential of 
four channel SO discs and FM broad- 
casts, with decoder circuits for other 
matrix recordings, and a full comple- 
ment of quadraphonic monitoring and 
control facilities. Plus power amplifiers 
so clean that they approach the maxi- 
mum dynamic range of a live symphony 
orchestra while delivering 100 contin- 

-- _ 
, 

uous watts of power per chanrel at all 
frequencies from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with 
less than 0.1% distortion. 

Dreams. once. Realities, today. 
And new realities to come. For after 

the dream levels of performance are 
achieved, our engineers re -scale their 
visions, asking: "What if we could adapt 
these new techniques, approach these 
levels of performance and sophistica- 
tion, in less costly equipment?" 

Some of the answers are on your 
Sony dealer's shelf already. 

The complete Sony Sound Lab described 
above sells for $2,217.00: PS-2251L/A turntable. 
$299.50; ST -5130 tuner. $369.50; TA -2000F pre- 
amplifier, $579.50; SOD -2020 full logic SO de- 
coder, $229.50; (2) TA -3200F stereo amplifiers. 
$369.50 each. All prices suggested retail. 

Sony Corporation of America. 9 West 57th 
Street. New York. N.V. 10019. 
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AUTOMATI 

STAPLE GUNS 
CUT WIRE & CABLE 

INSTALLATION COSTS 
. .. without cutting into insulation! 

SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for 
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving 
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration 
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation! 

rf 

No. T-18-Fits wires up to 
3/16" in diameter. 

BELL, 
TELEPHONE, 

THERMOSTAT, 
INTERCOM, 
BURGLAR 

ALARM 
and other low 

l voltage wiring. 

Uses T-18 
staples with 3/16" round crown 

in 3/8" leg length only. 

No. T-25-Fits wires up to 
1/4" in diameter. 

Same basic construction 
and fastens same 
wires as No. T-18. 

Also used for 
RADIANT 

HEAT WIRE 

Uses T-25 staples -] . 

with 1/4" round crown in 9/32", 
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths.," % 

T-18 and T-25 staples also available in Monel and 

with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost. 

i 
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No. T-75-Fits wires and cables 
up to 1/2" in diameter. 

RADIANT HEAT 
'N, CABLE, 

OF CABLE, 
WIRE CONDUIT 

COPPER TUBING 
or any non-metallic 

sheatheddcable. 
Also used as 

DRIVE RINGS f in stringing wires. 

Uses T-75 staples with 1/2" 
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and 

7/8" leg lengths. 

Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time 
and effort on every type of wire or cable fasten- 
ing job. Arrow staples are specially designed with 
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and 
rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel 
construction and high -carbon hardened steel 
working parts are your assurance of maximum 
long -life service and trouble -free performance. 

Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer 
or write for further details. 

Finar w FRSTCNLN COMPANY Inc. - 

'r Saddle Brook, New Jers y 

"Pioneers and Pacesetters 
For Almost A Half Century" 

14 Circle 7 on reader service card 

equipment 
report 

BSR Metrotec FEW -1 

Graphic Stereo Frequency 
Equalizer 

Circle 82 on reader service cards 

THE FEW -I FREQUENCY EQUALIZER IS 

an attempt to cure the ills of response 
deviation caused by the practical re- 
straints of the stereo system's sur- 
roundings. Speaker location, room de- 
sign, and furniture and drapery 
arrangement in the home is rarely dic- 
tated by good acoustical sense. There 
are also hearing losses to contend 
with, occurring at younger ages, due 
to high intensity sound and noise ex- 
posure. There are many of us who 
like effects such as emphasized bass 
despite what the hi-fi purists may have 
to say. The FEW -I allows correction 
for these problems and desires by ad- 
justing the frequency response in the 
regions of five frequencies: 60, 240, 
10(X). 350X) and 10,000 H z. 

In effect the Graphic Stereo Fre- 
quency Equalizer is a sophisticated 
tone control giving selective shaping 
of the resultant frequency response at 
the listener's ear. The system retains a 
great deal of flexibility because the ef- 
fects are relatively narrowband with- 
out much overlap. Adjusting the 60 - 
Hz control, for example, has no effect 
on the mid -band response. This is in 
large contrast to the conventional pre - 
amp and amplifier controls where 
there is considerable overlap of the 
bass and treble functions. 

The responses centered around 
the five frequencies can he varied over 
a total range of ±-12 dB. This is a 
substantial range and fairly gross re- 
sponse anomalies can be corrected. 
Both intermodulation and total har- 
monic distortion are specified at .05% 

maximum at 2 volts output. We mea- 
sured a 1.8 dB voltage loss at the flat 
setting which is within the specified 0 
to -2 dB. Hum and noise is called out 
at 80 dB below I volt with the input 
shorted. The input and output imped- 
ances are 75,000 and 10 ohms respec- 
tively. The recommended load imped- 
ance is 10,000 ohms or greater. This is 
lower than would be expected at the 
input to most amplifiers and is en- 
tirely adequate. The reason for the 
limit is a reminder that although the 
output impedance is in ohms, exces- 
sive loading can increase the distortion 
of the output emitter follower. 
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CONTROL RESPONSE PLOTS-boost curves 
In the top graph, attenuation in the lower. 

With the controls centered we 
measured the response to be +.3, -.2 
dB from 5 Hz to 100 kHz relative to I 

kHz which is well within the ± I dB 
BSR specification. We were surprised 
at the accuracy to which this setting 
was obtained since it is dependent on 
the linearity and adjustment precision 
of the potentiometers. 

The measured response with the 
individual controls in their extreme 
positions are plotted in the accom- 

(continued on page 24) 
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Energy shortages tell us we have to 
change our driving style. Now! It doesn't 
mean we have to go back to horse and buggy 
days. But it does mean we have to make 
every drop of gas give us the most go for 
our money. Anyone with horse sense knows 
that a well -tuned car gets better mileage, 
and in times of fuel shortages, better 
mileage means a lot. 

The Mark Ten B Capacitive Discharge 
System keeps your car in better tune so it 
burns less gas. Using Mark Ten B is more 
than horse sense. It's the smart move under 
the hood, helping 
a nation survive 
an energy crisis 
and keeping you 
on the road. Delta 
Mark Ten. The 
best way to go. 
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DELTA PRODUCTS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1147, Dept. RE 
Grand Junction, Colo. 81501 
(303) 242-9000 

Please send me free literature. 
Enclosed is $ Ship ppd. Ship C.O.D. 
Please send- Mark Ten B assembled @ 
$59.95 ppd. - Mark Ten B Kit @ $44.95 ppd. 
(12 volt negative ground only)_Standard Mark 
Ten assembled, @ $44.95 ppd. _ 6 Volt: Neg. 
Ground Only 12 Volt: Specify_ Pos. Ground 

Neg. Ground _ Standard Mark Ten Deltakit" 
@ $29.95 ppd. (12 Volt Positive or Negative Ground 
Only) 

Car Year Make 

Name 

Address 

City/State Zip 
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BUILDS TV TYPEWRITER 

I enjoyed, with great enthusiasm, build - 
and debugging the TV Typewriter. I am 
enclosing herewith a photo of a message 
transmitted on my TV. 

Although I don't have a keyboard yet, I 

am able to test the unit with the switch 
set-up. 

I have enjoyed your construction arti- 
cles for many years and am looking for- 
ward to more of the same in the future. 

W.G. OBRINGER 
Torrance, Calif. 

ADD TO TV TYPEWRITER. 
PLEASE! 

The purpose of this letter is twofold. 
One, to point out two small errors in the 
Timing board pattern, but most impor- 
tantly, to add my vote to encourage you to 
forge ahead on add-on projects to extend 
the capabilities of the TV Typewriter. I 

would be particularly interested in seeing 
articles on: 

1. A suitable MODEM for both phoneline 
and tape input/output. 

2. Calculator capability. 

r 

a. 
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3. Programming capability for the cal- 
culator. 

4. Micro-computer/Processor de- 
velopment. 

appearing perhaps in that order. 
Enclosed you will find some photo- 

graphs of the TV Typewriter I am building. 
As you can see, it is esentially complete 
except for a dedicated 9" TV that will 
mount in the surplus cabinet I bought 

(continued on page 22) 

Introducing the 
expensive digital 
multimeter that 
doesn't cost a lot. 

The B&K Precision Model 281. 
This 21/2 -digit unit is so versatile, its range 

covers 99% of your measurements. And its DC 
accuracy is 1%. The stable 281 also gives you 
positive over -range and wrong -polarity indications. 

It's easy to use and easy to read across all 32 
ranges, 100mV to 1000V. 

Naturally, we're enthused about our Model 281. 
You will be, too, when you see our complete specs. 

Call your B&K distributor. Or write 
Dynascan Corporation. 

Very good equipment 69 95 
at a very good price. 

1 I 8 .2 ` ^^ 

Product of Dynascan Corporation 
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60613 

You'd probably expect a 
portable oscillosope as rugged and 

reliable as this one to cost a lot. 

You'd be wrong. 
Introducing the B&K Model 1403 3" Solid-state 
oscilloscope. It's so compact, reliable, and inex- 
pensive that it's the perfect scope for most on - 
the -line monitoring applications. Look at its specs: 
DC to 2MHz bandwidth at 20mV/cm. Recurrent 
sweep speeds from 10Hz to 100KHz. New wide- 
angle CRT to reduce case depth to a minimum. 
Direct -deflection terminals for waveforms up to 
150 MHz. Weighs only 81/2 pounds. And has a 
smoked acrylic graticule for trace sharpness and 
easy reading. All the reliability and accuracy you 
need in a monitor scope-at a surprisingly 
low price. 

Contact your distributor, or write 
Dynascan Corporation. 

ra: 
97995 -_: 
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BS© Very good equipment at a very good price. 

Dynascan Corporation. 
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60613 
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MITS Prcs its 
The new 908DM, Desk -Top Calculator. 

Cr r 

Cr C 
S. 

LI 
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Full Operation Memory 
Memory may be used as: 

1. A constant 
2. A temporary storage register 
3. An accumulator 

Indicators: 
True credit balance sign Overflow 

f2 X 

a 
-r.- 

1111111111 

Subtraction 
,Square roots 

Division 
Reciprocals 

- 

Percentages 
-Squares 
Multiplication 

'-Addition 

Features: 
8 digit readout Algebraic mode of entry 
Fixed or floating decimal Leading and 

trailing zero suppression Chain and mixed 
operations 
* Plus the option of programmability. 

*Prices: 908DM 
Kit...$1 29.95 Assembled... $149.95 

Size: 8-1/2" x 12" x 3-1/4" 

*Programmer 
To be used with the MITS 816, 1440, or the new 908DM, desk calculators. 
1. Provides 256 programming steps. (With option of expandability to 512 steps.) 

2. Stores up to 64 separate programs. Size: 8-1/2" x 12" x 3-1/4" 
Instructions: 

A. "If Neg:' B. "Go To:' C. "Return:' D. "Remember:' E. 2 Run modes of operation 
*Programmer Kit $199.95 Assembled $299.95 

*Combination 908DM and Programmer Kit $299.95 Assembled $399.95 

Warranty: Kit: 90 days on parts, Assembled: 2 years on parts and labor. 

*Prices subject to change without notice. Available from your local Olson Electronics Dealer 

,. r 1 

mars 
l 

"creotiue Electronics" 

6328 Linn, N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 

505/265-7553 Telex Number 660401 

Enclosed is a Check for $ 

or BankAmencard 
or Master Charge = 

Credit Card Expiration Date OKit 
Include $500 for Postage and Handling Assembled 
Model 908DM OProgrammer 0908DM & Programmer 

Please Send Information on Entire MITS Llne. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 8 ZIP 
MITS/ 6328 Linn, N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 505/2657553 Telex = 660401 
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From Cleveland Institute of Electronics 

earn o oin ! 
Perform more than 200 exciting experiments 
with CIE's fascinating ELECTRONICS 
LABORATORY PROGRAM! 

Put theory... into practice 
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Experience with experiments 
is your best teacher 
"Hands on" experience helps to re- 
inforce basic theory. When you 
learn by doing, you discover the 
"how" as well as the "why." You'll 
find out for yourself the right way as 
well as the wrong way to use elec- 
tronic components. How to construct 
your own circuits, to discover trouble 
spots and learn how to fix them. And 
with CIE's special Auto -Programmed 
Lessons, you learn faster and easier 
than you'd believe possible. 

CIE's fascinating course, Elec- 
tronics Technology with Laboratory, 
teaches you Electronics by making 
it work before your eyes. And you do 
it yourself, with your own hands. 

Importance of FCC License 
and our Money -Back Warranty 
Many important jobs require an FCC 
License and you must pass a Gov- 
ernment licensing exam to get one. 

But, a recent survey of 787 CIE 
graduates reveals that better than 9 
out of 10 CIE grads passed the FCC 
License exam. 

That's why we can offer this fa- 
mous Money -Back Warranty: when 

You get your own 161 -piece electronics laboratory... 
with authentic electronic components used by industry! 

e r r. 

N. 

t.'""' 
rf l 

You learn how to construct circuits and Testing and troubleshooting are an im- Modern space-age components like this 

Connect them with a soldering iron, which portant part of your learning experience. IC (integrated circuit) are professional 

is part of your CIE laboratory equipment. Included in your laboratory is a precision quality and can be used again and again 

This "hands on" experience is extremely "multimeter" to diagnose electrical and in many of your projects. Lesson by lesson, 

valuable in applying what you learn. electronic troubles quickly and accurately. piece by piece your knowledge grows! 

Prepare now for a high income career in Electronics...the Science of the Seventies. 

Electronic miracles are changing you complete our Laboratory Course, facturing, Inc., Scottsbluff, Nebraska, 

today's world with breathtaking which provides FCC License prep- moved from TV repairman to lab 

speed. aration, you'll be able to pass your technician to radio station chief 
And with this growth in electronics FCC exam or be entitled to a full engineer to manufacturer of elec- 

technology has come a brand new refund of all tuition paid. This war- tronic equipment with annual sales 

need ... a demand for thousands of ranty is valid during the completion of more than $500,000. Ed Dulaney 

electronics technicians, trained in time allowed for your course. says, "While studying with CIE, I 

theory and practice to build the You get your FCC License - or learned the electronics theories that 

products, operate them and service your money back! made my present business possible." 

them during the Seventies. Marvin Hutchens, Woodbridge, 
Don't just wait for something to You'll have high paying Virginia, says: "I was surprised at the 

"happen" in your present job. Get job opportunities relevancy of the CIE course to actual 

ready now for a career you'll really Electronics is still young and growing. working conditions. I'm now ser - 

enjoy with a good income and plenty In nearly every one of the new excit- vicing two-way radio systems in the 

of opportunity for advancement. ing fields of the Seventies you find Greater Washington area. My earn - 
electronics skills and knowledge are ings have increased $3,000. I bought 
in demand. Computers and data pro- a new home for my family and I feel 
cessing. Air traffic control. Medical more financially secure than ever 
technology. Pollution control. Broad- before." 
casting and communications. With a 
CIE Diploma and an FCC License Send now for 2 FREE BOOKS 

you can choose the career field you Mail the reply card or coupon for our 
want ... work for a big corporation, a school catalog plus a special book 
small company or even go into busi- on how to get your FCC License. For 

ness for yourself. your convenience, we will try to have 
Here's how two outstanding CIE a representative call. If coupon is 

students carved out new careers: missing, write: Cleveland Institute of 

After his CIE training, Edward J. Electronics, Inc., 1776 E. 17th St., 
Dulaney, President of D & A Manu- Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Do it now! 

"4" 
Approved 

under 
G.I. Bill 

All CIE career 
courses are ap- 
proved for educa- 

tional benefits 
under the G.I. Bill. 

If you are a Veteran 

or in service now, 

check box for G. I. 

Bill information. 

CIECleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

Please send me your two FREE books: 

1. Your illustrated school catalog, "Succeed in Electronics." 

2. Your book, "How to Get a Commercial FCC License." 

I am especially interested in: Electronics Technology with Laboratory 

Electronics Technology Industrial Electronics 

C Electronic Communications First Class FCC License 

C Broadcast Engineering O Electronics Engineering 

Name Age 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

Address 

City State Zip 

Veterans and Servicemen: Check here for G.I. Bill information. RE -27 
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Good 
The A-104 U/V signal divider feeds 

four TV and/or FM sets from one 
antenna. Low loss; high isolation 
between sets. Mounts indoors or on 
mast with optional jiffy mount.300- 
ohm connections. One of ten band 
separater/combiner and signal 
divider devices. 

Better 
HOMER 300 U/V-Economy priced, 

amplified, four-way splitter (four 300 - 
ohm outputs). Excellent choice for 
moderate signal areas where pas- 
sive splitter degrades TV pictures. 
Gain 8.5 dB VHF, 2.5 dB UHF with four 
sets operating. 4 -way lightning and 
surge protection. One of four Homer 
models: all channel, 75 ohm, plus a 
75 and 300 model featuring patent- 
ed wide dynamic range ICEF circuit. 

Best 
DA -4 U/V-300-High performance, 

all channel amplifier delivers supe- 
rior picture power to four sets in 

areas with both strong and weak 
signals. Features patented ICEF 

circuit for wide dynamic range. 
Three transistors, transformer power 
supply. Typical gain: VHF 7.0 dB, 
UHF 8.0 dB ón four sets. Also available 
in 75 -ohm, all channel version, as well 
as VHF/FM 300 and 75 ohm models. 
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In addition to these high quality products, Blonder -Tongue offers TV 

and FM reception improving products from 1V antenna to matching trans- 
formers. Available at your local electronics supplier. Blonder -Tongue 
Laboratories, Inc., One Jake Brown Rd., Old Bridge, N.J. 08857. 

BLONDER TONGUE 

LETTERS 
(continued from page /6) 

with the keyboard. 
Almost every module of the TV Typewri- 

ter has gone on-line without a hitch. I did, 
however, catch a short while reproducing 
the pattern between pins 5 and 6 of IC2 on 
the Timing board. The other error is an 
apparent connection between pin 11 of 
IC10 and Test Point R on the Timing 
board. This connection is also indicated 
in the Fig. 7 schematic. Hooked -up this 
way, of course, I got out 55 Hz at the end 
of the timing chain. A little "reasoned, 
logical testing" and a look at the timing of 
the inputs to this gate (IC10-c) with a dual 
trace scope showed we wanted the O tim- 
ing signal instead of the R timing signal. 
Works fine now (60 Hz out). 

It is a pleasure to hear that the response 
to your TV Typewriter project has been so 
overwhelming (except that it sure made it 
hard to get a 2513). I hope all of this re- 
sponse will hasten the development of 
your add-on project plans. 

M. PAUL FARR 
San Pedro, Calif. 90731 

MORE ABOUT PHONE SENTRY 
Some added confusion resulted from my 
comments in the "Letters" section of the 
September issue. The marked -up 
schematic of the Phone Sentry was omit- 
ted. 

The correct change is: forget about 
adding the capacitor between pins 1 & 8 

of IC2. Instead, cut the foil between pins 4 

& 8 and add a 470K resistor between pins 
4 & 8. Now, add a .1-pF capacitor between 
pin 4 and ground. 

Another comment: in those states that 
permit you to record phone conversa- 
tions, you can record with the Phone Sen- 
try as follows: Turn OFF answer player 
unit 1; turn ON Phone Sentry and depress 
TEST button; turn ON the PLAYBACK 
switch. Be sure to restore all to normal 
when you're done recording. 

ROGER L. SMITH 
Phoenix, Arizona 

'u - 
Support your 
Mental Health 

Association 
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"Contrast is best:' "Brightness is best:' 

We think Sylvania ChroMatrixTM gives the best of both. 

Brightness is great if you don't have to lose contrast. 

And contrast is great if you don't have to pay for it with a dimmer 

picture. 
At GTE Sylvania, we think the best replacement tube is the one 

that gives you just the right balance of both. 

That's why we developed the ChroMatrix line using a jet black 

dark surround and Sylvania bright phosphors. 

Our design uses the black surround to get both brightness and 

contrast. And it also helps to maintain a uniform brightness across the 

entire face of the tube. 

As replacement tubes for many of the color sets now coming out 

of warranty, ChroMatrix is a line that's hard to beat. 

And you can get them now in all large- screen sizes from 19" to 

25" diagonal including the popular 23" diagonal size. 

Using the replacement line that gives the best of both worlds 

might make customers think that you're the best serviceman in this 

one. Sylvania Electronic Components, 100 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154. ® SYLVANIA 
23 



D0207111. a0'S 
NEW BIPOLAR MULTIMETER: 

AUTOMATIC POLARITY INDICATION 

¢ _ 11 
cl 

O 

a 

Model ES 210K 
Displays' Ohms,, Volts or Amps in 5 

ranges Voltage from 100 Microvolts 
to 500 V Resistance from 100 Milli- 
ohms to 1 Megohm Current from 100 
Nano Amp to 1 Amp $77.00 
Case ex: $12.50 (Optional probe) $5.00 

40 MHz DIGITAL 
FREQUENCY COUNTER: 
Will not be damaged by high power 
transmission levels. 

Simple, 1 cable connection to 
transmitter's output. 

i¡ 
' 2 ° I 2 

ES 220K - Line frequency time base. 1 KHz 
resolution. 5 digit: $69.50 Case extra: $10 

ES 221K - Crystal time base. 100 Hz resolu- 
tion. 6 digit: $109.50 Case extra: $10.00 

DIGITAL CLOCK: 

.12 2c 2 I 

ES 112K/ 124K 12 hr. or 24 hr. clock $46.95 
Case extra: Walnut $12.00 Metal $7.50 

CRYSTAL TIME BASE: 
ES 201K-Optional addition to ES 112K, 124K 
or 500K. Mounts on board. Accurate to. 002%. 

I D REMINDER: 
ES 200K Reminds operator 9 min. 45 sec. have 
passed. Mounts on ES 112 or 124 board. Silent 
LED flash $10.95 Optional audio alarm $4.00 
extra. 

Dependable solid state components and circuitry. 
Easy reading, 7 segment display tubes with clear, 
bright numerals. These products operate from 117 

VAC, 60 cycles. No moving parts. Quiet, trouble free 
printed circuit. 

Each kit contains complete parts list with all parts, 
schematic illustrations and easy to follow, step by 
step instructions. No special tools required. 

ORDER YOURS TODAY: 1 Use your Mastercharge or 
Bankamericard 
Money Back Guarantee 

10418 La Cienega Inglewood, Ca. 90304 

(213) 674-3021. 

EQUIPMENT REPORT 
(continued from page /4) 

panying figures. The response peaks 
are all within ±1 dB of 12 dB which 
again is quite good. 

The equalizer uses two identical 
filter channels with ganged sliding po- 
tentiometers. This is the one place we 
think the design falls short of its in- 
tent. We would prefer to see each 
control split down the middle with 
separately color coded handles. In this 
way the true versatility needed to 
compensate for unsymmetrical speaker 
placement and hearing loss would be 
obtained. 

The FEW -1 can be inserted be- 
tween the preamplifier and amplifier 
or in series with the tape monitor cir- 
cuit of a stereo receiver. Tape moni- 
toring facility is still retained as an ad- 
ditional level of switching and phono 
jacks are included. In addition to the 
tone controls the front panel holds the 
on/off and tape monitor in/out 
switches and a pilot lamp. 

We found the instrument quite 
useful in tape recording applications. 
It was a boon in recording live organ 
on a cassette deck. The bass was em- 
phasized so that it could be heard on 
playback which was previously impos- 
sible. Other situations where it would 
be useful is where hum or noise is ex- 
cessive. The 60 -Hz frequency control 
has been judiciously chosen with this 
in mind. 

Available in either wired or kit 
form the equalizer uses 8 transistors in 
the dual amplifier and 4 diodes for 
the transformer isolated power supply. 
All circuitry is on a single PC board 
with the exception of some of the fil- 
ter components mounted with the slid- 
ing pots. 

The equalizer measures 43/8" high 
by 8Ye" wide by 51/2" deep and draws 
3 watts. Sheet metal construction is 
used with oiled walnut side blocks. 

The FEW -I would be a nice ad- 
dition to an otherwise complete sys- 
tem and would be just great for the 
knob counter particularly because the 
added knobs really do a job. R -E 

ONEIDA INSTANT -WELD 
ADHESIVE. 
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IN ELECTRONICS REPAIR WORK. WE 
run into lots of things that must he 
put back together: metal. plastic. and 
ceramic, to name a few. So when we 
find a new product of modern chem- 
ical technology that can help us do 
hard jobs more easily. it's welcome. 

The Oneida Electronic Mfg. Co., 
of N eadville, Pa.. has come up with 
one of these. They call it "Instant - 
Weld". and that's about as appropriate 
as you could get. Its full name is "Al- 
pha-cyanoacrylate industrial strength 
adhesive". Cyanoacrylate adhesives 
have been known for quite a while. 
but they had certain drawbacks. 
Oneida has overcome these. 

This is a single compound: no 
mixing. It has amazing bond strength: 
one square inch will hold up to a 
5.000 pound pull. It comes in a very 
small tube, hut only a pinhead -size 
drop is all you need for the average 
radio -TV shop job. Also, it sets up 
right now. You apply the cement, put 

the pieces together, hold them for not 
more than three or four seconds and 
there you are. In less than a minute, 
it's practically set up. (This can lead to 
problems, be sure whatever you're ce- 
menting is exactly where you want it. 

I have a pet sweep -generator. that 
lives on a shelf over the bench. Part 
of it is a heavy 8 -step attenuator (2 to 
3 pounds) in a separate case, con- 
nected to the sweep with coax. I .was 
alays knocking it off the top, and 
breaking the cable. This annoyed me 
intensely, since I do not like to lix 
BNC connectors. So this would he a 
dandy project. I'd been meaning to 
bolt it to the sweep case for a long 
time. 

Taking the four little plastic feet 
off, I put a wee dab of Instant Weld 
on each one, and stuck them on the 
bottom. This is where I learned about 
"put it where you want it!". I set one 
of them about Vs inch from the corner. 
then tried to slide it over: no slide. It 
was there. 

Then, I put a .wee dab of I -W on 
the bottom of each foot, and very 
carefully placed it where I wanted it. 
That's where it is. and it looks as if 
it'll stay. In less than a minute, I 

could pick up the whole thing by the 
attenuator case. No more broken coax. 

A very detailed set of instructions 
comes with each tube. Follow them: 
they're simple. The only precaution 
you must take is to he sure you get 
the cap hack on tightly. 

Never having been able to refrain 
from a jape. I bonded a dime to the 
glass counter at the coffee shop. Two 
weeks later, it's still there, and it .will 
probably stay. If some of nn friends 
can't get it loose, it's tight. R -E 
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Radio Shack Is Electronic Parts Paradise! 
We're "The Parts Place" 

For magazine projects & 
Do -it -Yourself experiments! 

ON 

OFF 

sARU/ER+ 

12 VOLT POWER 
CONVERTER 

:RS 

i 
4 

IMF 

Printed Circuit Kit. All you need to 
custom -design your own circuits. Two 
4'/2x3" copperclad boards, resist -ink 
solvent with pen, 6 -oz. bottle of etchant 
layout strips & circles, scouring pad, 
1/16" drill bit, 41/2x61/4x21/4" plastic 
etching tank. Safe to use. 695 
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Transistor Substitu- 
tion Guide. Indis- 
pensible for tech- 
nicians. Lists up to 
1 5,000 types, for- 
eign & domestic. 
Also has biasing dia- 
grams, polarities, 
etc. lAO 

Prices may vary at individual stores. 

-- RAPID 
ISAAC« - 

12 -Volt Power Con- 
verter. Converts 1 20 
VAC to 1 2 VDC. Use 
to charge 1 2 -volt bat- 
teries or as a battery 
eliminator when 
servicing 12 VDC 
equipment. Output: 
12V at 1.75 amps 
continuous, 5 amps 
surge. Blow- 
out protected. 1895 

we 

6to 12 VDC Inverter. 
Converts 6-VDC input 
to 1 2-VDC output. 
Dual inputs -6V 
neg. & 12V pos. grd. 
Output: 12V neg. grd. 
at 3 amps. Solid state, 
fuse protected. Ideal 
for use in VW's, 
dune buggies, etc. 

Etchant Solu- 
tion. Removes 
copper from PC 
boards without 
damage to the 
board. Safe, easy 
to use. A "must" 
for hobbyists, 
builders & ex- 
perimenters. .169 
16 fluid oz. 

SPST Magnet Con- 
tact Switches. Rated 
0.5 A at 1 25 
VAC. 199 

FREE 1974 CATALOG 
AT 2000 RADIO SHACKS OR BY MAIL 
180 -Pages - Full Color! Hi -Fi, CB, Kits, 
Recorders, Antennas, Parts, More! 

336 

Name (print) Apt # 

Street 

City State ZIP 
MAIL TO: Radio Shack, P.O. Box 1052, Fort Worth, Texas 76107j 

Í . 
Auto Siren Alarm Kit. For 24 - 
hour protection against would- 
be car thieves or vandals. Shrill 
alarm sounds if hood, trunk or 
doors are tampered with. 6 
switches, 2 keys, lock, wire/ 
hardware included. For 
1 2 -volt DC neg. ground. 2195 
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O" fi 
Hook -Up Wire. Five 100' 
coils in assorted colors. Sizes 
#18 thru #22. Solid & 
stranded types. 369 

Aluminum ' 
"Mini" Size Fila- "Mini" Boxes. 
ment Transfor- Lightweight, 
mers. From 6.3V to sturdy. Many 
24V.300 mA. DC sizes avail - 
rated. Low as 129 able. Low as 119 

Radie lhaek 
and ALLIED RADIO STORES 

M A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY 
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ENDECO `' , 

The Pencil Soldering Iron 

with Operating Light, 
2 Heats and 

On/Off Switch 

$10.95 
NET 

Model 540S 
Soldering Iron 
Length 8'/2" 
Weight 2 oz. 

Light shows when it's on 

2 heats -20w and 40w- 
for any job 

Ironclad tips for longer life 
Cool, unbreakable polycarbonate 
handle 

Burn -resistant neoprene cord 

Converts to a desoldering iron 
with low cost attachment 

The Pencil Desoldering Iron 

with Operating Light, 
and On/Idle/Off 

Switch 

$15.95 
NET 

Model 510 I Length 8'/2" 
Desoldering Iron Weight 31/2 oz. 

Light shows when it's on 
Operates at 40w; idles at 20w 
for longer tip life 

6 tip sizes available 
to handle arty job 

Cool, unbreakable polycarbonate 
handle 

Burn -resistant neoprene cord 
Exclusive new bracket insures 
alignment, prevents damage 

New kits also available) 
Soldering Kits Desoldering Kits 

Soldering/Desoldering Kits 
See your distributor or write ... 

5127 EAST 65TH ST. 
INDIANAPOLIS, 
INDIANA 46220 
PHONE 317/251-1231 

enterprise 
development 
corporation 
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LIMIT SWITCHES 
by JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

TIIFRF'S ONE II. ANDY SAl- FTY ICE 
that you'll find on a lot of heating ap- 
pliances. It should he used on all of them. 
really. This may look like an odd -shaped 
blob with several wires going into it. It's 
called a "limit switch". It is a switch, au- 
tomatically operated by a thermal element. 
usually a bimetal blade. It's normally 
closed. When the temperature of the ap- 
pliance heater reaches a certain level, the 
switch opens. to keep things from getting 
too hot. In some of the larger units, the 
bimetal blade may he in the form of a spiral 
or coil, instead of the familiar flat blade, but 
it works in the same way. 

Many of these are adjustable. You will 
see a calibrated scale, marked in degrees F. 
A sliding pointer shows the cutoff tempera- 
ture for which it is set. Note: some of these 
have locking screws: if the pointer can't be 
moved, look for a small screw that holds it 
in place. I.00sen this, and then retighten it 
after adjusting the switch. Some type, are 
preset: these open the switch at a certain 
temperature. 

On a gas furnace or similar heater, with a 

fan to force air -flow, the limit switch may he 
a dual type. One section will control the 
fan -motor. This stays open until the plenum 
has reached a high temperature: this keeps 
the fan from blowing cold air up your pants - 
legs. (Plenum: heat -chamber on top of fur- 
nace.) The other section is the limit -switch. 
It is usually actuated by the same thermal 
element, but it is normally closed. 

The power to the electrically -operated 
main gas valve flows through these con- 
tacts. If the temperature of the plenum goes 
too high, they open, and the gas -valve au- 
tomatically closes. (All standard gas -valves 
are built so that when the power fails, they 
close automatically. see diagram.) This type 
of dual of switch will have two pointers; one 
sets the temperature at which the fan comes 
on. the other the temperature at which the 
burner is cut off. 

Some of these switches use the familiar 
flat blades, with electrical contacts in an in- 
sulated mounting on the ends. In the 
heavy-duty types. such as those found on 
furnaces, the switch itself may he a 'Mi 
roswitch" or similar unit. These take only a 
very small pressure to operate: they are 
tripped by an arm on the end of the thermal 
blade or spiral unit. 

Other types can he found in the healing 
ducts of electric or gas clothes driers. These 
are generally preset, fixed types. Their pur- 
pose is to prevent the temperature in the 
duct from going too high. A typical unit 
might close at about 200 degrees and open at 
300-350 degrees: this varies with different 
units. If a control shorts, or anything hap- 

pens that would let the heating element stay 
on too long, this thermostat opens, breaking 
the supply circuit. A similar control can he 
used with gas heated driers. If the duct 
temperature goes too high, the limit switch 
shuts off the main gas -valve. 

In most clothes driers, there will he 
another thermostat in series with the limit 
switch. This one works just like the limit 
switch. of course. but it will he adjustable 
for various temperatures, so that the drier 
can he used with different kinds of fabrics. 
Some models have as many as 6 different 
"heats". 

The thernostats used for this purpose, in 
clothes driers, will look quite a hit different 
to the types found on furnaces, etc. They'll 
be small round -cased units, with lugs or 
push -on terminals. Many of these are of the 
"disc" type. They're bimetal, just like the 
blade. but made in the form of a "dished 
disc-. When this gets hot, it will "snap" 
from one side to the other. just like the bot- 
tom of an oil -can! This operates the electri- 
cal contacts. 
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GAS VALVE 

BI METAL 
ELEMENT 
MOVES ARM 

TO 
FAN 
MOTOR 

ICC(«Cgametrao 

HOT 

COLD 

Checking and servicing 
Finagle's First Law says that "If there is 

anything in there that can cause trouble, it 
certainly will!" So. if any kind of heating 
unit refuses to work. check the fuel supply 
first: gas or electricity. If this is present at 
the normal value, then check the gas burner 
or electric heating element. If you can read 
the full supply voltage across the terminals 
of an electric heating element, but it's stone 
cold, that's it. The element is open. Replace 
with an exact duplicate. 

I lowever. if your check at the terminals 
of the heating element shows zero voltage. 
then you've got another problem! 
Something between the line plug and the 
heating element is open. (Incidentally, one 
good thing to check here is to he sure that 
the thing is turned on! Check the timer, 
switch or whatever turns it on, normally.) 

In large appliances such as clothes driers. 
it's usually not too difficult to follow the wir- 
ing: it's visible. The thermostats, etc will he 
fairly easy to see. Take a voltage reading 
right across the terminals of the thermostats 
and switches. Full line voltage present ac- 
ross what should he a closed switch indi- 
cates trouble. One quick check for this is to 
turn it off, connect a jumper across the sus - 

(continued on page 96) 
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SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
219 W. RHAPSODY 

SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS 78216 
PHONE: 512 DI 4-3140 

February 1974 

Dear R -E Readers, 

Don't know how many of you have our new 1974 catalog, but it is out and you can get your copy by 

simply ripping out the "Bingo" card in the back of the magazine and circling our reader service number. 

This edition features our "Tigersaurus 250" amplifier on the cover, in case you are not sure which edition 

you have. 

I'll bet that there are quite a few of you out there who are not aware of the various audio modules 

that we offer for constructing custom audio and PA systems. Not only do we offer preamplifier systems 

such as our "558" instrument preamp, but also mixers, reverbs, and basic power amplifiers. You can 

get a list for the asking of the various components that go into our #141 quitar amplifier system. 

Thus, if you want to build an amplifier with only one channel and no reverb you can do so, and save the 

cost of the other circuits in the standard kit. In addition to these kits, we now have available our new 

Ex -1 stereo expander -compressor kit. This expander -compressor uses a variable gain integrated circuit to 

obtain the expansion, or compression. This results in a fast acting low distortion system that is far 

superior to the commonly used lamp and photoresistor circuits. The expander not only can increase the 

dynamic range of your music, but will also enhance the stereo effects on many records. It is easily added 

to most systems by connecting it to the "tape monitor" jacks of the preamp. 

I would like to offer a few comments on an idea that some of the other kit manufacturers are pro- 

moting lately. This one goes "you should not feel had about paying as much, or more, for a kit than 

you would pay if you bought the thing assembled and ready to use from the store up the block." The 

idea being that you get all that fun and that you will be familiar with the device if it ever needs service. 

To all of this I say BULL. Any of you in the service business, or who have done any troubleshooting 

know better than this. You don't have to put the thing together to be able to quickly and effectively 

service it. All you need are proper instruments and a schematic for most things. There is no reason why 

a kit should cost as much or more than a comparable assembled product; be it a Hi -Fi, TV set or calculator. 

What it should cost is at least 20% less. If it doesn't then it is either badly engineered, or a rip-off. In 

addition to this you should expect to save even more if you are buying the kit by mail, directly from the 

manufacturer. If you really have nothing better to do with your time, or if you need a passtime and don't 

care what it costs then our competitors kits are just what you reed. If your time is valuable and you want 

to get something for your effort we think you should take a close look at our products. I will be happy to 

send you a schematic, or additional information on any of them you might be interested in checking into. 

We offer a full refund on any kit that you decide is not a bargain or not what you were led to expect; 

if it is returned to us unassembled and in original condition within two weeks of receipt. What have you 

got to lose? 

Sincerely, 

Pa" 
Daniel Meyer 

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

DEPT. RE -L 

219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78218 

Circle 17 on reader service card 27 



DIGITAL COLO 
Bell&Howell Schools 
introduces an amazing 
new color TV featuring 
channel numbers and 
digital clock that 
flash on the screen 
and automatic 
channel selector! 

Now you can build and keep 
a color television that's ahead 
of its time! 

You've seen TV's that swivel, TV's 
with radios built in, TV's small enough 
to stuff in a suitcase and TV's that 
have remote control. 

But now comes a color television 
with features you've never seen before. 
Features now possible as a result of the 
new technology of digital electronics 
... features that make Bell & Howell's 
new 25 -inch diagonal digital color TV 
ahead of its time! Like... 

Channel numbers that flash big and 
clear right on the screen. An on- screen 
digital clock that flashes the time in 
hours, minutes and seconds with just 
the push of a button. An automatic 
channel selector that you pre -set to 
skip over "dead" channels and go di- 
rectly to the channels of your choice. 

5 
2 :39:03 
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You build and keep 
this revolutionary new Bell & Howell 

25" diagonal digital color TV! 
Mail the postage -free card today 

for complete details, free! 

And, to insure highest quality per- 
formance, this new TV has all -elec - 
tronic tuning, reliable integrated cir- 
cuitry, and 100% solid -state chassis for 
a brighter, sharper picture with long 
life and dependability. 

Perform fascinating 
experiments ... test your new TV 
as you build it ...with the 
exclusive Electro-Lab, 
electronics training system. 
It's yours to build and keep! 

Designed exclusively for our stu- 
dents, this new Bell & Howell Electro- 
Lab " features the most sophisticated 
and up- to-date "tools of the trade ". In- 

struments you can use professionally 
after you finish the program. 

A new digital multimeter that mea- 
sures voltage, current and resistance 
and displays its findings in big, clear 
numbers. Far more accurate and read- 
able than conventional "needle pointe?' 
meters that require guesswork and 
interpretation. 

i 
The solid -state "triggered sweep" 

oscilloscope is a "must" for accurate 
analysis of digital circuitry. With it you 
are able to make measurements of 
circuits in much the same way that 
heartbeats are measured on an electro- 
cardiograph. Includes DC wide -band 
vertical amplifier and "triggered sweep" 
feature to lock in signals for easier 
observation. 

The design console is a valuable de- 
vice for setting up and examining cir- 
cuits without soldering! Features 
patented modular connectors, AC 
power supply and transistorized dual 
range DC power supply. 



RTVIS 
Build it 
yourself... 
the perfect way 
to learn Al 
about the 
exciting new 
field of digital 
electronics! 

It's a fascinating spare -time 
project you can enjoy at home! 

Imagine spending your spare time 
actually building your own 25 -inch 
diagonal digital color TV! It's a project 
you can enjoy working on right in your 
home. And you'll be amazed at the 
electronics knowledge you'll pick up 
in a relatively short period of time! 

There's no travelling to classes, no 
lectures to attend, and you don't have 
to give up your job or paycheck just 
because you want to get ahead. When 
you finish this new Bell & Howell 
Schools program, you'll have the skills 
you need plus a great color TV to 
keep and enjoy for years! 

H ERE! 
Digital 

electronics is 
changing 
our lives! 

There's'a lot more to digital elec- 
tronics than just the numbers! True, 
that's what you see on more and more 
products like digital calculktors, clocks 
and watches. But behind the numbers 
lies a fantastic new technology that's 
creating higher standards of accuracy 
and dependability. The versatility of 
digital electronics has begun another 
industrial revolution. Its growth and 
applications are limitless, giving us 
new and better ways of doing things 
and spectacular products like this new 
Bell & Howell digital color TV! 

You don't have to be an 
electronics expert to build it... 
we help you every step of the way. 

One of the beauties of this TV is 
that you don't need previous elec- 
tronics experience to build it! With a 
few simple household tools, our step - 
by- step instructions and the exclusive 
Electro-Lab ®, you've got all the basics 
you need. Should you ever hit a `snag, 
you're just a toll-free call away from 
one of our expert instructors who can 
help you solve it. You can also take 
advantage of our in- person "help 

sessions" held in major cities through- 
out the year where you can enjoy 
"talking shop" with instructors and 
fellow students. 

Pick up valuable skills in digital 
electronics that could lead to extra 
income full or part time ... or a 
business of your own! 

Once you have your new TV, cash 
in on all that you learned from building 
it! This new Bell & Howell program 
employing digital electronics will help 
you gain valuable new skills that could 
easily lead to extra income, part time. 
A service or repair business of your 
own? Why not! We even show you how 
to get started with a complete volume 
on the basics of setting up a TV servic- 
ing business. Get the complete story on 
this exciting, learn-at -home pro- 
gram ... the world's first color 
TV course employing digital 
electronics technology! 

Mail card today 
for full details, free! 
Electro-rab is a registered trademark 
of the Bell & Howell Company. 

If card has been removed, write: 598 

An Electronics Home Study School 

DEVRV IFISTITUTE OF TECHf1OU]GV 
ONE or THE 

BELL E HOWELL SCHOOLS 
4141 Belmont Chicayu ibnois 60641 
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microphon matter morí. 

Never have so few words said so much about sound system installations. 
The truth is that a carefully chosen, top-quality microphone makes a 
measurable difference in sound system quality-regardless of the other 
components in the system. It is false economy at its worst to be a micro- phone miser. Install Shure Unidyne or Unisphere microphones-for instal- 
lations with a marked superiority in voice intelligibility (and fewer service calls due to microphone problems). 

Shure Brothers Inc. 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois 60204 up In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Ltd. ., 
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STATE-OF-THE-ART! THESE FOUR WORDS 

are often associated with the space 
program, or the most recent develop- 
ments in integrated circuits. Hut now 
they can he properly used to describe 
the brand new Heathkit GR-2000 color 
TV kit. In fact, this new set uses so 

much digital design and so many inte- 
grated circuits. that it can be said that it 
sets new standards for state-of-the-art 
in color TV. 

At first glance it looks just like any 
other color TV. At second glance you 
start noticing the differences-there 
are no knobs on the front panel: and 
when you turn the set on. something 
remarkable happens-the channel 
number and the time (hours. minutes, 
and seconds) appear on the screen! 
And that's just the beginning. 

There are many special design fea- 
tures built into this TV and we will be 

taking a close look at some of the most 
interesting ones. First. there are sev- 
eral features that must be labeled 
"unique." These are features that are 
not to he found in any other production 
color TV being sold in the U.S. There 
are six of these "unique" features in 
the GR-2000. 

I. Silent, all -electronic tuning. It's 
done with uhf and vhf varactor diode 
tuners that are dc voltage -controlled. 
The tuners themselves are located right 
on the chassis, and are not attached to 
the front panel of the set. To change 
channels, the viewer taps either an up 
or down switch on the front panel of 
the set. We will explain how this circuit 
operates later. 

2. Touch -to -tune, reprogrammable, 
digital channel selection. You program 

EXCLUSIVE! 

t i Heathkit's new 
digital color TV 
Digital design techniques produce 
unique features found in no other set 

by LARRY STECKLER 

EDITOR 

up to 16 channels. uhf or vhf: and in 

whatever order you wish to arrange 
them. Great for switching from the 
football game on channel 2 to the foot- 
ball game on channel 7, without having 
to go through any other channels. And 
there's no need to ever tune to an un- 
used channel. You don't program 
them, so they never appear. 

3. Touch volume control. Again. 
there is no knob, when the remote con- 
trol is used. Instead. there are two 
more touch switches to use to raise or 
lower the volume in small steps. More 
on this later. 

4. On -screen electronic digital channel 
readout. This feature has been adver- 
tised by some set makers. Sharp offers 
one set with this feature. Hitachi is 
talking about it. and Hlaupunkt sells 
one in Europe. In the G R-2CJ0. the 

numbers appear on the screen each 

time you switch channels or touch the 
RECALL button. The length of time that 
they are visible is adjustable. For more 
details on this circuit, keep reading a 

hit longer. 
5. On -screen electronic digital clock 

readout. This is an optional low-cost 
feature. It will display the time in 12- or 
24 -hour format, with your choice of 
hours and minutes, or hours, minutes 
and seconds. The clock is as accurate 
as the frequency of the 60 -Hz ac line. 
The clock continues to nun when the 
set is off. The readout appears on the 
screen whenever the channel number 
appears. We'll look at the clock curcuit 
a hit further on. 

6. LC i.f. amplifier with fixed ten - 

section IC i.f. handpass filter in the i.f. 
strip. This unit makes possible an un- 
usually finei.f. response curve. Hand - 
pass skirts offer fast, smooth rise and 

tAC r.r.a .l 
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WITH THE REAR PANEL SWUNG OUT you can see just 
Heathkit GR2000. Note all the IC's. 
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about all of the electronics Inside the 
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tall times. The filter eliminates the need 
for critically adjusted traps for eliminat- 
ing adjacent -channel and in -channel 
carrier beats. No i.f. alignment is 

needed ... ever. This is the first set we 
have seen that includes a filter -type i.f. 
It has several obvious advantages-not 
only in performance. hut in assembly 
ease (no instrument alignment). and in 

longevity of its picture -quality excel- 
lence. \lore details further on. 

There you have a rundown of the re- 

ally special features that are built into 
the set. We will look at each of these 

circuits in much greater detail shortly. 
But first let's take a look at the other 
notable features of the GR-2000. and 

there are many of them. 
The set is all solid state (with the ex- 

ception of the picture tube. of course). 
Nineteen integrated circuits, including 
custom \lOS designs. are used (plus 
another 13 IC's if you buy the optional 
remote control and yet another IC if 
you buy the optional clock). There are 
71 transistors, all mounted in sockets 
for easy plug-in replacement. And a 

FIG. 1-(right top) HOW DIGITS are formed on 
the screen of the color set. 

FIG. 2-(right) MODIFIED CHARACTER is used 
by Heath for earler reading. 

FIG. 3-(far right) a-Channel number display. 
b - channel number with a six -digit time dis- 
play. c-channel number with four -digit time 
display. 
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block diagram form. You'll note that It is far 
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vast portion of the electronics. more 
than ever before, is mounted on 20 

plug-in circuit modules. The special 
group of electronics that controls digi- 
tal channel selection, the digital clock. 
readout positioning. and the con- 
vergence controls is located in a slide - 
out drawer for easy access. 1 ou can 
see this drawer on our cover. 

Picture contrast is dc voltage con- 
trolled. There's an IC amplifier for bet- 
ter color rendition. improved color kil- 
ler threshold performance and better 
dynamic range and sensitivity of the 
automatic chroma control. 

A new vertical sweep circuit uses 
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FIG.7-I. F. RESPONSE CURVES. a-this Is the response curve of a modern conventional color 
set. b-this Is the response curve of the Health LC -filter I.f. strip. 

LUMINANCE 
DRIVER 

VIDEO 
OUTPUTS 

LUMINANCE 

complementary power transist ors 
making it possible to eliminate the out- 
put transformer with its magnetic field 
and linearity problems. Interlace is 

near perfect. 
There are some interesting service 

aids too. A true dot generator. built 
with IC s. is a part of the set. Roth ver- 
tical and horizontal centering controls 
are provided. As ill previous color TV 
kits. a test meter is included. 

Even the color picture tube is new. It 
is the latest 25 -inch diagonal black 
tnegalive) matrix picture tube. It offers 
fully illuminated and. therefore. bright- 
er phosphor dots and an etched face- 
plate to reduce glare. 

The set has a large number of mod- 
ules. 20 plug-in circuit hoards that both 
speed construction of the kit and make 
the finished set easier to service 
w henever service becomes necessary. 

1 he readout system that generates 
positions and controls the numerical 
'eadout that appears on the picture- 
:uhe screen. To display a character on 
the screen. the electron hewn must he 

turned on during the appropriate 
periods as it scans the face of the pic- 
ture tube. In the GR-21011 a 7 -segment 
digit is used. 

The number of different time periods 
for which the electron beam must he 

turned on and off as each digit is 
formed determines the complexity of 
the character generator. For this 
reason I leathkit engineers selected the 
7 -segment digit shown in Fig. I. Each 
segment in such a digit is a straight line 
that lies on either the horizontal or ver- 
tical axis (x or y). The four vertical 
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FIG. 8-COMPLETE CIRCUIT OF THE I.F. STRIP. The LC filter is a 10 -section unit. Two IC's and two 
transistors are used. 

segments occupy only two time periods 
during the horizontal scan which occur 
at the same time on each line. The 
three horizontal segments also occupy 
the same time periods on the horizontal 
scan. 

By modifying the 7 -segment digit of 
Fig. I slightly so the ends of each seg- 
ment overlap the ends of each adjoining 
segment (see Fig. 2). they get a better - 
looking digit. The character generator 
decodes BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) 
input data into segment control lines. 
These lines control the output of the 
logic gates that turn the electron beam 

11. 

11.111. 

azh 411. 

on and off when necessary. This type 
of character generator does not need a 
memory. 

Figure 3-a shows how both the hori- 
zontal and vertical scanning times allot- 
ted for each igit are divided into eight 
time slots. Each vertical time slot con- 
sists of an even number of horizontal 
scan lines. The first two horizontal 
time slots and the first vertical time slot 
of each digit are always blank. The top. 
center and bottom horizontal segments 
occupy the third through the eighth 
horizontal time slots during the second, 
fifth, and eighth vertical time spots. 
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The left and right vertical segments oc- 
cupy the third, and eighth horizontal 
time slots. The left and right vertical 
segments occupy the second through 
the fifth and the fifth through the eighth 
vertical time slots, with overlap during 
the fifth time slot. 

The display circuit was designed to 
also display the time -of -day along with 
the channel number. The time data is 
supplied from an external clock source 
(optional add-on to the GR-2(N)0). As 
shown in Fig. 3-h. the time data fills 
eight digit spaces and is displayed as 
shown below the channel number. A 
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FIG. 9-ELECTRONIC SWITCHING CIRCUITS 
control the channel number display. 

four -digit time display mlxle is shown 
in Fig. 3-c. 

A block diagram of the C\1OS dis- 
play IC used in the GR-2($X) is shown 
in Fig. 4. Horizontal and vertical sync 
signals for the display circuit are de- 
rived from the horizontal and vertical 
retrace pulses of the 1 V receiver. Dis- 
play position is determined by the ad- 
justable mu Itivibrators. which are trig- 
gered by the horizontal and vertical 
sync signals. The set owner can posi- 
tion the display to any part of the 
screen by varying the delay periods 
with two potentiometers. 

Fig. 5 is a block diagram of the entire 
display system including the clock and 
showing the connections to the TV re - 
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direct the tuners to change channels. They also 

ceiver. The display circuit LLhich is 

made up of the 'N -pin CM OS IC and 
its associated circuitry is mounted on a 

single -sided printed circuit hoard. The 
28 -pin clock chip and its associated cir- 
cuitry plus time -set switches requires 
only a few more square inches of 
space. 

The sync vertical pulses are gated 
into the display circuit Loran adjustable 
period of time that is variable from sev- 
eral seconds to as much as half a min- 
ute or more each time the channel is 

changed or when the recall switch (part 
of the volume -control curcuit) is acti- 
vated. 

The digital output signal from the 

display circuit is coupled to a display 
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driver transistor amplifier which paral- 
lels the luminance driver stage. The 
display signal thus enters the video 
stages as a luminance or black-and- 
LLhite signal that forms a white display 
on the screen. Display driver current is 

adjustable, controlling display bright- 
ness without affecting the program. 
The display is superimposed over the 
video signal. 

A dot pattern for use LL hen converg- 
ing the color receiver can he substi- 
tuted for the display signal by throwing 
a switch in front of the display driver 
stage I vosm 91.-1)015). Die dot generator 
itself. shown in Fig. 6. uses the same 

(continued on page 78) 
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Train at home 
on NTS equipment like this: 
NTS Audio Electronics Servicing 
Know tweeters, woofers and baffles-sound 
distortion, amplification and control - pub- 
lic address and music systems. Kits you 
build and keep include AM -FM Solid -State Heath 60 -watt stereo re- 60 -Watt Stereo Receiver ceiver, twin speakers, and Twin Speakers Volt -Ohmmeter, digital 
meter, in -circuit transis- 
tor tester, solid-state 
pocket radio. 
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- ' Compu-Trainer 

NTS Automation and 
Computer Electronics 
Master computer servic- 
ing technology as you 
build this solid-state 
Compu-Trainer - an NTS 
exclusive! Duplicates cir- 
cuit technology of giant computers in in- 
dustry, do your own wiring, patch -cording, 
assembly. Other kits you build end keep: 
5 -inch wide -band solid-state oscilloscope, 
FET Volt -Ohmmeter, Electo-Lab. 

Solid -State 
Oscilloscope 

NTS color and b&w tv servicing 
Build the largest and most advanced solid-state color TV. A 
315 sq. in. ultra -rectangular matrix picture tube, Varactor 
Diode Tuner, Electronic Character Generator and more. Or 
build B&W TV with cabinet. Both TV's feature "instant on" 
Automatic Fine Tuning, solid-state design, and more. Other 
kits you build and keep: Solid -State Pocket Radio, Trouble- 
shooter, AM/SW Radio, Volt -Ohmmeter, Color Bar/Dot Gen- 
erator, Electronic Tube and Transistor Tester, TV Vector 
Monitor Scope and 5 -inch Oscilloscope. Send card or cou- 
pon for all new color catalog and full details today. 

NTS/GR2000 
solid-state color TV ' 
315 sq. in. picture 

Project Method Training - "heart" of the 
NTS system. 
NTS Project Method Training is a better way to learn 
electronics. With easy -to -follow lessons, comprehen- 
sive kit manuals, large fold -out charts and more, you'll 
build advanced equipment while you learn electronics 
principles and applications. You'll learn how com- 
ponents work, why they work, what to do when they 
don't work. In short, you'll use your mind and your hands to develop ability and confidence. This is why the NTS Project Method is such an invaluable part of 
your program. 
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NTS Electronic Communications 
Earn your FCC First -Class Radio -Telephone 
License. Prepare for the test by building your 
own amateur phone 2 -Meter FM Trans- 
ceiver. NTS gives you the exact skills the 
FCC requires. Other kits you build and keep: 
fully transistorized Volt -Ohmmeter and 
regulated power supply. 

NTS gives you confidence -building extras! 
Job Getting Manual 
Advice On Starting A Business 
Answers To On -The -Job Questions 
Illustrated Electronics Dictionary 
Mechanics & Science Bulletins 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
Technical -Trade Training Since 1905 

Resident & Home Study Schools 
4000 SOUTH FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELES, CA. 90037 
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on jobs like these: 
NTS builds your confidence with 

NTS Training on professional solid-state equipment 
prepares you for many careers - in many consumer, 
commercial and industrial fields. If television is your 
chosen field, you could join a first class TV repair 
center, start a shop of your own, or specialize in in- 
dustrial applications of television such as security 
system installation. And other electronic fields are 
continuing to grow, revolutionizing industry and 
communications, even reshaping our own lives. Op- 
portunities are opening in home entertainment areas, 
commercial audio systems, mobile communications, 
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Master Technician: Communicat ons Electronics 

more solid training in Solid -State 
computer servicing, industrial controls and many 
other service technician areas. Yes, this is truly "The 
Age of Electronics." Your NTS training and the equip- 
ment you receive prepare you for these exciting 
careers wherever electronic technicians are needed. 
Start now! Build your confidence along with new 
skills in electronics. You may start earning extra 
money even before you graduate! Check your course 
on the card or coupon and mail today! No obligation. 
No salesman will call. 
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Classroom training at Los Angeles 
You can take classroom training at Los Angeles in sunny Southern 
California. NTS occupies a city block with over a million dollars in fa- 
cilities devoted exclusively to technical training. Check box in coupon. 
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Color NTS Guide 
To Careers in 
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Technical -Trade Training Since 1905 

Resident & Home Study Schools 
4000 So. Figueroa St. 

Los Angeles, Ca. 90037 
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Color TV Servicing (For qualified 
Technicians) 
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Master Course in Electronic 
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CD -'4 RECORDS 

BY LEN FELDMAN 
CONTRIBUTING HIGH-FIDELITY EDITOR 

THE lISCRI lE FOUR -CHANNEL REC- 
cord has arrived upon the hi-fi scene and 
one manufacturer after another is offering 
hardware with u hich to reproduce these rec- 
ords in home music systems. At last count. 
nearly a score of receivers have built-in 
CI) -4 demodulator circuitry or at least a 

pocket or slot into uhich such circuitry can 
he added in the form of a plug-in module. 
Early claims of phono cartridge manufac- 
turers to the effect that "their" hest stereo 
pickups could successfully track the com- 
plex groove information in CI) -4 discs have 
largely been abandoned, and a new genera- 
tion of "special'' C I)-4 cartridges is already 
on dealers' shelves. At least a half dozen 
separate CI) -4 demodulator accessory 
boxes (self -powered and "easily con- 
nected" to existing equipment are also 
asailahie. 

It was the instruction manual that accom- 
panied one of these demodulators that 
prompted me to investigate some of the limi- 
tations and special requirements of the new 
medium. The booklet that accompanies 
JVC's model 41)1)-5 demodulator states: 

I. lm connecting turntable to demod- 
ulator, lour -capacitance cords must he used. 
These cords are normally supplied with the 
demodulator ... Proper fur -channel per- 
.fim,manc'e cannot he guaranteed if another 
type of cord is used. 

Other literature we had read concerning 
this subject generally settled in on a value of 
1(W) pF as the maximum capacitance of the 
cable that could he tolerated in a CD -3 set- 
up. The cables suppled with the JVC unit 
u ere measured and found to have a total 
capacitance (per side) of 45 pF. The length 
of these connecting cables is just over I 

meter. or about 40 inches. which means that 
it has a capacitance of 13.5 pF per foot. This 
is an extremely low value of capacitance 
compared with ordinary shielded cable 
normally used for connecting between 
turntable jacks and preamplifier input. Typ- 
ical values of such cable run anywhere from 
25 pF to 50 pF per foot. In the case of a 

three-foot cable having the higher capaci- 
tance value. that means that its capacitance 
uould exceed the recommended ''max- 
imum" of IINI pF. 

The fact is that not everyone will use a 
separate demodulator for discrete disc 
playback as demodulator ci cuitry becomes 
an integral part of receivers and amplifiers, 
and ordinary shielded cable is likely to he 
used. If no consideration is given to the total 
capacitive load seen by the phono cartridge. 
results obtained h} the listener may prove 
totally unsatisfactory. 

Phonograph records and playback equipment have re- 
but their specifications have become more 
Requirements for discrete 4 -channel CD -4 

Cl + C2 + C3 - CTOTAL 

FIG. 1-TOTAL CAPACITANCE loading a CD -4 
cartridge consists of three separate capaci- 
tive components. 

Other loading effects 
While some stress has been placed on 

cable capacitance by many manufacturers. 
little or nothing has been said about other 
parameters which govern overall frequency 
response and input level-as applied to the 
actual input of the demodulator circuitry. 
The diagram of Fig. I shows at least three 
separate capacitive loading effects that can 
affect performance. The internal wiring 
from the terminals of the changer or turnta- 
ble (up through the pickup arm and to the 
cartridge terminals) also has measurable 
parallel capacitance. as does the input cir- 
cuitry of the demodulator itself. 

We measured the internal wiring capaci- 
tance of three popular automatic turntables 
tall of them selling for around $200.0( or 
more) and found that internal airing capaci- 
tance ranged from a low of 23 pF per chan- 
nel to a high of 135 pF per channel. In 
theory. at least. the changer having the 1135 

pF internal capacitance would not he ex- 
pected to work with CI) -4 no matter how 
short the external shielded cables! In fact. 
this did not prove to he the case. 

Equivalent circuit 
A magnetic cartridge can he viewed as the 

equivalent circuit shown in Hg. 2. While 
this schematic is a simplified representatiain 
of the electrical equivalent circuit of a 

magnetic pickup, it illustrates the action of 
the loading capacitance in altering fre- 
quency response. With capacitance of the 

FIG. 2-ELECTRICAL EQUIVALENT of a 

magnetic phono cartridge. 

FIG. 3-EXTERNAL LOAD on cartridge acts as 
a half -section low-pass filter. 

three contributing components added. as 
shown in Fig. 3. a familiar half -section low- 
pass filter is formed, consisting of the induc- 
tance of the cartridge and the external 
capacitances. Frequency response of this 
"filter'' will depend in part upon the ter- 
minating land resistance and the source re- 
sistance. 

\lost of the new CD -4 cartridges are de- 
signed to he loaded by a resistive value of 
from 47 Is -ohms to IIN) k -ohms. If ue pre- 
sume that the lieu stylus assemblies and 
physical parameters of the new cartridges 
result in a frequency response which is es- 
sentially "flat'' to 45 kHz or higher (a re- 
quirement of the new CI) -4 discs). any 
"roll -off' in response experienced in actual 
use must he a function of the loading capaci- 
tance in the circuit of Fig. 3. 

In setting up a CI) -4 playback system 
there are. of course. other variables. I or 
example. not all of the new cartridges pro- 
duce the same nominal output for a given 
stylus velocity at 45 k 1 (or for that matter. 
even at mid -hand audio frequencies). If a 
given cartridge has a nominal output of 3 

mV and is used with a demodulator having a 

carrier sensitivity of I mV. frequency at- 
tenuation could he as much as 10 dB at 45 
kHz and perfect results might still he ob- 
tained. On the other hand, a cartridge hav- 
ing a nominal output of only 1.5 mV might 
he down only 4 dB from that nominal output 
and already he below the sensitivity 
threshold of the given demodulator cir- 
cuity. 

JVC, the originators of the CI) -4 record. 
make a series of frequency test records. We 
used them to determine performance 
characteristics of four different CI) -4 car- 
tridges. using two different record changer 
set-ups. The first record changer used had 
an internal capacitance (per channel) of only 
23 pF. To this. ue added the special low - 
capacitance cable supplied with the separate 
J VC demodulator. The second record 
changer was one which had an internal w fir- 

ing capacitance of about 135 pr. To make 
matters still worse. ue added to this a typi- 
cal four -foot cable having a total capaci- 
tance of 130 pF. 1 he total capacitance load- 
ing the cartridges (exclusive of the input 
capacitance of the demodulator circuitry) 
was therefore 265 pF-an extreme case. to 
he sure. The first cartridge to he checked 
was .I VC's ow n nutslel 4h1 I)-'_(1\. Its nomi- 
nal frequency response is plotted in Fig. 4 

and is seen to he essentially flat to about 50 
k Iz. Nominal output for 3.54 cm/sec stylus 
velocity at I kltz was treasured as 1.9 mV. 
With the low -capacitance set-up, output at 
40 kHz had dropped to 0.76 mV, a drop of 
approximately 8 dui. Using the inordinately 
high -capacitive larding. a total drop of 13 
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the problems and the promise 

mained outwardly much the same through the years 

stringent with each technical ádvancement. 
players are especially rigorous as you'll see 

dB was noted. resulting in an output of 0.42 

mV at 40 kit/. Overall frequency response 
for these conditions is plotted in Fig. 5. 
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FIG. 4-UNLOADED FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
of JVC model 4M0 -20X CD -4 cartridge. 
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FIG. 5-EFFECT OF DIFFERENT capacitive 
loading on JVC cartridge. 
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FIG. 6 -EFFECT OF DIFFERENT capacitive 
loading on Audio Techinca cartridge. 

CD -4 calibration record 
JVC supplies a 45 -rpm. 7" test record with 

all its demodulators. In addition to provid- 
ing two hands of sarhle tone for left and 
right separation adjustment. there is a hand 
of high -modulation 410 Hz with superim- 
posed 30 kl Iz carrier frequencies designed 
to help you adjust the "carrier level" con- 
trol which comes with every demodulator 
circuit (whether separate or built in). The 
theory here is that the circuit's 30 kill car- 
rier gain must he variable to optimize results 
for different cartridges and their outputs. 

Instructions tell the user to choose that 
setting w hich results in least distortion in the 

audibly reproduced 400 tlz tone. The in- 

structions further state that even if distor- 
tion cannot he eliminated entirely. this does 
not preclude proper reproduction of quad- 
radiscs since their modulation is not likely to 
he as great as that deliberately cut into the 

test hand. In the case of the JVC cartridge 
(and the similarly constructed Audio Tech- 
nical model A I -ISS. whose responses tinder 
both sets of test conditions are plotted in 

Fig. 6). distortion could he eliminated with 
the low -capacitance changer and cable set- 

up. and reproduction was fine when playing 
an assortment of CD -4 musical records. The 
same held true for the Pickering model 
UV-IS/24(X)Q CI) -4 cartridge (whose out- 
puts are plotted in Fig. 7) and an esperimen- 
tal model received from Shure Brothers (not 
yet released as a production cartridge) 
whose outputs are plotted in Fig. R. 

Note. however. that the output of these 
last two cartridges at 40 ktlz was signifi- 
cantly lower than that obtained with the J VC 
and Audio Technica models. When conven- 
tional cables (about 70 pl-) were substituted 
for the special low -capacitance cables, the 
Pickering could no longer he adjusted for 
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FIG. 7-USING A PICKERING cartridge here 
you can see the effect of different capacitive 
loads. 

"no distortion'' reproduction of the test 
tone on the JVC test record. Nevertheless, 
reproduced music from typically recorded 
quadradiscs still sounded tine under these 

conditions. 
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FIG. 8-EXPERIMENT SHURE CARTRIDGE is 
also affected by changes in capacitive load, 
as shown here. 

When the extreme conditions of leading 
capacitance we e substituted. none of the 
four cartridges could reproduce the 40) Hz 
tone from the test record with "no distor- 
tion.'' I 'rider these conditions. however. 
the JVC cartridge continued to play accept- 
ably w hile the other three began to exhibit 
break-up caused by "carrier drop -out. - 
Based upon the curves obtained for all four 
cartridges. this would indicate that the /rust 
amplitude of carrier signal (at 40 kH, re- 
quired by the JVC demodulator. when set 
for maximum carrier gain. is something 
more than 0.4 mV. The other three car- 
tridges had outputs of 0.2 mV. 0.2 mV and 
0.4 m\ at 40 kHz under these high - 
capacitance loading conditions. Of course. 
all the tests were conducted using the same 
JVC separate demodulator. Other later de- 
signs may well have a lower input sensitivity 
requirement and might therefore he less sub- 
ject to the carrier drop -out experienced in 
our deliberately severe tests. 

On the other hand, many records may 
contain higher orders of audio modulation 
than did our few musical examples and such 
records may well cause audible distortion of 
reproduced programs. if not actual drop- 
outs and reversion to "two channel'' opera- 
tion. 

The conclusions that can he reached from 
all these measurements are: 

I. Factors determining maxinrluu permis- 
sible external cable capacitance include 
internal changer wiring capacitance. 
cartridge output level. and input sen- 
sitivity of the particular demodulator. 
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2. The nominal "maximum" capacitance 
of I(K) pF suggested by many manufac- 
turers of CI) -4 hardware seems a hit 
conservative, probably deliberately so 
to provide some margin for error. 

3. In any event, all other things being 
equal, users should strive for nrininrnm 
cable capacitance-even if this means 
shorter distances between the turnta- 
ble and the demodulator input-a small 
price to pas for proper reproduction of 
this new breed of four -channel disc. 

Tracking force 
All of the cartridges tested in our estrri- 

ments tracked best at forces of 2 grams or 
even slightly higher. If this tends to upset 
the audiophile who has been conditioned to 
tracking forces of I gram, and even less with 
the best of the stereo pickups. a moment's 
reflection (and a glance at the cross-section 
diagrams of Fig. 9) should put all fears to 

SHIBATA "- ELLIPTIC OR 
STYLUS CON ICA L STYLUS 

FIG. 9-SHIBATA SHAPED STYLUS engages 
more surface area of record groove wall, re- 
ducing tracking pressure. 

rest. The stylus tip shape used in all of the 
new CD -4 cartridges is neither elliptical nor 
conical. Whether you call it a Shibata stylus 
(as most Japanese manufacturers do) or a 
Quadrahedrd shape (a name coined by Pick- 
ering), the principles invoked are the 
same. Surface contact between the stylus 
edges and the two groove walls is greatly 
increased compared with the surface con- 
tact achieved with conical or even elliptical 
styli. Record wear is a function of stylus 
pressure (measured in grams or pounds per 
square inch). 1101 overall downward .lur('e 

(measured simply in grams or pounds or 
ounces). If the surface dimension engaged 
by the new -shaped styli is double that of ear- 
lier types (and it almost is). that would mean 
that the pressure per surface area is one 
Jinn'? its previous value. In other words. 2 

grams of tracking force with a Shibata stylus 
creates no more pressure than a conven- 
tional stylus with 0.5 grams downward force 
applied . 

Anti -skating and vertical alignment 
In the past, many experimenters have 

"written off" anti -skating adjustments on 
automatic turntables as a refinement which 
may perhaps reduce record wear over the 
long term. but which produce no audible 
improvement regardless of correct adjust- 
ment. incorrect adjustment or complete ab- 
sence from the scene. The experiments with 
the few ('l)-4 cartridges outlined above cer- 
tainly disprove this generalisation when it 
comes to discrete discs. Incorrect anti - 
skating adjustment or no compensation for 
the inward pull of the tone arm resulted in 
very audible distortion and even loss of de- 
coding during certain musical passages of 
some of the records we played. If you have 
ever doubted the need for this calibration on 
your record changer or turntable, try doing 
without this feature w hen you listen to your 
first ('D-4 records and you'll quickly be- 
come convinced of its importance. 

In stereo record reproduction. angular 
displacement of the stylus from true per- 
pendicular resulted in rapid loss of channel 
separation (or increase in cross -talk). A 
5 -degree error in verticality of the cartridge 
and stylus results in separation which is re- 
duced to about 12 dB at I k f I z. Many people 
ignored this critical adjustment. probably 
because 12 dB of stereo separation actually 
sounds like pretty good stereo. In the case 
of discrete four -channel records, departure 
from verticality of the stylus assembly 
--even by a few degrees-will lead to corn- 

plete failure of the demodulator to properly 
decode one groove wall. Thus. left -front and 
left -hack channels may still sound right 
while all right information is combined in the 
right -front speaker or vice -versa. In really 
extreme cases of misalignment. you may 
lose decoding altogether and the disc will he 
reproduced like a conventional stereo 
record. 

The promise 
If all of what we've said so far tends to 

discourage your "conversion" to the dis- 
crete record format, take heart! The situa- 
tion is not unlike that which prevailed when 
stereo FM was first introduced. (The tech- 
nology is really quite similar, what with 
"main channel" information and super - 
audible carrier information all mixed to- 
gether both in the stereo FM composite 
signal and in the groove modulation of a 

CIS -4 record.) Early stereo FM decoders 
provided poor separation, tended to drift out 
of adjustment and reproduced stereo FM 
programs with more noise than the system 
justified. Yet today. we take the stereo mul- 
tiplex circuits in our tuners and receivers 
pretty much for granted and expect them to 
work as well as other parts of our hi -ti 
systems-and they do. 

Demodulators will become more sensitive 
and less critical to adjust. (Already an- 
nounced is a new IC chip. developed by in- 
ventor Lou Dorren and about to he distrib- 
uted by Panasonic for manufacturers' gen- 
eral use in CD -4 equipment.) The soft ware 
is getting better all the time. too, with lower 
noise levels, increased playing time and 
higher output levels showing up on late re- 
leases. Cartridges will get better, too, just as 
they did when stereo discs first appeared. In 
the meanwhile. if you've got the urge to hear 
this latest sonic miracle, a hit of care in the 
areas we've discussed will result in a dis- 
crete four -channel system of which your can 
he justly proud. R -E 

REACT approves 224-225 MHz 
CB-wants emergency channel in 
band 

Replying to an FCC request for com- 
ments, REACT, a voluntary organization 
of Citizens band operators for 
Emergency Communication, "heartily 
favors the allocation of additional spec- 
trum for the purpose for which the Citi- 
zens band was established originally," 
and therefore "favors the assignment of 
224 to 225 MHz for 40 additional chan- 
nels for a new Citizens Radio Service," a 
proposal which was the subject of an 
FCC hearing. 

REACT is an organization of some 
40,000 Citizens Banders divided into 800 
teams throughout the country. They 
maintain a watch (an ear) on channel 9 of 
the Citizens band, respond to emergency 
calls, provide two-way communications 
in local emergencies, and often offer di- 
rect physical assistance and take part in 
action to alleviate or avert effects of 
emergencies. 

The communication to the FCC was the 
result of a mail canvass of the 
organization's 800 teams. A number of 
questions were asked, and among those 
replying, 93 per cent felt that a new addi- 
tional emergency channel, similar to the 
present channel 9, should be set aside for 
emergency communication on the prop - 

posed new band. 
Signed by Henry B. Kreer, National Di- 

rector, and Gerald H. Reese, Managing 
Director of REACT, the comments con- 
clude: "We view the allocation of this new 
Class E service as a progressive and justi- 
fiable recognition by the Commission of 
the right of individuals to utilize the radio 
spectrum, a natural resource, for indi- 
vidual, personal, and business communi- 
cations." 
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JACK KELLY, C.E.T. (left), president of the 
Arizona State Electronics Association, re- 
ceives the "Outstanding State Association 
President" plaque from NEA Awards Chair- 
man Everett Pershing (center) at the Kansas 
City Convention. His wife, Wanda Kelly (right) 
received an NEA Special Recognition Award 
for her help on State and National schools and 
with the Arizona State Association. 
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WITH SPECIAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT to 
track down and solve problems of auto radio 
reception, this GMC Vantura is being sent by 
Delco Electronics to areas where poor or 
spotty reception has been reported. In New 
York, it was first driven near the Empire State 
Building, from which 15 radio signals are 
broadcast. The strength of each signal was 
measured with a spectrum analyzer that has a 

range extending from below the broadcast 
band to 1.2 GHz. The van was then driven to 
various spots in the city (such as the one in 
the photo) and the signal strengths compared 
with the ones previously measured. At the 
same time, a four -channel tape recorder re- 
cords the actual sounds on two of its channels. 
The spectrum analyzer display Is recorded on 
the other two, one of which receives its input 
from the vertical, and the other from the hori- 
zontal, outputs of the analyzer. The recordings 
are taken to Delco headquarters at Kokomo, 
for analysis. 
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THE GYRATOR - 

an IC inductor 
Until the fairly recent development of this simulated inductor, 

the inherent bulk of even the smallest inductor has ex- 
cluded inductance from all microelectronics except hybrid LS/'s. 

MIRE IS \ SI- SI FI) ('ON I \INI?R. THI' 51)'TH- 

¡cal black box. sitting in front of us with two 
terminals coming out of the top. Our prob- 
lem is to nondestructively determine what 
electrical component is inside. When we 
connect a constant -amplitude current 
source to the terminals and varying the fre- 
quency we find that as the frequency in- 
creases the voltage across the terminals de- 
creases with a mathematical pattern. The 
voltage decreases exactly inversely with 
frequency. To complete the characteriza- 
tion we compare the phases of the input and 
output currents and see that the phase of the 
voltage lags the current by 90° irrespective 
of frequency. Our observations can he 
summed up by the mathematical expression 
7, = VI/I, = 1/2 n jfK where K is a positive 
constant and j is a mathematical Huse to 
show the 90° phase shift. If K is replaced by 
a C the expression is the same as the imped- 
ance of a capacitor of value C and we iden- 
tify the hidden component as a capacitor. 

Now take a second black box with two 
sets of terminals and connect the output 
terminals to those of the first box. The sec- 
ond box contains an active transistor circuit. 
It does not hold any energy -storing compo- 
nents, specifically capacitors and inductors. 
The box transforms the output current to 
input voltage and the output voltage to input 
current. Looking into the input terminals we 
expect to see the response of the first box 
with the roles of voltage and current inter- 
changed. We repeat our measurements and 
find that now the voltage increases directly 
with frequency. Also the phase relationship 
has reversed with the voltage now leading 
the current by 90°. The expression for this 
measurement is written 
7-2 = Vin2/1in: = 2 njfC, 
where C is the value of the capacitor in the 
first black box. Well this new two -box 
hookup behaves exactly like an inductor. 
The only thing unusual about the expression 
is that in place of the 1. that would normally 
he found is the value of the real capacitor C. 

VIN 

AMPL 2 

FIG. 1-BASIC GYRATOR uses two transcon- 
ductance amplifiers as shown. 

by STEVE LECKERTS 

Note that we end up with 72 = I/71 
which is not too surprising since impedance 
is the ratio of voltage to current and we have 
reversed them. By interchanging the roles of 
current and voltage we have simulated an 
inductor. This second black box is a 

gyrator. so called because it is electrically 
analagous to the mechanical gyroscope. 

The gyrator 
Fig. I shows the basic form of the gyrator 

with two transconductance amplifiers in a 

negative feedback loop. The amplifiers have 
both high input and output impedances. For 
a voltage input of vin amplifier I has a cur- 
rent output i, equal to gmvc. We use the 
familiar transconductance notation gm since 
it is the ratio of current to voltage. Likewise 
the output of amplifier 2. i¡n is gmv2. 

This amplifier has a negative sign in front 
of its current gain indicating a phase reversal 
or 180° phase shift through it. If we load the 
output of amplifier I with a capacitor we 
have a situation where the input current ¡¡n 

is transformed into the capacitor voltage v2 
and the input voltage v, is transformed into 
the capacitor current ¡2. As we have ex- 
plained this is precisely w hat we want and 
will result in an inflictive looking input im- 
pedance. For those of you w ho would like to 
indulge in some algebra follow the next few 
equations: 
¡in = gmv2 = 4n vc 

¡out = -gmvin = is or vin = 
now is = vc/7c = vc/(1 1-tjfel = -2 n jfvc 
and the input impedance Zin = vin/uin = 

_¡c/gm = 2njfCvc/gm - 2njfC 

gmvc gmvc gm= 
The input impedance therefore looks like 

an inductor with a simulated inductance 
equal to C/gm2. We have assumed the gm of 
both amplifiers to he identical in magnitude. 
If they are not the expression would he 

C/gm,gm2 
A circuit proposed' to realize this basic 

gyrator configuration on an IC is drawn in 

FIG. 2-IC GYRATOR CIRCUIT has p -channel 
Junction FET ̀s for high O. 

Fig. 2. Each transconductance amplifier has 
two FET's and two bipolar transistors. 
High input impedance and circuit Q is as- 
sured by the input p -channel junction FET 
and the high output impedance results since 
the output is at the junction of a FET drain 
and bipolar collector. The circuit shown in 
Fig. 3 is interesting' because it is balanced 
using two differential amplifiers. One am- 
plifier uses npn's and the other pnp's mak- 
ing the biasing easy, using direct connections 
between the corresponding output collec- 
tors and input bases. 

This circuit is particularly convenient 
since it simulates a floating inductance com- 
pletely unrestrained by a ground connec- 
tion. If desired. either one of the input ter- 
minals can he grounded. 

Next, Fig. 4 is an extremely simple 
circuit' that uses an RC combination and a 

single FET to simulate inductance. The 
FET corresponds directly to amplifier I in 
the original scheme of Fig. I. Instead of the 
second amplifier a pseudo -current source is 

created using a large resistor R. Of course 
this is an approximation to a higher imped- 
ance active current source and we must ex- 
pect a compromise in the O of the resulting 

FIG. 3-BALANCED GYRATOR floating Induc- 
tor. 

IIN 

vi 

gmV2 

FIG. 4-SIMPLE GYRATOR uses high resis- 
tance to approximate transconductance am- 
plifier. 
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inductance. In Fig. 5 transconductance 
amplifiers' are constructed by combining 
voltage and current amplifiers. The gain 
blocks are either a positive or negative unity 
gain current amplifier driven by unity gain 
voltage amplifiers. The current and voltage 
amplifiers are interconnected with a series 
resistor which sets the transconductance 
equal to the inverse of the resistor. Present- 
ing an essentially zero input resistance. the 

VIN 

VOLTAGE 
AMPL 

CURRENT 
AMPL 

011 
R1 

111 
R2 

CURRENT VOLTAGE 
AMPL AMPL 

FIG. 5-GYRATOR WITH UNITY GAIN. Voltage 
and current amplifiers combined to form 
transconductance amplifiers. 

current amplifier conducts equal input and 
output currents. These two currents are 
then equal to the input voltage divided by 
the resistance. 

Other impedance converters 
A Japanese manufacturer has recently 

announced an integrated circuit which is dif- 
ferent from the pure gyrators we have been 
describing. Not only does its input imped- 
ance look inductive hut it also generates a 
negative resistance component. Positive 
feedback in the manner of a Q multiplier 
must he added to the negative feedback used 
for impedance transformation. 111itsumi says 
the small chip it has named Semicon I. is a 
replacement for the large coils used in radio 
and 1 V receivers. 

Figure 6 is the schematic for the device 
which is further simplified by replacing Q2 

03 

FIG. 6-MITSUMI'S SEMICON L impedance 
converter is diffused onto a small monolythic 
integrated circuit. 

6.592K Ml1r- 
o >I 

.00607 

o 
FIG. 8-FIFTH DEGREE CHEBYSCHEV lowpass gyrator filter. 
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.02396 ?C 

GYRATOR 

.03003 

6.592K 

and Q3 with a single pnp transistor. The 
composite configuration of Q2 and Q3 is 

commonly used by IC manufacturers to 
compensate for the low beta of the lateral 
pnp's they can produce compatable with 
their normal npn processing. The collector 
current of Q2 feeds Q3's base producing a 
beta roughly equal to the product of the two 
individual device betas. Q3's collector re- 
turned to Q2's emitter completes a negative 
feedback path lowering the impedance at 
this composite emitter terminal. The emitter 
of Q3 acts as the collector of the composite 
device: Q2's base as the base. and the 
emitter -base junction as the emitter. 

While the simplified schematic of Fig. 7 

FIG. 7-SIMPLIFICATION OF FIG. 6 by redraw- 
ing composite 02, 03 configuration as single 
equivalent device. 

appears elementary, it is actually quite dif- 
ficult to analyze and very careful assump- 
tions must he made to produce meaningful 
results. 

Each of the two transistors in Fig. 7 has 
its collector connected to the other device's 
base. The two 180° base to collector phase 
shifts add to give 360° or 0° around the loop, 
which is positive feedback. The input impe- 
dance is of the form /in = -AZ1 + B/72 
where A and B are real positive numbers. Li 
is a resistor and 72 a capacitor giving an 
input impedance that is a negative resistance 
in series with an inductance. Inductance 
values in the range of I \1I I to 5H with Q's 
between 50 and 1(X) are claimed with fre- 
quency capability to 15 \t Hz. 

Besides synthesizing inductors with 
gyrators, complete filter designs can he 
based around them. Figure 8 is the design of 
such a low pass filter. It is a fifth -degree 
Chehyschev type' with a 0.2 dB in band rip- 
ple and a cutoff frequency of 3.4 kHz. Fig. 9 
is the schematic of a gyrator suggested by 
the proponent of this filter technique. QI. 
Q2 and Q5. Q6 are Darlington connected 
amplifiers for high input impedance by vir- 
tue of the multiplication of the device betas. 
Q4 and Q8 are constant -current sources 
which combine with Q3 and Q7 respectively 
to form high impedance current outputs. 
The constant -current source enables current 
to flow into or out of the gyrator terminals 

BUFFER 
1012 

BUFFER 

FIG. 9-GYRATOR WITH BIDIRECTIONAL cur- 
rent output. 

which is necessary to charge or discharge 
circuit capacitances. When Q3 is cutoff cur- 
rent will flow out of terminal 2 from constant 
current source Q4. When Q3 conducts a 
current equal to that flowing in Q4 there will 
he a net zero output current from terminal 2. 
If Q3 conducts a larger current than can be 
supplied by Q4 there must he a net current 
flow into the terminal. 

Some engineers say that making a nega- 
tive impedance converter to synthesize 
negative capacitors is easier than building a 
stable usable gyrator. Not only are we con- 
cerned with the synthesis of inductance or 
inductive circuitry but important secondary 
criteria must he carefully examined. 
Whenever transistor circuitry replaces pas- 
sive devices additional noise sources are in- 
jected. The added noise has to he kept at a 
minimum so the product performance is not 
degraded. Dynamic range is another key 
specification. Active circuitry has finite 
signal excursions that can be handled before 
overloading takes place. generally at a level 
considerably lower than could he handled 
by the physical counterpart. Temperature 
stability is also a vital consideration. In the 
final analysis the secondary characteristics 
are what makes one design superior to 
another. 

Fig. 10 shows how a negative capacitance 
can he generated using a differential am- 
plifier. The negative capacitance seen at the 
terminals is of value 2/fC i kg. The design of 
a 1(14 to 108 kilt telephone channel band- 
pass filter" using negative capacitance is 
given in Fig. 11. 

We have demonstrated how inductive 
networks can he simulated with resistors 
and capacitors combined with feedback am- 
plifiers. With careful use of integrated cir- 
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FIG. 10-NEGATIVE IMPEDANCE CONVERT- 
ER looks like negative capacitor. 

883 235 272 

cuits and thick film techniques practical cir- 
cuits can he put together. Products designed 
using gyrators and negative impedance con- 
verters (NIC's) may soon appear in our 
homes. As we found with the tunnel diode 
any one technique is not a panacea but 
another tool to he added to our stockpile. 
The gyrator simulated inductor will eventu- 
ally replace those components where space 
is at a premium or where there will he a 

savings in cost either by a physical reduc- 
tion in parts count or by easing circuit ad- 
justment using computer controlled laser or 
abrasive trimming. R -E 
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FIG. 11-TELEPHONE CHANNEL bandpass liter L=1.523 mH. Capacitors In pF. 
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Pioneer R500 Speaker 
System 

MUM 

eq ipmcnt report 

Circle 90 ore reader service card 

THE R500 IS TIIE MIDDLE SPEAKER 

system in Pioneer's R for reflex 
speaker line. In a bookshelf cabinet 
13 25/32 inches wide by 24 1/32 
inches high by 12 1/16 inches deep 
this 8 -ohm speaker system gives really 
impressive performance. It is an omen 
that speaker engineers are getting 
down to careful precise design using 
their drudgery reducing calculators 
and minicomputers and beginning to 
move out of the accoustic suspension 
age. 

Rather than using the response 
smoothing and broadening techniques 
used in accoustically-loaded designs, 
the bass reflex is more analagous to a 

stagger -tuned amplifier where careful 
tuning of the entire system contributes 
to the performance of the final prod- 
uct. The speaker system is a mechani- 
cal network with mechanical reac- 

tances and resistances. Converted to 
analagous electrical quantities the sys- 

tem can he analyzed by using highly 
developed electrical circuit analysis 
methods. 

Mechanical phase shifts must he 

appreciated such as the elemental fact 
that the air in front and rear of the 
speaker cone or diaphragm is driven 
180° out of phase. This is simply be- 

cause the air in front of the mem- 
brane is being compressed as the air 
behind it is expanded. The resonances 
of the cabinet structures and partitions 
along with the effects of ducting com- 
mon to the bass reflex, when com- 
bined with the responses of the 
speaker elements themselves produce 
a multi -pole tuning. Only perfected 
components combined with meticulous 
system and cabinet considerations can 
produce the performance level we 
have learned to expect. The com- 
position of the sound deadening mate- 
rial lining the inner cabinet walls, 
must he given careful consideration 
since it will affect the time stability of 
the system's response. This all leads to 
a design which has a singular advan- 
tage-efficiency. It is not necessary to 
specify minimum power ratings in ex- 
cess of ten watts to drive the system. 

While we are not generally pre- 
occupied with efficiency pet se, there 
are a substantial number of high- 
grade limited -power amplifier owners 
to whom the bass reflex is obviously 
attractive. If a high -quality speaker 
system can he produced in a smaller 
than traditional volume. as is done 
here, we have a workable concept. 

Pioneer's attempt to bring the re- 

flex back to prominence in a book- 
shelf sized system is a great success. A 
10 -inch cone woofer, 5 -inch midrange 
cone speaker and a horn tweeter are 
combined with crossover frequencies 
at 800 and 5200 Ilz. For wide dis- 
persion the speakers are not recessed 
hut are flush mounted. Woofer design 
pivots around a FB (free -beating) 
cone paper with minimized coil induc- 
tance to reduce distortion and improve 
transient response. A concave center 
pole design is used with large ferrite 
magnets covered with pure copper 
caps. 

The midrange cone is also an FB 
type where the fibers are beaten rather 
than cut to give a light strong struc- 
ture. An aluminum metalized polyes- 
ter resin diaphragm is used in the 
aluminum die-cast horn tweeter re- 
placing the more conventional cone 
and dome tweeters. These highlights 
cannot he expected to reveal the 
esoteric considerations that result in 
the system's true worth, but the proof 
is in the listening. 

By now you are aware of the 
deficiencies of looking at speakers by 
simply studying their response curves, 
but we will still give a few points for 
perspective. The response has a 4 dB 
peak around 500 Hz compared to I 

kHz. Response is down 25 dB at 20 
llz, 10 dB at 50 llz, 0 dB at 10 kllz 
and 12 dB at 20 kHz. 

Rated at 60 watts maximum input 
power and with a sensitivity of 91 

dB/Vs the R500 weighs 38 lb 9 oz. 

The oiled walnut enclosure is faced 
with an unusual split two-tone blue 
and black grill cloth. R -E 
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CB CASEBOOK 
by ANDREW J. MUELLER 

Case 1: Speaker crackles when unit is squelched. 

Common to: Sonar FS -23 

Remedy: 
AUDIO 
FROM 

T -R 
RELAY 

Replace 12AT7 tube. 
TUBE MICROPHONIC 

AND LEAKY 

1SPEECH 
AMPL nn 

1/212AT7 

3V 
6 

DRIVER 
1/2 12AT7 

295V ..05- 

IOV= 2 
L-- 

1/26EÁ8 
_i_ SQUELCH 

AMPL 

2' 

220K 

.001 

Reasoning: 

300 7.10µF 
3V 

V 

100 
K 
1W 10 

K 

RED 

300V 

TO 128 ÁF 
OUTPUT AND 
MODULATOR 

220 

-17-500K 220K 
SQUELCH 

When the audio amplifier tube is cut off under 
squelched conditions, any noise due to mi- 
crophonics, shorts, leakage, etc., that is gener- 
ated in it can be clearly heard through the 
speaker. The tube was checked and found to be 
OK but direct replacement solved the trouble. 

+ 
,1.5µF 

DRIVER 
TRANS 

.Case 2: 

Common to: 

Remedy: 

300V 
OV 

Radio lights up the does not transmit or receive. 

Metroteck Mustang 

Replace Cl. 

Cl -a 
20 

270V @ 54ma REC T- µF 
81maTRANS 

117 
VAC 

12.6 VAC 
@ 1.5A 

48 

25052 

C1 -d 

T40 
µF TCI b 

= 10µF 

-125V @ 

LESS THAN 
1ma 

SQUE LCH 
BIAS RECT 

1 MEG 

T001 
122 

265V 

260V 

245V 

240V 

100V 
SOURCE 

35V 

Reasoning: Cl, the power supply electrolytic was found 
dried out. This caused the power supply to de- 
liver only one half of the rated voltage. Re- 
placement of Cl restored the unit to normal op- 
eration. 

Case 3: Receive is weak and distorted. 

Common to: Jonson 110 

Remedy: Replace D1. 

D1 BROKEN IN HALF 
FROM END 

150pF 1N295 I.F. AMPL N88 DET 5.6K ANL t 4\ DI 
12K ¶\kJ T05 

.+ -,io 
II90 g) II '"D19T 1 

. 

<3:!5 
pF 

1 1N295 
= AGC 

_ - RECT 

-9.6V 1 15K 
56K 

i 
AGC 

10K 

i 
75K 

-9.6V 

=5.6µF +=µF T,01 
1µF 

10K 
VOLUME 

Reasoning: D1, the and diode was found to have b- roken in 
half due to fatigue. This broke the path of re- 

ceiver audio from the detector to the of am- 
plifier. A little audio did feed through due to cir- 
cuit capacitance but it was distorted. 

Case 4: 

TOT-R 
RELAY 

5.6µF 

Unit hums on receive and transmit when oper- 
ated from 117 vac. 

Common to: Heathkit GW-14. 

Remedy: Replace 01. 

117 VAC 

POWER 
TRANS 

1/4 
AMP 

.005 
1.6KV 

SHORTED C TO E 

I 
E 

v 

1VOLT 
REG 

4 

Q1` 40050 
B 270 

S2 

VOLT 1 [ 
EG' % Ti1111 1500µF 

Reasoning: 01, the power supply regulator t ansistor is 
shorted. This feeds about 25 volts instead of 12 

volts to the radio. In addition, there is very little 
filtering being done so all of the power supply 
ripple is fed to the radio. This results in the ac 
hum that is heard on both transmit and receive. 
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Electronic music is a fast-growing field with the 

synthesizer arousing the most interest among the avant- 

garde. Regardless of what you want in electronic 
music, IC's will simplify design and ease construction. 

St'PPOSI )'1)t \%1 -RI (MIN(. I(1 \NI) 
build an electronic music synthesizer. a 

pitch reference, an electronic organ. a com- 
poser. a timbre generator. or some entirely 
new instrument. What devices would you 
use? Where would you go for help? 

While there are a few integrated circuits 
that are obviously and specifically intended 
for music use, these are rare. usually expen- 
sive in small quantities, and often hard to 
impossible to get. On the other hand. there 
are great heaping piles of different IC's 
available that don't even hint they are good 
for music use. These. or at least some of 
them. are widely available, cheap, and, best 
of all, many of the latest dramatically simp- 
lify things, doing as good and sometimes 
much better a job than older circuits did. In 
tact. some circuits are now as ail able that are 
almost hard to believe -a very stable sine. 
square. triangle VCO for $3. a hex 
voltage -controlled amplifier for $1.80: a 

tracking "glider' phase-lock-loop that 
works over a 2000:I frequency range with- 
out harmonic kicking and costs under $5, u 

single IC to generate all the equally tem- 
pered notes of one octave: and switches that 
handle analog or digital. one to N or N to 
one reversibly, for under $2. 

Here's my selection of a few dozen or so 
integrated circuits that are (11 cheap. (2) 
widely available. (3) applicable to electronic 
music, and (4) do a job far simpler or 
cheaper than older approaches. Table I lists 
all the manufacturers and their addresses. 
All prices are approximate. Be sure to have 
good data sheets and application notes on 
hand before you try to use any integrated 
circuit. 

One IC top octave generator 
\lost music is arranged into twelve -note 

equally tempered note groupings (take a 

look at a piano keyboard). As you go up in 

frequency one octave. you double fre- 
quency on the thirteenth note. The note 
spacing is NOT linear, it is exponential. 
teach note is spaced from its neighbor by 

or approximately 6r/r. There is no 
reasonable way to exactly generate anirra- 
tional number such as \ 2, so you have to 
approximate it the best way you can. Usu- 
ally you start t H ith a I or ?megahertz crystal 
and then divide down by some "magic" op- 
timum series of numbers (often 239 - 253 - 

268-284-301 -319-33lí-358-379-402- 
426 - 451) to get a good enough approxima- 
tion to the highest octave you care to gener- 
ate. From here you pick up the rest of the 
notes with a simple string of binary dividers. 

The circuitry that handles the top octave 
is called a top-oetare generator. Many of 
these circuits had been based on the 
GEN1555 and GEM556 a pair of hard -to - 
use, harder -to -get IC's that are not essen- 
tially obsolete. 

The Mostek $1K5024I'/AA is a one -chip. 

C8 C B, A=s A G=8 G, F-8 

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 
478 239 253 268 284 301 319 338 

MOSTEK MK5024P/AA TOP VIEW 

Vss IN Vp0 451 426 402 379 358 
1 2 03 4 5 46 7 8 

+15V 

INPUT 
2.000240 

MHz 
-Er +15V 
U 0 

0 

D^8 = 4978Hz, etc. 

FIG. 1 -SINGLE IC top octave synthesizer. 
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single 15 -volt supply top -octave generator. 
Hook it up as in Fig. I. You input a 2.0(240 
megahertz squarewave or sinewave of IS 

volts amplitude, obtained from a crystal os- 
cillator (for permanent tuning) or a variable 
oscillator (for vibrato, glides, or tuning to 
another instrument). You get thirteen out- 
puts, appearing as square waves from C8 at 

4186.01 hertz to C9 at 8369.2 hertz. Cost is 
under $12. This is admittedly a hit steep, but 
it is by far the cheapest route to go if you 
want all the notes at once. 

If you only want one octave at a time. you 
can place a single binary divider between 
the oscillator and the top octave generator. 
rather than using 12 separate dividers. 

Seven octaves at once 
Once you have the top octave. you add 

binary dividers to get the rest. Again, there 
are several "music -only" divider IC's av- 
ailable. but none is as good, as easy to use. 
or as cheap as the RCA CI)4024 or 
Motorola MC14024 CMOS 7 -stage divid- 
ers. Cost is around $3.50. One IC is needed 
to produce seven octaves of a single note. 
Thus a top octave generator IC and twelve 
of the CD4024's will generate simultane- 
ously all eight octaves or a total of 97 notes. 

Figure 2 shows the connections. Simply 
apply a voltage from +3 to +18 (best results 
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+15V Aff7 A=6 A=5 

914 13 *12 1111 *10 *9 *8 
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a 

b 

Atta = 116.5Hz, etc. 

47052 

// 
OUTPUT 

FIG. 2-DIVIDE BY 128 provides lower octaves 
for any note. a-Circuit for square waves. 
b-Adding resistors for sawtooth. 

with +15) and input the top octave output. 
You get out seven new notes in octave 
steps. For instance. input A#8 (A sharp. 
8th octave). and you get out A #7, A#6. 
A#5. A#4. A#3. A#2, and A#I. The out- 
puts will all he square waves. Square waves 
only have odd harmonics present. You can 
convert these to sawtooth waveforms with 
virtually all harmonics present with a few 
resistors as shown as in Fig. 2-h. While the 
stairstep may not look quite like a sawtooth. 
analyze it and you'll find the first missing 
harmonic is the 16th. followed by the 32nd 
and the 48th. etc.... Otherwise it is abso- 

lutely identical to a linear ramp. Filtering is 

used to convert either the square or saw - 
tooth outputs into familiar tone colors. For 
instance. the square waves are often used 
for clarinet and stopped organ sounds: the 
sawtooth by itself has a good string sound. 
while bandpass filtering is easily added to a 

sawtooth to get a horn or reed output. 

A tempo generator 
How do you get a stable. cheap. wide - 

range square wave oscillator that's good 
enough as a monophonic note generator. but 
also is useful for rhythm and clocking, and 
easily drivesTTL and CMOS to hoot? With 
the Signet .s 555 or Motorola N C 1555 of 
course. This $1 IC can't he heat as a stable 
oscillator. Figure 3-a shows details. You 
can vary the resistance from II. to 3.3 
megohms. and make the capacitance any- 
thing you want above 500 pF or so. Output 
is usually a rectangular wave. If you need a 

square wave, make R2 much bigger than R I 

or else add a binary divider to square it up. 
Figure 3-h shows how you can build a trig- 
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a 

O 
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OR 

MOTOROLA 
MCI555 

+5TO 
+15V 

FIG. 3-USING THE 555. a-Astable, or rec- 
tangular wave generator. b-Monostable or 
pulse width generator. 

gerable monostahle or pulse generator out of 
the carne circuit. This is useful for syn- 
thesizer envelope generation. 

A voltage -controlled oscillator 
Many synthesizer systems are based on 

voltage controlled oscillators. Apply an 
input or control voltage, and you get an out- 
put frequency which you use as a tone 
source. Music VCO's have to he very stable 
to he useful. They also have to have a wide 
range. Ideally, they should respond in a log 

manner. but a log converter is more often 
added to the input of the VCO as a separate 
circuit. VCO's also should he able to put 
out a good looking sinewave for flute -like 
tones, as well as a square or triangle output. 
The /ittersil 8038 does the whole job for 
under $3. A "baseline" circuit is shown in 
Fig. 4 that should get you started. Control 
voltage ranges from the positive supply to 
three volts or so less. The sinewave can he 
adjusted to below 0.5% distortion easily. 

+12V VOLTAGE 
CONTROL 
INPUT 
+8 TO +12 
VOLTS 
DO NOT GO 
BELOW +8! 

SQUARE 
OUT 

14 

10K 

TIMING 
CAPACITOR 

13* 12* 11* 10* 9 8 
I1C NC NC 

8038 
TOP VIEW 

NC NC 

SINE 
OUT 

TRIANGLE 
OUT 

6 
*7 

-0 +12V 

FIG. 4-SIMPLE VCO using Intersil 8038. 

A dual operational amplifier 
A good "741" style op -amp is essential 

for any electronic music circuit. An opera- 
tional amplifier does at least three good 
things for you-it gives you controllable 
gain: it eliminates interaction and coupling 
between multiple inputs: and it gives you a 

versatile system gain block for active band- 
pass filters and things like this. 

The ,llatorola MC 1458 and the Signetics 
5558 are typical dual "741'' type circuits. 
Cost is around a dollar. The 5558 is in an 
easy -to -use 8 -pin minidip package. 

Figure 5-a shows the voltage follower 
connection. It gives you unity gain, a very 
high input impedance. a low output imped- 
ance and does not invert the signal. Figure 
5-h is a voltage follower with gain. Figure 
5-c shows the inverting amplifier and miser. 
The gain of each input is the ratio of its own 
input resistor to the feedback resistor. The 
input impedance equals the input resistor for 
any input. and the summing point may he 

considered to be a virtual ground. There is 
no interaction between inputs or crosstalk 
problems possible in this circuit: further, 
you can Act/it, or individually adjust each 
and every input to its own signal level inde- 

1111t1/0tf 
I' 'ttraw m' IfRt 

B : ' tltlr =.1; 

r' '=''tlra',rt 
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ITT TCA350 ANALOG SHIFT REGISTER 
is 185 -stage bucket -brigade of delay line.. 
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pendently. while the feedback resistor can 
he varied as a master gain control. Figure 
5-d shows a good, high -Q bandpass filler 
circuit you can use to independently control 
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RF 

8 R2 
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--v^ 
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d 

33K SETS 
FREQUENCY 
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FIG. 5-A DUAL 741 STYLE OP AMP. 
a-voltage follower (high input Z, noninvert- 
ing). b-Voltage follower with gain (high input 
Z, non inverting). c-Current summer or mixer 
-input is at virtual ground, no crosstalk is 

possible). d-High-Q bandpass filter. 

the Q Ito 501)!), the gain, and the center fre- 
quency on. Use this for formant voicingcii- 
cuits. sines+ave recoserr. and anywhere 
else you might like to emphasize a narrow 
frequency band. 

B} the way. if you are working at high 

frequency and high gain. the 741 style de- 
vices might not have enough bandwidth to 

do the job. If) ou need only a little hit more. 
try the Motorola \1C174IS: for a whole 
bunch more hand" idth. go to the more ex- 
pensive ,Vu tinnu/ I Al 318. 

Six keyers at once 
At the very least. music notes must he 

smoothly turned Wand on without any key 
clicks or thumps. It's even better to he able 

to instantly vary the gain of the note so you 

can have complete cont. of of attack, fall - 
hack. sustain. decay. snubbing. and perhaps 

even an echo. To do this. you need some- 

thing that will hehase as an electrically vari- 
able resistor. The circuit is called a keyer. an 

1111111 o gale. or a roltuge-controlled 
amplifier. 

There are lots of had ways to do this job. 
What you have is sonic circuit that is essen- 

tially transparent to the notes fed through 
it-it simply varies gain and nothing more. 
You must control the gain smoothly and do 
so equally well on the positise and negative 
portions of the envelope. Above all. you 

cannot let any portion of the envelope or 
control signal appear as an output. for this 
gives you a loud thumping. 

Diodes have traditionally been used in 

organ circuits. but they thump. introduce 
distortion, and have a limited dynamic 
range. 

An obvious choice is an integrated circuit 
four -quadrant multiplier-see below-, but 
these ate far too expensive to use'dozens at 

a time. Another possibility is an electroni- 
cally controlled gain Klock such as the 
,Alotoroha \I F('61140. but it has too much 
gain for many applications. 
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FIG. 6-HIGH-QUALITY HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
hex keyer or VCA costs only 30$ per note. 
a-n-channel transistor as electrically vari- 
able gain control or keyer. b-C04049 con- 
verted to six n -channel transistors. 

The simplest good envelope keyer you 
can use is a single N -channel \MOS transis- 
tor with sumo drain -to -gate feedback resis- 
tance. Figure 6-a shows the circuit. This 
gives you a linearly variable resistor. elec- 
tronically controllable, and smoothly han- 
dles up to 10 volts of analog signal in either 
direction if the substrate lead is floated. 
Control voltage ranges front 4 or less for full 
off, up to 8 or more for full on: in between 
you get a good linear control range. For en- 
velope and audio frequencies. there is abso- 
lutely zero feedthrough of the control signal. 
As a bonus. the control input looks into a 

high impedance that lets you use a small 

capacitor for the decay portion of the cycle. 
One typical discrete device is the Motoroin 
2N4351. At $2 or so. the cost is far cheaper 
than a multiplier, but still a hit steep if you 

use 97 of them at once. 
Once again, it's digital CMOS logic to the 

rescue. A very few CMOS IC's can have 

their supply shorted to ground and thus dis- 

abling all the P -type transistors in the pack- 
age. 1 his leaves you with a block of 
N -channel \1OS transistors that are ideal 
for gain control. You can get two and possi- 
bly three in the 01)40(17 (RCA) or the 
\1C 14(117 (Motorola) des ices in a dollar 
package. Most of the other devices. particu- 
larly the CD40119 and C 1)4010. have protec- 
lis e diodes arranged in such a tray that you 
can't do this. The diodes are differently ar- 
ranged in a new device-('I)4049 (RCA) 
and \1014049 (Motorola). With this pack- 
age. you get six s ol tage controlled amplifiers 
in a single integrated circuit. Cost now is 

around 351. per amplifier. but this still drop 
to around Ill: per amplifier shortly. 

1-igure 6-h shows a full proportional con- 
trol system w ith complete. thump free. con- 
trol of attack. sustain, and decay. 

Note Ott( in both circuits, the package 
ground and positive terminals are tied 
together and form the output. The tradi- 
tional inverter `outputs'' are the signal or 
timbre input and the traditional inverter - 
"inputs'' receive the envelope commands. 3 

volts or less is off: above 6 colts is on: in- 
between you get a smooth control range. 
Best input signals are less than I(MI millivolts 
high and from a 300 -ohm or less source im- 
pedance. I -he op -amp builds this hack up to 
a volt or two output. eliminates crosstalk. 
and prevents negative feedback from reach- 
ing the gate circuit. 

An analog quad switch 
and sample -hold 

\\ hile you are looking at CMOS. check 
out the RC.\ CD4016 or the Motorola 
\1014016. Either of these has four separate 
analog off -on switches that you can apply up 

to ten volts of peak -to -peak signal to. You 
use the same circuit digitally, ti ontwards as 

a One line to four line distributor. hackwards 
as a four line to one line selector, or as four 
separate switches. Unlike virtually all other 
IC logic families. the signals can go through 
the switch in either direction. 

Figure 7-a shows the IC. Figure 7-h is a 

digital or analog one -to -four distributor. 
Figure 7-c is a digital or analog four -to -one 
selector. Finally Fig. 7-d shows how you 
can build a sample -hold amplifier with one 
quartet of this package. a good \lylar 
capacitor. and an operational amplifiei. 
Sample -holds are useful in synthesizers for 
remembering what frequency a note was 
after a key is released so the decay cycle can 
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FIG. 7-A DIGITAL OR ANALOG quad switch. 
a-Circuit. 1s -Data selector-analog or digi- 
tal. c-Data distributor-analog or digital. 
d-Low cost sample -hold. 

he completed. The 4016 costs around $1.50. 
A complete sample -hold can be built for less 
than a dollar. since you need u4 of this pack- 
age. 1/2 of a dual op -amp and a capacitor. As 
with other CMOS circuits, the input control 
signal corks into an open circuit. -5V is 
OFF: +5V is ON. 

A tracker or gliding VCO 
One of the biggest problems in any syn- 

thesizer is doing glides. sweeps, and trom- 
bone effects on a keyboard instrument. A 
circuit originally used by Olsen in the 
pioneer RCA synthesizer work to do this 
was called a glider. Today. it's called a 
phase -lock -loop tracker. and it is available 
as the RCA CD40-16 or Motorola MC14046. 

What the circuit does is this. You send it a 
frequency. It grabs onto that frequency 
from the one it is already at. You can con- 
trol how fast the grabbing takes place. It can 
be nearly instantaneous. or it can provide a 
glide or sweep. 

The circuit has an internal oscillator that 
compares its frequency against an input and 
then provides an error correction signal. 
You add a capacitor to slow down the re- 
sponse time to "errors-. 

Now. there're hunches of phase -lock 
loops available and you probably have al- 
ready tried a few. The hangup here is that 
the IC you use must have at least a 1(100:1 
voltage controlled frequency range and must 
A'OT he harmonic sensitive. This leaves out 
everybody but the \1('4046. (The usual 
"565.' type of I'LL has only a 3: I frequency 
range and is harmonic sensitive.) 

One experimental circuit is shown in Fig. 
8. Your input frequency can he a sine, 
square. or triangle or sawtooth wave. If you 
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FIG. 8-PHASE-LOCK-LOOP tracker does 
glides and portamento from keyboard control. 

are to ying to follow a more complex 
waveform, filter it thoroughly to recover 
mostly the fundamental, or use a com- 
paratou circuit for conditioning. 1 he 
capacitor sets the glide time. while the bot- 
tom resistor sets the damping or the oser- 
shoot. Make this resistor too .small, and you 
get wild "Bounce" effects. 

Cost is under $5. The normal output is a 

square wave. but you can easily break the 
loop and put in a binary divider and saw - 
teeth resistors. You can also divide the 
input as well. perhaps to follow a fifth above 
or helos. an octave above. and so on. The 
potential is fantastic. Use several together 
for chorus effects. Add external "noise'' to 
the error signal for vibrato, chorus. or ran- 
domness. 

And some others ... 
Let's take a quick look at a hunch of other 

devices that you may want to use in music 
circuits. These are a hit more specialized. 
hut can solve some unusual music problems 
fast: 

Motorola \1('I4I18-6 and \1C1408 -K. Six 
and Eight -Hit Digital to Analog Converters. 
Input a digital sequence and get notes out. 
Multiplying but not truly bilateral. An out- 
put amplifier is needed. Under 55. 

American Microsystems Inc. has a whole 
line of MOS music products. These include 
older top octave systems. rhythm gene- 
rators, rhythm counters, and neser devices 
that combine functions. The S2566 Rhythm 
Generator provides a complete bandbox - 
on -a -chip when combined with a counter. 
Around $18. 

Analog Multipliers. Analog multipliers are 
true four quadrant multipliers. They can he 
used for precision keyer and VCA applica- 
tions or for ring ntodulator.s. s here you 
combine two tones and get only the sum and 
difference out, or where you shift the fre- 
quency of a tone to compress or expand its 
harmonic spectra. These are still a hit steep 
in price to use on each and every note, hut in 
a synthesizer system. one or tso of them is 
certainly worth the price. Costs nun from 
$15 upwards. Typical devices are the 
Motorola MC1494 and 1/01495, the 
Signetics 5596. and the Analog Devices 
AD532.I. 

Besides the CMOS sve'se talked about. 
check out the plain old C 1)31)111 (\1 C I41101) 
quad gate. What better way to expand the 
contacts on a keyboard for coupling. trans- 
lation. and transposition. It takes three IC's 
per new contact per octave. or '4th of an IC 
per contact per key. It's the cheapest 
C device, well under a dollar surplus. 

-bp /)on Lancaster 

TABLE 1 

Some Manufacturers 
(Be sure and specify specific devices; the majority of these circuits were designed 

non -music applications.) 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS INC. 
3800 Homestead Road 
Santa, Clara, Calif. 95051 

ANALOG DEVICES 
Norwood, Mass. 02062 

INTERSIL MEMORY CORPORATION 
10900 North Tantau Avenue 
Cupertine, Calif. 95014 

ITT SEMICONDUCTOR 
3301 Electronics Way 
Palm Beach, Fla. 33407 

MOSTEK INC. 
1215 West Crosby Road 
Carrollton, Tex. 75006 

MOTOROLA SEMICONDUCTOR 
Box 20912 
Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
2900 Semiconductor Drive 
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 

RCA SOLID STATE 
Box 3200 
Somerville, N.J. 08876 

SIGNETICS 
811 East Argues Avenue 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
PO Box 5012 
Dallas, Tex. 75222 

for 
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what is a ' P P 
ROM'S have a fantastic number of uses and are 

widely available as you -build -it and 
factory -builds -it types. Here's what ROM's are 

and what they are good for. 

How WOW D YOU LIKE TO BUILD YOUR OWN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT. 

perhaps to do a job you can't find some catalog item for? This used 
to cost S15.000 or so and take months of work. Today you can do it 
for $5 in minutes. with surplus units, and under $20 with first -run 
parts. The trick is to use an extremely versatile integrated circuit 
called a Read Only Memory or ROM for short. Let's take a closer 
look at this exciting integrated circuit and see what it is and how you 
can use it. 

Actually, it would he much better if a Rost were called something 
else, for its name implies it's only good for computers. Worse yet. 
its name says there is something "wrong" or incomplete with the 
device. It would he hest to call a ROM a "universal code, state, logic. 
or sequence converter", for this name at least hints at the thousands 
of different things you can do with the same basic device, custom - 
programmed to do a specific job. Since Rost is easier to say than 
"UCSI.OSC". we'll go along with the original name. 

Figure I shows the important parts of a ROM. There are a number 
of input lines, a series of output lines, some power connections, aid 

OUTPUT WORDS 

DETERMINED BY 
YOU -WRITE -IT 
TRUTH TABLE FOR 
YOUR APPLICATION 

POWER INPUTS 

INPUT ADDRESS 

SELECTS WHICH 
OF 64 OUTPUT 
WORDS IS TO 
BE PROVIDED 

ENABLE CONTROL 

OPTIONALLY LETS 
YOU TURN OUTPUTS 
ON AND OFF-LETS 
YOU ADD IC'S FOR 
BIGGER JOBS 

FIG. 1-ESSENTIAL 
PARTS of a typical 
ROM. This example is 
medium-sized and 
stores 512 bits of 
custor-programmed 
decisions by providing 
64 possible 8 -bit words 
at the outputs. 

an enable control that optionally lets you turn the outputs on or off 
or combine them with other Rom outputs in other packages. As 
you've probably suspected, a Rom is a digital device, meaning it 

accepts yesses and no's or I's and 0's or positive voltage and ground 
as two -state input signals. It provides similar Is and 0's as two -state 
output levels. Rom's are available in most every logic family, includ- 
ing TTL. I'MOS. CMOS. and ECL. 

For each and every unique combination of input ones and zeros. a 

code word appears on the outputs. What this code word is or what it 
does in the rest of the circuit is yours to decide. for you can teach a 

Rost to do any one specific job for you. 
For instance. if a ROM has six input lines, there are 64 (21 possible 

combinations of ones and zeros on the inputs. ranging from 000000. 

.n,fhwdsa tati :,**MI 

1 f Egenci~ 
INSIDE AN ROM you'll find a labyrinth of individual memory cells. Re- 
member, actual size of this assembly is about .02 inch wide. 

000001. 000010, through I I 1110 and 1 1 1 1 1 1. For each of these pos- 
sible 64 conditions, you can select any output word you like. its 
maximum length determined by the number of available output 
leads. If you have eight output leads, each of the 64 ssords y ou select 
can he up to 8 hits long. Since we have 64 possible 8 -bit words, we 

apparently have an internal ROM "decision" or "training" capability 
of 512 (8x(4) hits. Each of the 5 1 2 locations can he a one or a zero 
per your choice. so there are apparently 2"' or billions upon billions 
of different things you can teach one IC to do. 

The arrangement of the ones and zeros you want is usually shown 
on a truth table, a state -by -state listing of all possible input combina- 
tions and the desired outputs you ,Sant. 

How is this teaching done? There are several basic ways. If you 
need a lot of identical ROM's and are sure of what you want. you use 

a mask-programmmhle ROM. Here a final metal overlay connection 
pattern is set up for your particular program. All the ROM's made are 
identical up to this step. Your mask then customizes your order to 
the particular truth table you need. 

More popular is the field -programmable Rost. You use these if 
you only need one or two, or aren't sure it' your truth table will 
ssork. or suspect you will have to change things later. Some field - 
programmable ROM's arrive from the factory with a fuse at each 

possible location in the memory. Refire you use the Rost. you go 

through a programming procedure that selectively blows out the 
fuses you don't want, leaving you with a custom pattern of ones and 
zeros that matches your truth table. You do the programming one 
hit at a time. usually applying a current of several hundred mA at a 

programming input. The current is increased till the fuse opens, and 

you then go on to the next fuse you want to open. 
All this really takes is a variable power supply with a meter. but 

the "zero defects" nature of this work and its "up the wall" aspects 
make programming services very desirable. 

Many electronic distributors offer nominal or free programming 
services and guarantee the results-provided, of course, that you 
wrote the truth table down correctly! Programming machines are 

also available that ease the problem. These cost several hundred to 
several thousand dollars. but speed up the programming tremend- 
ously and eliminate many error possibilities. 

Other field -programmable Rosl's use buried charge (electret style) 
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layers or silicon bridges instead of nichrome fuses. but the result is 
the sate. The ROM fresh from the tactory is either all ones or all 
iero,, and you do something-usually by applying an excessive 
softage or current to remove or implant something at every memory 
location-that changes the ones to ceros or vice sersa. You then end 
tip with the truth table you own. 

Once programmed. the nnijority of Frost's are permanent: hence 
the mune read only. If you made a mistake, you Ihross the IC away 
and start on a new one. On the other hand. since the programming is 
mechanical. it's foreser independent of supply power. Turn your 
Rost off Ior a sear and reapply power-and the truth table is still 
inside. A kw newer Rust's ale erasable by removing part of the lid 
and applying intense ultraviolet light. "I hese are expensive and not 
too common yet. 

Building your own read only memory 
Let's build a "semi -discrete' Ront and see what it can shoss us 

about how the real ones ssork. Outside of doing it once as an exer- 
cise or to learn more about the process. going this route is complex 
and expensive compared to using the real thing. 

Suppose sse need t1 way of converting a 4 -hit hexadecimal nunubet 
into a 7 -segment display so we can display the numhers 0. I. 2. 

3 ... 9. A. H. C. D. E. and finally F with the letters handling states 
Ill through IS and the numbers representing their oss n binary equi- 
valents. A quick check of catalogs will turn up lots of different 
decodeddrisev integrated circuits. I his particular one seems to he 
rare. so let's pretend it doesn't exist at all. We have to use a Rost to 
build it. 

Note that we'd go up the wall trying to build this out of simple 
gate packages-it would take a hunch of them and the design would 
take hours. With a ROM. the design only takes minutes. and a one - 
package solution almost always results. 

We start by generating a 971 ill ruble (Fig. 2). Our four input lines 
hase 16 possible states (11011(1. 00(11... through (III). \\e need 

INPUT OUTPUT PATTERN 

D C B A A B C D E F G H 

0000 11111100 / , 0001 01100001 I 
I 

o 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 o 1 1 
I r 0011 1 1 1 1 o 0 1 1 -' _I 

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 I (-I 
r 

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
I -I 0110 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 1 

I 

1I 
o 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

r 

I o o o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ID 
, 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 I r 1010 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 11 
I 0 1 1 0 o 1 1 1 1 1 1 

I- 
I_ 1100 00011011 r_ 

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 I I_1 

1 1 1 o 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 

I-I 
1 

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
r- /- 

A 

F I G'B 
El 

- LIT 
SEGMENT 

F G. 2-THE TRUTH TABLE WE NEED to build a 7 -segment 
decoder/driver with a ROM. Its four input lines have 16 possible states. 
Each of its seven output lines drives one segment of a 7 -segment display 
device. 
seven output lines-one for each segment of the display. Let's pro- 
vide eight to round things out and put a "count /en)" detector on 
the eighth line. Each output line lights a display segment it' it is 
positive and puts out a display segment if it is grounded. 

I'or instance. we couId connect our output lines to a \IAN.3 or 
\I;\\4 common -cathode LEI) readout. Positise current lights a 

segment. Voltage near ground puts it out. The segments are labeled 
A through G in the usual clockwise front the top manner. 

To build the actual Rost. es e use a bunch of diodes and a 74154 
4 -line -to -l6 -line decoder. This particular IC cons ems the four input 
lines into a one -doss n -out -of -sixteen pattern on our intermediate 
output lines. so that a (181(1 input grounds the top intermediate out- 
put. a (11101 the next one down, and so on down to 11 I I which 
grounds the bottom intermediate output line. Only one output line is 
grounded at a time: the rest remain positive. Figure 3 shoes s the 
circuitry. 

Going to our truth table. 110(1(1 should give us an output 0, lighting 

INPUTS 
A 

o 
C 

D 
0 

5v 

1 
ENABLE 

0 

74154 

4 LINE TO 16 

I INE DECODER 

3 

4 

6 

I 

B 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

225# 

I 5V 

1 
lr F o 

J 

/ .2? ./ 

DIODES- 1N914 

COMMON CATHODE 
LED DISPLAY 

o 

o 

o 

F G /1 

ICOUN T 

ZERO) 

FIG. 3-OUR "FAKE" ROM is made from a 74154 4 -line to 16 -line decoder 
and a diode matrix to turn on and off the segments of a cold -cathode or 
LED 7 -segment display device. 

every segment but G. so es e put a diode between line (i and the (II((Hl 
decoded output. Phis diode conducts only on count 11111(11 and puts 
out this segment only at that time. On 0001. we only want to light H 

and C. so sse es idently have to put ieros and diodes on A. D. I:. F. 
and G. On 111111). to get a 2 lit. we put diodes on C and F. Arid so on. 
down the truth table. 

We mathematically generate the tnith table by placing a 0 every- 
where we want a segment out and a I everywhere we want a seg- 
mcnt lit. \\'e physically program out Ron by putting a diode every- 
where we esant aI II and leas ing a diode off everywhere we want a I. 
And this completes our decoder/driver. 

To get fancy . we can use the eighth output lines as a state (1 

decoder that might he useful for blanking or somewhere else in the 
system. All this takes is a new diode on the 0 line. We can use the 
output enable on the 74154 to drive all the outputs high for a lamp 
test. and we can blank the display either by breaking ground or 
removing the supply power. 

\\'e used diodes to teach our Rost to do one specific thing. There 
are 128 possible memory locations in our simple Rost. Each of these 
locations can he given a I (no diode) or a 0 (diode) per your choice. 
so there are apparently 21' different truth tables you can write. (\1y 
math hook stops at 21"I = 2.535.301.200.456.458.802. 
934.406.4111.'5' 2'1" could he 134.317.728 rimes as large 
as this-you figure it out.) 

Ohvious!y we have it hunch of different truth tables eve can 
write-A great heaping hunch. We can teach the Rost anything eve 

like. consistent with the available number of inputs and outputs. 
For instance. sse could tell the Rost to subtract 3 from each input. 

Or multiply by 6.2. Or take the square root of it. Or sse could tell it 
to decode and :omhine only certain stales. We could make it play 
music. We can change codes or number systems. We can generate 
waveforms. I -here doesn't lute e to be any clear cut rhyme or reason 
relationship between inputs and outputs. it' you can draw a truth 
table. the Rost will do the job for you-quickly and in a single pack- 
age. 

The organization of this particular Rost is called 16x8 or 16 -8 -hit 
words. Its potential memory locations are 128. so it is also called to 

128 hit Rost. 
Rost design is philosophically very different than older logic de- 

signs. The name of the game used to he a thing called "minimüa- 
t ion". where you tried to get the logic equations in their simplest forth 
and then build up a pile of gates to realise the "simplest" possible 
foram. With Rosfs you tuse redundancy instead. You take tune logic 
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block in one integrated circuit package with an incredible amount of 
redundancy-it can realize the "minimum" equivalent of any and 
all possible equations you could care to write consistent with the 
available inputs and outputs. You i,enore the math and the simplifi- 
cations! Instead, you just write down the truth table you want and 
program the Roar. 

The benefits of redundant circuit design are overwhelming. The 
old way. you got a "minimum" logic design that took a dozen pack- 
ages and took hours to design and debug. It was essentially un- 
changeable after design, particularly once it was locked into a PC 
board. 1 he new +ay takes only seconds. Write your program. prog- 
ram the Rom and plug it in. the nee+ sy ay aRsays works without any 
worry about glitches. races. disallowed conditions. sub -routines, and 
similar horrors. Changes'? Simple. Just take out the old single IC that 
does the job and put a new one in its place. For es eryday logic use. 
the text hook "niininiization' techniques are an inexcusible r+aste of 
time and money once you get past a two- or three -package gate 
complexity. All they "minimize" is prolits and the probability of 
success. 

Commercial availability 
Table I lists the commercial sources of programmable Roar's. One 

source of programmers. and one distributor that does programming. 
Table 2 lists a number of common Roar's and their organizations. 

TABLE I 

Some sources of ROM'S and services: 

Harris Semiconductor 
Box 883 
Melbourne, Florida. 32901 

CIRCUITS 

Motorola Semiconductor 
Products 
Box 20912 
Phoenix, Arizona. 85036 

Intel Corp. 
3065 Bowers Avenue 
Santa Clara, California, 95051 

Intersil, Inc. 
10900 N. Tantau Avenue 
Cupertino, California, 95014 

Microsystems International 
Box 3529 Station C 

Ottawa, Canada 

Monolithic Memories, Inc. 
1165 East Argues Avenue 
Sunnyvale, California. 94086 

National Semiconductor Corp. 
2900 Semiconductor Drive 
Santa Clara. California, 95051 

Signetics 
811 East Argues Avenue 
Sunnyvale, California, 94086 

Solitron Devices 
8808 Balboa Avenue 
San Diego, California, 94086 

Texas Instruments Inc. 
Box 1443, Station 612 
Houston, Texas, 77001 

PROGRAMMING PROGRAMMING 
MACHINES SERVICES 

Spectrum Dynamics Semiconductor Specialists 
2300 East Oakland Park Blvd. Box 66125 OHare Airport 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida Chicago, Illinois, 60666 

TABLE II 

Here are a few currently popular programmable RoM's: 

Part 
Number 

Manu- Organi- 
facturer zation Bits 

HROM-1-0512 
HROM-1-1256 
HROM-1-8256 
HROM-1-1024 
H RO M-1-2048 

IM5610 
1M5623 

MCM5003 
MCM5005 
MCM 10139 
MCM10149 

N8223 
N82S26 

SN74186 
SN74188 

Harris 

Intersil 

Motorola 

Signetics 

64.8 
256x1 
32.8 
256 4 

512.4 
32.8 
256 <4 

64r8 
256.4 
32 8 
256.4 

512 
256 
256 

1024 
2048 

256 
1024 

512 
1024 
256 

1024 

32-8 
256.4 

Texas Insts.64.8 
32s8 

256 
1024 

512 
256 

FIG. 4-A POPULAR 
PROGRAMMABLE ROM OUTPUT A 
that is inexpensive. 

OUTPUT B readily available, bi- 
polar, and TTL compat- OUTPUT C 

ible. Supply voltage Is OUTPUT D 
+8 V supply current is OUTPUT E 
65 mA. Connecting 

OUTPUT F "enable" to ground 
provides an output OUTPUT G 

code. Connection to GROUND 
+volts floats the 
output. 

One programmable Roar that's shoal ing up quite a hit in the surplus 
market recently is the Signetics 8223. Costs have gone as low as SS 

each. It is shown in Fig. 4. It's a bipolar device. 1)1'1. and'I I I_ 

8223 
+5V 

ENABLE 

INPUT ADDRESS "16" 
INPUT ADDRESS "8" 
INPUT ADDRESS "4" 
INPUT ADDRESS "2" 
INPUT ADDRESS "1" 
OUTPUT H 

TOP VIEW 

compatible and works with a single +5 -volt supply. Operating speed 
is a traction of a microsecond. 

Hy the way-preprogrammed R.ist's available surplus are only 
useful if you know exactly what they are and what they can do for 
you-a random or unknown program is totally worthless and essen- 
tially impossible to decode. 

When do you use a ROM? 
You use a ROM anytime you want a group of input numbers to he 

somehow related to a second group of output numbers. especially 
rs hen you can't Lind a stock IC to do the job. ROM's become particu- 
larly att'actie if the job seems hopelessly complex for construction 
using gate packages. 

There are several different ways to use your input numbers. If 
you feed your Roat one numher and then get a new one out on a 

random basis. you are using the system for code conversion or //Me 
/cuctiup. If you sequentially go through your inputs. you have a 

natOorm generator. Here the outputs provide an orderly progres- 
sion of state changes. perhaps to generate a sinewave or a music 
nose. If you use your inputs as separate logic inputs instead of 
feeding them a whole word at a time. you have a pro,granunahie 
logic array. Similarly. if you route your outputs to separate and 
distinct places. you have a .sequencer. a controller. a liming 
generator. of a rhythm generator. 

'10 really get Fancy. you can let a Rom control it.crll. To do this. 
you store or latch the outputs each cycle and use the last output to 

INPUTS 

A r 

B o---- 
C o-- 
D o- 
E o- 
F 0- 
G o 

ROM NO. 1 

ROM NO. 2 

OUTPUTS 
-o A 

B 

C 

o D 

E 

F 

G 

o H 

CONNECTIONS SHOWN 
FOR 128 8 -BIT 
WORDS. 

FIG. 5-HOW TO EXPAND ROM's by using several of them. Note that the 
doubled storage only offers one new input lead. 

provide the nest input address. This way. the Roar marches through 
its truth table in a prescribed and controlled way. You use this for 
unusual length countrra and computer micrnpm ramnriny. 

Rom design is easy. First. you make sure you really need one and 

that nothing is available commercially to do the job. 'I -hen you rs rite 
your truth table. 1 hen yo ti find a Roat that tits it. I hen you program 
the Roar. 
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If your truth table seems hopelessly large. you try 10111%11%111i:1' it 

through seseral tricks of the trade. These include reinosing mirror 
images (such as generating only one quadrant of a sincsiItCC). putting 
easy-to-reatlite functions outvide the main Rom. using multiple trips 
through the Rom. factoring. rearranging to tit Rost organizations. 
eliminating "don't care" states, and so on. Virtually every truth 
table can he minimized in a complex system. If you have reduced 
things as far as possible and you still can't lit it in. you go to a larger 
Ross or several Rost', corn hined with input steering and output 
enables. 

Note that you don't double the inputs when you add a second Rost 

to a first one-all you gain is one eslra input. Since you only doubled 
the memory capacity . your addressing has only increased hy one poss - 

er of too. Ses en lines have twice the storage capability of six. Ifyou 
are using 6 -input (64-snord) Roar's. it takes nro of them for sewn 
inputs (I28 words). four of theta for eight inputs 1256 words). eight 
of them for nine inputs. (5I2 swords). and so on. Figure 5 shows how 
sou cumhinc Rust's ssith their enable,. 

There are several stock organizations of Roofs 16x8, 256 x I. 
G1 x8, and 128 .4 hcing contnton smaller ones. Sometimes you can 
rearrange things with a latch or a data selector to change the organi- 
mation if you want to. For instance, if your particular Rost has eight 
output leads. and you only need a 4 -output word. von can use a 

4 -pole double -thank data selector 174157) to pick either the lop or 
honor]] four hits. This ¿loables the nunther of s+orris you have asail- 
ah le. On the other hand. you can provide two 8 -hit latches on the 
output and enable thent on alternate addresses. If you look at all 16 

outputs at the right time. you get a 16 -hit output ssord. 01 course. to 

a WORD SELECT 

ABCDEFGH IJKLMNOF 

CLOCK ON 
EVEN 

ADDRESSES 

ROM 

b 

CLOCK ON 
ODD 

ADDRESSES 

FIG. 6-THE DATA SELECTOR at (a) gives you twice as many output 
words of half the normal length. Using the setup at (b), the odd addresses 
are saved until even an address arrives. Output is half as many output 
words of twice the normal length. 

get this. you've cut the number of words in half and reduced the 
possible operating speed at the sane time. I-igure 6 shosss hose you 
can change the oreaniialion of a Root to lit your need,. 

Sometimes a special custom orgautiiation will help..1 hi, scats done 
for the time-tone-conserting Rost on the Radio-Elrtrrwrties 

Superclock (.duly 1972). where a 384x6 NOS Rom was used with a 

simple eternal OR gate to convert 241X) -hour time to any time/one 
in the world. "Non -binary" organi7:ttions normally cost quite a hit 
of money and are not available in tick) programmable units. 

Even if you :re planning on using a hunch of identical Root's. you 
first use programmable ones, and then Etter go on to the cheaper 
mask-progra n ntahle sersitns. The breake'.en point is typically sev- 
eral hundred identical units. A few doter identical Root's are easily 
copied or duplicated on a small programming machine. If you do go 
to mask -programmed units. Roar -PROM pairs make the changeover 
easy. 

Stock read-only memories 
Besides custom patterns. you can get stock pattern Roar's pre- 

programmed and ready to use. There is no masking charge for these. 
since they are a popular enough pattern that lots of them can he sold. 
Very common examples are the chartcter generators such as we 
used in the Radio-Electronies TV Type si titer (September 73) and 
the T\' Time Display (scheduled for a forthcoming issue). 

There are several types of character generators. Most of them 
accept a 6 -hit AS('I I standard computer code on one set of inputs 
and some system timing on some remaining outputs. A rear output 
character generator is designed to work with T\' sets. It puts out a 
hunch of dots or undot.c on its output lines. These go to a TTI. shift 
register and are then clocked out as video. :\ erdunnr output chat ac - 
ter generator socks sidessays and puts out a vertical group of dots 
and indtts usetül Iitr moving message sign, and strip printers. 
lEithet type costs around $12, hut a bunch of support circuitry is 
needed. 

Other stock Rusts include code cons erters. p,r'liculaily to get 
from the specialised sh-r hut Ric and t win( codes to .\5('I I and hack 
again. Trig tables for sine and cosine generation are also fairly com- 
mon. although still a hit steep in pi ice. A vastly different stock Rom 
is the American \licr'osystems S2566 Rhythm Generator used to 
generate the accompaniment heats (walti. tango. etc.) on an elec- 
tronic organ. 

In addition. marry ordinary IC's are really Root's in disguise, for 
the semiconductor people long ago found out that it's easier to de- 
sign one redundant Rom pattern and then change the netalli.a Lion 
over lay than to relay ouI and make separate IC's lutr each and every 
special function. Me Motorola 61C411I0 series our iL uses several 
Rost functions. 

Applications 
We've already seen that a Rost can he used anywhere you scant to 

convert one group of digital swords to a second group of siords. 
either on a one -at ;-time. a sequential. or a let-the-tirst-one-decide- 
the-nest-one hasis. the wilder or the more unusual the relationship 
between the input and output. the better a Rost will isork. for you 
work directly nimbi the truth nuble. Competing systents require devis - 

ing all the individual logic relationships between input and output. 
and cannot normally he done in a single IC. 

So fr. we've talked about display decoder drivers. character 
generators. Sine wale generators. electronic music. time -lone con- 
verters. and code converters. Let's take a quick look at some other 
pttssihilities. 

Frequency synthesimcrs and digital programmers often use 
thunthsvhcel ass itches. The numbers of the sss itches indicate a chan- 
nel number or a frequency. but the circuitry, inside may take entirely 
different numbers to operate. Rather than use an expensise special 
switch. a Rom perform, the infernal cons ession-the operator see, 
his number and the circuitry sees the number it needs at the same 
time. 

Sinesvaves are easy to generate by raking a counter and a sine - 
lookup Rost. Add a I)IA converter for at lose -distortion sinewave 
oscillator of constant amplitude that can go doss n to ultra -low fre- 
quencies without any large parts. 

Root's are used in cathode ray tube display systems for pincushion 
correction. dynastic focus and convergence. and so on. Resides 
generating dot-matri.s characters. Root's can store and generate 
whole messages as is ell. Often your generate the fixed portions of a 
message in a Roar and add the changing parr to it. You can also 
scramble or unscranthle data is ith Rose's. !Invoking away svhttt you 
don't want and rearranging things to get a needed format. 

Any logic equati'm you can write in truth -table form is also easily 
handled by Root's. The one -package solution and instant design are 
top advantages. Resides. the circuit is trivially easy to change-you 
simply replace the Rost. Compare this with a traditional "minimum- 
logic design of several dozen packages and locked -in interconnec- 
tions. 
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SIMPLE SCOPE SERVICING 
by JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

TFIE CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE IS THE 

fastest, most accurate, and simplest 
test instrument in a TV shop! We've 
been telling you guys that for too many 
years now. There are still entirely too 
many of you who persist in thinking of 
it as a very complicated, hard to use, 

scientific instrument. It is not! It's the 
best. fastest and simplest instrument in 
the place for giving you the answers to 
questions that can't he answered in any 
other way. The most common of these, 
and the most useful, is, "Is it there or 
isn't it?" 

Typical instance: The set wiggles. 
bends. rolls and acts up, along with 
other symptoms. This kind of multiple 
symptom thing generally means that 

you have a feedback loop somewhere, 
causing cancellation of sync. assorted 
oscillations, and other things. How to 
find out? Pick up the scope probe and 
jab it on each of the filter capacitors. 
one at a time. 

What should you see on each of 
these test points? Absolutely 
NOTHING. Nice straight line on 
scope -screen, indicating "pure dc". 
The dc power supply should have zero 
impendance to ground. If it doesn't. 
you'll have a beautiful feedback path 
through the de power supply. which is 

the only thing common to every stage in 

the set. So if you see any "signal" 
when you scope the filter capacitors. 
something is darn well wrong. It almost 
has to he some fault in a filter 
capacitor: either open or low in capaci- 
tance. They are supposed to take out 
all signal from the de power supply 
lines. 

Double-check: leave the scope on 
the capacitor and bridge a good one 

Clocked logic where the Rom output sets 

the next input address offer all sorts of pos- 
sibilities for unique counter sequences and 

minicomputer microprogramming. You 
normally initialize your sequence with a latch 
reset or the enable. loops are done by re- 

turning to the same address and branching is 

handled by creative use of a new input, or an 

Exclusive ORing change of an output word. 
In fact, anywhere you want to change one 

set of numbers into another set, or anywhere 
you want to change what the signals on one 
hunch of leads are doing, you can use a ROM. 

And at last, the prices and availability are 

good enough that you can seriously consider 
using your own custom IC as a routine solu- 
tion to a wide variety of digital problems. 

across it. It' the signals disapper and the 
symptoms clear up. there you are. By 
actual time -tests, this can be done in 

less than 30 seconds. How fast can you 
get? 

What do we mean "signal" in this 
test? ANYTHING. Set the scope for a 

reasonable vertical gain (the heater 
supply of your tube -tester is a handy 
source for rough voltage calibration. 
Voltage rms times 2.8 gives you the 
peak -to -peak reading. Never mind the 

horizontal sweep frequency! Jab the 

probe to the filter terminals, and if you 

see ANY vertical deflection at all 
you've got trouble! If you insist on 
fooling around, you can adjust the 
sweep and find out what frequency it 

is. but this is immaterial. Anything you 
see there is "ac" and means trouble. 

Niore: this time you've got a dead 

amplifier. What kind? Any kind: f. i.f., 
video. color. You know that signal is 

going into it, but it isn't coming out. 
How do you know you've got a signal 
going in? Because you can feed it in or 
rely on a known air signal. This can he 

checked with the scope, too. Example; 
hit the video detector output of a TV 
set. If you see about I. to 2 volts p -p 

video at this point, but there's no pic- 
ture on the screen, the video amplifier 
has a normal input but no output. 

The "signal -path" in ALL amplifiers 
is a series citrnit. If it is going in but 
not coming out, the path is broken 
somewhere. You must find out where. 
Start at the input and follow it. In a 

tube set, this would he grid -plate -grid - 
plate and so on. Transistors: base - 

collector -base -collector. etc. When 
you go through an amplifier stage. 
you'll see a voltage gain, in tube cir- 
cuits. In transistors, you may not see 

much voltage gain. hut you will have 
output. If you get out about as much as 

you put in. OK. 
Somewhere along the line. you'll find 

a stage which has input but no Output. 
There you are. On one occasion, I 

traced out an audio amplifier and lo- 

cated an open coupling capacitor be- 
tween the second and third stages in a 

little less than 65 seconds! (Of course, I 

had the service data!) Even cold - 
turkey. you can usually follow the 
signal path, since you can identify the 
input and go from there. 

In stereo amplifiers with one dead 

channel. you can tie the inputs together 
and "A -B" or cross-check between the 

same points in each channel. This will 
tell you exactly where you're losing the 
signal. It'll also tell you where distor- 
tion starts, if that's what you're looking 
for. 

A lot of you have problems with 
color TV. Here again, the scope will 
give youfast, accurate answers that 
you can not get with any other test in- 
strument. A series of "bang -bang" 
tests like those I just mentioned will 
check out a color handpass amplifier, 
demodulator and color -difference amp- 
lifier stages quicker than you can say 

"Complementary symmetry integrated 
circuits". ((Speaking of that, the scope 
is the only way to go in any IC cir- 
cuitry. If you have good signal in and 
no signal out of an IC, and dc voltage 
supply is normal, the chances are that 
the IC is bad!) 

By feeding a color -bar signal into a 

color TV set. and tracing the unmis- 
takable patterns through the handpass, 
demods and duff -amps, you can identify 
any kind of color trouble. For loss of 
color, it will tell you where the color 
signals stop ín the bandpass amplifier; 
if you see the characteristic "rocker" 
or Lazy -S pattern on the Jiff -amp 
grids, the demodulator and 3.58 -MHz 
oscillator are working. If you see a 

flat-topped comb pattern on the 
differential -amplifier grid, the 
3.58 -MHz oscillator is dead. Instant 
identification of problem. 

Let's kill another old superstition 
while we're at it. You do not have to 
have a 20 -MHz. dual -trace. triggered - 
sweep scope. at about two grand a 

copy. to do this! 'They're very nice. 
But-you can make every one of the 
tests mentioned above with a narrow - 
hand recurrent sweep scope in good 
working order! You won't see the 
exact waveforms, maybe. but you will 
get the information that you must have. 
Irom the Is it there or isn't it?" test! 

One more and then I'll go. "Odd 
Color" problems. This often means 
that one of the bypass capacitors in the 
color stages is open. once again allow- 
ing a feedback loop to set up. Test: 
scope each bypass capacitor ín the cir- 
cuit. If yo see any signal, this is the had 
one: that's what the bypass was put 
there for! 

So: here you have an instrument 
which can do more for you than any 
other in the shop. by making your test 
and diagnosis time far shorter. So. why 
the heck don't you use it? I'm not talk- 
ing to those of you who do use the 
scope, hut to the guys who have one 
and leave it sitting in a corner gathering 
dust instead of gelt! Don't he afraid of 
it: it won't hurt you. and it won't hurt 
the sets: it will help you to diagnose any 
kind of problem in electronic equip- 
ment much faster and more accurately. 
So Use it! Use it! R -E 
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4 -CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER 
FOR LOGIC EXPERIMENTS 
When experimenting with digital cir- 

cuits, some form of multiple scope 
trace is necessary if we wish to observe 
or compare the instantaneous states of 
various stages. Here is a circuit that 
you can assemble for about $3.00 and 
use to multiplex four DTL or TTL 
signals on to a single -trace scope. Here 
is how it works: 

Two inverters and one NAND gate 
in a loop form the circuit clock. The 
capacitor in the loop across one inver- 
ter can he any one of a wide range of 
values, depending on the capabilities of 
the scope being used. A value of 0.05 
pF will allow signals up to 8 kHz to he 
viewed without having the chopping of 
the circuit interfere with the display. A 
smaller capacitor will allow faster sign- 
als to he seen but may exceed the rise - 
time capability of the scope. 

The clock is divided into four phases 
by the two 74107,1-K tlip-tlops. Each of 
these phases is picked off by one of the 
NOR gates in IC4, the 7402. IC4 drives 
two quad 2 -input positive NAND gates 

with open -collector output a (IC5 and 
IC6). The gates in IC6 are signal -level 
generators. The signal consists of a 
staircase with levels at I ..2, 3 and 4 
volts. Each level is present for one 
clock time or phase. Since this is much 
faster than the signal, it should appear 
as four traces on the scope. IC5 pres- 
ents the signal on each level. It does 
this by gating the signal with the phase. 
If the phase is high the signal will he 
put on the line. If the signal is also high, 
it appears as low to the gate and the I, 
2. 3 or 4 trace level is undisturbed. If. 
however, the signal is low, it appears as 
high to the 7403 gates, and turns it on. 
thus paralleling a resistor across the 
trace -level resistor and thus lowering 
the trace. The resistor values in the box 
give the R values for 0.5 -or 0.75 -volt 
drops. I personally prefer 0.5 -volt 
steps. The external sync is always 
taken off of channel I. 

In the second mode of operation the 
CLOCK STOP switch is turned on and the 
clock feedback is disabled, stopping 
the clock. The toggle switch circuit is 

enabled through two of the NAND gates 
1/3 7404 1/2 7400 

74107 
IC1-a ICI -b 

I C2 -a 
IC2-b IC3-a 

1 

IC3-b 
8 

6 211C IF 5 í4n 
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Q 11 

O 
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R1 
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8 
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250 
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12'106d 

13 

\ l 
7403 

4 I C6 -b 

5 
6 

670 
IC6-c 12 

1.5K 

11 

i 
O 
5V 

1K 

in the 7400 to the .1-K flip-flops. The 
roGGI.E switch provides a de -bounced 
signal which toggles the scope through 
its traces. This mode can he used with 
external sync on channel I or sync to 
itself using internal sync on the 
scope.-Robert Corson 

MINIATURE STROBOSCOPE 
Here is a simple low-cost strobo- 

scope that operates on four D -cells in 
series and uses a No. 49 pilot lamp as 
the flash tube. It can he calibrated in 

+6V 

rpm's and used to measure the speed of 
rotating or reciprocating objects. QI 
and Q2 are 2N456 or similar pnp power 
transistor. 

Two 30 -NF units were used for a 

flash -rate ranging from about twice per 
second to 10 times per second. You can 
use larger or smaller capacitors. de- 
pending on your application; but re- 
member that it' the capacitors are too 
small, the lamp's filament will not get a 

chance to cool between pulses and the 
lamp will appear to remain on. 

The device can he built into a small 
plastic case. No heat sink is required 
for the two transistors if the strobe is 
used for only a few minutes at a time. 
However, for constant duty (as in a 

store window display) it is advisable to 
heat -sink the transistors, making sure 
that they are electrically isolated from 
each other. If you use a metal case. you 
can use it as a heat sink.-Geroge A. 
I)etencenzi 

ADMIRAL M20 CHASSIS 
Complaints of excessive brightness. 

washed-out video and no control of 
brightness have been traced to a blown 
fuse in the 400 -volt B+ circuit. 

Fuse F904 (0.5A pigtail. part 
84A7-16) on the power supply module 
is in the secondary of the power trans- 
former supplying ac to the 400 -volt B+ 
circuit. Because of the power supply 
configuration. 285 volts remains on the 
400 -volt line when F904 is open. This 
reduced voltage appears on the 
picture -tube cathodes and causes ex- 
cessive brightness. 

Check the circuits supplied by the 
400 -volt line and components in the 
400 -volt supply for the cause of the 
blown fuse. Make the necessary re- 
pairs and then replace the fuse. 
-Admiral Service News Letter 
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THE ORIGINAI. RADIO -El ECTRONICS ASCII 

keyboard encoder (Radio -Electronics, 
April. 1973) was designed to convert the 
single -make contacts of the Low Cost 
Keyboard (Radio -Electronics, February, 
1973) into the proper ACSI I computer code 
for talking to either a computer or the TV 
Typewriter (Radio -Electronics, September 
73). Here's a greatly improved version of 
the same circuit. 

It's much smaller, uses far fewer parts. 
has true TTt. compatible outputs. provides 
an optional "there's two keys down" output 
and is designed to exactly fit one end of the 
currently popular "keypunch" type of sur- 
plus keyboards. Costs are about the same as 

the original but no kits are sold. It works 
with any keyboard that has one isolated pair 
of spst contacts that are normally open per 
key. The contacts may he mechanical, reed 

BUILD 
Improved ASCII 
Encoder 
by DON LANCASTER 

Simplified circuit lets you convert virtually any surplus 
keyboard into the proper code to talk to a computer or the 

Radio -Electronics TV Typewriter 

switches. contacts. or resistive elastomeric 
pads. For low impedance contacts, you 
need a single +5 -volt supply. For resistive 
contacts up to 1000 ohms, you need a sec- 

ond +12 -volt supply at low current. 
In its present form, it will encode all the 

upper case alphabet, most punctuation. all 
the numbers, a spacebar, a carriage return, a 

shift key to shift from numbers to punctua- 
tion. and a control key for transparent or 
machine commands. Additional keys are 
easily added if needed. A slight modification 
of the pre -encoder matrix on the Radio - 
Electronics low-cost keyboard (February 
1973) is needed to use the new unit. 

More on ASCII 
The standard computer code in use today 

is called ASCII, short for American Stan- 
dard Code for Information Interchange. 

The complete ASCII code is shown in 

Table I. While there are 128 possible entries 
to the code, we are only interested in the 
first six columns of these. Columns 0 and I 

are the transparent or machine commands. 
Things that don't end up in print or as part 
of a message, but instead return carriages. 
start and stop equipment, indicate begin- 
nings and endings. and so on. Column 2 is 
the most popular punctuation. while column 
3 is the numbers and more punctuation. In 
this encoder, we get from column 2 to col- 
umn 3 by using a shift key. Thus, a capital 
"I" becomes a !. and so on. Finally Col- 
umns 4 and S are the alphabet and some les- 
ser used punctuation. 

We can get by with a basic assembly of 48 

keys less a few if we're willing to do away 
with (.1.(.1 and _ With a Control or 
CTRL key, we can shift any column 2 or 4 

b7 
b 

8 

TABLE I 

THE INDUSTRY STANDARD ASCU COMPUTER CODE 
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EACH KEY SHORTS 
WIRES UNDER IT. 

"ROUND" KEYS ARE 
EXTRA AND OPTIONAL. 

NOTE: 
E XTERNAL DEBOUNCE & NKRO LOCKOUT 
SHOULD BE ADDED IN MOST SYSTEMS. 

PC BOARD 

O P 

p}D+ A01 p+ p+® BR 

p+p+p t:s3 

D+O+lfl oT4 

©++ E U5 

pp+m FV6 
if 

p+p+p G,°7 

p+p+m HXB 

o+o+Eá ' u9 pfpo /, 

afo K. 

Oo® 
Ahligid 
©AO o}® 

ó, 

RTRN 

SPACSPA 
IIICE 

SHIFT SHIFT 

CTRL 

R TRN 

NOTE: 
D1 -D4 MAY 
OPTIONALLY 
BE PLACED 
ON KEYBOARD, 
SAVING TWO 
INTERCONNECT 
LEADS. 

a -o 
RT,¡RN 

u 

el e 
1' 1 1K R4 

1K 

o p 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 02 01 íe 

á 

13 

7 6 5 4 

+5V 

3 2 1 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 KP 40 30 + 

IC1 H00165 TOP VIEW 

14 15 

+5V 

16 17 18 19 20 21 

CTRL 

01 02 

1PARTS LIST 

C1- O.1 -NF disc ceramic, Mount flat. 
D1, D2, D3, D4 -1N914 or equivalent silicon 

computer diode 
IC1-HD0165 Encoder (Harris) 
IC2-7402 TTL Quad NOR gate 
IC3-MC789AP Hex Inverter, RTL, do not sub- 

stitute 
IC4, IC5-7400 TTL Quad NANO gate 
01, Q2 -2N5139, silicon pnp 
R1, R2-Varies with keyboard, 1000 ohms for 

mechanical contacts and +5 supply; 3300 
ohms for elastomeric high resistance con- 
tacts and +12 supply. 

R3, R4-1000 ohms, 1/4 -watt carbon 

MISC: PC Board, Solder; No.24 Soldereeze 
wire, 20 feet for keyboard wiring, sleeving, 
No.24 solid wire jumpers. 

NOTE: The following is available from 
Southwest Technical Products, 219 West 
Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas, 78216 

2N5I39 

R1 -R2 
MECH CONTACT -1K 15V) 
E LAST. CONTACT -3.3K (12V) 

22123 24 

+5V 

.5V 

11 

12 

9 

10 

PROGRAM JUMPER 
+5V - MECH. CONTACT 

+12V - E LAST. CONTACT 

+5V 

IC3 

MC789A 
TOP VIEW 

6 

5 

2 

+12V' 
NEEDED ONLY 

FOR 10000 
CONTACTS 

+5V 

IKP 

C1 

0.1 

1111 

Al 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A6 

A7 

KRO 
(OPTIONAL) 

GND 

0 

O 

FIG. 1-ASCII EN CODER CIRCUIT (top) is easy to build. FULL SIZE FOIL PATTERN (above) is for the 
PC Board, etched and drilled: $5.75. circuit board. PARTS LAYOUT (right) shows where to mount the components on the circuit board. 
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code into a column 0 code, and any column 
3 or 5 code into a column I code. Thus, we 
need no new keys for the control com- 
mands, unless we are really going to use that 
command often. CARRIAGE RETURN IS often 
used, so. it's handy to have a special key 
that simultaneously gives us a CONTROL and 
a nt command. Similarly. we can get a 

spacebar by simultaneously giving a SHIFT 
and a 0 command. Other special functions 
(DEI ETE. ESCAPE. ALT MODE, etc....) are 
easily added in the same way. 

To decide when a code is sent, a key - 
pressed command is given when a key is 

z .r r 
dr 

pressed, telling things on the other end that 
something new is happening. We do NOT 
deliver a keypressed command for the shift 
or control key, for they are always used in 
conjunction with another key. And, in our 
circuit, we get a free "there's two keys 
pressed!" output that can be used to tell 
whatever is on the other end that the typist 
is running too fast or just made a mistake 
and please ignore what just arrived. One 
final, and slightly messy detail involves the 
> = < and ? keys. Normally. we like to 
type commas, dashes, periods, and slashes 
without shifting, and save the question. 

TYPICAL KEYBOARD WITH ENCODER. The small encoder board Is mounted at the right end of the 
keyboard. 

KP INPUT GOES TO 
GROUND IF KEY 
PRESSED 

1K 

TIM 

NKRO INPUT 
GOES TO GROUND 
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2.2K 

+5 1K 

2.2K 
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TRIGGER 

FIG. 2-ADD THIS CIRCUIT for bounce -free 
keyboard operation. 
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equals, greater than, and less than for 
shifted commands. This is clearly back- 
wards from the standard code. So if we are 
going to go along with the standard code 
(often we are forced to because of the 
keytops on the keyboard we're going to 
use), we have to arrange the shift key so that 
it operates backwards on these four keys. 
All this takes are two 21' IC's. hut this is a 

complex and painful little detail to resolve. 
The output of the code consists of seven 

hits in parallel, or all -at -once form. An 
eighth parity hit can optionally he added for 
error detection, or the seventh hit can op- 
tionally be dropped to get the 10 -bit code 
that has only alphanumerics to run a charac- 
ter generator. Should we want to talk to a 

computer or a phone line, we have to con- 
vert this code to a serial form, easily done 
with either the circuit shown in the original 
article or with a new MOS terminal 
transmitter/receiver chip. Depending on the 
type of keyboard and the debouncing in the 
rest of the system. we may have to add a 

contact conditioning and debouncing system 
as well. 

About the new circuit 
The new circuit is shown in Fig. I. Except 

for IC I (presently around $7.50). all the re- 
maining parts are nickel and dime stuff, and 
there are only 19 components in all. Just like 
the code of Table I , we can split the problem 
into two parts, for the lower four bits 
couldn't care less what the upper three are 
doing, so long as everything ends up right. 
Thus a lower four hits 1 101 code could he a 

carriage return, a group seperator (a very 
rare machine command), a dash or minus. 
an equals, a NI, or a large unhracket. ICI 
singlehandedly takes care of the lower four 
hits for us. It has sixteen input lines and four 
output lines. If you make any one (only 
one!) input line positive, it gives the binary 
equivalent to that code. Thus the third line 
generates a 0011, the eighth line a 1000. and 
so on. 

The inputs are RTL style and simply need 
an impedance path to +5 or +12 to serve as 

an input command. Whatever else the input 
current flows through on the way to set up 
the upper three bits is of no concern to IC I. 
so long as the current gets there when it is 

needed. ICI also generates a keypressed 
output that's high if all the inputs are low 
and goes low if any key is pressed. It also 
produces an optional output that goes low if 
two keys or more are simultaneously 
pressed. This is called a NI:RO output. 
short for N -key -rollover. 

It only takes about +3.5 volts to turn on an 
ICI input. Since the input is current oper- 
ated, we can either get our current from a 

low impedance (mechanical or reed)contact 
and a +5 supply, or from a higher imped- 
ance (elastomeric or foam) contact and a 

+12 supply. Around two milliamperes are 
needed, but it can handle much more than 
that safely. Thus, we can use virtually any 
kind of keyboard contact simply by picking 
one optional low current supply voltage. 

So much for the lower four hits. The 
upper three hits are generated by responding 
to what the IC I input current is routed 
through on the way down from the positive 
supply. If it goes through nothing. we set up 
P -Z. If it goes through Ql. we set up A -O, 
and if it goes through Q2, we set up zero 
through 9 and the related punctuation. The 

(continued on page 92) 
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Step-by-step 
TV Troubleshooters Guide 

by STAN PRENTISS 

A smeary picture can be due to misalignment or defective agc. 
Think you can spot the cause right away? If not, here's how you can. 

OUR FATED INTRODUCTION TO THIS 
CTC 39X RCA was at an RCA 
distributor's. It had been deposited by a 
local TV repair shop. The basic complaint 
was smeary picture ... with Fig. I as posi- 
tive evidence. This wave/form was taken 
with the usual '10X low -capacitance probe at 
TP20I (Fig. 2, the i.f.-agc schematic), fol- 
lowing the video detector, and registered 
just over 2V p -p, as RCA specified. The 
sync portion could be adjusted to some 30 
percent of the waveform at full modulation 
as shown, since the envelope has the same 
amplitude as the station -supplied negative - 
going pulse reference. 

However, there were buckets of spurious 
frequency "fill" in the sync portion between 
the top of the blanking pedestal and the tip 
of the vertical sync pulses that are always 
transmitted during each vertical field blank- 
ing interval of 1.4 milliseconds. But there is 
a black peak level just below the blanking 
level, and so this smear would not repro- 
duce in the visible picture unless it also ex- 
tended below the black peak and into the 
video. 

A close look at the photograph will show 
that such, indeed, is our problem. Although 
there does not seem to be a full smear exten- 
sion, the 15.2-milliseecond on time trace 
does indicate higher -frequency problems 
just below black peak since low -frequency 
problems show up as ripple, while high fre- 
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quencies appear as smear. 

Reflections or agc? 
Having our good oscilloscope handy-hut 

no demodulator probe-we had to approach 
this problem somewhat from the rear by 
continuing stage -by -stage down the video 
amplifier chain all the way through the 3rd 
video amplifier. We found that the condition 
was faithfully amplified directly into the pic- 
ture tube. Even a tube pull or two and a 
disconnect of the 800 -nanosecond lumi- 
nance delay line failed to show that such 
interference originated from reflections, but 
rather confirmed that the problem lay 
among the intermediate frequency amp- 
lifiers or in the agc. 

Why pick on agc-there's no sync com- 
pression? Because we had not yet verified 
whether the agc i.f. control would drive the 
video i.f's and amplifiers from saturation to 
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FIG. 1-VIDEO WAVEFORM shows smeary plc - 
lure at output of video detector. 
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cutoff, with "resting" dc i.f. drive voltage 
approximately at mechanical control mid- 
point. Approaching saturation, of course. 
the 30 -percent sync pedestal first begins to 
disappear, followed by the video portion: 
while in cutoff, video fades initially, fol- 
lowed by sync-all seen -on an oscilloscope 
after the video detector, naturally. 

Can agc induce smear? Certainly, if its dc 
control is unbalanced, coupled with leakage 
from 63.5 -microsecond line sweep filtering 
through the RC time constants to the video 
i.f.'s. How do you tell? First, check cutoff 
and saturation characteristics. Then, if 
these are good, put your scope's vertical 
amplifiers on ac and switch the attenuator to 
about 20 millivolts/div. Any 15,734 -Hz 
flyback pulse leakage will show up in detail 
at the base or grid of the I st i.f. In this case, 
there was only a little, and added shunt fil- 
tering made absolutely no difference in the 
picture. Therefore, any agc source problems 
were eliminated-at least for now. 

Can alignment help? 
Alignment can often help a tuned circuit 

condition to a certain extent, and if the trou- 
ble points to problems in the intermediate 
frequency video amplifiers, then there's 
every advantage in trying ... especially 
with all the new, excellent alignment equip- 
ment now available. 
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condition to a certain extent, and if the trou- 
ble points to problems in the intermediate 
frequency video amplifiers, then there's 
every advantage in trying ... especially 
with all the new. excellent alignment equip- 
ment now available. 

But do he careful, because there's a spe- 

cial link circuit in this CTC 39X that won't 
respond satisfactorily to just any old (or 
young) input impedance, and the quadrupler 
detector RCA requires at the TP203 test 
point is a,nu.rt: we know. we've been there 
before! This link includes a transistor amp- 
lifier (Q2, Fig. 2). along with the usual coax- 
ial cable, and supplies a midpoint 44-114117 

bandpass directly to P101 and the i.f. amp- 
lifiers. 

You can try (using terminations supplied 
by the sweep equipment manufacturers) to 
get by with a response curve such as the one 
in Fig.3. hut such flattopped response with 
video and chroma markers on top of the 

curve simply won't work. They must look 
like Fig. 4 at 75 percent on either slope of 
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FIG. 3 -RESPONSE CURVE has flat top due to 
Incorrect sweep generator Impedance. 

# 

!ffir, I _`r : 
-1 

FIG. 4 -CORRECT RESPONSE of link network 
has markers 75% up on each slope. 

FIG. 5 -OVERALL I.F. RESPONSE at the video 
detector before complete alignment. 

the curve. with the 41.25-M1lz sound car- 
rier and the 47.25 -MHz lower adjacent 
channel sound carrier traps set at the bottom 
of the skirts along the baseline. 

Present such traps first by tuning a 

sinewave generator modulated by 400 Hz or 
1,000 Hz to their resonant frequencies and 
scoping for minimum trap amplitude setting 
before beginning the link alignment. But 
once through the link alignment, let both the 

link and traps alone forever! 
The overall response at the video detector 

after link alignment will probably look like 
Fig. 5. hut don't worry. Other i.f. adjust- 
ments will bring it in as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Here, on the left. you start with the 
41.25 -MHz sound trap, then 42.17 -MHz 

chroma at just about 50 percent on the left 
slope, 45.75 -MHz video carrier near 50 per- 

cent on the right slope, and the 47.25 -MHz 
lower adjacent channel sound trap on the 

right baseline -the blip in the Center is a 

simple transient. So there's your CTC 39X 
video i.f. sweep alignment. Not complex at 

all -if you have the right swep generator 
terminations. 

But should you try and "diddle" the link 
and the remainder of the i.f. transformers 
and traps to conform to the conventional 
curve (Fig. 7). then your troubles have just 
begun. All the frequency markers described 
for Fig. 6 are still there, including a 

44.25-M Hz (off)center frequency at the top. 
But you should have seen the unmanage- 
able. negative, touchy picture it produced! 
Peak -to -peak amplitude for the link, by the 
way, is 101) millivolts. while the overall if. 
alignment response is set for 2.5 V p -p. 

Troubles over? 
Hardly they've really just begun. Unfor- 

tunately. many components of this particu- 
lar i.f. strip had been removed and replaced 
previously, including at least three or more 
sets of transistors -so here is where things 
became sticky. Having procured an accept- 
able demodulator probe for a 30-pF. I -M I Iz 
scope just any one won't do -we pro- 
ceeded from the video detector hack up the 
i.f, strip. Distortion increased until He 
reached the collector of the 1st i.f. amplifier. 

o 

FIG. 6 -AFTER FINAL ADJUSTMENTS, the 
overall curve should look much like this. 

J. 

FIG. 7 -THIS UNHAPPY ALIGNMENT was 
based on link response curve In Fig. 3. 

then disappeared. This positilively proved 
two things:that signal from the tuner was 

both clean and adequate. and the agc itself 
could not he offering interference. since agc 

is applied only to the 1st i.f. and any distor- 
tion would have been both visible and obvi- 
ously amplified. The 2nd i.f. amplifier. how- 
ever. was a mess. and it was immediately 
changed for the fourth time. 

MONOCHROME AND COLOR ALIGNMENT 
MAYBE 

When a poor picture is not caused by a bad tuner, old antenna, faulty agc or other routine 

problem. But don't attempt alignment unless your markers are crystal controlled! 

DO__ 

1. When fine tuning affects definition 
and perhaps contrast. 
2. Poor monochrome pix and no color 
-possibly sound bars. 
3. If new tuner is installed and i.f. 
bandpass is inadequate. 
4. On test pattern where either high or 
low signals are weaker than the other 
end and induce trails or phase 
reversal. 
5. With grainy pix, touchy vertical 
and horizontal sync. 
6. When sweep gen with linear output 
can't produce correct tuner and video- 
chroma i.f. responses. 
7. At the point when chroma is smeary 
and indistinct-bandpass amplifier is 
usually out of alignment. 
8. With monochrome picture smear 
and sound bars. 
9. When the 3.58 -MHz color sync 
transformer becomes detuned and 
there is poor color lock or phase shift 
(coil or oscillator). 
10. On occasions where hue (tint) 
control will not produce 30 -degree 
phase shifts on either side of 
mechanical center (burst amp.) 
11. On appearance of the color bar- 
ber pole showing 3.58 -MHz oscillator 
out of syrc. 
12. In older receivers when fine 
slanting lines indicate 3.58 -MHz traps 
are detuned. 

DON'T 

1. When a bad peaking coil or defect- 
ive load resistor reduces definition in 

a video amplifier. 

2. If multiple images or vertical bars 
are produced by poorly damped deflec- 
tion yokes or horizontal -output - 
produced transients. 

3. With a weak picture, but good detall 
and no smear. 

4. When fine tuning has little effect on 
the picture and overall quality is poor. 

5. With some channels poor, others OK. 

6. When fine lines cross the picture 
but don't affect sound -definition 
remains sharp. 

7. Poor vertical or horizontal sync but 
fair to good picture. 

8. Good monochrome, but no color. 

9. When video is too weak or too con- 
trasty (investigate agc). 

10. With weak but distinct color (try 
bandpass amplifier or output). 

11. When colors are clean but mis- 
placed. (This is a phase problem only.) 

12. With one or more colors missing. 
(Check demods or output amplifiers.) 

The ahoye 12 good rules for both alternatives can save hours 
of time and frustration. And do he careful never to add exces- 
sive agc or too much generator rf! Either distorts the re- 
sponse curve. (continued on page 68) 
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Whya Sylvania home training program may be 

your best inv nl 
for a re' ding 
career in electronics 
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4 
LEADER IN ELECTRONICS 

III TRAINING 

Over the years, Sylvania Resident 
Schools have trained thousands of 
men and women for key positions in 
the electronics field. Now, through 
Sylvania Home Training, you can 
receive the same high -quality career 
training at home. In your spare time. 
While you hold your present job. 
Remember, this training is designed 
with one purpose in mind - to give 
you the background you need to land 
the electronics job you really want! 

AUTOTEXT TEACHES YOU 

2 ELECTRONICS RAPIDLY, 
EASILY. 

AUTOTEXT, offered exclusively by 
Sylvania, is the proven step-by-step 
method of home training that can help 
you learn the basics of electronics 
quickly and easily. 

3 CASSETTE SYSTEM 

This innovative learning -by -hearing 
approach is a special option that adds 
an extra dimension to AUTOTEXT. It's 
almost like having an instructor in 
your own home. As you play the 
cassette tapes, you'll have an instruc- 
tor guiding you through your 
AUTOTEXT lessons. Explaining the 
material as you read it. Going over 
schematics with you, reinforcing the 
basic electricity and electronics study 
materials with you. Everything you 
need to know to get you started 
towards a highly regarded position as 
an electronics technician - all in an 
easy -to -understand, conversational 
tone. 

't! OAK z! 
ti 

4 SPECIALIZED ADVANCED 
TRAINING 

For those already working in elec- 
tronics or with previous training, 
Sylvania offers advanced courses. 
You can start on a hig her level without 
wasting time on work you already 
know. 

5 PERSONAL SUPERVISION 
THROUGHOUT 

All during your program of home 
study, your exams are reviewed and 
your questions are answered by 
Sylvania instructors who becomeper- 
sonally involved in your efforts and 
help you over any "rough spots" that 
may develop. 

6 HANDS-ON TRAINING 

To give practical application to your 
studies, a variety of valuable kits are 
included in many programs. In 
Sylvania's Master TV/Radio Servicing 
Program, you will actually build and 
keep an all solid-state black and white 
TV set, and a color TV set. You also 
construct an oscilloscope which is 
yours to keep and use on the job. 

7 FCC LICENSE TRAINING - 
MONEY BACK AGREEMENT 

Take Sylvania's Communications 
Career Program - or enter with ad- 
vanced standing and prepare im- 
mediately for your 1st, 2nd, or 3rd 
class FCC Radio Telephone License 
examinations. Our money -back 
agreement assures you of yourmoney 
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back if you take, and fail to pass, the 
FCC examination taken within 6 

months after completing the course. 

8 CONVENIENT PAYMENT 
PLANS 

You get a selection of tuition plans. 
And, there are never any interest or 
finance charges. 

SEND ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID 
CARD TODAY! FREE DESCRIPTIVE 
BOOK YOURS WITHOUT OBLIGATION! 

II reply card is detached send this coupon 

SYLVANIA TECHNICAL SCHOOL 

Home Study I 

909 Third Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

Please send me FREE illustrated career 
catalog. I understand that I am under no 
obligation. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

I Age 
I Veterans: Check here 

Sylvania Technical Systems, Inc. ® I, 

cco 

AN IA 

In the Master TV/Radio Servicing Program, 
you billd and keep the all solid-state black 
and white TV set, the color TV set, the os- 
cilloscope and the multimeter shown above. 

758-402-0i 
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We had noticed that the demodulator 
probe had some detuning atTect around the 
video detector. but with another i.f. change. 
almost any point in the if. strip that was 
touched by the probe would wipe out the 
picture. (If you haven't had this happen. it's 
a nasty experience!) Should you Kish to 
make the time, you can now begin checking 
and or substituting each coil and 
capacitor-we had previously shunted all 
bypasses-until you find whatever's oscil- 
lating. Or. you can simply replace the 
printed circuit board. 

Replace the PW200? 
As a last resort. of course, you should 

replace the entire PW200 hoard. Naturally. 
this is a rather expensive procedure for the 
receiver owner, hut any halfway measure on 
a set that's been virtually butchered invites 
catastrophe. These PC hoards will stand 
just so much abuse, then cracks appear, foil 
peels hack. grounds loosen. and compo- 
nents become "unglued." This is especially 
true for any hoards subject to tube heat or 
heavy currrent Flow-often the same end 
difference in terms of thermal dissipation. 
And if a $30 or $50 hoard can save a $700 
set, the effort and money are well spent, if 
this is the real solution to your (their) prob- 
lems. 

When such a replacement is made. a spot 
i.f. alignment recheck is needed to see if 
markers are w here they should he. the tuner 

response matches, and traps are at their ap- 
pointed places along the baseline. Re- 
member. a transformer or coil shapes the 
handpass, hut a trap anchors it! Obviously. 
you should also check the composite video 
signal from a broadcast program. agc 
cutoff -to -saturation operation, and have a 
quick look at the chroma handpass am- 
plifiers to see if the new i.f. hoard has 
changed their tilt. This, however, can more 
easily be done with a clean color bar 
generator and vectorscopoe-a subject we'll 
discuss much later in the future when cer- 
tain equipment now in design and develop- 
ment reaches the market 

Answering questions 
If you're sharp. you should have at least 

one penetrating question: Why wouldn't the 
response curve have been affected by this 
obvious high -frequency oscillation? The 
answer is, that our problem child had to he 
somewhere in the frequency spectrum 
above 50 MHz since 41 MHz to47 MHz is, 
roughly. the handpass intermediate fre- 
quency. Would a demodulator probe have 
shown the fault? A poorly designed one 
would not, nor are the vertical amplifiers of 
an inexpensive oscilloscope linear enough to 
produce true cut representations accurately 
much past the 3rd video i.f. If you want to 
look successively at all the i.f.'s and timer 
output. you'll need a scope with at least a 
10 -millivolt vertical deflection factor to 

PROBE: XTAL 

TIP DIODE 

250pF 

8.2K 

FIG-62/AU 
COAX VERT 

SCOPE 
INPUT 

GND GND 

FIG. 8-PRACTICAL DEMOD PROBE for your 
scope. Use full shielding and a short ground. 

handle the average diode demodulator 
probe. My own 1)66 has an extended verti- 
cal range of 1 millivolt/div. and it does come 
in handy on critical occasions. 

A useful demodulator probe 
Since this column is written to inform, not 

amaze, a schematic of an old Precision Ap- 
paratus demodulator probe I am currently 
using appears in Fig. 8. Remember. it's fully 
shielded and has a RG-62 A/U coaxial test 
equipment cable of approximately three feet 
between probe body and the BNC-coupled 
scope input. It's not perfect-a full -Nave 
demodulator is. of course, more desirable, 
but this one will have to do until we can 
persuade some good test equipment man- 
ufacturer to design one that's more predict- 
able. with better linearity, and less attenua- 
tion. How about it RCA. Sencore. B & Is, 
Tektronix, Hewlett-Packard. EICO. and all 
the rest? For a good demodulator probe. the 
TV service industry needs YOU! R -E 

Tests show Caruso's voice 
could have shattered goblet 

A demonstration at the recent Audio 
Engineering Society convention indicates 
that it may indeed be possible to shatter 
a goblet by singing at it. Legend has it 
that the great Caruso was indeed able to 
break a glass with his voice, but the fail- 
ure of many experiments has caused the 
story to be regarded with doubt. 

Peter W. Tappan, of Bolt, Beranek 
and Newman, described to the conven- 
tion a project that had been undertaken 
for a television commercial. Two singers, 
one after the other, demonstrated to the 
television public how their (amplified) 
voices could break a goblet by singing a 

steady note at the glass's resonant fre- 
quency. Then the advertiser's tape used 
the singers' recorded voices to repeat 
the effect. 

The goblet was placed in front of a 
speaker of 100 -watt capability. The 
speaker was mounted in an ordinary 
small enclosure, with the hole in the 
baffle board ahead of the speaker re- 
duced to a diameter of two inches, thus 
concentrating all the energy into a small 
beam. The top of the goblet was directly 
ahead of the hole and about two inches 
from the grille cloth. The greatest diffi- 
culty was, Mr. Tappan stated, in getting 
the singers to produce a note free of vi- 
brato, which reduces the power at the 
actual resonant frequency. 

Tests showed that some types of 
glasses could be broken at an audio 
level ranging from 142 to 148 decibels. 
Two singers were able to produce sound 
levels up to about 140 dB without ampli- 

fication. Therefore, admitting that Caruso 
probably had a great deal more vocal 
ability than the average singer (and that 
he had good luck in selecting a goblet) 
it is quite possible that he may have 
been able to shatter a goblet with his 
unaided voice. 

North Carolina technicians hold 
successful convention 

The North Carolina Electronic Tech- 
nicians Association held its 1973 con- 
vention at Wrightsville this summer, with 
excellent participation and a noteworthy 
attendance of out-of-state NEA guests, 
manufacturers, distributors and technical 
representatives. Notable guests were 
NEA president Charles Couch, CET, 
from Gainesville, FL; NEA executive vice 
president Dick Glass, CET, from In- 
dianapolis; John McPherson, CET, VEA 
president, from Yorktown, VA; Jesse 
Leach and Walter Cook, CET's, NEA first 
and second region vice presidents, from 
Hampton, VA, and Linthicum, MD, re- 
spectively, and William Rivers, CET, from 
Columbia, SC. 

Paul Cartrette, CET, Winston-Salem, 
was elected president; Greg Hoger, CET, 
Conover, vice president; Earl Todd, CET, 
Yadkinville, secretary, and Earl Todd, 
Sr., CET, Whitsett, treasurer. 

Awards were presented to James 
Heath, CET, as Outstanding Local Presi- 
dent; Greg Hoger, CET, for his unselfish 
service as convention chairman, and to 
Sonny Adkins, CET, for his leadership as 
State President 1972-1973. The Associa- 
tion reports one new chapter since the 
convention-the Metrolina ETA of the 
Charlotte area. 

R -E's Substitution 
guide for 
replacement transistors 

PART XII 
compiled by 

ROBERT & ELIZABETH SCOTT 
ARCH-Indicates the Archer brand of 

semiconductors sold only by 
Radio Shack and Allied Radio 
stores. Allied Radio Shack, 2725 
W. 7th St., Ft. Worth. Texas 76107 

DM-D. M. Semiconductor Co., P.O. Box 
131, Melrose, Mass. 02176 

GE-General Electric Co., Tube Product 
Div., Owensboro, Ky. 42301 

ICC-International Components, 10 Daniel 
Street, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 

IR-International Rectifier, Semiconductor 
Div., 233 Kansas St., El Segundo. 
Calif. 90245 

MAL-Mallory Distributor Products Co.. 101 
S. Parker, Indianapolis, Ind. 46201 

MOT-Motorola Semiconductors, Box 
2963, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 

RCA-RCA Electronic Components, Harri- 
son, N.J. 07029 

SPR-Sprague Products Co.. 65 Marshall 
St., North Adams, Mass. 01247 

SYL-Sylvania Electric Corp., 100 1st Ave., 
Waltham, Mass. 02154 

WOR-Workman Electronic Products, Inc., 
Box 3828, Sarasota, Fla. 33578 

ZEN-Zenith Sales Co., 5600 W. Jarvis Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 60648 

Radio -Electronics has done its utmost to in- 
sure that the listings in this directory are as ac- 
curate and reliable as possible; however, no re- 
sponsibility is assumed by Radio -Electronics for 
its use. We have used the latest manufacturers 
material available to us and have asked each 
manufacturer covered in the listing to check its 
accuracy. Where we have been supplied with 
corrections, we have updated the listing to in- 
clude them. The first part of this Guide appeared 
in March 1973. 
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ARCH DM G -E ICC IR MAL MOT RCA SPR SYL WOR ZEN 

2N2600 NA T-708 GE21 NA NA PTC 127 NA SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP 717 NA 

2N2601 RS276-2023 1-52 GE -21 ICC-52 TR-88 PTC 103 HEP-52 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP 717 NA 

2N2602 RS276-2023 1-52 GE -21 ICC-52 TR-88 PTC 103 HEP-52 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP 717 NA 

2N2603 RS276-2023 T-52 GE -21 ICC-52 TR-88 PTC 103 HEP-52 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP 717 NA 

2N2604 RS276-2023 T-52 GE -21 ICC-52 TR-88 PTC 103 HEP-52 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP 717 NA 

2N2605 RS276-2023 T-52 GE -67 ICC-52 NA PTC 127 HEP-52 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP 717 NA 

2N2606 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-803 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2607 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-803 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2608 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-803 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2609 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-807 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2610 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -61 ICC-53 IRTR-51 PTC 132 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-1C2 ECG 123A WEP 735 ZEN 102 

2N2611 NA 1-706 GE -27 NA NA PTC 144 HEP-714 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2612 NA T-230 GE -3 NA TR-01 PTC 105 HEP-625 SK 3009 RT-124 ECG 104 WEP-634 NA 

2N2613 RS276-2003 1-632 GE -2 ICC-632 IRTR-05 PTC 102 HEP-632 SK 3004 RT-121 ECF 102A WEP 250 ZEN 308 

2N2614 RS276-2003 1-632 GE -2 ICC-632 TR-35 PTC 102 HEP-632 SK 3004 RT-121 ECG 102A WEP 250 ZEN 308 

2N2615 NA T-718 GE -61 NA NA PTC 121 HEP-720 SK 3018 NA NA NA NA 

2N2616 RS276-2011 T-56 GE -61 ICC-56 NA PTC 133 HEP-56 SK 3019 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP 56 ZEN 104 

2N2617 RS276-2023 1-52 GE -62 ICC-52 IRTR-51 PTC 115 HEP-52 SK 3004 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP 735 NA 

2N2618 RS276-2009 1-713 GE -63 ICC-713 NA PTC 136 HEP-713 SK 3045 RT-1 t0 ECG 154 WEP 712 ZEN 100 

2N2619 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ECG 5476 NA NA 

2N2621 NA 1-50 GE -2 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-2 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 

2N2622 NA T-2 GE -2 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-2 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 

2N2623 NA 1-2 GE -2 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-2 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 

2N2624 NA T-2 GE -2 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-2 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 

2N2625 NA T-2 GE -2 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-2 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP 637 ZEN 300 

2N2626 NA 1-2 GE -2 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-2 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 

2N2627 NA 1-2 GE -2 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-2 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 

2N2628 NA 1-2 GE -2 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-2 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 

2N2629 NA T-2 GE -2 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-2 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 

2N2630 RS276-2003 1-3 GE -2 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-3 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 

2N2631 NA NA NA ICC-S3010 NA NA HEP-S3010 NA NA NA NA ZEN 301 

2N2632 NA TS -3020 GE -66 NA NA NA HEP-S5004 NA NA NA NA ZEN 207 

2N2635 RS276-2003 1-3 GE -53 ICC-3 IRTR-85 PTC 109 HEP-3 NA NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 301 

2N2636 NA 1-236 NA NA TR-01 NA HEP-236 SK 3009 RT-147 ECG 179 WEP-WG6001 NA 

2N2637 NA T-236 NA ICC-236 NA NA HEP-236 SK 3009 RT-147 ECG 179 WEP-WG6001ZEN 301 

2N2638 NA T-236 NA ICC-236 NA NA HEP-236 NA RT-147 ECG 179 WEP-WG6001 NA 

2N26391 NA T-729 GE -61 ICC-729 NA PTC 121 HEP-729 SK 3039 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 NA 

2N26401 NA T-729 GE -61 ICC-729 NA PTC 121 HEP-729 SK 3039 NA ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 115 

2N26411 NA T-729 GE -61 ICC-729 NA PTC 121 HEP-729 SK 3039 RT113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 115 

2N2642- NA 1-728 GE -61 ICC-728 NA PTC 121 HEP-728 SK 3039 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 114 

2N26431 NA T-728 GE -61 ICC-728 NA PTC 121 HEP-728 SK 3039 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 114 

2N2644 NA T-728 GE -61 ICC-728 NA PTC 121 HEP-728 SK 3039 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 114 

2N2645 NA T-714 GE -18 NA NA PTC 121 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2646 RS276-2029 T-310 NA ICC-310 NA NA HEP-310 NA NA ECG 6401 NA ZEN 129 

2N2647 RS276-2029 1-310 NA ICC-310 NA NA HEP310 NA NA ECG 6409 NA ZEN 129 

2N2648 NA T-2 GE -2 ICC-2 NA NA HEP-2 NA RT-127 ECG 176 WEP-238 ZEN 300 

2N2649 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S3001 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2651 NA T-56 GE -20 ICC-56 NA PTC 136 HEP-56 SK 3039 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 104 

2N2652 NA T-714 GE -18 NA NA PTC 123 HEP-S3001 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2654 RS276-2005 1-636 GE -9 ICC-636 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-636 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 312 

2N2656 RS276-2009 T-50 GE -20 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 136 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 ZEN 100 

2N2657 NA TS -3020 GE -66 NA NA NA HEP-S3002 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2658 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S3302 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2659 NA T-238 NA ICC-238 NA NA HEF-238 NA NA NA NA ZEN 329 

2N2660 NA 1-239 NA ICC-239 NA NA REP -239 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2661 NA T-239 NA ICC-239 NA NA HEP-239 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2662 NA 1-238 NA ICC-238 NA NA HEP-238 NA NA NA NA ZEN 239 

2N2663 NA 1-239 NA ICC-239 NA NA HEP-239 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2664 NA T-239 NA ICC-239 NA NA HEP-239 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2665 NA 1-238 NA ICC-238 NA NA HEP-238 NA NA NA NA ZEN 329 

2N2666 NA T-239 NA ICC-239 NA NA HEP-239 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2667 NA 1-239 NA ICC-239 NA NA HEP-239 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2671 RS276-2003 1-3 GE -9 ICC-3 NA PTC 107 HEP-3 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 301 

2N2672 RS276-2003 1-635 GE -9 ICC-635 NA PTC 107 HEP-635 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 311 

2N2673 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -61 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 121 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 ZEN 100 

2N2674 RS276-2023 1-52 GE -61 ICC-52 IRTR-51 PTC 121 HEP-52 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 NA 

2N2675 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -61 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 121 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 ZEN 100 

2N2676 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -61 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 121 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 ZEN 100 

2N2677 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -61 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 121 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 ZEN 100 

2N2678 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -61 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 121 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 ZEN 100 

NA=NOT AVAILABLE Iturn pagel 
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ARCH DM G -E ICC IR MAL MOT RCA SPR SYL WOR ZEN 

2N2691 NA T-232 NA NA NA NA NA NA RT-147 ECG 179 WEP-WG6001 NA 
2N2692 RS276-2009 T-50 GE -62 ICC-50 IRTR-21 PTC 121 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 ZEN 100 
2N2693 RS276-2009 T-50 GE -61 ICC-50 IRTR-21 PTC 121 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 ZEN 100 
2N2694 NA T-718 GE -61 NA IRTR-21 PTC 121 HEP-729 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2695 RS276-2023 T-52 GE -22 ICC-52 NA PTC 103 HEP-52 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP-717 NA 

2N2696 RS276-2023 T-52 GE -22 ICC-52 NA PTC 103 HEP-52 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP-717 NA 
2N2697 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S5000 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2698 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S5000 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2699 RS276-2001 T-641 GE -66 ICC-641 TR-08 PTC 103 HEP-641 SK 3011 RT-119 ECG 101 WEP-641 ZEN 315 
2N2706 RS276-2003 T-632 GE -53 ICC-632 IRTR-85 PTC 135 HEP-632 SK 3004 NA ECG 158 WEP-630 ZEN 308 

2N2707 NA T-255 GE -59 NA TR-O8 PTC 108 HEP-6328641 S1< 3010 NA ECG 158 WEP-630 NA 
2N2708 RS276-2011 T-56 GE -17 ICC-56 NA PTC 133 HEP-56 SK 3019 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 104 
2N2709 RS276-2021 T-51 GE -21 ICC-51 NA PTC 103 HEP-51 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP-717 ZEN 101 
2N2710 RS276-2011 T-56 NA ICC-56 NA PTC 133 HEP-56 SK 3039 RT-113 ECG 1.08 WEP-56 ZEN 104 
2N2711 RS276-2009 1-722 GE -10 ICC-722 NA PTC 121 HEP-722 SK 3124 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 110 

2N2712 RS276-2009 T-724 GE -17 ICC-724 NA PTC 121 HEP-724 SK 3124 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 112 
2N2713 RS276-2016 T-54 GE -20 ICC-54 IRTR-33 PTC 123 HEP-54 SK 3124 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 NA 
2N2714 RS276-2016 1-54 GE -20 ICC-54 IRTR-33 PTC 123 HEP-54 SK 3124 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 NA 
2N2715 RS276-2009 T-722 GE -60 ICC-722 IRTR-33 PTC 126 HEP-722 SK 3124 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 110 
2N2716 RS276-2009 1-724 GE -61 ICC-724 IRTR-33 PTC 121 HEP-724 SK 3124 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 112 

2N2717 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -9 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-3 NA NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 301 
2N2719 RS276-2009 T-50 GE -20 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 136 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A WEP-735 ZEN 100 
2N2720' NA 1-53 GE -20 NA NA PTC 136 HEP-S0007 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2721' NA T-53 GE -20 NA NA PTC 136 HEP-S0007 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2722' NA 1-53 GE -20 NA NA PTC 136 HEP-729 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2726 NA TS -3021 GE -27 ICC-S3021 NA PTC 117 HEP-S3021 NA NA NA NA ZEN 208 
2N2727 NA T-706 GE -27 NA NA NA HEP-S3021 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2728 NA 1-231 GE -4 NA NA PTC 106 HEP-G6002 SK 3012 NA ECG 105 WEP-233 NA 
2N2729 RS276-2011 1-56 GE -61 ICC-56 NA PTC 133 HEP-56 SK 3018 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 104 
2N2730 NA 1-231 GE -4 NA NA PTC 106 NA SK 3012 NA ECG 105 WEP-233 NA 

2N2731 NA 1-231 GE -4 NA TR-03 PTC 106 HEP-G6002 SK 3012 NA ECG 105 WEP-233 NA 
2N2732 NA 1-231 GE -4 NA TR-03 PTC 106 HEP-G6002 SK 3012 NA ECG 105 WEP-233 NA 
2N2781 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S3021 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2782 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S3021 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2783 NA T-251 NA NA TR-12 NA HEP-S3021 NA NA ECG 126 WEP-635 NA 

2N2784 RS276-2011 T-56 GE -17 ICC-56 TR-24 PTC 133 HEP-56 SK 3039 RT-113 ECG 108 WEP-56 ZEN 104 
2N2786 NA 1-2 NA ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 NA NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 
2N2787 NA 1-53 GE -20 NA NA PTC 136 HEP-S3011 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2788 NA 1-714 GE -18 NA NA NA HEP-S3011 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2789 .NA 1-714 GE -18 NA NA NA HEP-S3011 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2790 NA 1-53 GE -20 NA NA PTC 136 HEP-S3001 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2791 NA T-53 GE -20 NA NA PTC 136 HEP-S3001 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2792 NA 1-53 GE -20 NA NA PTC 136 HEP-S3001 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2793 NA 1-231 GE -4 NA TR-03 PTC 106 HEP-G6002 SK 3012 NA ECG 105 WEP-233 NA 
2N2795 RS276-2003 1-3 GE -51 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-3 NA NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 301 

2N2796 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -51 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-3 NA NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 301 
2N2797 NA 1-2 GE -51 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 NA NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 
2N2798 NA T-2 GE -51 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 NA NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 
2N2799 NA 1-2 GE -51 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 NA NA ECG 160 WEP-637 ZEN 300 
2N2800 RS276-2021 T-51 GE -67 ICC-51 TR-88 PTC 141 HEP-51 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP-717 ZEN 101 

2N2801 RS276-2021 1-51 GE -67 ICC-51 TR-88 PTC 141 HEP-51 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 WEP-717 ZEN 101 
2N2802' NA T-715 GE -22 ICC-715 TR-20 PTC 131 HEP-715 SK 3118 RT-126 ECG 106 WEP-637 ZEN 106 
2N2803- NA 1-715 GE -22 ICC-715 TR-30 PTC 131 HEP-715 SK 3118 RT-126 ECG 106 WEP-637 ZEN 106 
2N2804- NA 1-715 GE -22 ICC-715 TR-20 PTC 131 HEP-715 SK 3118 RT-126 ECG 106 WEP-637 ZEN 106 
2N2805' NA 1-715 GE -22 ICC-715 TR-20 TC 131 HEP-715 SK 3118 RT-126 ECG 106 WEP-637 ZEN 106 

2N2806' NA 1-715 GE -22 ICC-715 TR-20 PTC 131 HEP-715 SK 3118 RT-126 ECG 106 WEP-637 ZEN 106 
2N2807' NA T-715 GE -22 ICC-715 TR-20 PTC 131 HEP-715 SK 3118 RT-126 ECG 106 WEP-637 ZEN 106 
2N2808 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-720 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2809 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-720 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2810 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-720 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2811 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S5004 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2812 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S5004 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2826 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-238 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2827 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-238 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2828 NA TS -3020 GE -66 NA NA NA HEP-S5000 NA NA NA NA NA 

2N2829 NA TS -3020 GE -66 NA NA NA HEP-S5000 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2831 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -17 ICC-50 TA -21 PTC 136 HEP-50 SK 3024 RT-114 ECG 128 WEP-724 ZEN 100 
2N2832 NA 1-626 NA ICC-626 NA PTC 136 HEP-626 NA RT-127 ECG 121 WEP-232 NA 
2N2833 NA 1-236 NA ICC-236 . NA NA HEP-236 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N2834 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-642 NA NA NA NA NA 

'Indicates a dual transistor for high-speed switching, diff amplifier etc. Likely to be a matched pair. Use two of the type specified, 
matching when necessary, on a curve tracer or lab -type transistor checker. 

NA = NOT AVAILABLE 
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Aristotle and 
the Big Bottle 

Or, no raster; 
Plenty high voltage 

by JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

This column is for your service 
problems-TN', radio, audio or general 
and industrial electronics. We answer all 
questions individually by mail, free of 
charge, and the more interesting ones will 
be printed here. 

If you're really stuck, write us. We'll do 

our best to help you. Don't forget to enclose 

a stamped, self-addressed envelope. If re- 

turn postage is not included, we cannot 
process your question. Write: Service 
Editor, Radio -Electronics, 200 Park Ave. 
South, New York IINN13. 

R -E's Service Clinic 

ARISTO)I E. WAS \N ANCIENT GREEK PAIL 

osopher. One of a group that left us 
some valuable ideas. Their personal 
habits would get them an X -rating now. 
but their other ideas were pretty good. 
Aristotle's gave us a two -valued sys- 
tem of logic. This hung on for quite a 

while. Everything was either black or 
white. A or B, on or off-nothing in 

between. Sometimes this is good, 
sometimes had. At any rate, it makes a 

good illustration of methods for dealing 
with one problem that has become a lot 
more common lately. 

In far too many cases. we have a 

tendency to assume that only one thing 
can cause a given trouble. We overlook 
possible alternative causes. This par- 
ticular problem was very rare: how- 
ever. it is showing up more and more in 
the Clinic mail. So I thought it would 
be a very good idea to take a look at 

other solutions. 
Here's the problem: a complete loss 

of raster. High voltage may be com- 
pletely missing. or very low. Yet, when 
we check out the high -voltage supply, 
or change everything in it, we still have 
the same problem-no raster! So. the 
thing to do now is revise our original 
(and quite logical) conclusion. that 
there was trouble in the high -voltage 
supply. and look for another cause: 
"B". since "A" didn't work! Actually. 
of course, the high -voltage supply itself 
does provide most of these problems. 
but don't overlook B. It's still present. 

The big bottle 
The other possible cause is a defect 

in the bias supply of the picture tube! If 
the picture -tube bias isn't correct, the 
Big Bottle can draw so much current 
that it loads down the high -voltage to 
the point where it disappears. "So 
much current". in this cases, is a 

whopping 2-mA. or something in that 
area! That doesn't sound like a lot. 
However. rrraxirnunr rated current for a 

standard 3 -gun color picture tube is 

l600 -NA -0.00l6 mA! In terms of 
power. where we multiply voltage by 
current. using 25.000 volts for "E' we 
have a very respectable amount of load 

indeed, at minute currents. So our 
high -voltage supply simply collapses 
under such a load, and the raster goes 
out. 

Possible causes 
There are several things that can 

cause this condition. Anything that up- 
sets the dc voltages on the video am- 
plifier will vary the picture tube 
cathode voltages: upset the dc voltages 
on the three color difference amplifiers, 
and you vary the voltage on the grids of 
the picture tube. This refers to the orig- 
inal circuit. The later''RGB" circuitry 
is subject to the same kind of troubles. 
though with different parts causing it. 

In the original circuitry, we run the 
cathode at around +300 volts and grids 
at around +200 volts. (ballpark figures. 
of course) It doesn't take much of a 

change in the right direction to cause 
trouble. This Big Bottle is a plain old 
vacuum tube, after all. If its grid is 

made more positive. it draws more 
"plate current". 

In this circuit, we have two possible 
variables: if we make the grids more 
positive. up goes the beam current. 
Also, if we make the cathodes less 
positive, we are actually making the 
grids more positive, since the grid vol- 
tage is referred to the cathode voltage! 
The actual bias is the difference bet- 
ween the grid and cathode voltages. re- 
gardless of what these voltages read to 
ground! 

So: let's assume that something up- 
sets the bias on all three of the dif- 
ferential amplifiers at once. (In many 
circuits. the horizontal blanker can do 
this) Suppose this causes their grids to 
go highly negative. Here, too. we can 
have a cathode problem; the blanking is 
fed to the common cathode: make the 
cathodes more positive. and you've 
made the grids more rret,ative. So. the 
differential -amplifier tubes are cut off: 
their plate current goes down, and 
naturally, their plate voltage "goes up" 
(more positive). So does the grid vol- 
tages of the picture tube, since these 
are directly coupled to the differential - 
amplifier plates. Up goes the beam cur - 
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rent of the picture tube and, in many 
cases, out goes the raster. 

We can get the same thing in the 
video- amplifier stage. Let's have a 
fault, such as a short in the video amp- 
lifier tube, that makes it draw very high 
current. Its plate voltage goes "down" 
or more negative: so, the picture tube 
cathodes follow, leaving the picture 
tube grids much more positive! Same 
result. An open in the "video peaking 
transformer" used in a great many 
video output circuits can even lease the 
video amplifier with zero plate voltage. 
and Boom. 

In some cases, where the fault isn't 
quite as severe as these, you will get a 
smaller change in picture tube bias. 
This will cause a "flare- symptom. 

The picture will get very bright, and the 
brightness control will have no effect 
on it. If the high -voltage supply hap- 
pens to he in very good shape with a 
high reserve power rating, this can 
happen. In a few instances, this has 
been seen to cause flaring, with a small 
amount of raster pull -in on the sides. 
These seem to be contradictory symp- 
toms, but looked at in this light, no. 

The same thing can show up in the 
later model sets using RGB circuitry. 
In these, the grids are common, and 
generally tied together. Video and 
color signals all go to the three separate 
cathodes. But, you can still have this 
type of trouble. It may he from a differ- 
ent part, but the same thing can hap- 
pen. 

More and more people 
are learning that 
a replacement is 
an improvement 
with Rmperex 
tubes. 

... remember... there's an Amperex 
replacement tube for any socket in 
any set you're likely to service. TV, 
Hi Fi, FM or AM, House Radio, 
Car Radio, P.A. System or Tape 
Recorder. Imported or Domestic! 

Amperex 
TOMORROW'S THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS 

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 

i 

......"'":- i;i 
EL 

TROIE o 1 
4 

'i r I E AMI'LREL SUPPORTS -+` THE INDLPLNDENI 

SERVICE DEALER 

AMPERE% ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, DISTRIBUTOR AND ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS DIVISION, HICKSVILLE, N. Y. 116U2 

This is the major problem that seems 
to be getting the boys-they don't re- 
member this! As I said before, this kind 
of trouble used to be quite rare. Lately. 
the Clinic mail is full of them, and 
have run into at least a dozen on my 
own bench, this year! (I don't explain 
'em, I just tell 'em.) 

There's a quick check for this, thank 
goodness. When you have made the in- 
itial tests and substitutions (the easy 
ones), with no results, just pull the base 
off the picture tube and recheck for 
high voltage. In sets with series heat- 
ers, you'll have to pull the high -voltage 
lead off the tube. If the high -voltage 
jumps back up to normal. there you 
are. Go thou and check all of the bias 
voltages on the base of that picture 
tube! 

The worst problem seems to be that 
we don't suspect this; or, we just plain 
don't rememer it! So, remember the 
first Ali., and his two -valued logic: 
there is always more than one cause for 
any kind of trouble. If you don't dig it 
out in the high -voltage supply itself, go 
chase some biases. R -E 

reader 
questions 

NO BRIGHTNESS CONTROL 
I can't turn the brightness off in 

this Olympic CC3340. Even the kine 
bias switch has no effect. Picture tube 
OK, other tubes OK. I'd like a sche- 
matic on this, too; can't find one in 
Canada. -J. F., Montreal, Canada. 

This particular model of Olympic 
uses an RCA CTC- I5 chassis. You can 
use this, or write to Olympic Inter- 
national Ltd.. 88-89 Union Turnpike, 
Ellendale N.Y. 11227. 

Brightness control: Check the 
grey -scale adjustments. especially the 
setting of the screen controls on the 
picture tube. If someone has turned 
all three of these full up, you might 
not he able to turn the raster off. 

If these are OK. then you have a 
bias problem. Read the cathode and 
grid voltages on the picture tube. 
Cathodes should be about +345 volts. 
grids about + 160 volts. If the grids 
are "too positive" (high). or the cath- 
odes "too negative" (low), the picture 
tube will he near to "zero -bias", and 
the control won't work. 

ELECTROLYTIC BLOWS 
The customer said there was a 

Bang, and this Truetone WEG-2297- 
A 27 went out. When I turned it on, 
got a weird raster, with a dark spot in 
the center. Opening it up, I found that a 
small electrolytic capacitor on the high - 
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voltage/sweep module had exploded It's 
connected to the cathode of the 6GK6 
horizontal output. I replaced it, and the 
new one exploded too! I have no sche- 
matic on this set. What's causing this?- 
G. W., Waldron, Ark. 

Schematic on this one is in Sams 
1216-3. This capacitor is apparently 
used to bypass the horizontal output 
tithe cathode. It returns to ground 
through a little heater in the circuit 
breaker. If this heater is open. the 
pulse voltage will blow this little ca- 
pacitor: 100-µF. 10V. Check from pin 
2 of the sweep module to ground for 
not.more than 1.3 ohms. 

NO RED 
Everything else works, but I can't 

get any red in the picture on this RCA 
CTC-I6XL. As you said I checked all 
of the de voltages. The blue and green 
grids on the picture tube are OK at 
+ 160 volts, but the red grid is down to 
+82 volts. The 6GU7 is OK, and the 
plate resistor (27,000 ohms) is OK. Only 
+82 volts on the plate of the R -Y am- 
plifier. What goes now? F. C, Augusta, 
Ga. 

Old saying: if plate voltage is 
low, tube and plate load resistor OK. 
then check cathode and grid circuits. 
(You're losing the red because the red 
gun of the picture tube is plain old 
cut off. A "drop" in bias from + 160V. 
to +82V is enough to stop this gun 

from conducting.) 
Cathode circuit of all three differ- 

ence -amplifier tubes is common. but 
check it anyhow. Also check the grid 
circuit. I think you may find that little 
choke. L34, is open. This would upset 
the bias on this section of the 6GU7, 
which upsets the picture tube grid 
bias. (Feedback: that was it!) 

REPLACEMENT TRANSISTOR 
One of the output transistors is 

shorted in this Capitol SA -707T stereo 
record player. No data; transistor has 

"274 CV61" on it. What will replace 
it?-D. F., Pomfret, Conn. 

Service data on this is in Sams 
973-4. However. this transistor has 
only S-1570. no substitute given. From 
the voltages. etc.. I'd try an RCA SK - 
3020. It's an npn, in a TO -5 case, with 
collector connected to case. (Don't 
forget the insulator and silicone grease 
on the heat -sink!) 

PILOT LIGHTS OUT 
An RCA RT.0-2750' radio came in. 

Th only thing wrong with it is the pilot 
lights. I've checked the circuit, ithout a 

schematic, and can't figure it out. -P. L., 
St. Cloud, Minn. 

The schematic for this is in Sams 
1075-6 if you need it. The pilot -light cir- 
cuit is a hit unusual in this set. This 
uses two 45 -volt lamps which draw 55- 
mA apiece. These are shunted by a pair 

of 2200 -ohm resistors and are in series 
with the tuning -meter lamp, a 12.6 volt 
75-mA type. This whole string is across 
the 117 -volt line, with a 220 -ohm 2 -watt 
resistor in series. 

These are special lamps; the 45 - 
volt types are RCA part No. 165296, 

and the 12.6 -volt one is No. 165295. see 
your RCA parts distributor. 

CRYSTALS? OSCILLATOR OR 
FILTER? 

This isn't a regular question about a 
problem, but it's been hugging me for 
some time. Why isn't a crystal used alone 
in a color television set, instead of being 
used as an oscillator? I get different opin- 
ions from people that I ask-R.R., Dyess 
APR, Tex. 

A crystal. to simplify things. can he 
thought of as a very sharp resonant cir- 
cuit. The "Q" (figure of merit) is tre- 
mendous. So, we can use one to lock the 
frequency of an oscillator, by sub- 
stituting the crystal for the resonant cir- 
cuit. 

We can also use it as a very narrow 
filter, by putting it in series with the in- 
coming signal. In quite a few sets, they 
pass the actual 3.58 -MHz burst itself 
through the crystal, and then amplify it 
in the following stage. 

With either method, we come out 
with what we must have: a signal which 
is locked to the station burst frequency 
for reference. R -E 
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program which gises Vop 

in electronic :circuit deign 

enly CREI offers you a camp ete 

college -eel Electronic Design 

Lakrat to speed your learning 

Electronic circuit design-source of all new development 
in the application of electronics to new products and 
services. Without this skill, we would be unable to monitor 
the heartbeat of men in space. Without it, the computer 
revolution would never have occurred. And we would have 
yet to see our first TV show. Yet, only CREI teaches 
electronic circuit design at home. 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN 
A key skill which paces our nation's progress in count- 
less fields-from pollution control to satellite tracking 
to modern medicine to exploring the ocean's depths. 
And beyond. A skill which you must have to move to 
the top in advanced electronics. 

CREI programs open up 
new worlds of opportunity for you. 

In addition to electronic circuit design, CREI provides 
you with a full advanced electronics education in any of 
thirteen fields of specialization you choose. Communica- 
tions, computers, space operations, television, nuclear 
power, industrial electronics-to mention just a few of 
the career fields for which CREI training is qualifying. 
With such preparation, you will have the background for a 

career which can take you to the frontiers of the nation's 
most exciting new developments. And around the world. 

This free book can change your life. 
Send for it. 
If you are a high-school graduate (or 
equivalent) and have previous training or 
experience in electronics, then you are 
qualified to enroll in a CREI program to 
move you ahead in advanced electronics. 

Send now for our full -color, eighty page book on 
careers in advanced electronics. In it, you will find full 
facts on the exciting kinds of work which CREI pro- 
grams open up to you. And full facts on the compre- 
hensive courses of instruction, the strong personal 
help, and the professional laboratory equipment which 
CREI makes available to you. All at a surprisingly 
low tuition cost. 

ilauaaceli 
EIECLraaiCS 

And when you have it, talk with your employer about it. 

Tell him you're considering enrolling with CREI. He'll 
undoubtedly be happy to know you are planning to 

increase your value to him. And he may offer to pay all or 
part of your tuition cost. Hundreds of employers and 

government agencies do. Large and small. Including some 
of the giants in electronics. If they are willing to pay for 
CREI training for their employees, you know it must 
be good. 
Send for Advanced Electronics today. You'll be glad 
you did. 

CREI Dept. E. 1402E 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

Rush me your FREE book describing my opportu- 
nities in advanced electronics. I am a high school 
graduate. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State ZIP 

If you have previous training In electronics, check here 

Employed by 

Type of Present Work 

Veterans and servicemen, check here for G. I. Bill information 

--1 

CAPITOL 
RADIO 
ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20016 



EVGAME makes 
replacing cartridges a snap. 

We offer virtually all originals or exact 
replacements. No one else comes close. 

Here's an example of what that means to you: 

UN RETOUCHED PHOTO 

UNRETOUCHED PHOTO 

í57a 

UN RETOUCHED PHOTO 

THE ORIGINAL 

G.E. C-660 
Typical of cartridges you 
replace every day. 

THE EXACT REPLACEMENT 

EV5546D 
In every way a perfect 
match - same color, shape, 
size and quality. Installs 
easily in old bracket. Exact 
replacement bracket is in- 
cluded should original 
break. Has same single 
needle as original. 

THE SUBSTITUTE 

ASTATIC 357D 
Comes with red turnover 
needle. Will not accept 
original needle. Has no re- 
placement bracket should 
original break. Plug has to 
be wired to tone arm which 
is time-consuming and can 
cause phase reversal if 
done incorrectly. 

You can save precious time and a lot of extra effort when you specify Electro - 
Voice. You don't have to make embarrassing excuses for a cartridge that doesn't 
appear exactly like the original. There's no unusual handling or installation. The 
result is that you have the best chance to maximize cartridge profits and customer 
satisfaction with EV Game. 

So see your local distributor for Electro -Voice replacement cartridges. Also ask 
him for the EV Game catalog. It's the most comprehensive and easiest -to -use. 
Simplifies selection of nearly 700 cartridges. And write to us for our revealing 
Replacement Cartridge Comparison Chart. Learn more about how we make it a 
snap for you to replace cartridges. EV Game, Box 711, Freeport, N.Y. 11520. 

EVGAME inc. 
DIVISION OF ELECTRO -VOICE INC A (futon COMPANY 

In Canada: E -V of Canada. Ltd.. Gananoque. Ont ano 

HEATHKIT COLOR TV 

(continued .from page 37) 

horizontal and vertical sync pulses 
generated for the display sync. The dig- 
ital output signal is coupled through the 
switch to the display driver in place of 
the channel/time display signal. The 
pattern that appears on the screen is an 
array of small, well-defined white dots. 

LC bandpass filter for i.f. strip 
Perhaps the most important function 

of the i.f. amplifier in a color television 
receiver is selectivity. Fig. 7-a shows 
the i.f. selectivity curve of a typical 
modern high -quality color TV. Trans- 
istor amplifiers provide the gain. Tuned 
LC circuits distributed through the 
amplifier handle the amplitude shaping. 
A very narrow trap tuned to 39.75 
N Hz rejects the picture carrier of the 
adjacent upper channel. In a similar 
way a trap tuned to 47.25 MHz rejects 
the sound carrier of the lower adjacent 
channel. The other adjacent channel 
frequencies are minimized by the nor- 
mal skirt selectivity of the TV set. 

=>'tor 1 i f 
k)/.1.1;11 

t:I 
' 4 

LOOKING AT THE GR-2000 from the rear all the 
modules are visible. One has been unplugged. 

The i.f. amplifier used in the 
GR-2000 is totally different. It uses a 
single handpass filter as its sole 
response -shaping element. Figure 7-h 
shows the selectivity curve of this i.f. 
amplifier. Note the positions oft hecrit- 
ical frequency points in the curve. Ad- 
jacent channel carriers are located a 
minimum of 60 dB down. The circuit of 
the amplifier as used in the GR-2(00 is 
in Fig. 8. 

Looking at Fig. 8 we see that the 
tuner's i.f. output is coupled to the fil- 
ter through transistor Q325. a 
common -base circuit. This transistor 
provides some gain. and presents a 
constant impedance to both the tuner's 
output and the input to the filter. It also 
isolates these two stages. 

The LC filter is positioned ahead of 
the 2 -stage IC amplifier. These two 
IC's provide plenty of gain, a syn- 
chronous detector, an afc output. and a 
choice of high or low -impedance out- 
puts for composite video. A broadly 
tuned transformer is used to couple 
these two IC stages. This makes the 
transformer easy to adjust and no spe- 78 Circle 20 on reader .cerrice cord 



cial instruments are needed. 
The 4.5 -MHz sound output signal is 

taken from the low -impedance output 
of IC326. Coming off the same output 
is a 4.5 -MHz trap that is coupled to 
Q326, an emitter -follower stage that is 
used to drive the agc and chroma. 

The varactor tuner 
The uhf/vhf varactor tuner differs 

from conventional switch -type tuners 
visually, in that no mechanical tuning is 

used. Instead. the circuits are tuned by 
feeding preset dc voltages to them. 
Digital logic circuits are used to direct 
the preset tuning voltages to the tuner 
to select the desired channel. 

A 4 -bit up -down counter (see Fig. 9) 
1C202. can count from binary 0000 to 
binary 11II. A total of 16 different bi- 
nary numbers can appear at its four 
output lines. When a negative -going 
pulse is applied to pin 5 of IC2O2 (the 
counter input), the counter will count 
up one binary number and remain there 
until another pulse is applied. In the 
same way. when a negative -going pulse 
is applied to the pin 4 of IC2O2 (the 
countdown input). the counter will 
count down one binary number and 
stay there. 

When the counter reaches 1111 while 
counting up it starts over on the next 
pulse with (XXX). In the same way when 
counting down if the counter reaches 
0000. it starts over at 1111 on the next 
pulse. 

The pulses to activate the counter 
are produced by a 2-lIz multivibrator 
made up of Q2I7 and Q218. They are 
applied to the counter when either 
S152. the up -channel switch: or SI5I, 
the down -channel switch, on the front 
of the set is depressed. 

The 4 -bit information at the outputs 
of the up -down counter is fed to the 
four input terminals of IC203. a 4 -line 
to 16 -line decoder. One of the 16 output 
lines is selected for each of the different 
16 binary numbers applied to its four 
input lines. 

E1 

FROM THE SIDE the digital programming cir- 
cuitry becomes visible. Remote control and 
clock circuits are also here. 

Each of these 16 output lines is con- 
nected to a transistor diode switch 
(Q2O1 through Q216 and D249 through 
1)264) that will switch the tuning vol- 
tage from one of the 16 preset tuning 
controls to the tuner. 

(turn page) 

ELECTRONIC 
TECHNICIANS! 
Raise your professional standing 
and prepare for promotion! Win 

your diploma in 

ENGINEERING 
MATHEMATICS 
from the Indiana Home 

Study Institute 
We are proud to announce two great 

new courses in Engineering Mathematics 
for the electronic industry. 

These unusual courses are the result of 
many years of study and thought by the 
President of Indiana Home Study, who 
has personally lectured in the classroom 
to thousands of men, from all walks of 
life, on mathematics, and electrical and 
electronic engineering. 

You will have to see the lessons to ap- 
preciate them! 

NOW you can master engineering 
mathematics and actually enjoy doing it! 

WE ARE THIS SURE: you sign no 
contracts-you order your lessons on a 

money -back guarantee. 
In plain language, if you aren't satis- 

fied you don't pay, and there are no 
strings attached. 

Write today for more information and 
your outline of courses. 

You have nothing to lose, and every- 
thing to gain! 

The INDIANA 
HOME STUDY INSTITUTE 

Dept. RE -2 , P.O. Box 1189, Panama City, Fla. 
32401 

Circle 2/ on reader service card 

Fastest gun tester... 
and rejuvenator... only $189* 
It's the new RCA WT -333A Television Picture Tube Tester/ 
Rejuvenator that: 
Tests red, blue and green color guns simultaneously with 

RCA's unique CR Ill "SIMUL-TEST" 3 -meter system. 
Provides new, more effective 3 -step rejuvenation function 
and newly designed "no -delay" G1 shorts removal function. 
Reveals H -K leakage other testers may miss, with special 

high -voltage surge circuit. 
Performs "brightness," "life" and other evaluation -type tests. 

Tests over 1800 TV picture tubes - including RCA's new 

"Precision In -Line" and other in -line types. 
Includes built-in socket plus four socket adapters at no extra 
charge to cover most of today's picture tubes. 

To buy: order the WT -333A from any one of the more than 

1,000 Authorized RCA Distributors worldwide. For more in- 

formation, write RCA Electronic Instruments Headquarters, 

Harrison, N.J. 07029. 
'Optional Price 

Electronic 
Instruments 

G 
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EIGHT 
INSTRUMENTS IN .ONES 

Out -of -Circuit 
Transistor Analyzer 

- p Dynamic In -Circuit" 
( i . =t Transistor & Radio Tester 

Signal Generator 
'1. 

-. t Signal Tracer Voltmeter, 
' Milliammeter 

sta::4-:wt Battery Tester 
a i -.'i ! Diode Checker 

Transistor Analyzer Model 212 
s:- Factory Wired & Tested -524.50 

Easy -to -Assemble Kit -516.00 
YOU DON'T NEED A BENCH FULL OF EQUIPMENT TO TEST TRANSISTOR RADIOS! All the 
facilities you need to check the transistors themselves - and the radios or other cir- 
cuits in which they are used - have been ingeniously engineered into the compact, 
6 -inch high case of the Model 212. It's the transistor radio troubleshooter with all the 
features found only In more expensive units. Find defective transistors and circuit 
troubles speedily with a single, streamlined instrument instead of an elaborate 
hook-up. 
Features: 
Checks all transistor types - high or low 
power. Checks DC current gain (beta) to 
200 in 3 ranges. Checks leakage. Uni- 
versal test socket accepts different base 
configurations. Identifies unknown tran- 
sistors as NPN or PNP. 

Dynamic test for all transistors as signal 
amplifiers (oscillatnr check), in or out of 
circuit. Develops test signal for AF, IF, 
or RF circuits. Signal traces all circuits. 
Checks condition of diodes. Measures 
battery or other transistor -circuit power - 
supply voltages on 12 -volt scale. No ex- 
ternal power source needed. Measures 
circuit drain or other DC currents to 80 
milliamperes. Supplied with three exter- 
nal leads for in -circuit testing and a 

pair of test leads for measuring voltage 
and current. Comes complete with 
Instruction manual and transistor listing. 

EMC, 625 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y. 

Send me FREE catalog of the complete 
value -packed EMC line, and name of 
local distributor. 

NAME RE -2 

ADDRESS 

CITY 70NE_STATE_ 

EMC 
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORP. 

625 Broadway, New York, N.Y. loot? 

For 

faster 
service 

USE 

ZIP 

CODE 

on 

all 

mail 

In any setting of the up -down 
counter one of IC203's 16 output lines 
is low while all of the others are high. 
The low output corresponds to the bi- 
nary input of IC203. The 15 high out- 
puts turn on their associated transistor 
switches. placing the collectors of 
these transistors at approximately 
ground (actually 0.3 volt), which shunts 
the tuning voltage to ground. The out- 
put that is low turns its respective 
transistor off and the tuning voltage 
passes through its isolation resistor and 
diode to the tuner and the desired 
channel is selected. 

The digital clock 
The complete circuit of the digital 

clock option for the Heathkit GR-20(Ní 
is shown in Fig. 9. The majority of the 
circuit is contained in a single IC. and 
MOS unit that contains all of the logic 
circuits required to provide 6 -digit. 12 

or 24 -hour time data to the readout cir- 
cuit of the receiver. 

The clock operates from a 24 -volt ac, 
60-I lz signal that connects to pin Pl. It 
is coupled by resistor R I to pin 19 of 
ICI . Diode DI clamps the positive half 
cycles to +5 volts dc and diode D2 
clamps the negative half cycles to +9 
volts dc. Capacitors C I. C2 and C3 are 
bypasses. 

Three momentary switches are used 
to set the time. Physically they are 
mounted in the slide out chassis drawer 
for easy access. Pushbutton II (switch 

Now...the most enjoyable 

do-it-yourself project 
of your life-a Schober 

Electronic Organ! 
You'll never reap greater reward, more fun and 
proud accomplishment, more benefit for the 
whole family, than by assembling your own 
Schober Electronic Organ. 
You need no knowledge of electronics, wood- 
work or music. Schober's complete kits and 
crystal-clear instructions show you - whoever 
you are, whatever your skill (or lack of it) - 
how to turn the hundreds of quality parts into 
one of the world's most beautiful, most musical 
organs, worth up to twice the cost of the kit. 

Five superb models with kit prices from $500 
to around $2,000, each an authentic musical 
instrument actually superior to most you see In 
stoles, easy for any musically minded adult to 
learn to play, yet completely satisfying for the 
accomplished professional. And there are acces- 
sories you can add any time after your organ is 
finished - lifelike big auditorium reverberation, 
automatic rhythm, presets, chimes, and more. 

Join the thousands of Schober Organ builder - 
owners who live in every state of the Union. 
Often starting without technical or music skills, 
they have the time of their lives - first assem- 
bling, then learning to play the modern King of 
Instruments through our superlative instructions 
and playing courses. 

Get the full story FREE by mailing the coupon 
TODAY for the big Schober color catalog, with 
all the fascinating details! 

The JPito4t Organ Corp., Dept. RE -123 
43 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y. 10023 

Please send me Schober Organ Catalog. 
Enclosed please find 51.00 for 12 -inch L.P. 
record of Schober Organ music. 

NAME_ 

- _ STATE _ -- ZIP 

everything you wanted to 

know about CD Ignition.::: 

Systems but didn't know 

whom to ask.- . 

Send for FREE Tiger booklet 
(20 pages) which answers all 
your questions. 

Name_ _ -_-_ 

Address 

City- 
- - - 

State._-_ - -_ Zip 

CLIP OUT THIS Al) AND SEND 'FO 

TRI-STAR CORP. 
P. O. Box 1727 Dept. 1-1 

(:rand Junction, Colo. 81501 
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SI) stops the clock to allow actual time 
to catch up to the display. Pushbutton 
S (switch S2) advances the minutes and 
pushbutton F (switch S3) advances the 
hours. 

Either a 12 or 24 -hour display mode 

can he selected by connecting pin 13 to 
pin 14 for a 12 -hour display, or pin 13 to 
pin 15 for a 24 -hour display. 

The voltages that cause the digits to 
he selected and displayed by the read- 
out circuit appear on wires G. H. and 

J. Multiplexed time data is fed hack to 
the readout hoard on lines H, C. I). 

The hand-held remote ís completely 
self-contained and is powered by a 

9 -volt battery. It offers eleven control 
functions: TV on -off, volume up or 
down. tint green or red, color up or 
down, channel up or down. and the 
readout can he recalled by a touch of 
the volume -down button. The control 
frequencies generated by the oscillator 
in the remote range from 16 kHz to 22 

kHi. These frequencies are doubled by 
the transducer so the actual signals 
transmitted to the set range from 32 

kHi to 44 kHz. 
Logic circuits control the actual 

functions in the receiver. The volume 
control is a good example and the color 
and tint circuitry is basically the same. 
Take a look at Fig. 10. A 4 -hit up -down 
counter is used to provide 16 possible 
binary counts. The volume is raised or 
lowered by varying the current flow in 

the volume control line. The counter 
applies a logic 0 to one end of resistor 
R31 through R34 in binary sequency to 
provide 16 discrete levels of volume. 
Inverted IC4-a h, c. and e in series with 
each output line of the counter (IC3) 
provide logic inversion. 

The volume control also turns the set 

on and oIT. The four output lines of IC3 
are connected to a series of OR gates 
whose outputs controls relay driver 
transistor Q2. When the counter is set 

to (100(1. the output at pin 11 of IC6-d is 

logic 0 and turns Q2 off. Then relay 
contacts 6 and 9 are open and contacts 

I and 7 are also open and the set is off. 
When the volume is advanced by in- 
creasing the count in IC3, output pin I I 

of IC6-d goes to logic I. This makes Q2 
conduct through the relay coil and 
turns the set on. 

Final comments 
We could go on and on. \ complete 

description of all the new circuits in the 
GR-2000 would fill this issue of 
Radio -Electronics. However. we have 

touched on the high points and as it is 

obvious from the circuits we have de- 
scribed. this TV kit is something to he 

reckoned with. It provides new circuits 
that haven't been seen before. It uses 
the latest in digital logic techniques in 
its operation. It is undouhtahly one of 
the hest designed color TV sets availa- 
ble today. It's a set you will want to 
own. R -E 

WE DON'T CLAIM 

OUR ELECTRONIC 

IGNITION SYSTEM 

IS BEST 

%;:_-: 

i 

CUSTOMERS DO! 
WRITE TODAY FOR FREE LITERATURE 

.ivnsorT 
RESEARCH AND MFG. CO.0 
CONSHOHOCKEN, PA., U.S.A. 
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1974 

free L.- CATALOG 
SAVE ON THE BEST 

AND NEWEST IN 

ELECTRONICS 

Stereo / 4 Channel Sys- 

tems Tape Recorders 
Radios Norms Hits 
Amateur/Shortwave Gear 

CB Antennas Police/ 
Fire Radios Calculators. 
Timepieces Security 
Test Equip Parts. Tubes. 

Batteries. Wire. Hardware 

OI5o11 electronics Dept. LQ 

free! 
MAIL 

TODAY 1 
260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44327 

Send me my FREE 1974 Olson 
Catalog (Please Print) 

Name Apl. -- 
Street 

City State Zip 

Send an Olson Catalog to my friend 

Name 

Street 

1 City 

Apt. 

State Zip 

Now that the AT 12S 
with genuine 

Shibata stylus is here... 
all other stereo cartridges 

over $50 are obsolete! 

Better performance from ex- 
istAng stereo records, and 
ideal operation of any CD -4 
d'screte 'playback system is 
yours when you select an . 

audlo-technica 
four channel car- 
tridge. 

,+ 

Now four models, 
including the new 
AT12S at only $49.95 
suggested retail. All with 

C e 

audio technica. 

Genuine Shibata tips that per- 
- m.t response 

to '.5,000 Hz and 
above, wh le minimiz- 

e ing record wear and 
offe"ing superb tracking. 

Write today for free 
literature and list of 

audo-technica 
dealers 
nearest 

you. 

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S.. INC.. Dept. 24E. 1655 W. Market Street. Fairlawn, Ohio 44313 
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new products 

More information on new products is available from the 
manufacturers of items identified by a Reader Service num- 
ber. Use the Reader Service Card inside the back cover. 

FASCINATING HOBBY 
VINTAGE R U)IO brings you the pioneer 
days of wireless and radio in pictures. The 
collector's bible. it opens the doors to a 
new hobby. Great browsing. too. Over 
1.000 pictures. 2263 pages. 1887-1929. 
RADIO COLLECTOR'S GUIDE lists over 
50.000 facts mi 4.000 radios. 1921-3': 
maker. model, year, original price, style. 
circuit type. 

Arid. 

;6 

7 

..-._- - o 

Er ,>. _ . 
V 

AVOID DI. LAY: SI ND I OI)AY 
Mail cheek iii Vintage Radio. D p't R. 
lios'1W 5, Palos Verdes Peninsula. CA.. 9(1274 

Vintage Radio. hard cover Sí1.95 U 
Vintage Radio, handbook 4.95 0 
Radio Collectors Guide 3.95 0 
Postage Paid. California residents add 5% Tax. 
Name 

Street 

City - State Zip 

ENJOY THE OLD DAYS ! 

Circle 27 on reader .service card 

OPEN SESA ME. Automatic Speech Recognition 
System operates on a new concept. A sound - 
operated switch, the A.S.R. responds only to the 
specific word or group of words spoken into it. 
The system consists of an analog -to -digital con- 
verter that converts the applied speech 

á 

waveforms into a digital format. This informa- 
tion is stored in a memory/logic system for 
speech pattern identification. 

To set up the unit, it is necessary only to speak 
the desired word or words into the microphone 
while holding down the ENCODE button. The 
switch may now be activated at any time by de- 
pressing the ACCESS button and repeating the 
stored word(s). Additional modules permit a 
number of words to be stored.-Shields Prod- 
ucts, Inc., 1104 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, OH 
44115. 

Circle 31 on reader .service card 
DIGITAL COLOR GENERATOR, CG25 Little 
Huey is portable and uses CMOS IC's. Produces 
all RCA licensed patterns with pushbutton oper- 
ation. Low power drain; automatic shutoff. Op- 
eration from 120°F. to -20°F. Small size leaves 

1 

RDNM ER°S 
L MIIS 11M(5 CROSS 

WHITE 
MATO DOTS 

.....,...J.21.1111! 

, 
I 

room inside ¡or: adjustable output to cover low 
channels 2-6, color level control from 0-200°, 
adjustable dot size, all easily accessible screw- 
driver adjustments on bottom of unit. 
$99.00.-Sencore, Inc., 3200 Sencore Drive, 
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57107. 

Circle 32 of reader service card 

ELECTRONIC AIR PURIFIER KIT, GO -1003 
removes up to 99% of all pollens and mold 
spores and up to 95% of all other airborne con- 
taminants regardless of size or concentration. 
Two -stage cleaning cycle: 8,000 -volt initial 
ionizing stage, followed by 4,000 -volt collecting 
stage. Two -speed switch allows movement of 

large volumes of air in high position and pro- 
vides quiet continuous operation in low posi- 
tion. 

To clean: just flip off rear grille screen, lift out 
collector cell and wash in plain detergent and 
water. Activated charcoal deodorant filters slip 
out for replacement when needed. 15" x 13-1/2" 
x 17-34"; self-contained; plugs into any 120 Vac 
outlet. $139.95. - Heath Company, Benton 
Harbor, Mich. 49022. 

Circle /00 on reader .service card 

METRIC CONVERTER, model 941 features 35 
conversions with the arithmetic functions plus 
percent for a total of 41 functions. Can be used 

MITS 941M 
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as calculator until operator initiates conversion 
operation. At any point in a problem, a conver- 
sion can be made (length, area, volume, liquid, 
mass, and temperature). 

Features include: bright, 8 -digit LED display, 
chain calculations, calculation with memory, full 
floating decimal, sign indicator. true credit bal- 
ance, overflow indication, low battery indica- 
tion, display blanking to conserve power, and 
more. Kit $129.95; assembled $149.95; both are 
handheld.-MITS, Inc., 6328 Linn Avenue, N.E., 
Albuquerque. N.M. 87108. 

Circle 13 on reader service cord 
POCKET CALCULATOR, EL -805 operates for 
more than 100 hours on a single penlight bat- 
tery. Liquid crystal display and an improved 
CMOS IC. Display works on reflected light with 

123455.^8'K 
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almost no battery drain. CMOS reduces power 
consumption to less than 1/20th of conven- 
tional (P -type) MOS. 

In additon to four basic arithmetic functions, 

FREE BURGLAR- 

FIRE ALARM 
CATALOG 

400 PRODUCTS t i ' 
V [# rrfprlq/rr/n ,J'7 111,.. t ;.r1/trrig 
o .it 

ñ4; 

.' t 
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Full line of quality systems and supplies 
for professional or electronic hobbyist. 
Prompt delivery, quantity prices. 

/)(), mountain west alarm v ` , 4215 n. 16th st. ,H phoenix, az. 85016 

this model features 8 -digit answers; chain and 
mixed calculations; minus indicator; zero sup- 
pression; automatic clearing; floating decimal 
and constant. Less than 8 oz.; 3 -Ve" x 4 -WY." x 
13/16"; $109.95 - Sharp Electronics Corp., 10 

Keystone Place, Paramus, N.J. 07652. 

Circle 14 an reader service cord 

ANTENNA ROTOR, model AR -40 has high stall 
torque, and on -off light that indicates when the 
system is operating. Roof -top portion can be 
rotated a full 360. and has an accuracy of 1%. 

Installation is simple because unit can be as- 

next, .L 
rJ 

sembled on the ground first. Mast -clamp type 
mounting fits all color antennas.-Cornell- 
Dublller Electric, 150 Avenue L, Newark, N.J. 

07101. 
Circle 35 an reader service card 

SOLDERING TWEEZER SYSTEM, model 
CTP-20. For working on small joints in closely - 
spaced areas and in applications where resis- 

MAKE 
;e, .e 

-ter "RRiss,Nry `r, LBO -502 - 5" 
Solid State 

Triggered Scope 
3 graded scale readings - 1,2.5 
Push -buttons, lab -grade quality. 

15MHz b'width,auto and trig sweep- 
14s/cm (5X mag. 0.21xs/cm)to 

0.5s/cm. 17 steps. 10mV/p-p/cm 
sensitivity Rect bezel; adi.lighting, 
scale -tilt adi. & trig. light. 5529.95 SERVICE 

PAY 4 

FF 

I1H 

LSG-231 - FM Multiplex 
Stereo Generator 

Solid state stability & accuracy. 
Check balance, separation and 

alignment on all state-of-the-art 
audio equip. 50dB separation, 

:12% at1KHz audio signal accuracy; +2% at 
19KHz pilot sig freq. accuracy.0.3Vrms output. $229.95 

- 

- 'Rr 
LFM-36A - Solid State 

Wow & Flutter Meter 
Otters accurate, simul- 

taneous. direct readouts 
ion tape recorders and 

other units. Has sep- 
arate meters for meas- 

uring each function 
Accuracy Is t5% of full scale 

value Signal frequency is 3KHz. 
Compact. rugged. for bench or 

assembly work. 5699.95 

I` 

I I 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 
"Put Us to the Test" 

LEADER151 Dupont Street Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803 (516) 822-9300 \ INSTRUMENTS CORP 

Circle 28 on reader service curd Circle 29 in reader service curd 83 



The all -new digital -design 
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Eleven -Function Touch -Tune 
Rehlote Control for the 
Heathkit GR-2000...7'S.95* 
This all solid-state ultrasonic system 
utilizes 13 integrated circuits, 28 
transistors to give you wireless arm- 
chair control of on and off, volume, 
VHF/UHF channel selection, up or 
down color intensity, and tint. Plus, 
a touch of the volume button auto- 
matically recalls the digital readout 
to the screen. Kit includes receiver 
for in -chassis mounting and hand- 
held transmitter. Operates from 20 - 
feet away from set. 
Kit GRA-2000-6, 4 lbs. 79.95 

Optional Digital Clock 
for your GR-2000 
In just a couple hours' time you can 
build the GRA-2000-1 Digital Clock 
Accessory. Everything mounts on 
one small board that plugs into the 
readout board in the GR-2000 serv- 
ice drawer. That's all there is to it. 
Clock circuit board has slow, fast 
and hold pushbuttons for setting 
time, jumper wire for selecting 12 or 
24 -hour format. You set your on- 
screen display for hours and min- 
utes, or hours, minutes and seconds 
using the programming circuitry on 
the channel readout board. Order 
with your GR-2000, or add it on 
later, if you prefer. 
Kit GRA-2000-1, Digital 
Clock Accessory, 1 lb. 29.95' 

It offers you these important advances in 
technology, quality, and performance: 

!!10-4 ;.- ' 

Programmable Channel Selection 
through digital up -down counter 
with computer -like programming 
board. 

. 

,Y agir. 

Silent All Electronic Tuning with 
new combination UHF/VHF Varac- 
tor Tuner located inside the chas- 
sis - completely shielded. 

On -Screen Channel Readout - big, 
bright 1'/s" numerals for both UHF 
and VHF. 

Fixed Filter IF totally eliminates 
instrument IF alignment forever. 

Solid -State HI -Voltage Supply In 
tripler configuration for efficiency 
and long life. 

New Deluxe Black (Negative) Ma- 
trix Picture Tube - fully illumi- 
nated color dots with black back- 
ground matrix for greater bright- 
ness and contrast - new, etched, 
face plate reduces glare. 

True Digital Design Dot Generator 
makes picture convergence easier 
and more precise. 

r - wr w - . .., 
100% Solid -State Design - the 
picture Is the only tube -type de- 
vice. 

Touch Tuning at front panel (or re- 
mote) - touch to change channels 
up or down - hold In to sweep all 
channels. 

On -Screen Clock Readout gives 
time in 4 or 6 -digit format, 12 or 
24 hour time. 

^' 

101-17-1°.' 

.m.'",5-0111"1"" 

19 Integrated Circuits simplify kit 
building and permit ultra -sophisti- 
cated technology with long-term 
reliability. 

Solid -State Low -Voltage Supply has 
short-circuit proof integrated cir- 
cuit regulators. 

New Vertical Sweep Design gives 
better picture interlace, improved 
picture detall; complementary 
power transistors eliminate output 
transformers for better linearity. 

Twelve Wiring Harnesses - pre- 
fabricated, connectors installed, 
pre -stripped, ready to solder - 
this TV is easier to build. 
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Heathkit GR-2000 Color TV 
Three years ago, in response to your requests, we set 
out to design a truly unique color TV. We have. It uses 
digital design techniques unusual to TV technology. 
The result is spectacular. 
The 100% solid-state GR-2000 25V color TV - it silently selects 
channels with digital -logic accuracy - It displays the channel digits 
on the screen - it displays the time digits on the screen - it uses a 

fixed filter IF that never needs alignment - it uses more integrated 
circuitry than any other set. Yet the kit -building process is now eas- 
ier than ever. 

Silent, All -Electronic Touch -Tuning - no knobs to turn, no noisy 
turrets, no humming motors and no mechanical contacts to clean. 
Now you just touch a button on the front panel or optional remote 
control transmitter and the new programmable Digital Counter si- 
lently sweeps up or down through any 16 preselected stations. Re- 
lease the button and the new UHF/VHF Varactor Tuner is precisely 
locked -in on the channel of your choice. 
You program up to 16 channels into the Touch -Tune System located 
in the convenient slide -out service drawer. You can program any 
channels in any sequence, interspersing UHF with VHF, even pro- 
gramming the same channel to appear more than once if you like. 

After you have programmed a channel -selection sequence, Auto- 
matic Fine Tuning keeps picture and color consistent from station 
to station. The UHF/VHF Varactor Tuner is positioned inside the 
chassis, away from the control panel. This helps keep the picture 
free of spurious signals that find their way into front -mounted tuners. 

The channel number is seen on the screen - The Heath -designed 
On -Screen Electronic Digital Channel Readout has bright white nu- 
merals that are easy to see - from across the room, from any view- 
ing angle. Each time you change channels, using the Touch -Tune 
button either on the set or on the remote control, illuminated digits 
(adjustable brightness) identify the UHF and VHF stations as you 
cycle through the channels. After stopping at a desired program, 
the readout remains on for as long as you want, up to 11/2 minutes, 
or stays on all the time...the choice is yours. You pre-program the 
Digital Channel Readout to your requirements with a computer -like 
programming board located in the service drawer. When the readout 
is timed to shut off after a few moments, it can always be recalled 
by changing channels or by tapping the volume "down" button. 
What's more, you can position the readout anywhere you want it on 
the 25V screen and adjust its brightness for optimum contrast with 
the overall picture. The digital readout generator uses a custom de- 
signed MOS large scale integrated circuit containing the equivalent 
of over 2000 transistors, plus diodes, and resistors. 
The new Heath Electronic Digital Channel Readout completely elim- 
inates the confusion often found with mechanical tuning devices - 
especially when trying to find an elusive UHF station. And it makes 
across -the -room remote control tuning easier than ever. 

We even changed the way you adjust the sound - With the GR-2000 
a touch of either of two buttons automatically raises or lowers the 
sound in a series of small steps. Just hold the button down until the 
sound level is right where you want it. This also controls the volume 
of the Hi -Fi Sound Output (to your separate amplifier) so you can 
control it with your remote transmitter. 

Build -in an optional Electronic Clock with Digital On -screen Read- 
out - true digital circuitry gives you the time in four -digit, six -digit, 
12 -hour or 24 -hour format. A programming board in the slide -out 
service drawer lets you set your clock to display time the way you 
want to see it. The on -screen display appears directly below the 
channel numeral in same -size 11/2" digits. And when you add the 
clock option, it becomes an integral part of the channel display, re- 

sponding to the same controls. It can be positioned anywhere on the 
screen with the channel digits, remains on for the same pre-set 
length of time, or remains on constantly. For setting the ti-ne, Hold, 
Fast and Slow pushbuttons are located in the service drawer. And 
once set, the electronic clock continues to run even when the set is 

off, unless the set's Master Switch has been turned off. In normal 
operation, whenever the set is turned on and the on -screen display 
is activated, the time is right to the second. 

A Heath -designed IF Filter sets this TV apart from all others - You 
wanted truly superior color reception, particularly in urban areas 
where multiple transmitters are located or where multi -channel 
cable service is available. So we designed a fixed LC -type filter with 
an IC IF amplifier...a "first" in the television industry, and you can 

have it now with the Heathkit GR-2000. This unique circuitry pro- 
duces an Ideally shaped bandpass that greatly reduces adjacent - 
channel interference. And, this totally new approach to IF design 
gives the GR-2000 another equally important plus -a consistently 
excellent color picture, year after year with no need for periodic in- 
strument alignment. The GR-2000 IF system eliminates the highly 
critical traps that go out of adjustment because of normal compon- 
ent value changes through aging. In short, the Heathkit GR-2000 
will maintain its best picture longer than any set with ordinary IF 

design. 
Add Total Touch -Tune Remote Control - it's an all solid-state ultra- 
sonic system that lets you select UHF/VHF channels, control vol- 
ume, color tint and intensity, on and off. And you do so from as far 
as 20 feet from the set. The channel selector and volume buttons 
on the remote also may be used to return the channel and clock 
readouts to the picture screen whenever you wish. 

The easiest -to -build color TV we've ever offered - We said 100% 
solid-state. And for the GR-2000 that means 19 integrated circuits 
(33 including the remote and clock), 71 transistors, all of which mount 
in sockets; 20 glass -epoxy circuit boards; and 12 cables. Imposing? 
Perhaps, but actual assembly operations for this kit have been 
greatly simplified. The GR-2000 has fewer point-to-point connec- 
tions, more ICs, more modular circuit boards, more prefabricated 
wiring harnesses and cables, and fewer chassis -mounted parts to 
make it easier to build. 
Here's what all those solid-state components do for you to produce 
truly exceptional color entertainment. To start off, there is DC con- 
trolled contrast for less picture interference. An IC color amplifier 
for truer colors. An IC color oscillator and automatic phase control 
for more precise and reliable tints. An IC automatic gain control for 
improved sensitivity, stability and noise immunity. Improved picture 
interlace for remarkable image definition and crispness. A new solid- 
state high voltage rectifier. Short -circuit -proof IC regulators elimi- 
nate component damage through accidental shorts. Dual VHF an- 
tenna inputs, 300 ohm 5aiun for your twin -lead antenna, true 75 -ohm 
for proper cable TV and coax hook-up. Exclusive Heath Magna - 
Shield Chassis to keep stray magnetic fields from interfering with 
picture quality. 
New, latest -design picture tube -a deluxe Black (Negative) Matrix 
25V picture tube now with 'ully illuminated dots with black 'sur- 
round" and new, etched, face plate...it all adds up to brighter, 
more vivid pictures with reduced glare and reflections and greater 
contrast. 
New exclusive Heath self-service features - no other manufacturer 
offers them to you at any price. Built-in service facilities such as a 

new digital -design true dot generator, purity and convergence ad- 
justments; test meter; new vertical and horizontal centering circuits; 
new Top -Bottom -Sides pincushioning corrections; new "Service" 
circuit board puts everything in an easy -to -find place. 
We set out to design the mcst advanced and unique color TV avail- 
able today... we believe the performance of the set will speak for 
itself. The new digital -design Heathkit GR-2000... it will change your 
mind about color TV. 

Kit GR-2000, 147 lbs. - 649.95* 
Four New Cabinet Designs From $139.95' See Catalog 

Send for FREE Heathkit catalog. 

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS 
Units of 

Schlumberger Products Corporation 
ARIZ.: Phoenix; CALIF.: Anaheim, El 
Cerrito, Los Angeles, Pomona, Red- 
wood City, San Diego (La Mesa), 
Woodland Hills; COLO.: Denver; 
CONN.: Hartford (Avon), FLA.: Miami 
(Hialeah), Tampa; GA.: Atlanta; ILL.: 
Chicago, Downers Grove; IND.: In- 
dianapolis; KANSAS: Kansas City 
(Mission); KY.: Louisville; LA.: New 
Orleans (Kenner): MD.: Baltimore, 
Rockville; MASS.: Boston (Wellesley); 
MICH.: Detroit; MINN. Minneapolis 
(Hopkins); MO.: St. Louis; NEB.: 
Omaha. N.J.: Fair Lawn; N.Y.: Buffalo 
(Amherst), New York City, Jericho, 
L.I., Rochester, White Plains; OHIO: 
Cincin"iati (Woodlawn), Cleveland, 
Columbus; PA.: Philadelphia, Pitts- 
burgh; R.I.: Providence (Warwick); 
TEXAS: Dallas, Houston; WASH.: Se- 
attle; WIS.: Milwaukee. 

r 
HEATH COMPANY, 

Dept. 20-2 

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog 

o Please send model(s) 

Enclosed is $ 

plus shipping. 

I cArH 1 
Schlumberger 
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Address 

City 

State 7ip 

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. 
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tance heating could damage circuit compo- 
nents. Operator grasps the lead (tweezer -like) 
and then performs the heating function with no 
danger of arcing or stray current generation. 

Weighs less than 5 oz.; controlled heat allows 
temperature stabilizion of the leads during 
heating and cooldown; adjustable -temperature 
power supply. Foot switch on -off control. Ad- 
justable tip gap opening to 3/4"; replaceable tips; 
$149.00 - Pace, Inc., 9329 Fraser Avenue, 
Silver Spring, Md. 20910. 

Circle 36 on reader service card 
STEREO PREAMPLIFIER, model 4000 features 
the "auto correlator," a noise reduction system 
that makes record/tape hiss and FM broadcast 
noise virtually vanish without affecting muscial 
content. 

Total distortion: less than .25°; typically .02%. 
Frequency response: phono-within ±1 dB of 
RIAA from 20 Hz to 20 kHz; high level-within±1 
dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Power consumption: 40 

ipw+* 
4' 

Ur`'*R f 

watts. 7" x 19" x 10"; 18 lbs.; $599.00.-Phase 
Linear Corp., 405 Howell Way, Edmonds, Wash. 
98020. 

Circle 37 on reader .service card 
VOM,mode1120P features 20,000 ohms -per -volt 
sensitivity and 2% accuracy on dc; offers a 
.25-Vdc range and a 50-µA direct current range. 
Resettable electronic overload protection cir- 
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The World's Largest 
Consumer Electronics Catalog 

The world's Foremost consumer electronics 
catalog is yours for the asking! Over 25,000 
items . jampacked with illustrations and 
descriptions of the very latest in Hi -Fi, CB, 
Tape recorders, Radios, Television, Elec- 
tronic Parts, Technical Publications. 

Everything in Electronics For Home, Business, 

Industry PLUS The latest in 4 -Channel Stereo! 

LAFAYETTE 1974 CATALOG 740 

Our 53rd Year 

MAIL 
THE 

COUPON 
TODAY 

Stores From Coast -to -Coast 

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 10, Dept. 11103 

Syosset, L.I., N.Y.11791 

Send For Your Free Lafayette Catalog Today! 
1 

Name 

Address 

Send me the FREE 

I 
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cult protects the instrument. 
Ranges covered: direct volts -0 to 1000 in 8 

ranges; direct current -0 to 10 A in 6 ranges; 
alternating volts -0 to 1000 with 3% accuracy 
and frequency response of ±1 dB to 100 kHz 
through 50V± to 20 kHz on 250V range; ac output 
volts -0 to 250 in 4 ranges; ohms-R x I, R x 100, 
Ax 10,000; also reads decibels. 5-1/4" x 7" x 
3-1/e"; 3 lbs.; $69.95 (test leads and batteries 
included).-Dynascan Corp., 1801 West Belle 
Plaine Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60613. 

Circle 38 on reader service card 
MICROCOMPUTER, model Root -8 features au- 
tomatic square root key; can be used for squar- 
ing and reciprocal calculations. Features in- 
clude: sign change (+ to -, - to +), automatic 

PAIA 
MAKES THE ONLY 

KIT SYNTHESIZER 

MODELS PRICED 
FROM 3139 

THE 
SURF 

A BIRD 
THE WIND 

PING PONG 
WIND CHIMES 

DRUMMER BOY 
STEAM WHISTLE 

SYNTHESPIN MK -II 
A FAZE SCHIFTER 

A CHATTER JAMMER 
INFINITY PLUS SUSTAIN 

BALANCED MODULATOR 

AND MANY MORE 

FREE CATALOG 

PAIA ELECTRONICS 

IN OUR 

BOX R14359, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73114 
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floating decimal, underflow system that delivers 
the eight most significant digits of the answer, 
calculation with a constant in multiplication and 
division, automatic overflow check that locks 
calculator until cleared, automatic zero sup- 
pression, and true credit balance capabilities. 
Operates on ac or batteries; 1-1/2" x 7"x 3-36"; 14 

oz. including batteries; $89.95-Casio, Inc., 
One World Trade Center, New York, N.Y. 10048. 

Circle 19 on reader service curd 
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE, 075. 6-1/2" CRT 
contains internal graticule for nonparallax 
measurement. 15 -kV accelerating potential 
helps produce bright displays of low repetition 
rate signals in even high ambient light envi- 
ronment. 

For low -amplitude measurements, the 
50 -MHz dual -channel, vertical amplifiers have 
deflection factors starting at 5 mV/div, accurate 
within 3%. For measuring even lower amplitude 
signals, a gain control (X5) extends the 

minimum deflection factor to 1 mV/div with 
15 -MHz bandpass. For high resolution meas- 
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Translators, 

Speakers,Modul 
Stereo, fil-Fl. 
Photo Cells and 
thousands of 

other 
E leetron le 

Parts. Send for 

FREE 
Catalog 
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.ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS INC. 

Dept. TA -2, 4900 Elston . Chicago, III. 60630 . RUSH CATALOG 

Name . Address 

. City State Zip Code 

UNTIL RECENTLY, 
THERE WERE OVER 

22,500 TRANSISTOR 
PART NUMBERS 
TO WORRY ABOUT Jick 

IN THE SERVICE 
BUSINESS. 

Now, only 47 types 

put an end to the nightmare. 
Sprague's concise but complete 

line of 47 replacement transistors 
(24 small -signal, 18 power, and 5 

field effect) ís designed to do the 
work of over 22,500 O.E.M. tran- 
sistors. But don't just take our word 
for it. The 'Fantastic 47' are on the 
self-service Semiconductor Q -Mart 
at your Sprague distributor's, ready 
to help you now. 

And here's more good news! To help you keep the most -fre- 
quently -used transistors handy in your shop, we've got a new KS -10 Tran- 
sistor Assortment. The Keen 18 . . . 10 srrall-signal transistors and 8 

power transistors . . . give you a working inventory that replaces thou- 
sands of the most popular domestic and fcreign O.E.M. part numbers. 
They come in an attractive, blue, durable plastic cabinet . . . you pay 

for transistors only ... cabinet is yours at no additional cost! 
See the KS -10 with a special introductory price at your distributor's. 

While you're there, pick up a free copy of the 48 -page Sprague K-500 

Semiconductor Replacement Manual. Or ... write to Sprague Products 
Co., 81 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247. 

NEW IS -'íO TRANSISTOR ASSORTMEtu,,' ... REGULARLY $34.11 

special 
introductory 

price.,. _.e 

499 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

111 1.1 
Circle 62 on reader service cards 

THE BROAD -LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS 
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urements, the 50 -MHz bandwidth displays 
pulses with risetime of 7 ns or less. Five vertical 
modes are available, including alternate. chop- 
ped and summed. 5.4" x 15" x 18.6 ; 25.5 lbs.; 
$1,375.00. - Tektronix. Inc., P.O. Box 500, 
Beaverton. Ore. 9 700 5. 

Circle 40 on reader service card 
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER, 502CP 
matches a Lo -Z mike line to Hi -Z input; matches 
low -impedance microphones to high - 
impedance inputs. Has flat 20 Hz to 15 kHz re - 

70% OFF LISTI 
1AD2 1.28 6AV6 .89 
183 1.30 6AW8 1.47 
1BC2 1.13 6AX4 1.22 
1K3 1.30 6AY3 1.22 
1S2A .90 68A6 1.08 
1U5 1.13 6BA11 1.61 
1V2 .78 6BC8 1.61 
1X2 1.33 6BE6 1.13 
2AS2 1.28 6BH6 1.32 
2AV2 1.02 6BH11 1.80 
2D21 1.35 6BJ6 1.32 
2GK5 1.26 6BK4 2.45 
3A3 1.32 6818 .89 
3AT2 1.28 6BM8 1.05 
3AW2 1.32 6BN8 1.41 
38S2 1.39 6805 1.28 
38Z6 1.22 6806 1.77 
3CA3 1.22 6807 1.64 
3CU3 1.61 6BU8 1.67 
3DB3 1.44 6BV11 1.92 
3DC3 1.80 6BX6 .92 
3EJ7 .83 6BZ6 1.02 
3GK5 1.26 6C4 1.22 
3HA5 1.26 6CA4 1.23 
3H05 1.86 6CA7 2.10 
3JC6 1.67 6CB6 1.08 
3KT6 1.23 6CE3 1.29 
4BZ6 1.22 6CG7 .98 
4DT6 1.25 6CG8 1.41 
4EH7 1.17 6CJ3 1.23 
4EJ7 1.17 6C16 1.56 
4HS8 1.22 6CL8 1.47 
4JC6 1.65 6CW4 1.86 
4KE8 2.00 6CW5 .90 
5A05 1.22 6DJ8 1.50 
5AR4 1.73 6005 2.61 
5BC3 1.12 6006 1.76 
5GH8 1.55 6DT6 1.07 
5GJ7 1.20 6DW4 1.22 
5GS7 1.04 6DX8 1.20 
5LJ8 1.44 6EA7 1.85 
5U4 1.01 6EA8 1.29 
5V4 1.41 6EB8 1.86 
5Y3 .98 6EH7 1.26 
6AB4 1.19 6EJ7 1.17 
6AC10 1.80 6EU7 1.30 
6AK8 .99 6EW6 1.17 
6AL5 .98 6FG7 1.52 
6AM8 1.52 6FM7 1.67 
6AN8 1.65 6GE5 1.88 
6A05 1.11 6GF7 1.73 
6A08 .90 6GH8 1.04 
6AU4 1.58 6GJ7 1.20 
6AU6 .98 6GK5 1.52 
6AU8 1.86 6GK6 1.22 

EDLIE ELECTRONICS, 

sponse; plug-in connectors; 3/A" diameter. 
Has A3F professional three -pin connector on 

the Lo -Z input side and standard phone plug on 
the Hi -Z output side plus loose Switchcraft A3M 
connector for output end of microphone cable. 
$14.40. - Electro-Volce, Inc., 600 Cecil Street. 
Buchanan, Mich. 49107. R -E 

Circle 41 un ,'ruder .5ersire card 

MARCH IS HI -Fl MONTH 
And R -E has some really special 

articles ready for you. Among 
them is a detailed look at the de- 
velopment of the SO system from 
the basic matrix decoder, through 
the latest wave -matching full - 
logic decoder and on to a look at 
what is still to come. 

EDLIE 
BARGAIN 

BONANZA 
OF 

HIGHEST QUALITY 

TUBES 
S US BRAND NEW MANUFACTURER'S 
B OXED TUBES 1R,vd,.ee, De.eer, 
IEC M.IIe.1, etc.! AT )OS OFF LIST! 

7 
0% OFF 

ST 

ALL TUBES 
BRAND NEW 
MANU. BOXED 

70% OFF 
6GM6 1.28 6JS6 2.42 
6GU7 1.36 6JT8 1.47 

6GW8 1.35 6JU8 1.46 

6GX6 1.10 6JW8 1.02 
6HA5 1.26 6KA8 1.61 

6H87 1.41 6KD6 2.93 
6HE5 1.80 6KE8 2.00 
6HF8 1.95 6KG6 2.88 
6H05 1.67 6KN6 2.39 
6HS5 3.00 6KT8 1.77 
6HS8 1.56 6KZ8 1.33 
6HV5 3.08 6L6GC 1.95 
6HZ6 1.04 6166 2.79 
6J10 2.00 6LE8 1.83 
6JC6 1.47 6LF6 2.78 

6JD6 1.52 61E8 1.68 
6JE6 2.85 61J8 1.44 
6JH6. 1.17 6LM8 1.61 

6JH8 1.77 6LN8 .80 

6JM6 2.55 6LR6 2.66 
6JN6 1.76 6LU8 1.58 

WRITE FOR 
FREE VALUE PACKED 

CATALOG 

MINIMUM ORDER $7.50 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Terms: Minimum order $7.50. 
Include postage. Either full pay. 
ment with order or 20% deposit, 
balance C.O.D. 

70% OFF LIST! 
6LY8 1.28 12F07 1.11 
6MD8 1.73 12GE5 1.71 
6ME8 4.30 12GN7 1.82 
6SJ7 1.76 12H17 1.61 
6SK7 1.65 12SA7 1.65 
6SN7 1.32 12S07 2.10 
6S07 1.62 13GF7 1.71 
678 1.55 14BR11 1.91 
6710 1.77 158011 1.80 
6U8 1.28 15CW5 .90 
6U10 2.40 15KY8 2.09 
6V4 .68 16A8 1.14 
6V6 1.47 17AY3 1.22 
6X4 1.13 178E3 1.22 
6X5 1.17 178111 1.95 
6X8 1.47 17BS3 1.22 
6X9 2.10 17CU5 1.02 
6Z10 1.99 17D06 1.82 
7C5 1.41 17JB6 2.10 
7DJ8 1.95 17JZ8 1.35 
7F8 3.00 17KV6 2.84 
7V7 1.80 18GV8 1.53 
8A8 1.02 1978 1.61 
BAWB 1.76 20A03 1.08 
8CG7 1.85 21GY5 1.65 
8GJ7 1.20 21JZ6 1.61 
8JU8 1.35 21LR8 1.80 
8JV8 1.41 21LU8 1.80 
8KR8 1.86 23JS6 3.74 
8LT8 1.32 23Z9 1.56 
9GH8 1.33 24JE6 2.76 
9JW8 1.17 25CG3 1.11 
10CW5 .90 27085 2.55 
10GK6 1.47 30AE3 1.08 
1001118 1.61 30K06 2.59 
100V8 1.23 33GY7 2.10 
10JY8 1.20 35C5 1.05 
10KR8 1.39 3516 1.28 
11BM8 1.73 35W4 .65 
118011 1.76 35Z5 1.11 
12AE10 1.89 3606 2.91 
12AT7 1.13 38HE7 2.39 
12AU7 .99 40KD6 2.91 
12AV6 .77 5005 .99 
12AV7 1.52 50EH5 1.17 
12AX7 .92 5016 1.47 
12AZ7 1.32 117P7 4.80 
12BA6 .93 5879 1.80 
128E6 .99 6267 1.50 
12BH7 1.28 7025 .92 
128Y7 1.17 7189 1.39 
12DK6 1.20 7199 2.10 
12006 1.70 7408 1.50 
12DT8 1.17 7591 1.80 
120W4 1.22 7868 1.95 

INC. 2700-B HEMPSTEAD TPKE., 
0 

LEVITTOWN, N. Y. 11756 

new lit 

All booklets, catalogs, charts, 
data sheets and other litera- 
ture listed here with a Reader 
Service number are free. Use 
the Reader Service Card in- 
side the back cover. 

TOOLS FOR ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY AND 
PRECISION MECHANICS. 96 -page handbook 
describes over 1,900 items. Includes files, 
screwdrivers, wrenches. pliers. power tools. 
tool kits, relay tools, solders, microtools, test 
equipment, metalworking tools, wire strippers. 
etc. Four pages of technical data on tool selec- 
tion include screwdriver selection, machine 
screw data, tool materials, temperature conver- 
sion, drill sizes and more. Contains glossary of 
terms of specific sections at beginning of that 
section. -Jensen Tools and Alloys. 4117 North 
44th Street, Phoenix. Ariz. 85018. 

Circle 42 on reader .service turd 
1974 ELECTRONICS CATALOG, No. 238. 
180 -page booklet contains stereo and four - 
channel receivers, electronic calculators, au- 
tomatic tape cartridge changer and DuoFone 
(telephone answering system for under $80). 
Includes complete line of Realistic home enter- 
tainment products, audio equipment, CB two- 
way radios and walkie-talkies and intercoms. 
Micronta test instruments, Archerkit and Sci- 
ence Fair automotive, electronic and hobby 
kits. Also includes tubes. transistors. cables, 
connectors and adapters; many illustrations 
and prices. -Radio Shack, Dept. R-24, 2617 
West Seventh Street, Fort Worth, Tex. 76107. 

Circle 4.3 on reader .orrice card 
NRI HOME TRAINING IN AIR CONDITIONING, 
REFRIGERATION AND HEATING. Outline of 45 
lesson course covering servicing electric 
motors, refrigerant connections and servicing 
automotive heaters and air conditioners. Train- 
ing units include circuit demonstrator (for 
learning fundamentals of electrical circuits) 
and control simulator (tor learning electric con- 
trols). Each student receives a 5.000 BTU York 
window air conditioner to use as a practice unit 
and later for his personal use.-NRI Training, 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. Washington. D.C. 
20016. 

Circle 44 on reader service curd 
SOLDERING TOOLS CATALOG No. 523 
features all purpose soldering kits from Stan- 
dard, Princess, and Imperial lines. Illustrations 
and applications of the kits' adaptability are 
shown. Included is heater and kit selection 
guide as well as instructions for tip use and 
maintenance. Also featured are production 
aids. de -soldering equipment, and heat 
gun. -Ungar, 233 East Manville. Compton. 
Calif. 90220. 

Circle 45 OH read errice curd 
SIMPLIFIED SCIENCE ACTIVITIES is a 32 -page 
catalog that contains step-by-step units on 
weather, ecology. plants and growing, nature, 
optical illusions, color, astronomy. micro- 
scopes. metric. and physical education. Many 
kits with illustrations and lessons. Also in- 
cluded are various materials, useful teaching 
aides. -Edmund Scientific Co., 486 Edscorp 
Bldg.. Barrington, N.J. 08007. R -E 
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next 
month 

MARCH 1974 
SPECIAL ISSUE 

HIGH-FIDELITY SOUND 

The SQ Generation 
Contributing High -Fidelity 
Editor Len Feldman ex- 
plores the development of 
the SQ matrix system from 
its earliest beginnings 
(3 -dB front -to -back separa- 
tion) to its current status 
with wave -matching and 
full logic. 

Improving Room 
Acoustics 
There are ways to make 
your hi-fi system sound bet- 
ter by improving the acous- 
tics of your listening room. 
This article tells how to do 
it. 

Flat Speaker Systems 
There are two new speaker 
systems that produce a re- 
latively flat speaker enclos- 
ure. One is from Magitran, 
the other from Fisher. 
Here's the inside story on 
how they work. 

Installing Car Tape 
Decks 
A complete guide to instal- 
ling an add-on tape deck 
and speakers in a modern 
automobile. It's easy and 
can be profitable. 

PLUS: 
Technical Topics 
Step -By -Step Trouble- 

shooting Charts 
Transistor Replacement 

Guide 
Appliance Clinic 
Service Clinic 

HOW TO 

INCREASE YOUR 

EARNING 

CAPACITY IN 

JUST 6 WEEKS 
7 

'9, 

FORREST D. WRIGHT 
Field Engineer 

Here's how our Digital Circuit Design course helped Mr. Wright: 
" .. your course helped me immeasurably. I recently applied for a 

new position and got it. Your special training is now helping me 

fulfill my responsibilities on the job." 

Learn advanced CIRCUIT THEORY 
in your spare time; without higher math! 

THE CENTER understands and anticipates your needs for 
working in electronics today. Our courses get results for you 
quickly, with convenient home study. All courses are 100% 
tax deductible. You take no risks. You receive everything on 
a 5 day FREE TRIAL tasis. Decide your future, act today! 

SEND FOR FREE INFORMATION TODAY! 

Send me complete information on the following: 
C7 Digital Cícuit Design IC Logic Design O Power Supply Design 

MOS/FET & J/FET Circuit Design UJT Circuit Design 

Name Age 

Street 

City State Zip 

enter Dept:RE174 
1 \`1Cf 

Phone: 513/296-1020 

for technic 2876 CULVER AVENUE 
DAYTON, OHIO 45429 

i 
i 
i 
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DISCOUNT 
TEST 

EQUIPMENT 
SPECIALISTS 

vizaf 

NCOFE 
'/ nrpt.nitrrrggyll 

COMPLETE LINE OF 
ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 

ICC/Mullard & Raytheon Tubes 
Telematic Test Rigs 
TV Tuner Subber 

FREE CATALOG 

FO(DH3M 
Radio Supply Co., Inc. 

558 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.V. 10451 
Tel: (212) 585-0330 

Circle 66 on reader service card 

IMPROVED ASCII ENCODER 

(continued from page 6/) 

sensing is translated down to ground by IC3 

and acted on by IC2 to get the proper three 

bit code. For instance, with no current 
through Ql or Q2, the output code 
101-XXXX is sent, corresponding to a 

character P through Z. Current through 
either other transistor sets up the numbers 

or lower alphabet code. And this gives us 

our basic 48 key encoding scheme. 
Now, we add some refinements. The shift 

key acts on IC2 to change from punctuation 
to numbers or backwards. If a code from 

0000 through 1011 is sent, this is recognized 

by IC5 as a number, a colon, or a semicolon. 
IC5 then tells IC4 to leave the shift com- 
mand the way it was, and a unshifted key 

gets you a number, and a shifted key gets 

you the equivalent punctuation. On the 

other hand, if codes 1100 through 1111 are 

sent, IC5 detects this, and through the 

exclusive -or gate in IC4, compliments the 

shift line. Now, the shift key works 
backwards, putting the four problem punc- 

tuation keys back the way they belong. This 
is admittedly a bootstraps operation, but the 

time for the output to tell the input to shift is 

only a few nanoseconds, an utterly negligi- 

ble time compared to most contact condi- 
ing and compliment -the -shift -if -12 -or - 
greater circuit only affects the number keys. 

Any alphabet or punctuation key in col- 
umns IV or V are not affected by this cir- 
cuit since Q2 is not sensing a "numbers" 
key. 

Finally, the control key forces outputs 6 

and 7 to ground regardless of anything else. 

automatically shifting from a alphanumeric 
command to a machine command. The 
spacebar is diode encoded to simultaneously 
provide a shift and a 0, or a "capital Q", 
while the carriage return key uses two 
diodes to simultaneously give you a "con- 
trol" and a "M" command. Other special 
keys are easily added, often by using two 
more diodes per key. If you need a DEL or 
delete key, the simplest way to do this is to 
break output line 6 with a SPDT key and 

route it to +5. The normal output of the 

encoder is 101-1111 when no key is in use. 

This changes it to III -I I 1 I or DEL. If you 

must have. the lower case alphabet (make 
sure the other end of the system can handle 

or recognize it), you can leave the DEL key 
down to generate it. 

Building it 
A PC board is shown along with a parts 

list and notes on kit availability. We cannot 
tell you, now, what keyboards are available. 
Check the ads in the back of this issue for a 

guide. Before construction, you have to de- 

cide whether you are going to use mechani- 
cal contacts or resistive ones and place the 

program jumper accordingly, +5 for 
mechanical contacts or +12 for elastomeric 
ones. A 12 -volt battery may also he used, as 

no input current is drawn unless a key is 

pressed, or you can tack a 6 -volt battery on 

top of the +5 -volt line for I I volts. Resistors 
R I and R2 also have to be changed. I K for 
the +5 -volt supply, or 3.3K for the + 12 -volt 
supply. If the encoder is to he used on a 

keypunch style keyboard, it easily mounts 
on one end of the unit by using four spacer 
blocks. A slight amount of filing may be 

(continued on page 94) 

FIf1TfRNATIONAL it UCACY 
MCt If M1-zaoo<N 

The FM-2400CH provides an 

accurate frequency standard for 
testing and adjustment of mobile 
transmitters and receivers at pre- 
determined frequencies. 

The FM-2400CH with its extended range 
covers 25 to 1000 MHz. The frequencies 
can be those of the radio frequency channels 
of operation and/or the intermediate fre- 
quencies of the receiver between 5 MHz and 
40 MHz. 

Frequency Stability: ± .0005% from +50° 
to +104°F. 
Frequency stability with built-in thermometer 
and temperature corrected charts: ± .00025% 
from +25° to +125° (.000125% special 450 

MHz crystals available). 

Self-contained in small portable case. Complete 
solid state circuitry. Rechargeable batteries. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG! 

MOBILE 

- 

Tests Predetermined Frequencies 25 to 1000 
Extended Range Covers 950 MHz Band 
Pin Diode Attenuator for Full Range Coverage 
as Signal Generator 
Measures FM Deviation 

I- .. 
---oxf 

i 

MHz 

FM-2400CH 
(meter only) $595.00 

RF crystals (with temper- 
ature correction) 24.00 ea. 

RF crystals (less temper- 
ature correction) 18.00 ea. 

IF crystals catalog price 

INTERNATIONAL 

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC. 
tO NO. LEE OKLA CITY. ONLA. 73102 
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new books 
MAW Systems Handbook -Design, Installation & Maintenance by Allen 
Pawlowski. Tab Books, Monterey & Pinola Sts., Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 

17214. 176 pp. 91/2"x 51/2". Hardcover 57.95, Softcover 54.95. 
A top -to -bottom look at MATV systems - from antenna basics down to 

TV filters and attenuators. The author presents a bedrock background 
for readers unfamiliar with technical terminology. He covers the various 
types of antennas for vhf and uhf, down -conversions, mixers, filters and 
traps, isolation and insertion loss, impedance matching and selectivity. 
The basics of master antennas, coax cables, splitters and couplers, taps 
and other terminating devices and matching transformers are covered in 
the early portion of the book. Then the reader is introduced to the ins and 
outs of designing complete systems. Must reading for the technician 
getting involved in MATV. 

Selecting & Improving Your Hl -F1 System by Harvey F. Swearer. Tab 
Books, Monterey & Pinola Sts., Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214. 224 pp. 
81" x 51h". 57.95. 

Never before has the hi-fi buff had such a wide range of selection as he 
is currently offered. In this book the author explains what features each 
unit in the hi-fi system should provide and what the buyer should look for. 
He does not tell you the best system for you to buy simply because the 
best system for you is the one that fills your specific needs. Among the 
chapters in this book are: program sources, AM/FM receivers and am- 
plifiers, 4 -channel sound, stereo record players, tape recorders, connec- 
tors and cables, hi-fi speaker systems, speaker enclosures, and overall 
system checks. 

Regulated Power Supplies by Irving M. Gottlelb. Howard W. Sams & Co., 
Inc., 4300 W. 62 St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268. 160 pp. 81/4" x 51/4". Soft- 
cover 54.95 (55.95 In Canada). 

The regulated power supply has become a vital part of modern elec- 
tronic devices. This kind of supply enables circuits powered by it to pro- 
vide low distortion and stable operation under varying loads. The book 
starts off by showing the advantages of using regulated supplies, then 
goes on into the characteristics of their operation and continues into 
methods of using them. A final chapter discusses integrated circuits and 
monolithic modules used in today's regulated power supplies. 

Introduction to Medical Electronics - For Electronics & Medical Person- 
nel by Burton R. Klein. Tab Books, Monterey & Pinola Sts., Blue Ridge 
Summit, Pa. 17214. 271 pp. 81/4"x 5'/s". Hardcover 59.95, Softcover 56.95. 

This one book ties together medicine and electronics in a mannner that 
can be understood and easily digested by members of both professions. 
For non -medical personnel, a body is described in depth as an anatomi- 
cal and physiological system. There is a continuing tie-in of physiological 
activities of the body with the equipment that is designed to detect, am- 
plify and present data signals concerning the body. On the electronic 
end, the various categories of electromedical equipment are described as 

is maintenance, fault sensing, equipment management, and follow-up for 
preventive maintenance. A valuable text and reference in the field of 
medical electronics. 

Transistor Specifications Manual, 6th Edition by the Howard W. Sams 
Engineering Staff. Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62 St., In- 
dianapolis, Ind. 46268. 160 pp. 104" x 81/4". Softcover 54.50 (55.40 in 

Canada). 
In the time since the first transistors were made available, the total 

number of types has increased tremendously. Many of these transistors 
are no longer on the market, many were produced with no type numbers, 
and others by manufacturers no longer producing transistors. When 
these types are encountered in older equipment, it is usually difficult, if 
not impossible, to locate transistor specifications. This manual contains 
three principal sections designed to provide maximum information about 
the transistor -a specification section, a LED identification section and 
an outline section. This newest, expanded version contains all the infor- 
mation you need to locate a proper replacement for more than 12.000 
different transistor types. 

1-2-3-4 Servicing Automobile Stereo, 2nd Edition by Forest H. Belt. How- 
ard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62 St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268. 240 pp. 
81/4" x 51". Softcover $4.95 (55.95 in Canada). 

This text outlines an effective troubleshooting system that results in a 

reduced call back rate since the system is so complete that it catches 
even borderline faults that are often overlooked. Follow the procedures 
diligently and as the author states: "You can't fall into the common 
fix -only -what's -obvious trap." Sets that you repair stay repaired. This is 

the second edition of this book and has been brought completely up-to- 
date with many new illustrations and updated additional text information. 
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GRANTHAM OFFERS YOU 

College -Level Training 
and a college degree. 

Electronic Circuit Design, 
Engineering Analysis (includ- 
ing mathematics thru calculus), 
Classical and Solid -State. 
Physics, Engineering Design, 
etc., etc., are all part of 
the Grantham home -study de- 
gree program in Electronics 
Engineering. 
(Regardless of what you may 
llave read in another school's 
ad, Grantham does leach 
college -level circuit design 
by house study.) 

By adding col lege- 
level home training 
and a college degree 
to your experience. 
you can move rip to 
greater opportuni- 
ties in electronics. 

Grantham offers the 
A. S. E.T. degree by corre- 
spondence. After earn- 
ing this degree, you may 
continue with additional 
correspondence plus a one -week 
residential seminar and certain transfer credits, to 

earn the B.S. E.T. degree. Then, the B. S. E. E. is 

available through further residential attendance. 

GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
2000 Stoner Ave.. Los Angeles CA 90025 

Telephone (213) 477-1901 

Established in 1951 - G.I. Bill approved. 
Mail the coupon below for free bulletin. 

Grantham School of Engineering RE 2-74 

2000 Stoner Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025 

I have been in electronics for- - years. Please 
mail me your free bulletin which gives details con- 
cerning your electronics degree programs. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 
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NOW 
A PROFESSIONAL 

BURGLAR -FIRE ALARM SYSTEM. 
YOU CAN INSTALLYOURSELF. 

ONLY 129.95 

w 

Save hundreds of dollars in alarm installation and monthly service 
charges. The EICO SS -500 "install -it -yourself" burglar -fire alarm sys- 
tem offers you the kind of professional protection you have been look- 
ing for, at a price you can afford. The SS -500 has been designed on 
the EICO "Expandability Concept" that enables you to "add-on" protec- 
tion to meet your own special needs. Before you purchase any security 
system, we suggest you read the EICO Security Handbook and see how 
easy EICO makes it to "Do -it -Yourself." 

FREE EICO CATALOG/SPECIAL OFFER! 
Security handbook (Reg. $2.95) only S1.50 with this ad. Includes a 
catalog on EICO Security Systems, Test Instruments, Stereo, Hobby Kits 
and name of nearest distributor. For catalog only, check reader service 
card or send 250 for first class mail service. '`-/w 
EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 l[i f4rii// 
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(1) 
birth defects 
are forever. 
unless you help. 
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KEYBOARD ENCODER 

(continued from page 92) 

necessary on these blocks. depending on 
your soldering on the circuit hoard to get 
things to lie flat. The bypass capacitor 
should be mounted component side. but 
with slightly long leads and bent flat. 
Otherwise interference between CI 
and the metal case or rails holding the key- 
board in your system may result. 

There are 23 input leads. These are di- 
rectly wired to the keys following the wiring 
matrix of figure one. (If you're using the 
Radio -Electronics Low -Cost Keyboard. re- 
wire the jumper matrix to suit.) If you have 
to run through a connector or otherwise 
want to minimize the interconnect leads. the 
diodes DI through D4 can he placed on the 
keyboard end. reducing you to 21 connec- 
tions. Normally you mount the encoder in- 
tegrally with your keyboard and this doesn't 
matter. 

Note that whatever keyboard you use. the 
keytops must he ASCII ones. This means 
that the "capital 2" has to be a #. the capital 
colon a .. the capital semicolon a dash or 
minus. and so on. Otherwise. you have to 
remark the keyboards. 

Using a keypunch keyboard 
These are easily recognized by their 

bright blue keys and are now available from 
several surplus sources. More can possibly 
be expected since keypunch equipment is 
more or less headed to obsolescence. An 
unmodified one of these has the keys and 
keypairings all wrong. since they originally 

TEST RIG FOR TUBE & 50110 STATE 
THE COMBO RIG 
MODEL CJ -175 

O 

5> A. -. .-.. 

teje atic 

$8995 
less picture tube ELIMINATES HAULING CABINET 

& TUBE 
SPEEDS TROUBLE SHOOTING 
SERVICES TUBE & SOLID STATE 
TELEMATIC TEST RIG CJ -175 

CONSISTS OF: 
Compact metal case 
Universal Yoke 
Convergence Yoke 
Blue Lateral Magnet 
Solid State Transverter 
4' Anode Extension 
4' 90 degree CRT 

Extension 
4' Yoke Extension 
Convergence Load 
4 Yoke adaptors for 

Solid State 

! : 
~ `452 ,y 

Write us for free subscription of current cross-reference charts. 
2245 Pitkin Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 
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were EBCDIC coded. a non-standard and 
older code. Fortunately the callouts go 
where you can't reach them with a finger. 
and attractive stick-ons are easy to do. (see 
parts lists) as are instant transfer letters, or 
white ink fro the stationery store. 

Various solvents (lacquer thinner. etc.) 
easily remove the old ink, or it may he care- 
fully scraped off with an Xacto knife or a 

razor blade. Don't soak the keys in solvent 
as it may attack the plastic. Keyboards 
available from some sources are completely 
rebuilt for ASCII use. If you are doing your 
own instead, rearrange the parts so you 
have a rectangular block of keys with the 
black keys on top and the blue ones in the 
middle. Again, if you are rebuilding your 
own, you probably will end up short by at 
least two or three blue keys. These may he 
repainted as needed. ASCII modified 
keyboards come with everything the right 
color. Extra mounting blocks on one end 
support the encoder. The encoder may he 
mounted above or below the rails, although 
the lower position is much easier to wire. 
Output may he directly soldered, or con- 
nected with a standard 12 -pin PC edge con- 
nector. 

One way to simplify the wiring with this 
type of keyboard is to use soldc'rnhle magnet 
wire-stuff that you can solder right through 
the insulation. Beldsol and Soldereeie are 
two types. This way. you loop the wire from 
terminal to terminal and then solder it in 

place without stripping. Stripping or at least 
pretinning is still recommended at the PC 
board end. It takes extra heat to solder 
through the insulation, but don't use so big 
an iron or gun that you melt the key assemb- 
lies or hurt the PC hoard. Heat the joint 

in" pot, r 

FREE catág 
aver 

1000 
unigUe tools, 

handy kits, 
precision 

' instruments, 
technical 
supplies. 

Our 21st year of service to the World's 
finest craftsmen and technicians. /\ Natrona Camera 

2000 We.I Unfen Are. Dept.GLE 
E,, .weed Colored. 110110 

um Ulm la ~I WM OM MI 
Send a FREE copy of the nc Flasher 

name 

1 
address 

city 

state zip \ Nafbna / Camera 
2000W..! Union Are. Dept. GEE 
Ems- lew..d. C.lpr.d. 40110 
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4 Money -saving reasons 
to buy EICO'S Solid State - 

Test Equip t ent. 

I " 242 

330 

n-3-79 - 

EICO 242 FET-TVOM. Peak -to -peak 

measurements of AC volts and m'lli- 
amps. 61/z" meter. 7 non -skip ranges. 

High input impedance. Low 1 volt 

scale. DC/AC Multi -Probe. AC or bat- 

tery operated. Kit $79.95, Wired 
5109.95. 

EICO 330 RF Signal Generator. 5 bands 

cover a range from 100 kHz to 54 MHz. 

Calibrated modulation adjustment con- 

trol. 400 Hz audio output. Provision 
for modulating RF with internal or 

external signal source. Kit 564.95, 
Wired 599.95. 

-- 
EICO 379 Sine/Square Wave Genera- 

tor. Simultaneous sine and square wave 

outputs. Covers 20 Hz to MHz in five 
ranges. Low distortion sultzer feed- 
back circuit. Square wave rise time 
better than 0.1 microseconds. Kit 
S74.95, Wired $109.95. 

EICO TR-410 Triggered Sweep Scope. 
100% solid state. DC to 10MHz band- 
width. Sweep synchronized gate out- 
put. Z -Axis input. Use as vectorscope 
for color TV servicing. One probe for 
direct and 10:1 measurements. Wired 
5429.95. 

FREE 32 PAGE EICO CATALOG 
For latest catalog on Eico Solid State Test Equipment, Automotive 
and Hobby Electronics, Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems, Stereo, and 
name of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader service card or 
send 254 for fast first class mail service. // --/-Oti ) rr 

EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 
(f'frl 
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Circle 69 on rradrr Aen-icc curd 

1 II1 

Assemble this digital clock and calendar 
in just one evening... get continuous 
readout of hour, 
minute and second, 
plus month and day. 
This new Digital Concepts electronic digital clock and 
calendar indicates the hours, minutes and seconds 
or the month and the day ... or alternates between time 
and date at 10 second intervals Glowing orange digital 
readot.t (a continuous character .55 inch high) is visible 
from almost any viewing angle, no matter how light or 
dark the room 

Operation is totally silent, with accuracy to within seconds 
a month, life expectancy is an incredible 100.003 hours 

CHOICE OF DISPLAY MODES 

You can decide to display time only. date only. 
or a continuous 10 -second cycle in which time 
alternates with date You can operate on a 

12 hour or 24 -hour international time sequence 
And you can change all display modes instantly 

any time you wish by flicking simple controls 

BEAUTIFUL, AND BEAUTIFULLY EASY 

TO ASSEMBLE 
The contemporary hand rubbed oiled walnut 
cahiret is ideal for home, office or place of 
business And a very memorable gift All com- 
ponents of the kit mount on two interlocking 
punted circuit boards. for easy assembly in one 
evening. using only a soldering iron and a pair 
of diagonal cutters. The only wire in the kit is 

the line cord Accuracy is assured by one 
MOS/CSI integrated circuit "chip" and top 
quality electronic components throughout. 

The Digital clock and calenda' is also available 
factory assembled. 

ORDER NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

Send this coupon with your check or money 
order for fast delivery anywhere in the world 
Money back guarantee if not fully satisfied 

u - 

Circle 72 nn r'cudcr scrrric'c card 

I 2.5 19 i 

digibal concepbs 
249 Route 46, Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07662 

f ncicsed please knit my r her 4 or money order for 

5_ __ or charge my Masten.harge at count 

number expiration date___ 
ti- Cover the tollowmg order 

kilts) of electronic s only Model CK-100 

n $68.00 each 

cabinet(s), with tare and mounting hardware 

Model C-31 $18.00 each 

factory assembled calendar rlor F(s) Model 

EC -102 x 5108.00 each 

Add 53 0010 cover costs of postage and handling 

trame 

Address __ __- 
City 

State - Zip _ _ 
Iir I 
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Save money 
ZENITH 
221-45 Color IC 2 for $4.95 
212-109 Voltage Trip. $4.95 
212-136 Voltage Trip. $4.95 
212 -72 -Coy. Bd. Diode 2 for $1.00 

PHONO EQUIP. 
SONOTONE-8-T 2 for $3.95 
BSR-TC8S 2 for $3.95 
VARCO CN-72 2 for $3.95 

SPEAKERS 
31/2" Sq. $ .69 
4" Sq. $ .79 
2x6" $ .99 
4x6" $1.29 
5x7" $1.99 
6x9" $2.59 
6" Round $1.79 
8" Round $2.59 

CONDENSERS (LIMITED) 
.001 Mfd.-1 KV 20 for $1.00 
.0039 Mfd. 1 KV. 20 for $1.00 
.0068 Mfd. 1.2 KV 20 for $1.00 
.056 Mfd. 600 Volts 20 for $1.00 
.047 Mfd. 1 KV 20 for $1.00 
.01 Mfd. 400 Volts 25 for $1.00 
100 Asst'd Mica Cond. $1.19 
150 Mfd. 150V-50Mfd.-50V 3 for $1.00 
100 Mfd.-150 Volts 6 for $1.19 

DIODES -SEMI -CONDUCTORS 
25-2.5 Amp. -100 PIV (I.R.) $4.95 
6500 PIV Focus Rectifiers 4 for $2.00 
13.5 KV Focus Rect. 5 for $3.00 
Color Boost Rect. 5 for $2.00 
1 N34A diodes 25 for $2.00 
3.59 Mhz. Color Crystals (SPEC.) ..3 for $1.98 

CONTROLS -RESISTORS 
20 Asst'D MALLORY CONTROLS $2.00 
20 Asst'd. W.W. Sizes & Watt. ... 20 for $1.39 
53 Meg. IRC HV Res. 4 for $2.00 
66 Meg. IRC HV Res. (SPEC) 4 for $2.00 

5-40 KV HV Anode Leads $1.00 
10 -B/W Anode Leads $1.00 
10 AC Interlocks -Polarized $1.00 
Color CRT Boost. 90% $4.59 
Color CRT Boost. 70% $4.49 
70% Cony. Assembly $1.79 
25 Asst'd Term. Strips $1.00 
CRT Harness Color 23" & 25" Sets 5 for 52.00 
DELAY LINES 2 for $1.19 
50 Assorted Fuses (Boxed) $2.00 
COAX "F" Connectors 6 for $1.19 
Blue Lat. Mag./Purity Rings 2 for $2.98 
10 Asst'd Align. Tools $1.98 
AC -Cube Taps -3 Outlets 5 for $1.00 
Hi -Gain 2 Set Coupler $1.89 
Hi -Gain 4 Set Coupler $2.79 

TUNERS NEW WITH TUBES 
G.I. Parallel $3.95 
SyIv. Trans. 54-29331-3 $6.95 
Syly. Trans. 54-35055-2 $6.95 
G.E. Parallel-ET38X318 $6.95 
G.E. Trans. EP86X15 $6.95 
PhilCo Series - 5GJ7-3H05 .... $4.95 

COLOR YOKES 
MAGNAVOX 361340-Equiv, Y-133 $4.00 
DY-95AC-Y-109 $6.95 
Sklvertone 80-56-4G $4.95 
Motorola (Qusar)-24D68592B01 $5.95 

MINIMUM ORDER $15.00 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

TUBES UP TO 80% OFF 

SEND CHECK OR 
MONEY ORDER 

TV TECH SPECIALS 
P.O. Box 603 

Kings Park, L.I., N.Y. 11754 

KEYBOARD ENCODER 

(continued front page 95) 

first. After the insulation smokes, add a 
mininunn amount of solder. 

Testing the encoder 
The obvious test is an acid test -connect 

it to the T\ Typewriter or a terminal and 
see if it sends the right letters. A way that 
ties up less fancy equipment is to use a hatch 
of IC driveable test lamps or LED's to 
simultaneously monitor all the outputs. 

If some stickiness or reluctance is experi- 
enced with the spacebar and carriage return 
keys, raise the supply voltage slightly or re- 
place DI and D2 (the diodes that go to ICI) 
ttith metal harrier low -threshold diodes 
such as a M BI)101 or something else with a 
0.3 volt forward drop or less at 6-mA cur- 
rent. Of several IC I's tested, operation was 
satisfactory down to 4.7 volts. Maximum 
permissible voltage applied to the +5 termi- 
nal is 6.8 volts. A tightly regulated 5.1 or 
5.2 -volt supply should work with practically 
all units. 

As with any keyboard system, some form 
of dehouncing and noise elimination is 
essential. Normally. as in the TV typewrit- 
er. this is provided internally. If not. one 
possible circuit is shown in Fig. 2 that hand- 
les most any keyboard. An optional parity 
generator and parallel to serial converter 
were shown in the original article. These 
may he used as add-ons. or newer \MOS 
asynchronous receiver -transmitter integ- 
rated circuits can he used for the same task. 
If enough readers need this sort of thing. 
we'll work up a project on it. R -E 

APPLIANCE CLINIC 
(continued from page 26) 

pected switch. etc. and apply potter. If the 
unit starts to heat, run. etc.. turn it oft and 
replace that thermostat or switch. 

In the plastic -cased thermostats. 
switches. etc.. check the terminals. They 
should he clean, and tight in the body of the 
unit. In quite a few eases, the switch con- 
tacts can overheat. cause the body of the 
switch to char. and make the terminal come 
loose! This is a dandy cause of intermittent 
operation of the appliance. It will work per- 
fectly one time. then refuse to go at all the 
next. Wiggle airing. and check terminals. 
etc. Something is loose. not making good 
tight contact. 

Careful attention to small details can help 
you find and fix some otherwise puzzling 
problems. Check everything! R -E 

/ 
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PLEASE WRITE FOR 
COMPLETE INFORMATION 

TOOL KITS 
FIELD ENGINEER TOOL KIT JTK-17 ^! Includes more 

than 100 tools! 

Write for brochure 

More than 100 fine tools used for servicing in the field. 
Used on communications equipment, business machines, 
computers, all kinds of electronit systems. All tools and 
VOM tester are furnished in deluxe ,Itbtchc'case. 

FIELD ENGINEER ATTACHE'CASES 

. 

a 

F. e 
ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY TOOLS 
Lists more than 1700 items -pliers, tweezers.! 
wire strippers, vacuum systems, relay tools, 
optical equrpr rnt, tool kits and cases. 

dL L 

Five styles 

r 
Pockets for 60 tools. Solid wood frame. Mar- 
velon cover, all brass hardware. Compartments in base for 
spare parts and a test meter. Dimensions: 18 v 13 x 4-1/2". 

Write for catalog. - rOOlS 1 

available 

/r' 

E/1JETTBS.N TOOL9 aQ ALLOYIB Ilt-- 1117 N. //TN 5i11EE1, tNOE1Nx, ARIZONA /S0,11 
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NOW IS THE TIME TO ECONOMIZE 
FREE $1 BUY WITH EVERY 10 YOU ORDER OniSlaPbluvt 

CANADIANS: Ordering is easy - we do the paperwork - try o small order 

i-awc14- 

-ego- 

#3-n K .-ow- 

IBM 5 CTIONOR 
8 se/honed Volta we 
null for al are 
loaded with over 
150 valuable part. 
Incl. - Translator. 
Condensers, Reel. - 
tor.. Heat Sinks, 
Diodes, Cie. 

8 for sl 
100 for3lO 

RCA 110 FLYBACK TRANSFORMER 

Vs .cooped the Mark" 
Latest type - standard 
for 11 110 TV's 
RCA's design of large 
Coll produces 18KV- 
&e.uring adequate width 

1 Intl.Sehematle Diagram 
Ir 

1 

application for any TV 
List price $13.90 

Your price .. 
t 3.95 

10% off in lot. of 3 

110' TV DEFLECTION YOKE for all 1 49 
type. TV's Ind schematic `F 

"COMBINATION SPECIAL" r--1 "COMBINATION 
110° FLYBACK 6 95 

plus 110' DEFLECTION YOKE U 
90° FLYBACK TRANSFORMER for all .2.95 
type TV's incl schematic 
90' TV DEFLECTION YOKE for all type 12.95 
TV's inel schematic .... 

70' FLYBACK TRANSFORMER for all type .2 
TV's ind schematic. 

70' TV DEFLECTION YOKE for all type .2 
TV's inel schematic 
SHARP 110' FLYBACK & YOKE COMBI- 
NATION .8FT-582 Good for moat por- 1 5.95 
table TV 1 

90' COLOR YOKE For all Rectangu-11 0.95 
lac 19 to 25" Color CRT'. 
RCA COLOR FLYBACK Pan .1133026 1 .95 
(Stancor u HO - Ito 
1 - RCA COLOR YOKE PART .206214- .5.95 
50 J 
70 COLORE YOKE For 95 

all round color CRT's nP I 
SONY UHF TUNER -TRANS- 
ISTOR TYPE exact replace á3 35 
meat, complete w/knobs 
4ortment - TV ALIa 

1 

MENT TOOLSmt useful as- 

( --1 

11 sGN a 

4 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS For Color 11.49 - TV r2 6 - TV COLOR ALIGNMENT TOOLS 11.79 
Most popular type. .. .. .... 

SARKES TARZIAN TUNER 

Y 1 
' 

l ;- 
ira ti 

i fE4 

41mc 

Latest Compact 
Model good for 
all 41 me TV's. 

BRAND NEW - 

Best TUNER "SARKES TAR- 
ZIAN" ever made -last word for 
stability, definition & smoothness 
of operation. An opportunity -to 
improve and bring your TV Re- 
ceiver up-to-date. 579S 

COMPLETE with Tubes 

WESTINGHOUSE FM TUNER 
4.476-V-015001 ... Transis- .3.99 

for 

WESTINGHOUSE 
FM TUNER (12DTR 11.95 

Tube) 
UHF TUNER -TRANSISTOR TYPE Used 13.95 
in all TV sets. 

1-ISTANDARD TUNER -TRANSISTOR (GUIDED $ 
GRIDI a Channel closed circuit 
PHILCO TV TUNERS Model -76.139843.4.95 
(5GJ7-3HQ5) F 

MAGNAVOX 
TV TUNER 3401273 (6CG8- 17.95 

6GK5 tubs) ... 

GE - TV TUNER 1 7.95 
Model ET PAX314-(SGK551J8) 
WELLS GARDNER TV TUNER 1.95 
#7A120-1 (4GS7-2HAS tubes) 51 
WELLS GARDNER TV TUNER 25A13í917.95 
(6IJ8-6HAS tube.) 

FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER - SHANNON MYLAR RECORDING TAPE 

WESTINGHOUSE ALL TRAN- 
SISTOR HOME/OFFICE 

MESSAGE CENTER 
Leaves messages for other for replay , Built in 
speaker/microphone for talk -into convenience ... Re- 
cords up to 3 minutes of messages . . . Illuminated 
signal shows when a message is waiting. Control 
adjusts playback volume without affecting recording 
volume Capstan Drive: 
BRAND NEW SOLD AS IS 

57.95 

MARKET SCOOP COLUMN 
ZENITH COLOR DEMODULATOR CHIP 
PART .22139 (Sprague Eqv. TVC-M- 13.95 
1) 

BLUE LATERAL MAGNET ASSY. Re- 41,59 
placement for moat color TV's 1 

UNIVERSAL TV ANTENNA Back of set 42,79 
punting ... S section rods 

COLOR CONVERGENCE ASSEMBLY Uni- .2.49 
versal type good for most sets 

COLOR -TV RECTIFIER - Used in moat 11 .95 
color sets -6600 kv 3 for 1 

2 COLOR -TV CRT SOCKETS Wired lead., 11 
for all color TV's 1 3 - RCA 110' CRT SOCKETS Wire& leads, 11 
for all TV'. 1 

70° COLOR TUBE 
BRIGHTNER 

90' COLOR TUBE BRIGHTNER 

s3.95 

s/E.95 

2 - COLORBURST DUARTZ-CRYSTAL . 1,69 
For Mat Color TV sets 3579.545 KC 

5 ASSTD. GLOSAR VARISISTOR Popular re- .1 
placements for moat COLOR TV 

KLEPS "CLEVER" TEST PRODS 

"Third -hand" test prods, reach into out 
of way places - Insulated - cannot slip - 

accommodates bare wire or banana 
plug -no soldering. 

PRUF 10 VERSATILE TEST .89 
PROBE...... .. 
KLEPS 10 - BOATHOOK CLAMP - $ 1 .39 
414" long 1 

KLEPS 20 - BOATHOOK CLAMP - 11 .49 

KEEPS 
PUE 80' loanyFLEXIBLE-FORKE 

7" long 
D 51.79 

TERMINALS 6W 
KEEPS 40 

E'x long 
BOARD $ .59 

KEEPS 1 -ECONOMY KLEPS-FOR ,99 
LIGHT WORK _.... 

ASTATIC PICKUP MODEL 700-89T Con- 
tain. 89T ceramic cartridge LIST 12.9 
PRICE $17.03.._ 
20 - DIPPED MYLER CAPACITORS .01- 11 
600V 1 

20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACITORS .033- 11 
000V... 
20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACITORS .0033- 11 
1000 V 

15 -DIPPED MYLAR CAPACITORS 
.056-400 V 51 
15 - MOLDED TUBULAR CAPACITORS a1 
.1168-400 V.. 

20 - DIPPED MYLER CONDENSERS .0039- 81 
400 V 

10 - SPRAGUE "ORANGE DROF" CAPACI- 11 
TORS .0066 2000 Volt 1 

TACHOMETER 2W" SQUARE PANEL 
METER 1-VDC, full and., 33 O'tm coil 
resiatance 0-6000 R.P.M..___.. ..___ 
1 - CASSETTE TYPE DYNAMIC MI- 
CROPHONE with universal plugs -20012.49 Ohms.. .. ... ... ... ....... 

10 - SETS PHONO PLUGS & PIN JACKS a'1 
RCA type .. .. 1 

8 -PRINTED CIRCUIT IF TRANSFORMERS $ 
4 -Lug, 456 KC. 

STEREO TONE ARMS Moat popular type- 12 
turn over cartndge 
4-50' HANKS HOOK-UP WISE assorted 1 colors 
100' -SPOOL SPEAKER WIRE 2 rand. .1 .79 
mini tip, clear, 101 teas . .. 

10 - ASST. RADIO 6 TV TUBES Every 11 
Tube a good number 1 

5 - AUDIO OUTPUT TRANSFORM Sub -min a1 r-1 
for Trim. Radio 1 

5 - I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 45óke for a1 
Transistor Radice.. 1 

6" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER Too quality 11.29 
Special huy F .....1 
ALL 
II2BE -I2BA1CAN 635W 

TUBE40P) KIT (12ÁV6- 1 .99 

1 - GARRARD RECORD CHANGERS 1.50 
Special buy 

UTAH "CELESTA" 3 -WAY CO-AXs 
1 

6.95 
SPEAKERS 8"-l0 oa Mag: 30 Watts 
UTAH "CELESTA" 3 -WAY CO-AX$ A .95 
SPEAKERS 12-21 a Mag.-46 Watts_ a4 

VU I" PANEL METER 
0-30 alb Scale 

$1.29 

3" - 225' .19 

31/4' - 800'.._ .58 

5" - 600' .62 

5" - 900'.._ .80 

S" - 1200' .97 

5" - 1800'. 1.49 

7" - 1200' .77 

7" - 1800'. 1.12 

7" - 2400'. 1.79 
7" - 3600' 2.95 

CASSETTE C-60 .59 
CASSETTE C-90 1,19 

CASSETTEC-120(TDK) 1.97 
8 -Track - 64 Min 1.29 
8 -Track - 90 Mln. 1.59 
8 -Track - Cleaner 1.49 

3" TAPE REEL 08 

36/4" TAPE REEL 10 

5" TAPE REEL 24 

7" TAPE REEL 35 

MATCHED PAIRS TRANSISTORS NPN 6 1-1 
PNP (2744252-274290I (2742222-2742907)11 
Each set ...... 1 

KNOB SPECIAL 
100 - ASSORTED RADIO KNOBS All *1 
standard types $20 value 

50 - TV KNOBS - POPULAR TYPES $ 1 
Mostly Selector A Fine Tuning 
20 - VERTICAL LINEARITY KNOBS 
Long shank ... Front mount . as- 11 
son went 
20 - VERTICAL LINEARITY KNOBS 4'1 
.. Side mount .. Standard sites 

25 -KNURLED SHAFT KNOBS Hard to /1 
get ... Bent selection .. . . 

25 - CLOCK & RADIO KNOBS moat a1 
popular types 

6 KITS FOR 15 

TRANSISTOR RADIO out type good, .1 ,50 
bad, broken. aaia, potluck 
TAPE RECORDER -.snorted type 

good. 
$4 r-1 TAPE 

broken, a. -is, potluck 
300 - ASST. 'h W RESISTORS Top Brand 17 
Short Lewis, Excellent Selection 1 

100 - ASST W WATT RESISTORS stand, 11 
choice ohmage, some in 5% 

I-1100 
- ASST 'h WATT RESISTORS stand, 11 

choice ohmage, some in 5% 

70 - ASST 1 WATT RESISTORS stand, 11 
choice ohmage., some in 5% .. ... ........... 
35 - ASST 2 WATT RESISTORS stand, 1 
choice ohmage, some In SW 

50 - PRECISION RESISTORS east lint- 1 
price ISO lea. 984..... . 

20 - ASSORTED WIREWOUND RES'S 11 
TORS, 5, 10, 20 watt .. 

10 - ASSORTED SLIDE SWITCHES SPST, k1 
SPDT. DPDT, etc.......... 1 

25 - SYLVANIA HEAT SINKS For Tranais 11 
ton 

20 - ASSORTED TV COILS I.F, VIDEO, 1 
sound, radio, etc. I 
1 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS .1 
200/300000/100 MFD -25 V ... .. 1 

1- ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 10011 
MFD-400V ........ 1 

3 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 20/3011 
MFD-45) V.... ... ........... _..... 1 

5 - 9 VOLT MOTORS Excellent for hobby- 
ist 
6" PHILIPS "INVERTED CONE" 8 .29 
SPEAKER Top quality ... Thinline...... 

r-11-6" . 9" HEAVY DUTY 10 O2 119.95 
SPEAKER Ceramic Type ... 8 Ohm 
10 -ASSORTED DIODE CRYSTALS 1N34, 11 
1N48, IN60, 1N64, etc ... 1 

6- TOP BRAND SILICON RECTIFIERS I el 
amp. 1000 PIV 1 

5 - PNP TRANSISTOR general purpose, 11 
TO -Sore 5- NPN TRANSISTORS general purpose, 1 

TO -5 case.... 
50 - ASSORTED TRANSISTORS big fac-11 
tory scoop -sold oat. 
TV TWIN LEAD IN 300 ohm 500'-$7100-11 
$1.50, NY 

12 -MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENS- 41 
ERS For Transistor & miniature work. 

I-1 CLARICON AM FM TUNER Solids 59.96 L: state, walnut cabinet 
WEN SOLDER GUNS 
Model 225K 18.50 Model 288.._ $7.50 
Model 250 19.95Model 100K 45.95 
8 ELEMENT COLOR OUTDOOR A'.9- 5.95 
TENNA Big shot Jr. List 111.96 

4 - POLARIZED CHEATER CORDS 1-1 
Grey .. .... 

ARISTO WIRELESS INTERCOM Wal- 
nut Cabinet. with butter call, AC op-. 11" .scionEL 
4-ECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 41 
75/30mfd-150v .. 1 

TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES 

300 - ASSORTED HEX NUTS 2'56, 4/40. s1 
5/40, 6/32, 8/32 .. 1 

250 - ASST. SOLDERING LUGS het type' 41 
and sixes .. 1 

250 - ASST WOOD SCREWS finest popo. 
1 

1 
lar sele.ti,,s .. . . 

250 - ASST. SELF TAPPING SCREWS 06, 41 . B etc ............. .... .. 

ISO - ASST. 6/32 SCREWS end 150 $ 
6/32 HEX NUTS.. . 

150 - ASST. 8/32 SCREWS and 150- .1 
9/32 HEX NUTS 
150 - ASST. 2/56 SCREWS and 150- .1 
2/56 HEX NUTS...... ... 

150 - ASST. 4/40 SCREWS and 150- 41 
4/40 HEX NUTS... . 

150 - ASST. 5/40 SCREWS and 150- k'E 
5/40 HEX NUTS .. 1 

500 - ASSORTED RIVETS moat useful se- 11 
lected sirs....... . . . 

300 ASSORTED WASHERS most aeful se 1 
leeted sits.... ... ..... 1 

100 - ASST. RUBBER BUMPERS for cabi- 41 
net bottoms - other use 
100 -ASSORTED RUBBER GROMMETS best i 

1 site 
SIMPSON 21/2" ROUND PANEL METERS 13.95 
Mode1125(0.100)DC Milliammeters 
12" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER Top Quality /A.89 

. Large Magnet F 
10" PHILCO SPEAKER Top Quality 42.99 
Large Magnet 
8" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER - Large .2.99 
Magnet -Special Buy 
4" UNIVERSAL TWEETER 1 02 5 1 .29 
Magnet 1 

UNIVERSAL 4" PM SPEAKER $ 

1 Top Quality 
21/2" . 4" SPEAKER Special Buy 
For FS J 106U 90 Ea. 

4" X 6" "GUAM" 18 OHM SPEAKER 
Large magnet . Special BUY (10 for .1 .79 
$15.00) 1 

ROSETTE STEREO CARTRIDGE latest dual .2 
sapphire Ilipover type... 
STEREO HEADPHONES Hi -Ft Quality .5.95 

. Complete with Stereo plug 
10 - STANDARD TRANSISTORS NPN & 11 
PNP 2N404, 2N414, etc 
UTAH 8" - HEAVY DUTY 10 OZ. 13.95 
SPEAKER Ceramic Type - R Ohm 
2 -ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS UNECAP 11 

2000/10610 Mfd 30 Volt 
2 -SPRAGUE ELEC. CONDENSERS HD 30/4 - e 

Mfd - 475 V 1 

2 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 200'35/4 $ 1 
mfd - 350V .. .. ... ....... 
B -TRACK TAPE PLAYBACK DECKs17.50 
Compact design fits anywhere 
3 -ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 100 mfd.-1 1 
100 V, 50 mfd-75 V .. 1 

32' - TEST PROD WINE DELUXE QUALITY, 11 
red A black 
SOLID STATE UHF CONVERTOR Chan -11 7.95 
neln 14-10, easy to install 1 

VARCO STEREO CARTRIDGE-CN-72 11.95 
With mounting bracket, tipover needle. L 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER $ 

300 Mfd -20V 
CO -AX CABLE RG59U grey or 
black 250'-S9 100' 
-$3.69 50' '2 
16 - MINIATURE 4$$KC IF TRANS- a1 
FORMERS PC es" X'4 -good value 
2 - 12BH7 RCA $ 
TUBES 1 

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS $ 1.00 
202/210 Mfd. 2110V 

2 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 150011 
mfd - 36V. 
1 - 5" SPEAKER with output trans- 11 .39 
former ... . 

MERCURY TUBE TESTER MODEL 99013 9.95 
Compact, latest model ..... 
MIDLAND STEREO AMPLIFIER Model* 36.50 
26-002. 12 Watt, solid state. 
MIDLAND STEREO AMPLIFIER Model /55.00 
26000, 25 Watt, Solid State ... ... 

2 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS s 1.00 
40 Mfd -500V.40 Mfd -400V 
2 -ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 
50 WA X 50 Slfd. ---4005 ........S1 
MUSE & CONTINUITY CHECKER Model 
91425 (Tests fuses, heaters, lamps, $ 1 .98 
Et 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY . . . Scientific light packing for safe delivery at minimum cost. Minimum Order 53.00. 

HANDY WAY TO ORDER . . . Send check or money order, add extra for shipping. Lists of new offers will be returned in your order. 

Please specify refund on shipping overpayment desired: CHECK POSTAGE STAMPS MERCHANDISE (our choice) with advantage to customer 

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 487 Columbus Ave., New York, N. Y. 10024 2TE EPHONE 
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Ken Fransen is using 
his electronics training where 

it Ily counts. 
Helping to save lives in the 

U.S. Coast Guard. 
It's up to Ken to keep sophis- 

ticated electronics communications 
equipment in top condition. 

He's part of our lifesaving team 
We count on Ken and need more 
people like him. 

You may or may not have 
electronics training. If, like Ken, you 
have training, we'll put you to work 
fast, on a rewarding job with respon- 
sibility and challenges. If you don't 
have training, we'll train you. 

Say your experience goes no 
further than building a crystal radio 
set. If you have an aptitude for 
electronics and qualify, we'll 
guarantee you 25 to 38 weeks of 
school and turn you into a seasoned 
professional who'll be able to 
troubleshoot the most complex 
electronics equipment. You'll study 
everything from theory and principle 
to practical application. 

Those of you who already 
know your way around electronics 
systems may qualify for our advanced 
promotion program. After only ten 
weeks, you'll be promoted immediately 
to a higher pay grade (up to 2nd class 
petty officer with pay of over $400 
a month, plus food, housing and 
medical care). And you may qualify for 
even more advanced training. 

Either way, your job as a Coast 

Guard electronics technician will give 
you a broad range of experience. 
Using the most modern diagnostic 
tools, you'll maintain, repair and 
calibrate the latest electronics 
equipment, including LORAN 
transceivers, computer controlled 
transmitters, solid state equipment 
and AM, FM and SSB transceivers. 

You might even qualify to help 
design, test and evaluate new equip- 
ment or prototype models in our 
research laboratories, or work on 
cesium and rubidium atomic clocks. 

You'll be doing plenty for 
yourself, too. The training alone is 
worth thousands of dollars, and the 
skills you learn can lead to valuable, 
sought-after jobs in both the Coast 
Guard and civilian life. 

What's more, the Coast Guard 
offers you a combination of pay and 
benefits most private companies 
can't match. (For more about our 
package of benefits, read the attached 
card.) 

Find out more about a rewarding 
career in electronics. Mail us the card 
today. 

Help others/Help yourself. 
Join the lifesavers. 
The Coast Guard. 
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IC PRICES 
SLASHED 

FACTORY FIRSTS 
Only quality parts are avail- 
able from MI -KEY. We do 
not sell retested, rebranded 
or other reject parts. 

DIGITAL TTL 
7400N ....32f 7446N ..$1.30 7496N ..$1.20 
7401N ....328 7447N ..$1.30 74107N ...558 
7402N ....328 7448N ..$1.35 74121N ...700 
7403N ....320 7450N ....328 74122N ...728 
7404N ....35C 7451N ....320 14123N..$1.11 
7405N ....358 7453N ....328 74141N..$1.61 
7406N ....520 7454N ....32f 7415014..$1.56 
7407N ....528 7459N ....328 74151N..$1.20 
7408N ....368 7460N ....328 74153N..$1.58 
7409N ....36f 747014 ....368 7415414..$2.25 
7410N ....320 7472N ....4011' 7415514..$1.46 
7411N ....350 7473N ....528 74156N..$1.17 
7413ff ....638 7474N ....520 74157N..$1.56 
741614 ....50f 7475N ....85f 74158N..$1.56 
7417N ....50f 7476N ....60f 74160N..51.95 
7418N ....35f 7480N ....74f 74161N..51.95 
7420N ....328 7482N ..$1.02 74162N..51.95 
7423N ....750 7483N ..$1.58 74163N..51.95 
7426N ....360 7486N ....608 74164N..51.95 
7430N ....32f 7489N .:$4.50 74165N..52.48 
7437N ....518 7490N ....850 74166N..52.03 
7438N ....51e 7491ff ..$1.37 74180N..51.20 
7440N ....328 7492N ....850 74181N,.53.38 
7441N ..$1.45 7493N ....85f 74182N..51.17 
7447N ..51.20 7494N ..$1.20 74192N..$1.80 
7445N ..$1.62 7495N ..$1.20 74193N..51.80 
Discounts offered in quantities 74198N..52.78 
of 100 pcs T L In mixed lots. 7419914..$2.78 

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
NE555V MiniDIP ..$1.00 723C DIP $1.15 
NE565A DIP $3.57 741C MiniDIP ....608 
NE567V MiniDIP $3.57 747C DIP $1.10 
N5558V MiniDIP 958 748C MiniDIP ....608 
709C MiniDIP 440 Quantity Discounts 

GENERAL PURPOSE 
SILICON TRANSISTORS 

2N2638 PNP ..2010/$1.65100/$15.00 
2N3638A PNP ..2210/$1.801001$16.50 
2N3641 NPN ..23 10/$2.00100/$17.50 
2N3643 NPN ..23 10/$2.00100/$17.50 
2N5133 NPN ..18 10/$1.60100/$14.50 
2N5134 NPN ..18 10/$1.60 100/$14.50 
2N5137 NPN ..18 10/$1.60 100/$14.50 
2N5138 NPN ..18 10/$1.60100/$14.50 
2N5139 NPN ..1810/$1.60100/$14.50 
2N3055 NPN ..$1 10/$9.50 100/$86.25 

1 AMP SILICON RECTIFIERS 
1N4001 50PIV .101$1100/$7 1M/$ 60 
1N4002 100 P I V. 9/$1100/$8 1M/$ 70 
1N4003 200PIV . 8/$1 100/$101M/$ 85 
1N4004 400PIV. 7/$1100/$111M/$ 95 
1N4005 600PIV. 7/$1100/$121M/$105 
1N4006 800PIV. 61$1100í$131M/$115, 
1N40071000PIV. 5/$1100/$141M/$120 

SILICON SIGNAL DIODES 
1N4148 1 N914equlv.)12/$1100/$71M/$65 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

Values from 1 ufd through 2200 ufd. Com- 
petitive prices listed in latest flyer. 

MOLEX IC SOCKET PINS 
100/$1.00 200/$1.80 300/$2.60 500/$4.20 
700/$5.80 1000/$8.20 ea addn 1000/$7.50 

DISPLAY DEVICES 
5 VOLT 7 SEGMENT TUBE $3.75 
DISPLAY KIT (TUBE+7447+7475+7490) $6.15 

3/$17.50 
7 SEGMENT LED (MAN -1 TYPE) $3.50 
DISPLAY KIT (LED+7447+7475+7490+ 
RESISTORS) 1$6.50 3/$18 
1/4 & 1/2 WATT 10% RESISTORS 
'/.W 50 30/$1.20, 100/$3.00, 500/$13.75 as 

low as 1.70 ea in quantity -see catalog 
1/2W 40 30/900, 100/$2.50, 500/$11.25 as 

low as 10 ea in quantity -see catalog 
CCD orders accepted for same day shipment. 

Call 218 661 6674. 
Free Catalog -Large Quantify Discounts -Orders 
Less Than $10.00 Add 258 -Others Postpaid 

DIGI-KEY PRITTER 
FOR CQUA QUAE LITY IC'S 

BOX 126H THIEF RIVER FALLS, MN56701 

- e 
cen er 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or ser- 
vices). $1.15 per word ... minimum 10 words. 
NONCOMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell personal items) 70c per word ... no 
minimum. 

FIRST WORD and NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional bold face at 104 per word 
Payment must accompany all ads except those placed by accredited advertising agencies. 10% 
discount on 12 consecutive insertions, if paid in advance. Misleading or objectionable ads not 
accepted. Copy for April must reach us before January 31. 

WANTED 
"CASH" paid for unused teletype parts and as- 
semblies. "PHILMAR", Box 96, Morrlsonville, 
N.Y. 12962 518-561-3479 
QUICK cash.,. for electronic equipment com- 
ponents, unused tubes. Send list now! BARRY, 
512 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10012, 212 
Walker 5-7000 

PLANS & KITS 
ELECTRONIC organ kits, keyboards and many 
components. Independent and divider tone 
generators. All diode keying. IC circuitry. Build 
any type or size organ desired. Supplement your 
Artisan Organ. 254 for catalog. DEVTRONIX 
ORGAN PRODUCTS, Dept. B, 5872 Amapola Dr., 
San_ Jose, Calif. 95129 
FREE catalog. Most unusual electronic kits av- 
ailable. Music accessories, surf, wind synthesiz- 
ers, wind chimes, many others. 
PAIA Electronics, Box B14359, Oklahoma City, 
Okla. 73114_ 
FUN kits novel, entertaining, educational. Build 
electronic touch switch, audio alarm, digital 
clock, Touch -Tone beeper, others. Send for free 
flyer. ADVENT ELECTRONICS, Dept. RE, P.O. 
Box_ 252, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444._ 
BUILD your own telephone answering service. 
Detailed plans $3.90. TONSCOPE-C, 400 Third 
Ave., Satellite Beach, Fla. 32937. 
WALL -SIZED TV ... Build a TV projector for 
under $15.00. Free details: MACROCOMA, 
Box-FAE, Washington Crossing, Pa. 18977 
MUSIC sYnThesizer printed circuit boards and 
kits. Free information. UNDERWATER 
LABORATORIES, Box 25066, Northgate Sta- 
tion, Seattle, Wash. 98125 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
& INSTRUCTION 

TV tuner repairs -Complete course details, 12 
repair tricks. Many plans. Two lessons, all for $1. 
Refundable, FRANK BOCEK, Box 3236 (Enter- 
prise), Redding, Calif. 96001. 
ELECTRONICS training. College level Com- 
munications Electronics. FCC license. Broad- 
cast Engineering. Satellite Communications. 
Home Study. Free brochure. 
GTI, 5540 Hollywood By., Hollywood, Calif. 
90028. 

CALCULATOR owners: Use your +-x- cal- 
culator to compute square roots, cube roots, 
sin(x), cos(x), tan(x), aresin(x), arccos(x), 
arctan(x), logarithms, exponentials, and more! 
Quickly, accurately, easily! Send today for the 
improved and expanded edition of the first and 
best calculator manual - sold throughout the 
world .... only $2.00. Unconditional money - 
back guarantee - and fast service! 
MALLMANN OPTICS AND ELECTRONICS, 
Dept. - 4B, 836 South 113, West Allis, Wisc. 
53214 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START small, highly profitable electronic pro- 
duction In your basement. Investment, knowl- 
edge unnecessary. Postcard brings facts. 
BARTA-AB, Box 248, Walnut Creek, Calif. 94597 
BUILD your own speaker systems. Lowest 
wholesale prices on famous brands. Write for 
176 page catalog. McGEE RADIO COMPANY, 
1901 McGee Street, Kansas City, Missouri, 64108 

MOST VERSATILE 
PuwN,TUN er. 

Stereo Theatre 
TRUCK DEVELOPED! 

CONaOI K TV COVKR 

FREE Ilivatreted brochure 

YEATS dollies 
1324 W. FOND DU LAC AVE. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53205 

,...nN 
mom 111. 

peso 

BUILD A 'SPACE -ACE" TV CAMERA/l 
ONLY KNOWN SOL INSTATE CAMERA IN KIT FORM! 
Al,, o..loU. I<rory bld Idol lot ..p.,i.nrr., ind..,ry, N..orlon, 1.. Ingt, _ Ivry tlwr:n bo< .d: - Feat, I Íb d Í,1d , F.II, ,,or,,w 
Ca>I.NIr uR<enlood Con <to r any TV 

I 

to .iFNI ,,odlorion Earl-ro-lell. 
..W, d Model XT -1 5t,.. D«.. 

eeI.., 
manual 

$119.00 PR ...i,"'MIT . in USA a 
Condo is ,.b. nlb.Nel. o,l,o i1 Litt, d pia.,i, .ollobl.. 

PowÍll NAnE lot CATALOG...DIu 4024E73771- 
lóx 453 -II ATV Research DAKOTA C1TY, NEER. 65731 

L - 

Independent News Company, Inc. Is pleased to announce a Retail Display Plan available to all 
retailers interested In earning a display allowance on Radio -Electronics magazine and who 
purchase the magazines from suppliers other than Independent News Co., Inc., or the publisher. 

To obtain details and a copy of the formal contract please write to Director, Retail Sales Division, 
Independent News Co., Inc., 75 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 1 001 9. Under the display plan in 
consideration of your acceptance and fulfillment of the terms of formal contract to be sent to you 
upon your request you will receive a display allowance of 10% of the cover price per copy sold by you. 
This plan will become effective with all issues of Radio Electronics delivered to you subsequent to the 
date your written acceptance of the formal Independent News Co., Inc. Retail Agreement is received 
and accepted by our Company. 
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INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED 
TTL 

7400 S 25 7446 SI 45 74121 5 65 

7401 25 1441 1 45 74127 55 
7407 25 7448 150 74173 15 

7403 25 7450 29 74176 95 
7404 79 )451 37 /4145 75 

7405 27 7453 37 /4150 
7506 55 7454 45 14151 05 
7407 53 /455 37 14153 45 

7408 79 1460 30 /4154 /5 
1409 79 7461 30 74155 35 

7410 75 7464 45 /4156 50 

7411 35 1465 45 74157 50 

7413 95 7470 50 74161 65 

7415 50 7477 45 74163 80 
7.416 50 1413 55 74161 7 95 
1411 50 1474 55 74165 7 95 
/470 75 7475 95 14166 195 
7471 37 7416 55 74113 195 
7472 37 7478 89 14175 1 95 
7423 31 /483 1 25 141/6 95 

7475 39 7485 120 14177 95 

/476 35 7486 55 74180 15 

7477 39 /480 3 75 74181 75 

/430 75 1490 15 14187 10 

1437 30 7491 40 14190 
1431 50 7497 05 74192 65 

7438 55 7493 OS )4193 65 
7440 75 7494 10 74194 65 

7441 1 25 1495 05 74195 15 

7447 I 15 7496 05 74196 35 
7443 1 75 74100 65 /4197 15 

1444 130 14105 55 74198 
7445 I 75 74101 55 14199 7 50 

Low Power TTL 

74100 0 40 74142 51 75 74185 S115 
74L07 40 74145 145 74186 95 
74103 40 74151 40 7400 175 
74104 40 74171 60 74191 150 
74106 40 74177 60 74193 175 
74110 40 141_73 80 74195 1 75 

74170 40 74174 80 741164 7 95 
74130 40 74178 80 

8000 Sweet TTL 

9054 S 45 8123 SI 75 8570 57 95 

8060 30 8182 1 75 8600 1 15 

0091 69 8214 1 95 8810 95 
8097 69 8730 7 95 8812 175 
8093 69 8780 95 8822 7 95 
8094 69 8788 1 05 8830 69 
8177 105 8570 145 8831 795 

ALL OIP PKGS. 
Specify 7040. duels r9uaed wrt6 oede , Add S .50 per .pee .6444 

for ateos lest than 01.00 ea. 

11 

Linear 
151316 Pot V Reg (u4*, 7231 TO -S 0 .95 a. 
LM 301 Hi prtormaroe AMPL TO5 or 

MINI.DIP 45 no 

LM 302 Volage Follow.. TO 5 
164 304 Nentwa Voltage Regulator 70.6 1.25 ea. 

LM 305 Positive Voltage Reg.Nlo. TO 5 1 25 ea. 

lM 307 Op AMP (super 7411 TO -5 o, 
MINI DIP 

LM 308 Micro Power Op Amp TO 5 or 
MINI -DIP 1.25 ea. 

LM 309N 5 V Repalato TO -5 1.25 Co. 

LM 3096 5 V 14 Regulator TO3 195 ea. 

LM 310 Voltage Follower Op Amp TO -S 1.45 ea 

LM 311 Ni pert. Vol.. Compwtor TO or 
MINI DIP 1.25 ea. 

LM 319 Ni Sped Dual Comparator OIP 1.66 ea. 

LM 320 .5.2 V N.gat.. Regulator T03 1.95 ea 

LM 320 .12 V Negative Regulator TO -3 1.95 .. 
LM 320 .15 V Negalsr Regalia TO3 195 ea. 

LM 340T Palft.. Voltage Regulator 70.270 2.25 ea. 

I6V. 8V. 15V o. 24V) 
1M 370 ACC/Squelch AMPL .TO -S or DIP 1.29.. 
LM 372 AF -IF S,repdetecto DIP 
LAI373 AM/FM/SSB Ship DIP 160 ea. 

174 376 Pot Volt Regulator MINI DIP .65 ea. 

161 380 2 Wan Audio Regulalor DIP 1.7544. 
LM 382 Low No,,. Dual P,.Amp DIP 2.25 ea. 

LM 560 Precision Vol,... Regulator DIP .95 ea. 

LM 709 Oper.tional AMPL TO -5 or DIP .39 ea. 

164 711 Dual Dd1.rntul Comparator DIP ,39 rte, 

LM 723 Voltepo Regulator DIP .75 ea. 

LM 739 Dual Hi Pe0 00.nce 
OP AMP DIP 1.25 ea. 

LM 741 Comp. Op AMP TO -S o 
MINI DIP .45 ea. 

LM 747 Dual 741 0p AMP TO 5 or DIP .95 ea. 

1M 3900 00.4 Amplifier DIP .50 ea. 

LM 3905 Precision IT., MINI -DIP .75 ea. 

LM 9601 Re4rrggera5 One Sho. DIP .95 ea. 

LM 75451 Dual P.. 44,.5. Orw.' MINI -DIP .49 ea. 

LM 75452 Dud Peripheral Driver MINI -DIP 49 ea. 

LM 75453 ILM 3511 Dual 
Perrpher.l Driver MINI -DIP .49 ea. 

Specify TO S. DIP or MINI -DIP Package 

504067 So.. Sheet Required with mow. Add S .50 o., ,pee 

+beet log news lest Nan 51.00 e.. 

NE 560 
NE 561 
NE 562 
NE 565 
NE 566 
NE 567 

Phase Locked' 'Loops 

Platy Looked loots DIP $2.95 ea. 

Raw Locked loop DIP 295 ea. 

Phew Locked LOOP DIP 2.95 ea, 

Phew Locked LOOP DIP 2%.. 
Furnnn Gen ease. MINI DIP OR TO 5 7.95 ea. 

Ton 0.004.' MINI DIP OR TO5 2.95 ea. 

Sp.ofy TOS. Dip or Mini -Dip P.ck.ge 

FEBRUARY SPECIALS 
1 III 

MM 74C00 
SN 74193 
MM 1101 

LM 385K 

LM 739 

1114 741 

MV 100 
ME4 

MV5020 

Ousel two input NAND we 
Up/dorm Binary Counter 
256 8,, static random access. 

dory 
Srmdar to LM 309K eecept input 
roltepo limned to 20 V - r.0 

Current Irmebng - Wilde they Ian 
U, performance operational 
amyl doer DIP 
He performance 
smolder 

0pr41a0n4 

Viable red led 70.18 
Inlr red hn.msN.I 
441. dome TO 18 

Jumbo cl.. dome .made red 

5 .60 ea. 
1 39 ea 

2.00 ea. 

1.35 ea. 

1 15 ea. 

5 lar 200 

109 for 515.% 

1010 63 95 
100 for 519.95 

4000 Series - RCA 'Equivalent 

CO m01 S .Po CD 4012 5 .65 CD 4023 5 .R. 
CD 4002 .66 CO 4013 1.50 CO 4025 E6 

CD 4009 .00 CD 4016 1.50 CO 4027 1.35 
CD 4010 .66 CO 4017 Z95 CD 4030 .65 

CD 4011 .86 CD 4019 1.35 CD 4335 2 85 

CMOS 

74C00 5 .65 74C76 51.70 74C 162 53.25 
74CO2 65 74C107 1.50 74C163 3.25 

74C04 6 740151 290 74C161 3.50 

74C10 115 74C1S4 3.50 74C173 2.90 
74C20 .66 74C157 2.25 74C192 3.26 

74C42 2.15 74C160 3.30 74C195 3.00 
74C73 1 70 74C161 3.25 BOC97 1.50 

74C74 1 50 

Calculator Chips 

5001 LSI 140 Arne Add. .0641401 mul6p/1y & 
divide 12 digit 
Data .up0lid with chip 56.95 ea. 

De,. o.Iy-Relordabl er/parch... 1.00 ea. 

5002 151 Srnrlai to 5001 4.4 .l designed log 

battery pow, 
Dee. supplied with chip S8.95 se. 

Date onIyRl undebl w/pued4.0 1 00 ea 

5005 LSI 126 pm) Full lour function memory. 
12 dig, display and calc. 7 segment multi 
peeved output 
Date ,..pplied with drip 510.95 
Data only Rlurdabl w/purchase . . . . 1.00 ee. 

LED 

MV108 Visible red SUPER SPECIAL 
MV50 type zed emitting 
MV5020 type Imp rd 
ME4 Infra red 7018 
MAN 1 The original 
MAN 3 MY 
MAN 4 rig 
Data Lou 707 (MAN 1 repel 

MCA 23C 
MCD 2 
MCT 2 

5 .25 ea. 

.25 ea. 5/51.00 

.35 ea. 3/51.00 
69 ea. 

3.% ea. 

1.95 go. 3 or mor. 1.49 ea. 

2.75 .,. 3 or more 2.50 a.. 
3.25 ... 

Opto Isolators 

Darlington 
Diodes 
Transistor 

S .95 ea. 

1.%a.. 
1.45 .a. 

MM5313 CLOCK CHIP 
WITH LED's 

28 pin any readout 
6 dead IPS BCD with 
6 MAN 3M 1111. 
Complete with Dab 517.50/00 

FLAT PACK GRAB BAG 
7400 Seres - Assorted 
Mestery Ten.. Spec Fall Out 
Eleco rally pod 2510 51.95 

iy 

Memories 

1101 256 61 RAM MOS 125011 52.50 ea. 

1100 1024 bat RAM MOS 7.95 ea. 

7489 64 big RAM TTL 3.25... 
8723 Programrnebl. ROM 695.4. 

NEW ITEM 
MIN5260 1024 bit RAM Second 

generation of 

1103... F..0ng 16 
pm OIP rather than 18 

pin . . 30% len power 
oonsumption 
Introduclpry Price . . . 

9.95 ea, 

Digital clock :.;. on a Chip 

MM 5:111 (28 pen) Any readout 6 digit 
BCD with ,pec.,neet 

MM 5112 (24 pin) Any readout 4 digit 
'pp. BCD rnlh spec. sheet 

MM 5113 (78 pen) Any redoul 6 digit 
nape BCD with spec. sheet 

MM 5314 124 pin) LEDincarde.cnt 
readout 6 digit wets spec Nrt 

MM 5316 140 poll Normal Nnm snooze 

41mmn, sleep timer 12 or 24 hr. 
operation with spec. Neel 

MM1404 
MM5013 

MM5240 
MM5241 

1 MOS 

1024.6rí dyrumc Milt register 
7024-6., dynamo liar 

Regrno/Accumulat 
25606n natrc e64,acd0 Tenerwor 
3072ón .tate read-only memory 

11 Untested IC's 

UNTESTED MOS 

MM1403 
14741404 
MNPu013 

14h5016 
MN5019 

MIr6050 
69115054 

1024bd dynamic Nat register DIP 
102481 dy nmo Wife register DIP 
1024 ten dynamo shill 

register/dew 
512 hit dun o ltd, reenter 
Dual 256 tit reeds prag, 

Nett register 
Dual 320in s01k: shat register TO -S 

Duel 64/7218Dhn date 
shift reenter 

15,% ea. 

52.26.e. 

2.25 ea. 

4.%.a. 
7.95 ea. 

DIP -TO -S 55.4. 
DIP-TOb .25. 
TOS .255.. 

DIP 

MCiS Shat 0eg41ert 2500 Sr,.. 
2502 2506 2509 2510 2511 2518 2519 2521 2522 

Unaned seconds 4/1.00 

Gr.h Beg Scrods 
15 Mewled TTL'. Idrpsl 51,00/bag 

25 Aporled OT LY (dips) 51,00/bag 

ON ORDERS OVER $25.00 DEDUCT 10% 

Satisfaction guaranteed. All items except as noted are fully tested. 
Minimum order $5.00 prepaid in U.S. and Canada. Calif. residents 
add sales tax. Orders filled within three days from receipt. 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 1708R 

Monterey, Calif. 93940 
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U.S. GOV'T ELECTRONIC SURPLUS TUBES a6TIVr:FRTe.7 

Nationally Kneen -Scold Freese SURPLUS CENTER effete 
(Meet, meet ip...Ire, 0mint Surplus IetN.nlc unite and 
tempennte at a Ilaetin et melt riginel aqulsltln coat. 

--,-- IRM COMPUTER POWER SUPPLY -,--Il 
I ITEM '22.431.102 I , 

la t. ono. tell.: Dr t r. . t. IPYI co..,.Pun Dr to. A ade wen... rand.iu rte. 
I .x b I2, 

soar tone,. nl u .óltu., Let.. G, 

I ea...n, Ube Ir tine too lard .'81. . 

Il...tool im + , em. Independent of lane wattage 
wnulaan.. Nine. Lae separate ecl,lr. 

.. I nil" lonosbedn *m il'n6 
I,.la4,d 

cord" oho. an Pe ..ati made or ran 6 ] sea. eau e k". 
na,11dIn" , Il" , ;19..7114',`::1"'"' 

i"' NY ." coati a, $26.95 d,_ I' 
over 5.100.00_ -tan 

ONCE -WA -LIFETIME SPECIAL 

BURGLAR -FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 

anieaNs 

r.rJ.;c, ,c III lira. . or 

.1...(ITEM 

h lair i,.. ura 
nnoh `u L.') 

2.r 139.95.'"'' l'..7 11, 

STANDARD DIAL TELEPHONE 
( ITEM 8215) - O.n.o. rein,,,' a.l // 

rya 

o re Mao a s used aou.vl 16. ,. \ l -' y, 
tale ....b. !Eras Ía6Maa, tie condom . 1.. ' mane,, 

m.i 
...on 

mi m.ra'or mr.i , 'n s; root 
tem. Iull an,tmrl r lo"IMed. 

...an 
9nm,. 124.50 $8.79 

STEP-BY-STEP TELEPHONE SWITCH ,I 
( ITEM .171) - 9me,ana "tip.. 'unto -- a sot. real eay amt Ía1 at m. %Pen too. "at inn- 

r.IIa I.e... da wall.elect.,, non., Inen 0 u Inn 

1{aá 
n;. 

7" r e't. ,,tile(., 09.00 
$8.95. I'Í,,6',,'5. 1 141M r1 'Loa Doter w.. $8.95' 95 

ILO. . a'1 

e'"'nn:. 
,Mal .011\ 

op 

,m N,..i, ian,unrá.r his. $1,97 owl! 

MAGNETIC DIGITAL COUNTER(12 5o18-VDC) 
. 

¡ 

I ITEM .21959 1 
e e L. ,u. el..nnailx. 

`69 J anti. ` ,rlaan0111a neattoot. n^n;awn.` 
odd! nail 

11 

b.lnai 
t. n ,: II. ,P", 

I r, IN,. m.1.3Ó0 I .rh $1.99 I¡::;e $4,99 

200 AMP., 50 VOLT, SILICON DIODE 

( ITEM .22113) - - Pout Mu Vr, Lotion( 
me.. al , duo a yell..( lot Lo. en 12 or N011 
tut r0'ae 0a n vo 1 p,r v1Wl, ya,m,, rl 
A,' 1.1"a IV. %"-10 a ,1- mountana IAnAdn.l 1 16. c1 

4 saes nary 110.,NÍ $4.98 

AC PROGRAM TIMING CLOCK 

I ITEM.151I-- eennn lit\c ,t. tae 
lur cadet a "lea 15,6 I I' . not 

:ndnu Ád.Lia, mm 1 OMn.9 
a. red \i:a I6n a 

,mb. a .á. n..p..aan. a:.iai é, . 1 ái11 , 
fi.io.ód $15.75 

. 

0.1 
- 

SNAP AROUND VOLT -OHM 
I ITEM .04011 - 

e lineVeit 1 and. .tidy. 
and ua Dan. ^..d. ^ .n, 

-AMMETER 
011901 

0m 
an.pro. 

1,5. 
of a Soo 
[ .- ol l" , I': 

I2II..I 

tes 
motor* 

ppla ame.,ear. rb 

..ér an 

IE 

. 

pph r a In 

lend,. ty- ., 

$39.95 

SPECIAL SALE 

C pondnc"r 
Coors In 

ELECTRICAL 58 .79 r., p.aaml a t 

ENGINEERING $10.79 0...aa.I x ,. 
1 ITEM.1-111 

t lo , 

1 n 6.0001 h 

pTMndMa 
a r011,0,001,1.nnu 

1 

) --Oh.m ) ' -0..,, ,,,,,..,.1 Iran 
z". 0.zN. o...77,edevnro.e.1{ 

.r n a,tin Mao.. etch tee a . .n 
,. nrñ1W",,.' 

n11 msun 
e1. 

d mat. I pernnea.l 

r / 
I,,ln 

, 

..:,:n .MMle 

- '.tine,, An 
Ia M,nlon 

RUNNING TIME METER F--- 
( ITEM .2115 1 - - Peen., number of tip- (Ifs z`Í1 

nl elect,. Itenm end el.tptic' 9p 
de,'ar0..,11 r ..drtor,, turnare, 
Rerod\ total 0 tent and hundredths and - &e999.99 bourn. ro0111-.11. 60.,rí.. 

1. 4'.', J"T,". AMppine ..late 2 n.. $4,39 yn a 

, 

, 
n et 629.00 

COMPUTER TRANSISTORS ON HEAT 
ISM C.mp 84.11ry Unite 

( 125-121) inn co... of aa ISO - a.. ur n1. ,«1lmmn0eu e SOUP 
ote 

epral,... 
urn. (1 MI 

Cool t..town 110.00 $1.98 1 

SINKS 

- - 

..ri., 

2. - 
(.22-1111- 1,11 r w,el,e IW- 

I. 
Mo., run . tt 

' 

on 
ar,ebed 

11n0 e' sin..Idea to . u 
mom *peede.t.a. 1a Id.1 

in. ca wet et q4.44 $4.91 

=VO4p ALL ITEMS SNIPPED F.O.E. LINCOLN, NE no 
- a Or del Direct From Ad. Money Bait Guarantee. ' - SURPLUS CENTER 

DEPT. RE -024 LINCOLN, NE/R. 1550) ` 

SAVE money on parts and transmitting - 
receiving tubes, foreign -domestic. Send 25c for 
Giant Catalog. Refunded first order. UNITED 
RADIO COMPANY, 56-R Ferry Street, Newark, 
N.J. 07105 
RECEIVING & industrial tubes, transistors. All 
brands -biggest discounts. Technicians. hob- 
byists, experimenters -request free giant 
catalog and save! ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho 
Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
DEGREE Program in Electronics Engineering. 
Our 27th Year! Free literature. Cook's Institute, 
Dept. 14, Box 10634, Jackson, Miss. 39209. 
SHORT-CUTV to success! Highly effective, pro- 
fitable short courses. (75 choices). Study at 
home. Diploma awarded. Our 27th year. Free 
literature. CIEE-E, Box 10634, Jackson, Miss. 
39209 

"GROUNDED" OUTLET TESTER 
New GT-20 Tester tells 
if your AC Outlets are " safely grounded or prop - 

V erly wired. Simply plug 
it in & read coded neons. 

for home, shop, campers, elect:'i- 
- cians, maintenance men, etc. S7.95 PRE- 

PAID. Two prong adapter S.75. 

Ideal 

ALCO BOX 1348 -RE -FM 
Lawrence, Ma. 01840 

EXIM F.C.C. MANUALf 
PASS FCC (1141401 Memorize study - "Tnk- 
Anaa"a,"tor FCC Ift fad 2nd flat. Aadlmaloohona 
Ik . Newly tee,vd mulnpliMmf Gun.ma 
and dl pren, common area[ rnrd an FCC ruin* 
plain " 9n691vdy Wit* Tel." 19.95 M .pod. 

meyetta puwnna 

4.4 
d4. 're drat 

V 
AA, 2ed ti 

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS P.O. BOO 26318 - E 

RADIO INGINEEBING DIVISION SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 941=6 

, , O,il 
o . 51.10 

COMPUTER KEYBOARD W/ENCODER $35 
Another shipment just received. Alpha -numerics 
keyboard excellent condition. Once again we expect 
an early selout. Price of $35 incudes prepaid ship- 
ment in the US and shipment made within 24 hours 
of receipt of order. 

JUNK KEYBOARDS as above, "as is" for parts 
$7.00 

COMPLETE MEMORY SYSTEM $150 
Measures 12 x 7 x 1 inches. Utilizes TTL IC's. 
10240 memory cores. 9 installed sense amps, 
addressed as 1024 locations. I/O lines include 9 
data -in, 9 data -out, 10 address -in, powering 
status and control. Only 40 systems on hand. 
Schematics included. 

#DCU $150 pp 

AUTOMOBILE REVERB $7.00 
Brand new fully assembled, ready to install in 
your car to give 3rd dimension concert hall ef- 
fect. Complete with instructions, rear seat 
speaker, grill, wires, plugs. 

#05 $7.00 

8 TRACK STEREO TAPE DECK $14.00 
With built-in stereo pre -amp, 115 volt drive 
motor, channel indicator lamps. Unused, origi- 
nal boxed, less cabinet. Customize your stereo 
music center with one of these tape decks. 

#46 $14.00 
Please add postage for above. 

JOHN MESHNA JR. 

PO Box 62, E. LYNN, MASS. 01904 

Circle 86 on reader service card 

faster 
service 

COD 

USE 

OnDIGIVAC 

mail 

Or 

llBlue-green 

E 

DIGITAL CLOCK PARTS KIT 
Complete parts kit(except I make a 6 digit clock. National Semi M531 4 N chip and socket, 6 miniature 41 ¡/ 

".3 LED readouts. All transisotrs, resistors. I / 
capacitors, diodes, switches and power supply parts. Value of chip and readouts alone is over $50.00. 
Overall dimensions of each 7 segment readout is 
1/4 "x3/16 ", so clock can be as small or !age as you want it. Complete with all data sheets. 
STOCK NO.J5153 Digital Clock Kit $36.50 3/100.00 

CALCULATOR --TOUCH TONE -DATA ENTRY 
- L r. Elwew 

1.;,,_ 
J 

`i[ I" 
EERIE 

-]a 
.. ,. KEYBOARDS 

a J5151 is a heavy duty 10 digit UNgem board, made by automatic 

1 ! I 
au.. Electric Co.(makes of phone _ equipment). Usefull for tone 

data aR111litAld 
_wag 

encoding, entry etc. 
J 5151 J 5112 J 5155 .15112 is a calculator board, made 

by Flex -Key. 10 digits, decimal, 
4 arithmetic functions, equal sign, K & C keys,and on -off switch. 
J5155 is a calculator board, also made by Flex Key,10 digits,dec- 
mal point, 4 arithmetic functions, plus and mínus,C,DE and D 
keys, and on off switch. 

STOCK NO.J5151 2''/a"x3''/. 59.75 2/18.00 
STOCK NO.J5112 2'/."x3Yx" $7.95 2/15.00 
STOCK NO.J5155 2/'!."x3%2" $8.95 2/17.00 
All above with data sheets One each of above $24.00 i 

7 SEGMENT FLUORSCENT READOUT ' 
Tung -Sol DT1704B,9 pin, electricaly similar to G.E. V4075. 

to 50 volts anode. Makes all digits and 1 4 letters. 
color. We supply 9 pin socket. 1.2 volts Fil., 

STOCK NO.J 5140, with data. $2.65 ea. 2/5.00, 6/14.00 
1 

MINIMUM 
edition of 

A 

ORDER 
our 

DELTAYNELECTRONICS 

catalog 

BOX 

$5.00. 
now 

1, L 

Include 
available. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

postage, excess 

01903 

refunded. New 

CO. 
Phone (617) 388-4705 

104 Circle 92 on reader ,verIlee yards 



Used in calculators. touch-tone, encoding. programming Pa' .nI devices. 10 PUSH BUTTONS (0 to 9) & 2 uneom- 
milted. Ml s,vitch,a have 2 xrparate polea & 6 sep- 
arate busses - totalling 6 busses & 24 pole ... Any 
combination of which can he used! Size: ,rp.88 

3x2 7x5". Easy for panel mtg. too. O OO r 

GENERAL TELEPHONE DATA ENTRY KEYBOARD 

Rona rentals Doll 
SEMIKON or Stretcher/ 

20 -HEAT SINKS for all type., of TOS trans, makes 'em high potvetSI. 
o 2-2X5296 35WATT NP)) PLASTIC TRANSISTORS, for NF -540 SI. 

2- 2N6109 40 -WATT PNP PLASTIC TRANSISTORS. for NF.540 51. 
10.IN62 GERMANIUM UHF diode. Clip -in type 
5 -SCRs 7 -AMP 10220. 8-12-24 pre, power tab 
10 -NOS FETS, 3E187, 3E200, 3N128. TO -18, Fairchild' 
S -SCRs a TRIACS up to 25 amps. 6-12.24 pry, studs too 
2 - 293619, Texan, N channel, 6500 umhU o T-18 
2 - 2142646 UNIIUNCTIONS, plastic transistor., Texan 
6 - 29107, GE. most commonly used pnp. germaniut 
30 - SILICON. glass rectifiers, computer, axial leads 
30 - GERMANIUM, alas. rectifiers, signal, axial leads 
5 - 29170 GE, RF, germanium, npn,transistors, TO -22 
6 I -AMP 1000 PIV, epoxy, .011.1., ailleon rectifiers 
30 - SOOMW ZENERS. axial 4, 6, 9, 10, 12V rectifiers 

B 
4 - 2N3055, HOBBY, 40W npn silicon transistors, 10.3 
30 -3 -AMP RECTIFIERS, silicon, epoxy, :resorted V. axial' 

1 - PHOTO TRANSISTOR, with darhnetnn amP filter. lens.. . $1 
2 - PHOTO TRANSISTORS, with darlin,oton amp. 255777, CF:. SI 
4 - PHOTO CELLS. Claire., pancake, :106.70 ohms 51 

1 - 293035 non, 100W, 154. TO -3, transistor $1. 
5 - ER900 TRIGGER DIODES for SCRs & Trisex Si, 
2 - FET'S 295437 N channel 5000 umhos, TO -92 plastic S i. 
10 - 1N914 fast .witch dlodes, silicon, 4 nanoseconds Si. 
2 - 6 AMP TRIAC 200 PRV, TO -5 SI. 
40- ITT MICRO MINI RECTIFIERS silicon porcelain to 1KV Si. 
30- WORLD'S SMALLEST RECT. & zener n 1W, unsorted volts' 51. 
4 - 294269 Nixie tube driver trunaintore 100V, npn Si. 

O 2 - PUTS, pros. uni-trannixtore. similar to GE -1313T Si. 
2 - 6000 PIV 50 toll epoxy rectifiers. axial leads' SI 
10 - BENDIX 25 WATT "pellet" power transistors, silicon' Si 
1 - PHOTO ELECTRIC FET, 10.000 uhmos, n channel Si 
4- 80 WATT, 291488, silicon, 103. 60 Veo, npn SI 

U 4- 1000 NEE DARLINGTON Trunnl.stors, TO -18 cane S1. 
1 - 295039 HI-PWR plastic trans 100 ve, -o, 7 amp 85 watts Si. 
4 - 295296 HOBBY, 35 watts, plastic powers, NPN Si, 
4-2X6109 HOBBY. 40 watts. plastic powers, PNP S1. 
S - PLASTIC 35W powers, npn, silicon. hobhy 2E6121 Si. 
5 - PLASTIC 35W powers, pop, silicon, hobby 256124 
2 - MOS FETS. N channel 10K umos 35128, TO -18. RCA 
2- MOS FETS, DUAL GATE, N chan. 3E187, TO -I8. RCA 

0 
2 - MOS FETS, DUAL GATE, N chan..35140. TO -18. RCA . . . 

o 4 - RCA 293600 NPN, UHF transistors, tv -fm. TO -I8. 1000mc 
1-300V PLASTIC POWER TAB translators, RA 

51. 
51. 
51. 
11. 
51. 
SI. 

I.C. & LED HOBBY-ONICS 
3.1 -WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, Westinghouse, TO -5 51. 
15-709 FLAT PAK OP AMPS, 100% good 
50-710-711 flip flnpCOMPARATORS, untested . r r , .. `1. 
4DUAL 709, dip oak. op amps, untested 
5.7474D triggered (lip -tops dip. no tent 'a b 11 ... SI. 
2.1101 25.6 KIT ram special, dip, no text 
5.447447 7 -Sea. decoder -driver fnlouts -- I. - . Si. 

CI 10- TO -5 Case 536, 5411 505, 507, 741' . Si. 
5MOS REGISTERS, 5013-17, mini dips, no -test , y .. Si. 
S-MOS REGISTERS. 501-6, etc., TO -5. no -test - SI. 
5- SP/7141N. hobby, BCD -to -Nixie driver IC, DIP' $1. 
10 -LINEAR AMPS, 709, 710, 711, 741, TO -5 St. 

O 10 - 709 LINEAR AMPS, 711's too, DIP'S' 51. 
5 - HOBBY MEMORY CELLS, SN7481, up to 16 -cell, DIP' .. - sl, 

O 10 - RCA CA -3000 OP AMPS, TO -5 cane' S1. 
5 - 723 VOLTAGE REGULATORS. TO -6 51. 

O 4 -PHASE LOCK LOOPS. hobby 565, 560, 51;1' . . S1, 
10 - MINI DIPS phone lock mops, 7119, 741, 301, 307, hobby' S1- 2- VOLTAGE REGULATORS. LM309K, hobby, TO -3* III. 
10SIGNETIC OP AMP. 531. 5:13, 536, 550. 555, IIIPs, T0-5 1,1. 

O 1 -5311.14 CLOCK ON A CHIP, 4 -or -f; digit, 24-or-2Mpin' 51. 
1 -CALCULATOR ON A CHIP, hobby, exp. 40 -pin, sp,rs' .. 51. 

O 4 -DECADE COUNTER, hobby special, SN74:111, Dll' pak' Si. 
O I -2516 CHARACTER GENERATORS, hobby, for MAN 2'.. Si. 
O 1. 2513 CHARACTER GENERATOR, Hobby foe MAN.2 SI. 
O 4-5X74193 UPDOWN COUNTER, dip, Id -tort' Iallouts Si. 

4 - 597442, 5N7445 BCD-I0-d,cimnl, factory fellows SI. 
O 10-5X7476 DUAL .11: 34 /alma FSi", factory fallouts. .. 51. 
O S - 597413 DUAL NAND SCHMIDT trigger, factory fallout>. 51. 

5 - 5474123 Ketrig. SI. vibrator wIdlear fallout -41, 
O 4- 4474192 UPDOWN decade counter, dip. factory fallout. Si. 

10 - SN7473 Dual JK Master S/flip flops 
O 10- 555 HOBBY TIMER special, In the mini DIP paks' 
O 10- NATIONAL 301 and 307 BOBBY 1)P \SIP SPECIAL T05' 
O 16- NATIONAL & SIGNETIC.ETL dip special, all marked' 

20-597400 1)I1', manufacturers' fallouts, u test m Si. 
20.47404 DIP, manufacturers' f:dlouts, a test 'em 5I. 
7-SN74121 DIP, m Itivibrator, fallout, u tent 'em 3.1. 
S -LM -300 Super 723, manufacturers. fallouts, u test 

en 
h 51. 

O S -IBM IC' with pc board, many parts, from compulors 51. 
lAM RADIO -ON -A -CHIP, by Sprague. IIIP, a lent em 41, 
1DUAL 2 -WATT "Stereo-AmpOn-A-Chip",IalloutSprague, Local Si. 
1-OPCOA SLA-11C, like STAN -5, green, Reg missing SI. 
A-SPERRY SP332, twin digit, factory rejects, .33" .home, no tenS1. 
1.OPCOA SLA-11, like MAN -5, green, I -or -more sees gone, Si. 
1.OPCOA SLA3H, 0,7 chorea. readout, 1 -or -more .legs manning. S1 

r0 5 -MONSANTO opts isolators, no tent, 1500V S1. 

O 
10 -LED HOBBY SURPRIZE, asst. types, factory rejects. no tent 51. 
2.OPCOA SLA1, MAN -1, red, .33" Chant, 1 -or -nor, legs gonS1, 

0 
2 -MONSANTO MAN -4, .19" harac. 1 -or -more area Tinning red S1. 
5 -MONSANTO MAN3, .12" chars. red. 1 or more negn 

Reflective Mar segments. while Nunnanto all LEI( negmrnla, 

51. 
Si. 
S1. 
Si. 

MoneyBaek 
GUARANTEE 
on all Items 

SANKEN HYBRID Attar's Type Watts sale 
AUDIO POWER AMPS o Si_1025E 25 s 8.88 

19.95 
toed ,yn S,. IOSOE 50 29.95 .xtrd 

players. 
hi-fi system., lope clerks. FM ran- i record s 

within 
mu.sirnl arras. rots, P.A., etc. All amplifiers, flat within t dhn from hz to 100,000, F:nr4 unit prulerly heat-sin/Dal. with 

i,,tdrd 
dut cone connections. Single - ended all output, Plower 

lug 
required Output 215'116' put to M hm order by Stock No. 

LLowest Prices 

argest 
Selection 

Factory Marked Ilydrr br t)'n" na:mhr: Slot' she,, ,n r, mest "(ONLY' 

:E 

Type Sale) 
SN7400 50.30 [ SN7437 .50 

;] 597401 .30 
!J SN7402 .30 
o SN7403 .30 

SN7404 .35 
U 597405 .35 

Sr47406 .45 
597407 .55 
SN7408 .35 
SN7410 .30 

,-] SN7411 .35 
o SN7413 .85 

] SN7415 .55 
[1 SN74I6 .49 

597417 .49 
o SN7420 .30 

597421 .55 
) SN7422 .32 
] SN7425 .50 

557426 .36 
[J SN7430 .30 
,] 597432 .35 

597438 ,50 
SN7440 

1.19 5N7441 1.10 SN7442 
1.19 SN7443 

5N7444 1.25 
SN7445 1,19 
SN7446 1.40 
SN7447 1,40 
5N7448 1.45 
5N7450 .30 
SN7451 .30 
597453 .30 
597454 .30 

n SN7455 .55 
lJ SN7460 30 

SN7461 .35 
SN7462 .35 
597464 .30 

:] 597465 -50 
5N7470 .50 
SH7471 .55 

"C-MOS" IC CIRCUITS 
74C00 5.95 

O 74002 
2 .75 RCA TYPE 

74C10 1.95 
.15 

" 
C.MOS" IC's 

74C73 1.79' 7o'n Sale 
7aC74 1.59 CD4001AE S .71 
74C76 1.79 CD4002aE .71 
74C157 2.50 LJ CD4C1I 1.69 
74C160 3,50 11CD4.114E .71 
74C161 3.500 JCD4at2AE .71 
74Cí62 33,50 CD4013AE 1.62 
74C 163 3.50 Li C040í6*E 1.62 

0 74C195 4.50 
CD403501 .71 (] CD4035 qE 4.16 

INTEGRATED 
- CIRCUIT .. SOCKETS 

,'1/ 14Pin, DIP ..,.5.45 
sou .,. 1)14 -Pin. Wire wrap. .59 

14 -Pin, SItPe Mount 1.00 Bay Any 3 :::::::::= 16 -Pin, 
orP 

- ... ,50 Dame 107. 
TO -5. 810 -Pins. .29 Di+x ountl 

SN7472 
407473 
5N7474 

L] 507475 
Sv7476 

r] S07478 
'1 597480 

, 597481 
I1 597482 '] 597483 

5/47485 
] 5747486 

547489 
547490 
SN7491 

.50 
,5S 
.49 

1.00 
.65 
.95 
.65 

1.25 
,99 

1.19 
1.19 

.SO 
3.25 
1.22 
1.35 

O 597492 1.02 
S97493 1.02 
SN7494 1.05 

U 597495 1.02 
597496 1.02 

U 5974106 .95 
11 S974107 .70 
[] S974108 .95 

106 

117 -1114i - 

Bey 33 .... 
l01a 

alsrevRt 

Buy 100 - Take 207 

5974112 .95 
j SN74113 .9S 

5974114 .95 
SN74121 .60 
SN74122 .9S 
SN74123 1.09 

f] $N74125 .71 
SN74126 .71 
5974139 1.25 
5974140 1,25 
SN74145 1.55 
5974148 4.50 
SN74150 1.19 
5974151 1.02 
5974152 4,95 

(] 5474153 1.39 [ 5N74154 1.65 
r SN74155 1.29 

SN74156 1.45 
5974157 1.45 

L1 SN74158 1.55 
5N7416O 1.85 
SN74161 1,55 

S974163 1,75 
SN74164 2.75 
5974165 2.75 
S974166 1.85 
5474173 1.65 
5974174 3.20 
5974175 3.20 
5974176 
SN74177 
5974179 
5974180 
5974181 
SN74182 
5974185 
5974192 
SN74193 
SN74194 
5974195 
SN74196 
57474197 
SN74198 

"AEROSPACE" BABCOCK E. LEACH 
All hermt:ruily sealrñ. CRYSTAL CAN 
Subm:nt, 1/6, hall, and RELAYS 
full cry.+cal can types an 

6-12-'249 in a+nt rentaem 12 for 
umto ,PUT. I :eau p 10 $3.50 
011. Such types 151/40. 

11, 44, 16. 2I. ,t-. 
lorry no choosing volt ores 
or types. From factory' ax- 
tor"x In you Good 
asst. -d You are 

l 

',Pare - 
minded. ut Inw prates. 

. 
1'1 1 I 

1.85 
1.85 
2.10 
1.10 
4.25 
1.05 
2.50 
1.62 
1.62 
1.85 
1.10 
1.95 
1.95 
2.65 

/4 

NATIONAL 'OP' AMPS 
BUY ANY 3 - TAKE 107 

LM -300 
Descriptoon 
Super 723 V. reg. Sale 

LM -301 HI -performance a 
' $ .95 LM -302 Voltage follower p .45 

LM -305 Pos. V. . .99 
LM -307 Super 741 

a. 
- - - -- -- 1.45 

LM -308 Hi -Q let Type Op - .. 45 
LM -3099 5V 200 toll V. r e, , 1.20 LM -309K 5V 1 -amp V "' 1.00 LM311 
LM -320 
LM -320 

LI LM320 
V LM -350 

LM -370 
IILM-371 

Brand 

Comparator 
, 

... .... 1.25 
Minus 5V 1 -amp V,R,!' - 

1.53 
Minus 12V 1 -amp V.R-e' 1,50 
Minus 15V 1 -amp V -R. 1.50 
Dual peripheral driver 1,50 
ACC squelch op amp 
R -F, I -F, p amp 1.25 

LM -373 AM -FM SSB, I.A.D. 3,.69 75 
LM -374 AM -FM, SSG, IVAD 380 2 -watt audio ampliner - 1.69 LM -3028 Differential RE/IF amp 1.5- LM -3070 Chrme LM -3071 TV chrome AIF cane 

1.50 
70 -3 

p 1.50 cox, others TO -5 

missing. Si. "MEMORY m 

LANE" 
I101 256 Bit RAMuy Aay 

3 S Take 307. 
K ' ' 1 1103 1024 MO 

y 2516 Bit RAM NOS , 
52.50 

8223 Pr 

Character 
GM n. 

TTLOM ' 12,30 
6 pBa , MM5260a 61e ROM 3.25 

1024 Bit RAM ' 650 
.4. 445262 2048 Bit RAM ' ' 7.95 

9.95 

NI -FI 1" SQUARE $1.49 
MINI METERS 3 for 53.75 

Plastic case Red needle Indicators 
Balancing, stereo, tape, amps, 
t'('. side mig, plus a moon. 20 dh. 
VU, front rate, plus :I minus 20 dh. 

B RAND NEW LOWEST PRICES 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 3 -WATT 
AUDIO AMP 3 FOR 16.00 $2.50 

Delivers :1. walla rontanuous, 10 walla peak. It oh 
hest inks: micro -mini a e: °.1x1 . 1 7' 9 to 11 ll ' 

pis. High sensitivity. AZ to 16 ohms! For mono and 
stereo phonon, tape. F\I. .571, TV. servo 

' 

GI "GLASS AMP II" 
SPACE AGE FEATURES 

Type PI \' Sale 
194245 200 5.14 
1N4246 400 .22 
1X4247 600 .39 
1N4248 ROO .49 
1N4249 1000 .59 

Meets critical JAN specs. A 
glass "ball nl silicon 
strength" that meets JAN 
specs highs reliability. with- 
Rtanda ukasee power 
surges to vIK watts. ONE 
amp ,tinge with 2 amµ 
c pnhiliiliee. Axial leads. 

i 

531 Hi slew rats op -amp (TO -5) 52.50 
O 532 Micro power 741 (TO.S) 
U 533 Micro power 709 (TOS) 

S36 FET Input op amo 170.51 
O 556 5 Times faster than 741C 

558 Dual 741 (T0.5í 
560 Phan* 10.1 loops (DIP) 2 
561 Phase lock loops (DIP) 2 
562 Phase lock loops (DIP) 2 95 
565 Phase lock loops (Al 295 

O 566 Function generator (70.5) ..... 2.95 
[] 567 Tone decoder (A) 2.95 

702C HI -grain, DC amp (TO -5) 49 
703C RFIF, amp, 14 cats (70.51 69 
704 TV sound IF iy. 1 50 
709C Operational amp (A) 47 
709CV Op amp (mini DIP) , , 47 
110C Dltferenti.l amp (A) 47 
711C Dual cliff. comp (A) 47 

O 723C Voltage reauiator (AI 75 
O 733 DPI. Video Amp 1 75 

741C Frequency compensator 709 (Al -. 49 
741CV Freq. comp 709 (Mint DIP) 

- - 

49 
747C Dual 741C íA1 - 9S 

49 
O 753 Gain Block 1 75 

1 00 'r09-709 Dual 709C (DIP) 
739-739 Dual stereo ereamp 1.98 

O 741.741 Dual 41C (A) 1.00 
PA265 S -Watt voitag. regulator 1 95 
ULN2300M Op amp with SCR .. - .... , , 1.50 
CA3065 Video Audio system 1.05 
75451 Dual peripheral driver 88 
75491 Quad seg driver for LED readouts . 1 65 

O 75492 Hen driver w/col, out 250 ma. 1,85 
For LEO readouts 

IAI 11)-5 or DIP dual in line pak 

SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIERS 
PRV IA 3A 84 2544. 100A 250A 
15 S.15 - - - - 
60 0 .39 0 5.39 .52 Q S.55 S.95 52.25 5- 5,50 
100 .49 0 .69 .60 31.25 3 2.95 3 6,95 
200 L] .69 .89 0 .69 0 1.95 3 3.95 8.50 
400 .95 1.19 1.25 2.50 3 5.95 10.50 
600 - - 0 1.50 2.96 I] 7.95 12.50 
'Stud. Plastic, power tah. Others TO.1h,-i. 

STUD & TO -S TRIACS 
PRV 34e 61' 15A 25A 50 5.25 [ ] S.30 S.75 5.95 100 0 .49 .40 95 1.15 

7G00 

.599 .70 1.19 1.50 
400 0 .69 

El 
'9O 1.50 1.90 

500 .79 
1.10 1.90 2.25 
1.50 2.25 2,75 600 

, 99 1.75 2,50 2,95 

EPDXY 
FULL 
WAVE 
SILICON 
BRIDGE 
RECTIFIERS 
l -,de: 2 amp 

Tí1-5 rase 

PIV 2 Ame 6 Ame 
SO Cl 5.69 5.88 

100 [) .79 0 .99 
200 0 .95 1.25 
400 1.19 [ 1.50 
600 1.35 [ 1.75 
800 0 1.59 [ 1.95 

1000 [)1.79 02.25 
6Ame h- -x1/16sq 

LOWEST Ply 2Ampe 2A,,,, 3A, 
PRICES 50 S -os s.os 1,,..o. 

100 CI ,06 .06 ,12 
EPDXY Zoo ,07 .07 .l2 
SILICON 400 CI .09 .09 .22 

RECTIFIERS 000 C[7I .1s 0 .1s2 .39 
loon .18 f7 ,ta ,as n TO -a sue, others .stud 

Basic movement for al. 
cluck radios, by ' Seaa n+" 
rn ''Tel rhron". Pmstrd,- 

n ON. Resign yon,' owe 
"liming" root. 0 -In -2 I hrs. 
11.5/1/60 hz. Swvilrh rated 
at -'o amps. With hookups, 

fSi 

'DIP" Paekaaes 

LI 

8 -TRACK CAR RADIO STEREO 

TAPE TRANSPORT 
M-Tt rk tape transport 
with r, mpletr stereo play 

hawk svntem lox,. odie 
amplifier. Operate:. off 12 
VIII' teme & hotter proof. I's 7:111 preamp & read/ 
to Kro. laos -track tam.. 
Wt. :1 -lbs. 

i LINEAR 
1 e FACTORY 

3 /or 524 

8.88 

yN 
aa 

CTORy Est. 
IlrS7awasPgnn-- '0prwa 

O 748C Freq. adj. 741C (A) 

2 50 
2 50 
295 
2 10 
1 00 

95 
95 

HIGH POWER STUD RECTIFIERS 
PIV 504 250A 

' 50 $.69 1.4,so I 100 -85 6,50 200 1,19 8,25 1- 400 1,45 

100 

0,55 a 

,' 
800 

:1138 

1,75 10,50 800 2,25 11.50 1100 2,65 Q°01: 12,50 

Terms: add pnntag, Rated: net :10 
Phone Order.: Wakefield. Mass. 16171 245-3829 
Retails I6 -I8 Del Carmine St.. Wakefield, Mass. 
1115 Water Street) C.O.D.'S >IAY KE'110510 
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FOR SALE 
LOGIC probes from $9.95. Free catalog. 
ELECTRO INDUSTRIES, 4201 Irving Park, 
Chicago, III. 60641 

BURGLAR alarm system - Do it yourself. Instal- 
led in minutes. Free literature. EMRAD 
CORPORATION, P.O. Box 1341 Kokomo, Ind. 
46901 

SEMICONDUCTOR and parts catalog. J. & J. 
ELECTRONICS, Box 1437, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
Canada 
NAME brand digital test equipment, discount 
prices. Free catalog and price list. SALEN 
ELECTRONICS, Box 82, Skokie, III. 60076 
CONVERT any television to sensitive big -screen 
oscilloscope. Only minor changes required. No 
electronic experience necessary. Illustrated 
plans $2.00. RELCO-A25, Box 10563, Houston, 
Tex. 77018 
TWENTY disc, or 10 bar magnets. $1.00. 
MAGNETS, Box 192-E, Randallstown, Md. 
21133 

FREE catalog lists resistors, tubes, transistors, 
rectifiers, condensors, tools, tuners, etc. etc. 
HYTRON HUDSON, Dept. RE 2818 Kennedy 
Blvd., Union City, N.J. 07087. 
GIANT 126 page Canadian surplus catalog. 
$1.00. ETCO ELECTRONICS, Dept. RE, Box 741, 
Montreal. Canada. 
NEW FM deviation meters $75.00. Free informa- 
tion. Write ECM, 412C N. Weinbach, Evansville, 
Indiana 47711. 

DIGITAL electronics! Complete schematics, 
parts lists, theories -Discrete Component Digi- 
tal Clock, $3.00. Increase technical competence, 
hobby skills -Complete course in Digital Elec- 
tonics is highly effective, $10.00. Free literature. 
DYNASIGN. Box 60R2. Wayland, Mass. 01778 
LOW noise resistors - YA W, 5%, carbon film for 
3.5c each. Fifty of one value for $1.25. All 5% 
values from 10 to 3.3Meg ohms in stock. Specifi- 
cations upon request. 75c postage and handling 
charge per order. Deduct 10% on orders over 
$50. COMPONENTS CENTER, P.O. Box 134, 
N.Y., N.Y. 10038 

SLA-3 7 segment LED readouts 
.77" numbers. 45 Ma/seg. $7.95 

MINIATURE TRIM POTS 
5K, 10K, 20K, 25K, 50K, 100K, 
$.75 3/$2.00 

MULTI -TURN TRIM POTS 
Similar to Bourns 3010 style 
3/16"x Sit" x 1114" 
50, 100,500, 2000, 5000, 
10,000 and 20,000 ohms. 
$1.50 ea. 31$4.00 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
41/2"x61/2" double sided fiber- 
glass board, 1/16" thick, un - 
etched $.60 ea. 5/$2.50 

NIXIE TUBES 
Similar to Raytheon 8650 
tubes, with socket & data 
sheet $2.25 3/$6.00 

TIS 73 N FET $ .60 
2N4891 UJT j .50 
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 441.00 

VERIPAX PC BOARD 
This board is a 1/16" single 
sided paper epoxy board, 
412" s 642" (standard ver- 
ipax), DRILLED and 
ETCHED which will hold up 
to 21 single 14 pin IC's or 8, 
16 or LSI DIP IC's with bus- 
ses for power supply con- 
nections. Is also etched for 
22 pin connector. $4.35 

FLV 100 Visible LED $ .59 
ME -4 IR LED $ .59 
MV5026 Vis. LED $ .59 
MT -2 PHOTO TRANS. $ .80 
MCT-2 OPTO-ISOL. $ .90 
MCD-2 OPTO-ISOL $ .90 
Green GAP OSL-16 LED $ .90 
Red GAP OSL-3 LED $ .60 
Hi intensity VIS. Red 

with reflector $ .60 
MCA 2-30 photo darlington 

relay .. ... ..... . 5 .90 
14 PIN DIP SOCKETS ... 3151.00 

Silicon Power Rectifiers 

PRV 1A 3A 12A 50A 
100 .06 .11 .30 .90 
200 .07 .16 .35 1.25 
400 .09 .20 .50 1.50 
600 .11 .25 .70 1.80 
800 .15 .35 .90 2.30 
000 .20 .451.10 2.75 
Terms: FOB Cambridge, 

Mass. Send check or Money 
Order. Include Postage. 
Minimum Order $3.00 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
2N3137 NPN SI TO -5 .6W 20V .5A 70MH2500HFE 4/51.00 
MPS3393 NPN SI TO -92 .3W 25V .1A 19 
2N3866 NPN SI TO -5 .5W 30V RF 
2N1605 NPN GE TO.5 .15W 24V IA 
2N5324 PNP GE TO -3 60W 250V 10A 
2N404 PNP GE TO -5 25W .2V I5A 
2N3767 NPN S TO -66 80W 4V 20A 
2N2222 NPN S TO -92 30W .8V .5A 
2N3055 NPN S 10.3 115w 100V 15A 
2N3772 NPN S TO -3 150w 60V 30A 
2N5296 NPN S TO -220 36W 409 4A 
2N6109 PNP S TO -220 36W 40V 4A 
2N4898 PNP S TO -66 25W 40V 4A 
MJ2251 NPN S TO -66 lOW 225V ,5A 
2N3638 PNP S TO -5 3W 25V .5A 
2N2218A NPN SI TO -5 60W .8V 8A 

CAPACITORS 
6V 30 OF TANT. 51$1 

20V 4.7UF TANT. 5 $1 
12V IOUF ELECT. 5 51 

50V 1000E ELECT $.40 

Power 
14 
20 
12 
10 

250 
.01 

.2 
.8 
.8 

4 
10 
10 

250 

DATA -LIT 707 
LED readouts $2.75 

MAN -3 LED 
READOUTS $1.75 

MAN -4 LED 
READOUTS $2.50 

1103 1024 bit RAM $ 7.25 
NEC 6003 2048 bit RAM . $14.50 
1101 256 bit RAM 5 3.25 
8225 64 bit -read-write RAM $ 3.50 

Conductive Elastometer low 
profile calculator keyboard. A 
244" 344" . i2" flex key. 
I9SK-6 keyboard having 0.9... 

- _ K C buttons with 
off, on switch. $6.50 

TTL IC SERIES 
74100- .50 7476- .75 
7400- .28 7480- .70 
7401_ .28 7483-1.25, 7402_ .28 7486- .50 7403- .28 7490-1.50 
7404- ,33 7491-1.30 
7405- .30 7492-1.30 
7406- .50 7493-1.30 
7407_ .50 7495-1.30 
7408- .32 7496-1.10 
7410_ .28 74107- .75 7411- .32 74121- .70 
7412_ .4p 74123-1.10 7413- .85 74125-1.50 7416- .50 74126-1.50 7417_ .50 74151-1.25 7420- .28 74154_1.95 7422- .32 74157-1.50 
7426_ .35 74164-2.20 7427- .55 74165-2.20 7430- .28 74176-1.95 7437- .60 74177-1.95 7438- .55 74192-1.75 7440- .28 74193-1.75 7441-1.50 
7442-1.50 
7445-1.50 
7446-1.50 
7447-1.50 
7448-1.50 
7450- .28 
7472- .50 
7473- .60 
7474-1.50 
7475-1.00 

74195-1.25 
75451-1.00 
75452-1.00 
75491-1.10 
8211-1.50 
8220-1.50 
8520-1.75 
8836 

ISP380)- .95 
LM 351-1.00 

Similar to 8038C IC Voltage con- 
trolled oscillator, as featured in 
Oct. 73 P. E. they have sine, square 
and triangular outputs good to 
!MHz. Two of them can be used to 
make an FM generator...59.95 

.2 41$1.00 
$ .75 

125 5/51.00 
35 $1.50 
40 4 $1.00 
80 $ .70 
80 5/51.00 
50 $1.00, 
30 $1.35 I 

60 $ .50 

46 $ 60 
40 $ .70 
67 5151.00 
70 4/51.00 

Full Wave Bridges 

PRV 2A 6A 
200 .95 1.25 
400 1.15 1.50 
600 1.35 1.75 

5311 -Clock Chip. 6 Digit BCD 
hold count, Output Strobe $11.95 
5314 -Clock Chip. 6 Digit hold 
count, Output Strobe .... $9.95 

Injection laser -a single diode 
6W, 25A Ga As unit similar to 
RCA 40859 $10.95 

Dual tapered CdS photo cell 
used for optical alignment with a 
single plane lens, (Not in- 
cluded). $ .95 

ASC II ENCODED TERMINAL 
KEY BOARDS $60.00 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 
LM309K 5V IA regulator $2.25 
536 FET input oper amp 53 25 
537 Precision 741 $2 50 
560 phase lock loop $2 95 
561 phase lock loop 52.95 
565 phase lock loop $2.95 
567 Tone decoder $2 95 
703 RF-IF amplifier $ .80 
Dual 709 $ .95 
709C operational Amp. $ .47 
723 Regulator $ .75 
741 operational Amp 5 47 
747 Dual 741 $1.25 
LM 308 oper amp $1 51, 
101 oper amp $ 75 
741A oper amp $ .47 
320-5V reg. $1 75 
320-15V reg. 51 75 
748 oper amp $ 95 
LM 300H -Vol. reg $1.25 
LM370-AGC squelch oper amp 
$1.25 
LM 380-2 W audio amp. $1 75 
2W Stereo audio amo IC 114 pint 53 95 
LM 319Dual HispeedComparator$1.59 
LM 382 Stereo Per Amp $1.75 
LM 376 2.378 Pos Regulator! 51.75 

TRIACS SCR'S 
PRV 1A 

40 
.7 

t. 

10A 25A 6A 35A 

Send 20c for our latest catalog featuring Transistors and Rectifiers; 325 Elm St., Cambridge, Mass. 

iiPost Office Box 74D Somerville, Mass. 02143 - 

OLID TATE ALES 
Tel. (617) 547.4005 

FREE catalog. Tremendous electronic bargains. 
COMPUKITS, Box 4192X, Mountain View, Calif. 
94040 
RADIO & TV tubes 36c each. One year guaran- 
teed. Plus many unusual electronic bargains. 
Free catalog. CORNELL, 4217-E University, San 
Diego, Calif. 92105 
CANADIAN'S free catalog LED's, IC's, transis- 
tors, SCR's. diodes, parts. CORONET 
ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre Dame West, 
Montreal 101, Oue., Canada 
EMPLOYMENT information - Electronic techni- 
cians - How to earn $15,000-20,000 yearly. Not 
field service. Not overseas. Work in U.S.A. De- 
tails $2.00. WENDEL L. DANIELS CONTRACT 
ENGINEERING, 8450 Anthony Wayne Ave., Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio 45216 
NEW! Record, dub, edit, mix, fade, monitor. 
Eliminate "jungles" of tangled wires with Dubie 
Tape Aid control for 1 to 3 tape decks. DUBIE 
TAPE AID CORP., Dept. D, 2305 N. Penn., Ok- 
lahoma City, Okla. 73107 (405) 524-858 
FREE catalog. Electronic parts bargains. J.K. 
PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 527R, Norris, Tenn. 37828 
FLASHTUBES, capacitors for automotive timing 
light replacement. Catalog. Kohler Electronic, 
Box 57, Elk, Calif. 95432 
FREE kit catalog: Scramblers, tone encoders 
and decoders, alarms, sounders, automatic 
telephone recorder phone patch, IC kits and 
more. KRYSTAL KITS, 2202 S.E. 14th, Benton- 
ville. Ark. 72712 
CINCH connectors 22+22 contacts. 156 spac- 
ing $1.95 plus 25c postage. WEST ASSOC., 95 
Steuben Blvd., Lake Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 11779 
MANUALS for Govt. surplus radios, test sets, 
scopes. List 504 (coin). BOOKS, 7218 Roanne 
Drive, Washington, D.C. 20021 
JAPANESE transistors, wholesale prices, free 
catalog. WEST PACIFIC ELECTRONICS, Box 
25837, W. Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 
FACTORY outlet - stereo - quadraphonic - 
multiplex auto decks, radios and accessories 
$15.00 up - $1.00 for dealer lists. BIDCO CON- 
SUMER ELECTRONICS, 565 East McMurray, 
McMurray, Pa. 15317 
FREE catalog. IC's, PUT's, transducers, ther- 
mocouples, LED's, transistors, circuit boards, 
parts. CHANEY'S, Box 15431, Lakewood, Colo. 
80215. 

SEMICONDUCTORS, components, unusual 
items, discount prices. Catalog 204. SEABOARD 
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS, Box 906, 
Clute, Tex. 77531 

EXPERIMENTERS! Projects and theory in digi- 
tal computers, communication, microwave. 
many more. Send for free listing. 
EXPERIMENTER'S LIBRARY, Box 1182, 
Lafayette, Ind. 47901 

LOUDSPEAKERS - BOSE 901 replacements. 
$7.98 postpaid. Quantity discounts. Money back 
guarantee. AURATONE, Box 580- 18, Del Mar, 
Calif. 92014. 

MOVABLE CROSS HATCH 
FOR COLOR TV 
BET CONVERGENCE i 

flat' ..... 
g 

ti 

a' 
dipp 

1' -- 

$18.150 
osT PAID 
IN USA 

THE GENERATOR IS 
A TV TRANSMITTER 
GENERATING ONE 
VERTICAL AND ONE 

HORIZONTAL LINE 
EACH MOVABLE OVER THE TV SCREEN OUTPUT 
CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO SET ANTENNA ONLY 
3 I/2 x 6 x 2. IDEAL FOR CARRYING IN 
TOOL CADDY. KIT IS COMPLETE WITH ALL 
PARTS, DIAGRAMS AND INSTRUCTIONS, 

PHOTOLUME CORPORATION wRItE FOR 

BOO 135. NEW YORK. N.Y 1001s CATALOG, 

technical Excellence 
in Electronics. 

On our small. friendly campus the emphasis is on Living a, well 
as Learning. Extra -curricular social activities, student clubs. a 
student operated radio station, student government, new dormi- 
tory and a full sports program help provide a world of your own 
In which to prepare for tomorrow. Associate Degree In Engineer- 

ing Electronics. B.S. obtainable. 0.1. approved. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. 0, Yellowstone Toil, Valparaiso, Ind,ana 46383 
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GHT EMITTING DIODE GaAs INDICATORS 
2-MVI, amber. visible jumbo epoxy lens upright $1.00 

[11 1MV2, TO -18. dome. green, visible 1.00 
1MV2, green small dome, green daft, Ilte 1.00 
1-MV2, clear .mall plastic dome, green dip. lit.- 1.00 
1MV3, micro -mini 'pin head' dome, TO -I N, green lile 1.00 

,0 4-MV3, visible. "roan pin oak". red, mini dome lene 1.00 
1 -MVO, stud. high power, red. 2 -walla 3.95 
1MV4H, stud. high power, ht -dome, red, 2 -watts 3.95 

134 -MV 1 OB, visible, red, rlear dome Inns TO- I M 1.00 
(' 4-M V IOC, vivible, red. diffused, dome lens, TO -1R 1.00 

1MV100, diffused lens. green visible lite. TO -Is 1.00 
4MV50, axial lends, micro -mini dome. clear, red. TO- IS 1.00 

Q 1-MVS2, micro -mini, nxial green lens. green lile 1.00 
IMVS3, micro -mini. axial yellow lens. yellow lit 1.00 

(j 4.MVS4, muero -mini, axial leuda. red lens, red lit 1.00 
04-MV55, micro -mini. axial leads. red lens. red lite 1.00 
O 4-MV5012, red small dome lens, red lite, TO -18 1.00 

4-MVS013, not, dome, 2 hi red dome, softred dill. lit«, TO -1R 1.00 
4-M V 5020, jumbo rlear dome, visible. red. TO- In 1.00 
4-MV5021, jumbo red diffused lens. visible, lit.-, red 1.00 
4-MV5022, jumbo red lens, v sihlt red lite, spade, upright ... 1.00 
4MV5024, jumbo purple dome, purple flooded lice, TO -1R . , . 1.00 
4-MV5026, jumbo red diffused Inns. red lit, spade 1.00 
1-MV5040, 4 -LET' red a with 5 -lend pak 1.49 
4-MVSO54, red jumbo dome lens, TO -IR red lit, upright 1.00 

4-MVS080, TO -I M. m red dome. red lit.- 1.00 
4-Mv5080, TO -18, micro -mini flat Clear lens. red lit 1.00 
4-MV5082, red clear flat lens, TO -I8 red lite 1:00 
1MV5094, red bi-polar, solid state lamp V to 110-I15VAC-DC 1.98 
1-MV5222, green hi plastic dome, diffused green lit.- 1.00 

o 1MV5222, green hi dome. dio. green lite 1.00 
1-MV5222, green jumbo dome. green lile, panel snap -in 1.49 

y 1-MV5282, micro -mini, green Irma TO -I8, green lite 1.00 
1-MVS322, yellow jumbo dome, yellow lite, panel snap -in 1.98 
1MV5491, jumbo. 'hi -State. RED. GREEN, OFF, nperlal 1.98 
1MV9000, cartridge panel lamp, seal. -d. red, rlear lens 1.49 
2-MT2, photo transistor. light sensor, TO -IR 1.00 .....,C>-- 

3 2-MEl, infra -red. parabolic. hens. pin type 1.00 
3ME3, infra -red. invisible lite, "pinhead". single Irad tata 1.00 
3-ME4, infra -red "invisible", TO -I R, dill. dome 1.00 
3-ME6O. infra -red, "invisible". axial, micro -mini 1.00 

OPTO Nicol, 4000V isolation photo transistor $2.95 
MCD2, ISOOV isolation photo diode 1.00 

COUPLERS Mcrl, 4000V isnlntion photo transistor 3.95 

Sill 
MCT2, 1500V isolation photo transistor 1.00 
MCTS-10, 10.000V isolation photo transistor 3.95 
MCTS25. 25.000V isolation photo transistor 2.95 

LITRONIX-OPCOA-MAN "7 -SEGMENT" 

LED Readouts MAN -I 

All fit 14 -pm IC sockets. MI 7 -segments. MAN Series 

Otll 
LED" and made by well-known West Coast mfgr 

hers Reflective Bar type made by OPCOA and LI- 
TItONIX, The Reflertive Bar types art; low-cost versions 
of the MAN'', .dept .3:1 character height! If one LEI. 
blows You lose a segment. AtAN's You DO NOT! All 

rcadouta 
t0 

-to -9 numerals, plus letters and decimal. 
Opr.m and Litromx products pm -for -pin replace - 

men ls for\IAN- I STAN -1. All 5V TTL romoatihle. 

704 
707 

MAN 
4 

MAN -3 

SLA-1 
SLA-2 

ALL LED character 
READOUTS - TYPE Sire 

Color 
Display Dee'mal Mil. 

100111 
Driver Each 

1/....,' 
Special 

3 MAN1 equal .27 Red Yes 20 5N7047 $4.901 
4.95 

31or $12. 
3 for $13. MAN -1A equal .27 Red Yes 20 SN7447 

MAN -3 equal .115 Red Yes 10 SN7448 2.50 3 for $6. 
MAN -3A equal .115 Red Yes 10 SN7448 2.50 3 for $6. 
MAN 3M equal .127 Red Yes 10 5N7448 2.50 3 foe $6. 

7 MAN -3 equal .115 Red 10 SN7446 1.95 3 for $5. 
-. MAN -3M equal .127 Red Y ..... 10 SN7448 1.95 3 for $5. 

MAN -4 equal .190 Red Yes 15 SN7448 3.25 3 for $9. 
3 MAN -4 equal .190 Red Y ..... 15 SN7448 2.75 3 for $8. 

"REFLECTIVE LITE BAR" (Segment LED Readou si 

3 707 IMAN1) .33 Red Yes 20 5817447 3.25 3 for $9. 
7040 (MAN4) .33 Red Yes 20 3.25 3 for $9. 

SLA-1 (MAN -1) .33 Red Yes 20 SN7447 3.25 3 for $9. 

SLA-2 'e -.1 .33 Red No 15 5N7447 3.25 3 for $9. 

3 SLA-3H Giant .70 Red Yes 20 SN7447 6.50 3 for $18. 
3 SLA-11C (MAN -5.33 Creen Ves 40 5N7447 5.95 3 for $15. 

SLA-12 ±1 .33 Green No 40 SN7447 I 3.50 3 for S 9. 

Red epoxy case, others clear. Litronix and Opeoo's pin -for -pin 
equals and electrical opera An MAN -1 or SIAN-4. ' LED "dot" easing. 

HI-FI 1" SQUARE Plastic case 
MINI METERS needle Indicators 

Balancing, stereo, tape, amps. 3 for $3.75 
VU, side mug, plus 3 minus 20 db. 
VU, front mtg, plus 3 minas 20 db. $1.49 

$4.95 

SPERRY "ORANGE" 
TWIN DIGIT ARRAY 

Type SP332, each digit i 

individually controlled, opM 
erate» off 180VUC, Inn 

aa, 

200 min. Color: ORANGE:. 
7 -digits. glass protection 
over digits. Character 
height: 0.33. P.C. mount - 

3 for 512. Inc. Size: %1" x ;s". 9 -pin» 
per digit. Driver: SN7447. 

buy 3 -- 
Valais 10, 
READOUT Char. Maker 

MAN -1 .27 h. Monsanto 
MAN.4 .19 h. Monsanto 707 .33 h. Lltronics 
704. .33 h. Litronles 
$LA1 .33 h. Opcoa ' Pin -for -pin MAN -I, t Pin -for -pin MAN --1, elec, char. name 

sett 3 AI AN -3 type) and 
3 LED internally "multiplexed" DIGITS and driven by one SN744n. 

Similar to DL -33 by Litronix ON A DIP 
intended for calcula- 

tors, clocks, text quipment, 95 
ear- Rnrapnulated In reel 
transpnnnt epoxy in 1,1 - 
pin dip yak. With decimal», 
high brightness, rharacler 

.12 n .077.5V 10 mils. 
3 for $21. 

LED MITY DIGIT "DCM'S" Yred ¿Eó ;;;éuue:l 
Scientific Devices "Digital Counting Modules" outper- 
form any other 11CM on the market today. More fea- 
tures than ever before! Nor gusepun, not in nndescenl.. 

Only not nixie but the modern LEI/. ('house from sorb famous 
$9.99manufacturer. as Minsantu'.s MAN -1, SIAM -4. Litronles 
707 and 704, Opeoa's SLA1 011ie laws 4 having charac- 
ter belches of 0.3:1 at no extra charge). Ertel) kit In- 
rlud,a 3s2" p.c hoard with finger» for a FREE edge 
connector, side -mounting dip socket, LED readout. of 
your rhmre r nr.+tars, 3 1("0, and Molex runeertarn 
(this ELIMINATES SOLDERING 1'OI'R IC's I. and 
booklet. INCLUDES P.C. EDGE CONNECTOR - FREE! 

100 -PC. JUMBO CORNING 
"METAL OXIDE" RESISTOR KITS 1Only $2.50 

_ II. i]I KRONOS WITH"IME BASE* 
Optó Eloctroncs Salo git 

YOUR lrn.ume-bane 
SE 

cabinat IREADOUT 
6":5%^'x6". y 

Tye» LED - C Sale 
KR101 MAN3 .12 $47. 
KR -102 MAN -1 .27 47. t "SIAN" I,lill readouts are "all LEDs" 
KR -103 MAN -4 .19 47. but the Litmnix 707 and Opcoa SLA-1, 

E Nixlo .45 07. like the MAN -1. are Of the reflective 
KR -105 7071 .33 47. b;r ..+egment technique, thv 704 's the 
KR106 7041 .33 47. reflective bar version of the MAN -4. 

O KR107 SLA-It .33 47. 'The Nixie tube is a 7-negment device 
KR -1O8 Sarno as SLA-1 but GREEN, as others. 

add $12. Scientific Devices introduces the new any Let) Kronos 

two clocks in one! d,gnrd clock: That's right, you can choose the "ALL- NowLhD" Man -1. Ilan -:1, and Alan -4, and the new reflective 
For 12VDC 110VAC! her types with the larger digits, at only one prier. 
Now adaptable to boats,$47. This , . Sctentitir Device first! Me even hair 

planes & cars too! the GREEN LED readouts at a slightly extra cost. We 
have more . for $19.95 we hove available as an 
1' 1 extra option to Naval Observatory your Mork. or 
making it an all-purpose all -duty it. for indoor and 
outdoor orti 

unit. 
This "TIME BASE" is the simplest 

on the market tnriny .with the help of one of the largest 
time hale manufacturers for the famous digital wrist 
watrhen. Therefore. r eat drain is negligible. not like 

with TIME BASE $64.95 

One price for any LED! 
The only clock of its 
kind In USA today! 
Compare and see! 
12 or 24 -hr clock 

CRYSTAL TIME BASE 
FOR ANY KRONOS 

$19.95 
Includes precision crystal. 
time-baseIC. pc board it 
t r-bo ri,s with Info. 

SPECTROL 
CERMET 

"MICRO" POTS 
Ohms 

o 10 
O 20 

o 1óó 
200 
loo 

IK 
2K 
SK 

Your Choice 10K 
205 

Any 2 El 

° 2 
I5001K( 

$1 0OK for a soot( 

other cumbersome types. It's easy to nsrruet. easy 
In slip into the Kronos of your rhoiem and connect with 
easy inslrurrlons. Its overall design in simple rand easy 
to construct The kit is complete with famous black - 

and -white TEN-TEC cabinet, plus all arrensories with 
booklets. Features Include 3 setting controls, 1 -hour 
pp .econd, I -minute per erond, and hold button. 
1(1d1Ó0 series is a Srientifir sDevice exclusive! 

CALCULATOR 
KEYBOARD 
SWITCH KIT 
Kit of 17 for 

10 -pc. kit, 0.10.9 o 
same type above. 

:..,rli witch made by Oak 
.115, +S I'ST normally often. } 24V 1 amp root ;trot.+. Kit 'n - 

S 4 .i' 
,21.,,11,;,,I 

ludes O-tn-9 ( nw'itchee 
white with black num,ralsl 

$7.50- lecimal, white with black 
dot, and Cl. V6 and 4 

nlr finetinns blue: with white 
3.50 rhar.amera. 

1 Meg 
Model No. 33.2.1 - 
5/ 1 el" rube, single -turn. 

r -adjust. front, ty. 
watt 20'7.. 

Model No. 41-2-1 - 
,3 .100" rectan- 

gular. 15 -turn, wedge- 
shaped pins, for easy pr 
work. :to watt 20 ^. . 

screwdriver sirle. 

Model No. 53-1.1 - 
.31:i din. x 5/15° high. 
Single -turn. 3 -leads. 
nrre.wdriner top, 10 watt. 
TO -5 transistor Sin., fats 

transistor sockets. 

12- DIGIT "CALCULATOR CHIP" 
CTSOOI Chlp 

Similar to 71ostek ..001 Oat perfor,ns Te.:.x 5- 

¢6.95 digit T\IR1002. A till -pin DIP. Adds, multiplies. 

rrthtrarts, 
and ,liStde.. Use. loath - +..gment 

eadouts, Ni sien, a,.i LED'. We inrinde ache- 3 for $18. 
moors. instruction. to hudd ,'wlrupdur. 

CTS002-9 Volt version of shop. - S8.88 
CTSO05-Same as above with MEMORY -$14.95!/1 

NIXIE 

áP 
$5.95 3 for 

516.00 

COUNTING 
SYSTEM 

Include» SN7490, dec- 
ade unter. SN7175 
latch, SN7a4 n BCD de- 
coder driver, 0 -to -9 
Nixie With socket. 

1 -WATT 
FLANGELESS 

TOP HAT ZENERS 

5for$1 
Typo TN. Meta( Case 

Volts volts 13. 
4.7 9.1 15. 

08.3 0 10. 30. 
8,2 12. 33. 

NATIONAL EQUALS ON 
"DIGITAL CLOCK on a CHIP" 

as : 

any "Chip" $9.95 
Money Back Guarantee! ntee! 

Mfrs 
3 5311 

3 $312 

] 5313 

] 5314 

Code: 

Description Sale 
28 -pin, Ceramic. any readout, $12.88 
6 -digits: 4-130 
24 -pin, ceramic, any readout, $ 9.95 '1 
4digtts( CD 
28 -pin, ceramic. any readout. $ 9.95 
6-dlglts: A -C 
24 -pin, plastic. LEO and $12.88 
incandescent readouts. 6-410its: AB 
A -hold ('pupa. C-1 PPS Output. 
B- Outoi.t Strobe. U -BCD 

1.:. 1-MM5316, DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK 
FACTORY FALLOUT - $1.49 EACH 

7f 

With 
Spec 
Sheet 

NATIONAL MM5316 EQUAL'ALARM CLOCK 
Mils to -p: dip W. rind,h.pbu mod orne, .e,n.l.. ON A 
..La and .tl...- n. 1 anren o1 .11,,tI clockil tlnter- 
imes' mrreD) with 7 -segment Ooure and liquid CHIP' 

r slut isplays. Requires single yu..er supply- 12 or 
21 alarm...thou. featuring ,pule si Ooze ALARM Only 
and pre -sellable rip minute sire', loner. Low power din- 14.95 ',,potion 

t 

,nl). :12in tlo 11V. Operate from Nt tto 29 
t Its. NO REGULATION RF,QI'lltl: o! only need, 4 -digits. 
Hits seronds pri,r,.son,, with instant press of button. 
Ili- mans, many fr:sure-. The only AI.A10.1 t'l1IP on the 
market t".1:,y at this loo' Poly Pak price. With 5 pages 
.1 tern. Info. plus apnhral".ns. 

Removed from nmv cgmp- 
ment! Includes popular 
2N 174 'doorknob' transis- 
tor TO -:10, germanium. 
PNP, 150. watt,. ('('NO HIGH POWER 
nn V, I5 amps, dh hh, For TRANSISTOR ignition. high power tot., WITH HEAT SINK neaten, etc. Sto nted 
head sink 5 x 21 _ n I'". 3 for 53 

Potter & Brumfield 
KAP RELAYS $2.98 

Excellent for "IIASI" use as antenna switching. latching. 
transmit receive, rte. and 100's of commercial or in 
da.(r,al u Ionia n slope du»t-rovertlh iagra 
and hookup info. II -pin ping -in bane. Contacts movable 
gold flashed silver, stationary overlay. with tillver cad 

oxide movables. All contacts 10 amp 3PDT. Cod )POT dala.IISVAC 2250 ohm, 17.5 ma. 12 SOC 21 mils 
IRS alma. Sire: 21/4" a 15/16". Wt. 4 ore, Center pen I 12 sOC 
m,..ive. C mar Mfr. t)me equal too. Ci 11s SAC 

Your choice l:nrh 1Mtnrd MUX'D DIGITAL CLOCK PC BOARD 2.50 properly atilt:. 
MAN -1 Litrenles 707 MAN- 

PIAN fee 6 di .3's In hold 
( 1.1 'to, ies e, MAN- 

AAJ1¡yyf/}f1 

MAN -3 Lltronics 704 ( MAN -4 ) 4'.s, Litronirs 707 <PIAN- 

L1,GJ,J.O,ÚV' MAN -4 Opeea SLA-1 (MAN -I.) 1i and 704 (MAN -41, and 
6-MON.34' for sbo.s board. 5º.1.0. Oproa's 51.5-I IMAN- I I. 

- Elec char. saw. as MAN -I or 4, Board Kris" Inns .with spec 

STUD 
`TRIACS' 

PRV Is amp 25.mp 
50 04.65 Cs.es 

100 .03 1.03 
200 rl 1.2s 0 1.43 
30o C I.as n 1.83 
aoo r.s C 1.5s 
so02.ss 2.2s 
600 - 2.53 

sheets. 

Terms: odd M+loge Rated: net :lO 
Phone Orders: M'akefield, Mans. /0171 245-3829 
Retail, I6 -IN Del Carmine St Wakefield, Klass. 
(off Water StreetI C.O.D.'S MAY BE PHONED 

150 CATALOG on Fiber Optics, 'ICs', Semi's, Parts 

POLY PAKS 
P.O. BOX 942R. LYNNFIELD.MASS. 01940 

Circle 87 ill reader service cards 107 



LINEARS 7400 DIP 
NE555 $1.50 CA3018..$1.00 7400 $ .25 

NE561 3.25 CA3026.. 1.00 74H00 .35 

NE565 3.25 CA3045 1 00 7401 .25 

NE566 4.00 LM100... 1.00 7402 .35 

NE567 4.00 LM105... 1.25 74H01 .35 

915556 1.00 LM302 1 25 7403 .30 

NE5558 1.00 LM307... .50 7404 .28 

709 .45 L'1308... 2.00 74504 .35 

710 .75 LM311 1 75 7405 .28 

711 .40 121370... 2.00 7406 .70 

723 1.00 121703,., 1.00 74H05 .35 

741 .55 L13098.. 1.00 7408 .35 

747 1.00 LM309K.. 2.00 74H08 .35 

748 1.00 1.43900.. 2.00 7410 .25 

1111595 4 -quad molt... 2.00 741.10 .35 

LE D's ---41.--- 44x4/ 1.25 
MT -50 Red Emitting 10-40MA 7417 .40 

@ 25 $.25; 5/51.00 7420 .35 

C:17... 74L20 741.20 .35 
MV5024 Red TO -18 High Dome 74H20 .35 

@ 2V $.75; 10/56.50 74H22 .35 
MV -10B Visible Red 5-70MA 7430 .25 

@ 2V $.30; 10/$2.50 74830 .35 
4AN-3 7 -Segment readout: 74L30 .40 

Each only $2.50 7440 .25 
Ten or more, each 1.90 74840 .35 
W/0 decimal, each 1.50 7441 1.25 

MAN -4 7 -Segment DIP $2.75 7442 1.20 

RCA 2010 7446 1.20 

Numitron Digital Display 7447 1.20 

Tube, Incandescent Five 7448 1.00 

Volt Seven -Segment 7450 .25 

.6" High Numeral Visible 74X50 .35 

from 30 feet 7451 .25 

Standard Nine Pin Base 741.51 .30 

(solderable) 74H51 .35 

Left-hand Decimal Point 7453 .20 

Each...$ 5.00 7454 .25 

5 For 20.00 741.54 .35 

C I UU.. 7460 .35 25 
74L71 

5 

.30 
7472 .40 
74L72 .50 
7473 .60 
74L73 .75 
7474 .65 

74L74 .80 
74X74 .80 
7475 1.40 
7476 .60 
741.78 .80 
7480 .65 

7483 1.00 
7489 4.00 
7490 1.20 
7491 1.00 
x492 .90 
497 1.15 
7494 1.15 
7495 1.15 
74L95 2.00 
74121 1.25 
74123 1.50 
74154 2.30 
74161 2.00 
74163 2.00 
74193 1.50 
74195 1.00 

A single MOS chip with all 
the logic necessary for a 

--twelve digit --fear func- 
tion calculator with an 
extra storage register for 
constant or memory appli- 
cation 

.28 Lead DIL package 
Capabilities (+,-,x,e) 
Chain calculations 
True credit balance sign 
display 

Is Automatic Keyboard De - 
bounce 
Single voltage supply is 
possible 

Complete with data 014.95 
Data only 1.00 
(Refundable with 
purchase of chip) 

SINGLE CHIP 40 pin 
Add. Subtract, Multiply. 
and Divide 
12 -Digit Display and 
Calculate 
Chain Calculations 
True Credit Balance Sign 
Output 

Automatic Overflow Indi 
cation 
Fixed Decimal Point at 
0, 2, 3, or 4 

Leading Zero Suppression 

Date only $1.00 
(refundable with pur- 
chase of chip) 

Complete with data $9.95 

NEW YEAR'S SPECIALS! 
TTL Special 269 
Signetic DIP dual 4 -input buffer driver --Low 
power device is pin compatible with SN 7440. 
These are brand new prime devices equal to 
Signetit 8455 and are branded and marked "269" 

Date sheet supplied. 
Each $ .26 

V 2ÓJ `nj 10 For 2.35 ` D 
100 For 22.00 
1000 For 200.00 UtiuVVllv 

TTL Special 270 
Quad 2 -input NAND Cates DTP --pin compatible 
with SN7400. These are brand new prime units. 
Current drain is one-half of 7400 and speed is 
less, but for most purposes it 1s directly in- 
terchangeable. Parts are branded Signetic and 
marked "270." Data Sheet supplied. 
Each $ .26 r""""'""'"'""'"'"' 
10 Fot 2.35 2 
100 For 22.00 
1000 For 200.00 ti J1 

7037 Precision Waveform Generator/ 

Voltage Controlled Oscillator 
Sine, Square, Triangle, Outputs. Wide Fre- 
quency range of operation 0.001 Hz to 1.0 MHz. 
Electrically similar to and pin compatible 
with Intersil 8038. rs 'V\, 1111 

14 Pin DIP $4.95 

Special 811: Hex Inverter 
TTL DIP Hex Inverter Pin interchangeable with 
SN 7404. Parts are brand new and are branded 
Signetics and marked "811." Data Sheet Sup- 
plied. 
Each $ .30 
10 For 2.50 
100 For 23.00 
1000 For 220.00 

Special 812: 
Monostable Multivibrator 

Equal to Signetic 8162 DIP Monostable Multi - 
vibrator --features an internal timing resistor 
and capacitor external timing components may 
be added to provide delay from 8Ons - 2s. With 
internal timing resistor, pulse width is ap- 
proximately 1 ms per microfarad. Parts are 
brand new and are branded Signetics and marked 
"812." Data Sheet Supplied. 
Each $ .70 
10 For 6.00 
100 For 50.00 
1000 For 425.00 

Special 949 
Triple 3 -input NAND Gate Pin Interchangeable 
with SN 7410 DIP branded Signet its and marked 
"949." Data sheet supplied. 

,949¡¿°' 
100 For 20.00 UUUUU'JIT 
1000 For 180.00 

Each S .22 
10 For 2.00 

812 r7,, 

MTVIr). 

CO -2 COUNTER KIT 
Unit include. board, 7490, 
7475 quad latch, 7447 sev- 
en segment driver, (-,w 
and RCA DR2010.I .) 

11. 1(/ 

Complete kit only.. $11.95 
Fully -assembled.... 13.95 
Boards can be supplied 
separately at $2.00 per 
digit. 

GENERAL TELE- 

PHONE KEYBOARD 

Touch-tone, encod- 
ing, programming 
devices. 10 push- 
button switches. 
Size: 3" x 2S" x 1" 

511.014 

ONLY 
íju\\ 

$5.95 I 

U -Test Special 709 
TO -5 unmarked 709 op amps --these are test fall 
out and our sampling showed that most units 
are okay at less than spec max- supply vol- 
tage. Satisfaction guaranteed. Data sheet 
supplied. 

10 For $1.00 
100 For 9.00 

C I.1 [3 
CD4001 $ .75 CD4023 $ .75 

CD4002 .75 74C00 .75 

CD4010 1.00 74C20 .75 
CD4011 .75 74C160 3.25 
CD4012 .75 

POWER SUPPLY 
SPECIAL 
723 T (T0-5) vari- 
able regulator 
chip 1-40V, + or - 

output @ 15011Á 100 
with external pass 
transistor.... With 
diagrams for many 
applications 
Each S .75 

Ten for 5.95 

TRIAC 
2N6344 600V 80 TO- 
220 $ .75 

Super Digital Special 268 
This has to be the greatest buy of ICs ever 
offered. These are equal to Signetic 8424 
dual low power RS/T flip-flops. These are 
first -quality ICs, dual -in -line and are marked 
with House Number "268." RS/T flip-flop is a 
Signetics description of a latch which in- 
cludes the steering logic to provide a toggle 
function. These ICs can divide by 2 with in- 
put frequencies of up to 12 MHz. (8 MHz guar- 
anteed minimum.) The Signetic low power 84xx 
series is fully compatible with other TTL 
lines and Its low power consumption is a great 
help with large scale use (such as music syn- 
thesizers). Each package (2 FF) operates at 5 

volts and 5 ma (typical with 10 ma maximum). 
Data sheet supplied. 
Each $ .35 
10 For 3.00 
100 For 25.00 
1000 For 200.00 

268 
-4 77 i 

SEND FOR C.O.D. PHONE ORDERS 

FREE FLYER! ACCEPTED --$10 MINIMUM 

All IC's new and fully tested, leads plated 
with gold or solder. Orders for $5.00 or more 
are shipped prepaid, smaller orders --add 35c. 
California residents add Sales Tax IC's 
shipped within 24 hours. P. O. Box J BRBVLD^ i Carmichael, CA 

ELECTROt'lICS )s96a 

(916) 966-2111 

3 -Amp Power Silicon Rectifiers 
Marked Epoxy Axial Package 
PRV PRICE PRV PRICE 

100 S .10 800 $ .30 
200 .15 1000 .40 
400 .18 1200 .50 
600 .23 1500 .65 

RTL Epoxy TO -5, Fairchild 
900 buffer S .25 

914 dual 2 -input GATE .25 

923 J -K flip-flop .30 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume 
responsibility for any errors which may 
appear in the index below. 

READER SERVICE CARD NO. PAGE 

Amperes 72 
7 Arron I-astener Co.. Inc. 14 

26 A ixlio-Technica. U.S.. Inc. 81 

Hell & Howell Schools 28-31 
3.9. 
10 H & K Division of Dynascan Corp. 2.16 
13 Blonder -Tongue 22 
76 Brooks Radio & TV Corp. 97 

79 Castle TV Tune, Service, Inc Covet -IV 
65 Center for Technical Development 91 

2 Channel blaster 1 

12 CIE. Cleveland Institute of Electronics I8-21 
CREI, Division of the McGraw-Ilill 

Continuing Education Center 74.77 

Delta Products, Inc 
72 Digital Concepts 

IS 

95 

64 Edlie Electronics 90 

77 Edmund Scientific (o. 112 

69 EICO. Electronic Instrument Co. 94.95 
62 Electronic Distributors. Inc. 89 

EbI( , Electronic Measurements Corp. 80 
16 Enterprise Development Corp 26 

14 1- .S. I-nterprises 24 
20 EV-(,ame. Inc. 78 

66 Fordham Radio Supply Co. 92 

68 Grantham School of Engineering 
Gl E Sylvania Electronic Components 

93 
s3 

100 Heath Co. 84-87 

21 Indiana Home Study Institute 79 
67 International Crystal Mfg. Co 9' 

75 Jensen Tot,/ & Alloy 96 

78 Jerrold Electronics Cover -111 
24 Judson Research A Mfg. Co. 81 

30 Lafayette Radio Electronics 88 
29 Leader 87 

5 McGraw-11ill hook Co 7 

II !slits. Micro- Instrumentation Telemetry 
Systems. Inc. 17 

28 Mountain \lest Alarm Supply Co. 83 

71 National Camera Co. 95 
National Technical Schools 38-41 
N Training 8-11 

19 01. Machine & Tool Corp 73 
25 Olson Electronics 81 

61 PA IA Electronics 88 
I PTS Electronics. Inc Cover -II 

15 Radio Shack 25 
RCA Electronic Components 

22 Test Equipment 79 

MO 

IN 

6 
17 

63 

Schoher Organ 80 
32 

Sony Corp. of America 17 

Southwest Technical Products 27 
Sprague 89 
Sylsania Technical Schools 

Home Study Division 64-67 

Shure Rios. Products Corp 

70 Fe lematic 94 
23 Tri-Star Corp 80 
73 T\' Tech Aid 96 

83 U.S. Coast Guard 101-98 

27 Vintage Radio 82 

4 Winegard 13 
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GIANT NIXIE CLOCK KIT For factor., nfb, es and 

rommeri ial esr Wishmentt 
and those people who like 
large displays. characters all 
pear as a bright continuous 
line which ran be read from 
rtisranres as great as 150 feet 

All drive circuits are solid 

state, and unit employs new 

custom LSI clock chip Inge 

cares hour, minutes, aril sec 

ands May he wired for 74 hour or 17 hour operation with 
a simple limper change Kit offered complete with Or without 
case for nistom installations Parts include P C hoard. snek etc, 

solid state components, hardware. resistors, rafts, viewing 
fulrer etc 

11 Giant Nexoe Clock Kit 

TESLA COIL KIT 
. S99 50 

Here's a truly basic kit for those 

who like to "roll their own" All 
the parts for an exciting adventure 
into high frequency, high voltage 

Add your own metal housing a 

small chassis or universal box is 

rIr 'ideal 
tai. Tesla coils are patterned after 

.'^ 'If,. the design of Nikola Tesla 11857- 

1 9431 an American electrical ge 

nius who built versions many feet tall His dream was to light 

and power entire cities with energy radiated from such cods 

- but no luck 
Today's Tesla coils are popular with experimenters and 

students, and especially for science fair and educational item 

onstrations. Ours is a high frequency push pull oscillator Coo 

pled to a television flyback transformer, which steps up an 

external 12 VDC power supply to many thousand volts. 

SPECIAL NOTE Although current output is relatively 
low, some hazard is inherent in all high voltage devices This 

kit is intended for the experimenter who is mature enough to 

observe reasonable precaution in its use. 

Tesla Coil Kits . .. . .. S7 50 

DECADE COUNTING UNITS WITH READOUTS 
Always one of B & F's most 

popular items, now revised 

rá _ to include drilled boards, I C. 

'1 sockets, and right'angle sor 

ket for readout Arranged so 

that units can be stacked side 

by side and straight pieces 

of wire bussed through for 

power, ground and reset. Sevi 

eral different units are avail. 

able as follows 

7490 Basic 10 MHz counter. Used in frequency counters 

and events. 
74196 Same as 7490 except presettahle 50 MHz unit. Used 

where higher speed and/or presettability is required 

74192 BeDirectional Counter, 32 MHz operation. Has two 
input lines, one that makes the unit count up, the 

other down. Uses include timers, where the counter 
is preset to a number and counts down to zero, 
monitoring a sequence Of events, i.e., keeping track 

of people in a room by counting up for entries and 

down for departures. 
7475 Adds latch Capability Used in co.inter so displays 

continue displaying frequency while new frequency 
is being counted for uninterrupted display 

7447 Basic decoder module. Drives basic seven segment 

display which is included for all modules 
NEWEST DCUI 
This DCU combines all of the features of our other counting 
units, that is, high speed counting, up -down operation, star. 

age, and preset In addition it includes a comparator 174851 

and a thumhwheel switch in order to provide comparison and 

preset capability With this combination you can do the lot 

lowing 
1. Count up or down at speeds to 33 Mega Hertz. 

2. Store previous count during new count. 
3. Preset to any number, count down for up) and generate 

a logic level when count of zero is reached Stack se . 

era! units and generate logic level for any Count greater 

than zero. 
4, Preset to zero, count up for down) and generate a logic 

level for any number greater or equal to the number 

preset in the thumhvvheel switch. Slack several DCU's 
and generate a logic level showing whether number es 

greater than, equal to, or less than numbers preset on 

switches. 
[3 910 K 74907447 Counter .. . 59.25 
0 910 LK 74907475.7447 Counter . S10.25 

( 
1 911 LK 74196 74757447 Counter . . . 511.25 

917 K 74192 7447 Counter . . 510.25 
rl 913 K 74192.7475 7447 7485 

Universal DCU . S15.50 

-CALCULATOR KIT 
B and F was one of the first ?if 

not the first) ro introduce an tin 

der S100 00 catcu'atnr Now that 
all the giant corporations have in 

ttndur d theirs, w' feet its time to 
move on to new kits and let the 

"Boggles" slug it out. We have 

enough parts for .bout 200 more 

calculators. which we are closing 
out al S54 50 each Floating point 
eight digit display. constant cap 

ability, sealed elastomer keyboard, 
rnolderl ABS Case, uses (4) standard AA cells, 14 hour battery 
life 

1 Pocket Calculator Kit .. ... . S54 50 

CLOSEOUT 

STEREO TAPE CARTRIDGE PLAYER 
High quality tape cartridge player has 

built in preamps, and requires only 
115V 60Hr for motor and 17 volts for 
electronics to operate four light indi- 

cators indicare channe' selected Output 
compatible with amp firer "Auxiliary" 
imputs. Here is the inexpensive high 
fidelity way to play those tape car- 

tridges for your car player in your 
home. 

Stereo Tape Cartridge Player 

515.00 

Casi RoouuS 

REVERBERATION UNIT 
& SPEAKER 
Useful in conjunction with music W. 
thesizers, organs, and to add "presence" 
to music. This complete reverberation 
unit requires only a source of 12 Volts 

to operate, might also be useful for other 
acoustic delay experiments. Includes high 
quality oval ceramic magnet speaker, 

brand new, originally made to sell for 
S24.50. now at a price you would pay 
for the speaker alone 

Reverb Unit . ... . 56 95 

SLIDE RULE CALCULATOR 
New Low Pricer Casio Root 8-5 features 

all tour basic functions plus square and 

square root Useful for engineering and 

physics students, now available at low 

price of regular calculators 
Casio Root 8 5 Calculator S75.00 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL CHRONOMETER 
Revolutionary.. was the reaction of our customers when they 
saw this kit Measuring only 2',' x 7'," x 23/8', and accurate 
to 1r/seconds a month, this chronometer promises to entirely 
replace mechanical clocks en cars, boats, ano airplanes 

Fits into a standard 2'," instrument panel cutout The dos 

plays are bright L E D. displays that should last a lifetime. 
Setting controls are recessed and operate from a pointed oh' 
lee, such as a pencil point or paper clip, in order to keep 
non aithotiztd hands off The clock should only have to be 

reset at very great intervals, or in the event of power loss b e 

replacing battery in Carl. This clock is wired so that the tint 
ing circuits are always running, but the d splays are Only let 

when the ignition is on, resulting in negligible power drain 
'The low oiler is only possible because of a new one chip MOS 

clock Operates from 12-24 Volts O C. An accessory unit 
which nuounrs on the back adapts the unit to 2-28 volts for 
twin engine aircraft and larger boats using 24 Volts ignition. 
Know how disgusted you are with the usual car clocks Order 
this fine un t now for rallying, sports events, navigation, or 

lust to have a fine chronometer that will give you a lifetime 
of superbly .rcturate bore. 
ñ Quartz Chronometer, Kit Form .. $6950 

Quart, Chronometer, Wired . . . . .. . . . $9950 
24 Volt Adapter .. . . . 51000 

NICAD BATTERIES 
No need to tell you the uses of 
these sealed Kick le Cadmium bat. 
teries in all kinds of portable 

equipment All brand new except 
the 05 ampere hour, which is 

removed from new equipment, 
guaranteed perfect. 

Type Volts Amps Price Size 

'1 1.25NCB0 5 1 25 0.5 .50 1 1/4- dram o 5/8- 

n 125NC80.6 1.25 06 100 Lg AA 

?4NCB06 24 0.6 11.80 1 1.2" x 1 1'2" x 11" 

8NCB06 8 0.6 5.00 5/8" diam 5 11' 

[7 18NCB 18 0 5 7 50 

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
We h.o'' made an esrellent 
pnrrhase of an excess revers. 

troy of a foral manufacturer's 
speaker systems, although we 

are not allowed to mention 
the mfg s name, the specs 

should make it sell evident 

The woofer es a 12" free edge 

l acoustic suspensrnn) unit, 
with 7" voice rod and a No 

2 magnet Thu mid range is 

a 5" sealed hark speaker and 

3'." flare dome tweeter for hest high frequency dispersion 

Crossoce' between woofer & mid range is by an R L C net 

work, while high frequency Crossover is by an R C network 

Balance controls are provided) for both mid range and tweeter 

Plans for a suitable enclosure are provided The level controls 

provide frequency response to Burt room acoustics, with 

realism :hat will delight even the most critical listener Re 

sponse - 25 to 250K Hz , Power - 40 watts RMS hope 

dance -8 ohms Sh Wt. 12 Ito. 
(.1 LSCS . 

S36 00 

11 2LSL:S . ... 2 for S65 00 

RESOLUTION TEST CHART 
These 2' r 2" glass plate test charts are 

excellent for testing enlargers, micro. 
scopes. scanners, etc. Original cost to 

manufacture was over $60 00 Complete X! 41, 

plate is covered with test patterns. Sev- 

eral types available may vary slightly Irons 

illustration. A rare bargain 
t1 Resolution Test Plate 52 50 

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS 
We have a large inventory of computer grade t aps, difficult to 

get no,because of an aluminum shortage Priced) at a fraction 

of O E M cost. Here are a few of the most popular types, our 

catalog contains complete listing, excellent for H e Power audio 

amp supplres. 

1 15.000 MFD @ 10V S 60 

66,900 MFD @6V . . . . . . . 51.00 
n 3,100 MFD @ 75V . . $100 

3,750MFDCa75V .. S150 
O 74.000 NSF D@10V. . . 5150 
o 140,000MFD@6V 5200 

MUSIC SYNTHESIZER PARTS 
We have obtained some surplus keyboards and other 
parts from a Mfg. of synthesizers. Received too late 
to list. Write dept MSP for list. 

UNIVERSAL METER KIT - In this krt we give you the one and three 

quarter inch meter, as picture, with new 

scales to paste Over the present scale to make 

"es I this a 1, 6, 10, 60 volt voltmeter Or similar 
range milliameter. Also included, are the rip 

proprrare resistors to make any of these 

ranges. Fu I instructions are included) A few of these would 
be h. tidy ro have for all kinds of construction protects. so 

save by buying four. 
O UMK Krt . 

TELEPHONE TOUCHTONE 
KEYBOARD 
Built by General Telephone, this key 

hoard uses 2 poles and seven busses, for 

touch-tone keying. Never before at this 
low price. Sire 3" x 2'. x 1". 

Telephone KB . 54.75 

AM/FM RADIO CHASSIS 
Quality A.0 powered AM/FM 
radio Useful for construction 
protects Order now, these usu 

ally don't last long. 

AM'Fhf Radio . $5 75 

S3 00 each 

4 for 51000 

Send in an order and gel on our .1 coal tuswmn 
Mailing I Isl. 

CATALOG: Check reader's card or write. 

POSTAGE EXTRA ON ALL ABOVE ITEMS 

iü L CHARGES WELCOME. 

Phone in charges to 617 5315774 or 617 532 2323. 
Bank Americard - Mastercharge. $1000 minimum No 
C.O.D.'s please. 

BAP. ENTERPRISES Mass. 01960 
Phone (6171 5315774 
119 Foster Street 
Peabody, Mass. 01960 
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FREE Catalog 
ire- OF THE WORLDS 

GOVERNMENT,SUIRPLUS 
1 ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

SPECIAL OFFER 
LIMITED SUPPLY 

RG-8 AN COAXIAL CABLE 
52 ohm. Two (2) PL -259 Coaxial Connectors included. 
Used. Good Condition: 68 Foot Length $5.50- 50 Foot 
Length $4.50 - 25 Foot Length $2.50 

RG-54 A/U COAXIAL CABLE 
58 ohm .250 O.D. Polyethylene. Unused. 370 Foot Roll 

$10.00 - 185 Foot Roll $6.00 
Prices are F.O.B., Lima, Ohio. Order Dept. RE 

SEND TODAY FOR BIG FREE CATALOG! 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
1016 E. EUREKA Box 1105 LIMA, OHIO 45íL02 

REBUILD YOUR OWN 
PICTURE TUBES? 

%%'Ith lakeside tndusirles precision 
eQuipment, you can rebuild any 
picture tubes 
For complete detail,, send name, 
address. zip code te: 
LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES 
3520 5C. Fullerton Are. 
t'hirago. III. 60647 
Phone: 312.342.3399 

DIGITAL:THEORV,OESIGN 
CONSTRUCTION 

LOGIC 
NEWSLETTER ° 

SAMPLE COPY $ 1.00 
LOGIC NEWSLETTER 
POB 252 
WALOWICK,N.J.07463 

Goal"' 
teed to 
Work 

HIGHLY 
PROFITABLE ONE-MAN 
ELECTRONIC FACTORY 
Investment unnecessary, knowledge not 
required, sales handled by professionals. 
Ideal home business. Write today for facts! 
Postcard will do. Barta-BB, Box 248, 
Walnut Creek, CA 94597. 

CONVERT TV TO 
6 FT. WIDE SCREEN! 

Easy Do -It -Yourself Kit 
Protect a giant 5'x6' picture onto wall or screen. 
RAW/Color Kit contains detailed plans, Inst., and 

Precision Lens System. Only $12.95 ppd., 
or write for Free illustrated details. 

The Macrocoma Co., Dept. FB 
Washington Crossing, PA 18977 

A NEW INSTRUMENT TO USE WITH YOUR SCOPE 

MULTITRACER 
Use with your present Osc 
Resistors, CapacitorsoI Transformers. Diodes. 
Transistors. Inners. Trig,stors. most Semicon 
doctors. ICY, etc. Also shows contlnurty, In, 
Circuit and go/no-go checks. Complete with 
dui/rants and instructions No internal scope, 
connections. For medium or small production 
runs or for hobbyist. experimenter, engineer,' 
on ham. 
ONLY $19.95-CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 
wily PAY MORE! - 

BOx 14, LESCO ELECTRONICS. SKOKIE, ILL. 60076 

MARKET CENTER 

Alco Electronics Products. Inc 104 

ATV Research Corp. 102 

Barta 110 

89 B & F' Enterprises 109.111 

88 Babylon Electronics 108 

90 Brigar Electronics 110 

Command Productions 1114 

92 Delta Electronics 1117 

84 Digi-Key 102 

Fair Radio Sales 110 

91 Gregory Electronics Corp. 110 

85 International I:lectrontcs Unlimited. 109 

Lakeside Industries 110 

l enco Electronics .. . . . 110 

Lope Newsletter . 110 

Macrtwomit 110 

Meshn:, Electronics. John Jr. Ilk 

Phoiohlme (orp. 106 

87 Polypaks 105.107 

Solid State Sales 106 

Surplus Center 104 

Valparaiso Technical Institute 106 

Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co. .102 

BRTGARiiamncstr. 

Q aecTronics 
10 Alice Street, Binghamton, New York 13904 

PHONE 607-723-3111 

GENERAL PURPOSE RELAY 

POTTER & BRUMFIELD TYPE KHU 
COIL: 24 VDC - 650 OHMS. 
CONTACTS: 4PDT @ 3 AMPS 30 VDC oR 
120 VAC RESISTIVE. 

SMALL, RUGGED DC RELAY WITH CLEAR 
POLYCARBONATE DUST COVER. CONTACT 
GOLD FLASHED SILVER. MOUNTS WITH 
STUD OR IN A SOCKET. SIZE: 1 5/16 
HIGH X 1 WIDE X 13/16 DEEP. 

PRICE $1.45 EA 

SPRAGUE HYPASS FILTER 

PART #48P16 - .5 OF Ca) 

600 VDC - SIZE: 1" DIA X 

2 1/4'1 LONG. PRICE $1.50 EA 
FEMALE SCREW TERMINALS. ANGLE 
BRACKET FOR MOUNTING. USED TO 
PREVENT ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE. 

SEND FOR FREE FLYERS & CATALOGS 

110 
Circle 90 on reader service card 

GREGORY ELECTRONICS 
Reconditioned & Used 

FM 2 -WAY RADIO SAVINGS 
Sand for New Catalog 

now available 
New 1974 
Catalog 

FREE... 
FM Used Equipment 

GENERAL- ELECTRIC 
MOTROLA R.C.A. 

High Band . .. Low Band . . . UHF 
Equipment Checked on Our, Benches. 
HEADQUARTERS FOR QUALITY - 
CERTIFIED USED 2 -WAY MOBILE 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

GREGORY ELECTRONICS CORP. 
251 lit. 46, Saddle Brook, N. J: 07662 

,Phone: (201) 489-9000 

Circle 9/ on reader .timer curd 



NEW LOW COST DIGITAL CLOCK/ALARM/ 
CALENDAR CLOCK KIT 

fh1 
1235 

e. _ 
- 

17-17 
t'. 

This es an updated ver 

siOn Of our popular low 
price clock it In ad 

drtron to the former 
features which were a 

decorator walnut case, 

six digit blue-green dis 
play, the clock 'IOW lea. 

tires 78/30/31 day cal 
endar. 12/24 hour clock 

and 24 hour alarm, snoorealarm, 50/60 Hz Operation, setting 
any counter (time, alarm, calendar, and clock radio) is quite 
easy, since a separates control of the hour and minutes digits 
has been provided The setting of any counter does not affect 

the contents of any other counter 
New Clock/Alarm/Calendar Clock Kit Available Ian, 
1974. Send $1000 deposit to insure early shipment Will 

be shipped C O D. for balance of 559 50 to make up full 
purchase price of 569 50 
"OLD" Clock Kit Uses 5311 Clock Chip does not have 

Alarm/Calendar features indicates hours, minutes, sec 

Onds. Available now. ... ... $47 50 

UNIVERSAL DIGITAL CLOCK - TIMER - 
-v STOPWATCH ALARM KIT 

This new kit has so 

many features and 

applications, 
know where 

to start. To sum - 

n/7 marina the applica 
W' ' tinos 

'The unit ran be 

from internal batteries, or fro- m the AC adapter Makes an 

excellent travel ClOck 

'The alarm feature ran be set at any time, and will generate 

a tone with an external speaker 

'The unit ran he used as a stopwatch, either registering 

hours, minutes, nr seconds. up 10 73 59 59, or minutes. 

seconds, and 1/60 seconds up to 24 minutes, to an accueary 

of 1/60 second 
'The unit ran be used as a timer, to trigger an external 

device at a preset time. 
fl This unit will he available as a complete kit in Jan 1974 

To get one of the first, and take advantage of our lower 

pre issue price, send $10 00 deposit, will be sent COD for 

balance Total kit price well be 569 50 including pillow 
speaker as shown AC Cower adapter 54 75 additional 

n Available now, all part' but no circuit board or detailed 
instructions 559 50 

CLOCK CHIPS - INCLUDES NEW DIGITAL 
CLOCK/CALENDAR ALARM CHIP 

These large scale integrated II SI) chips 
eliminate literally thousands of compo 
nents or hundreds of chips in the 

construction of a e'ec For most ap 

plcations only a sing e supply and a 

minimum of components are required 
f-! 7001 Chip Feature, 28/30/31 day 

calendar, 12/24 hour Clock, 74 hour 
1lorl, 74 hour alarm, snooze alarm, 6 digit display, direct 
drive to luminescent anode tubes or LED segments, single 
transistor interface with Sperry displays Segment and 

digital outputs can he 'wire or ' D" to share calculator 
displays 
MM5314 Chip Features 6 digit seven segment output, 
operates from 50 or 60 Hz input, use for Minitrons LED's. 
Luminescent Or Sperry displays . 59 75 

MM5311 Chip Same as 5314 but with additional BCD 

outputs, ceramic okg .... . 517 50 

FUNCTION GENERATOR CHIP, TYPE 4038 
This chip gives simultaneous sine, square, sawtooth, and to 

angular outputs Great for music synthesisers, or voltage coo 

trolled function generators and oscillators 
Function Generator Chip . 57 75 

LUMINESCENT 7 SEGMENT NUMERIC 
READOUTS 
Bright Blue Green display Tube Very pleasing to the eve 

Tube exhibits fast display speed and easy to read characters 
of 0 57"H x 036'W. with decimal point. Complete with in 

structions to make a decade counting unir or a 6 Digit Clock 
Tithes are manufactured by Tung -Sol, part number 1705 f 7SDD 1705 READOUT . .. ... $1.70 

6for SR 50 

4 10 for$1400 

e ISM 

.=. is 
r.:. used as a convert 

tional clock, either 

; I 

of the world's largest manufacturees, 
has told us his cur Plus of multiple digit clusters with one bad 
dealt per cluster. They were for use n the calculatot, 

DVM, and other products. The remaining digits are 
guaranteed perfect in re 11 respects and a ntensity graded 
(marked on the back with letters A three FI and matched, so 
that several strips can be combined and nrll result in a per 
lest match. These monolythic Ga Asp displays require as lib 
tie as 7 mW per digit, are highly readable at arm's length, and 
lend themselves well to hand held portable applications. 

Applications include hand-held calculators, digital thereto- 
met eat, stopwatches, darkroom timers, DVM's. clocks and 
watches, or any other product requiring low cost low power, 
long lifetime indicators. 

The unit is common cathode, see up for multiplexed opera. 
twin, Two decimal point styles are availeble: Center decimal 
for PN 7804/05, and eight decimal for PN 7814/15, as Iflus. 
tested. The following configurations are aveitable, where "8" 
represents a perfect digit, "X" a non-functioning dgit: 

X8888 7405.1 or 7415-1, X888 7414.1 
8%888 7405.2 or 7415.2, 8%88 74142 
88%88 7405.3 or 74153, 88X8 7414-3 
888X8 74054 or. 74/54, 888X 74144 
8888% 7405-5 or 7415-5, X888 7556 1 

All products are available at the following price rate 

7ea 
y1"! 

r1=,- 

1 - 74 digits ... 51.875/digit 
25 - 99 digits .. S1 50/digit 

100 - 499 digits ... $1 75/digit 
Higher quantity price on request. 

For the following applications we recommend the following 
coot igu rat ions. 

Pocket calculators: 7a05 1 & 74055, which results in 
X88888888%, eight nunsecutive perfect digits 91 51.875 
$15.00. 

Recommended Calculator chips: 
Nortec 4204 1P 519.75 (515.00 when ordered with drsPlays). 
Cebu 5005 8 59 75 157150 when ordered with displays). 

Clocks. 7405.3 R 75561, which results in 88X88%88%, 
six perfect digits at 51 875 511.25. 

Recommended clod chips: 

National MM5314 vu 5975 157.50 ordered with displays/. 
National MM5316 8 519.75, includes alarm, (515.00 orde, 
ad with dispiaysl. 
Foe only hours and minutes, order 7405.3 only. 

Digital thermometers, DVM's, stopwatches, darkroom timers, 
frequency counters, etc.. order 7415.1 or 74155 for four 
digits 157 501 or 74141 or 74144 for three digits (55.601. 
Use Solrtron CM 4107ÁE Syr dgd counter decode. sr 519 00. 

151500 ordered rents displays) 

Schematics for calculators/ docks and counters using 
these components free with order. 

uu ill l 
11 111 

is::: et 

ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY 
72 This is a 5s7 135 Do 1 Dot Mabrs whicn will generate 

alphanumeric characte s when used with an appropriate 

generator such as the 2513 All 64 ASCII or EBDIC cedes 

can be generated $9 7 

I.C. SOCKETS' - 
O 

Mfg by T I Cinch, high quality most gold plated 
SSI. MSI, and LSI chips 
r7 14 Pin Solder Tail [ 14 Pin Wire Wrap 

16 Pin Solde Tail 
fl 16 Pin Wire Wrap 
11 24 Pin Solde Tail 
r7 78 Pin Solder Tail 
!l 40 Pen Solder Tail 
O 10 Pen Rouni for to 5 style 
C7 3 Pin Transistor Sockets 

COSMOS & MISC. CHIPS 

Use for 

2 for S t 00\ \Sr ., 
3 for 5125 
21nr5125 .+..° 
2 for 51-75 sc 
7 for $1 50 
51 00 each 

310.51 00 
10 for 51 00 

Harris 256 Bit Programable Read only memory 52 50 

2501 256 Bit RAM 57 50 

4000AF Dual 3 Input NOR. 8 iNV 5 99 
4001AE Quad 2 Input NOR $ 9q 
40024E Dual 4 Input NOR 5 99 

40064E 18 Stage Shift REG 5499 
4007ÁE Dual Comp Parr . . S 99 

4009ÁE Hex Buffer, Inv . ... .52 19 

40104E Hen Buffer NON Inv 57 19 

40114E Quad? Input NAND 5 99 

1 1 
_r 1 1, 

0.3 HEIGHT L.E.D. NUMERIC 
DISPLAYS 
Always a good seller, we are now offer 
rig these displays at the lowest price 

ever Use for clocks, counters, and other 
applications We have previously sold 

these for as much as 56 75 per dgd 
0 3 inch height red LEG 52 25 

6 for 51200 
0.3 HEIGHT GREEN L.E.D 
NUMERIC DISPLAY 
This is the first teme we have had green 

LED's at an economical price 

0 3 inch height green LED 53 95 

61or 521 00 

0.3 HEIGHT YELLOW L.E.D. 
NUMERIC DISPLAY 
Vary your display colors for coding or 

Variety. 
rl 0 3 inch height yellow LED 5395 

6lor 521.00 

GIANT 0.750 INCH HEIGHT RED 
L.E.O. NUMERIC DISPLAY 
This is one .of the largest LED Displays 
made Used in applications where the 
displays must be read at greater than 

average distances or for commercial and 

advertising cxitposes. 
0750 inch LED 
Numeric Readout 55 75 

6 for $30 00 

LOWEST PRICE EVER ON 
DISCRETE L.E.D. LAMPS 
These high quality red LED's are useful 
for 1 ogle and Computor readouts, as 

Pilot Lights, or at this low price, they 

can be grouped together to build your 
own Giant size Alphanumeric Readouts 
fi Discrete I ED's 10 pcs 51.75 

100 pcs 515.00 
1000 rs 512500 

5000 and up S 10 each 

GRFEN L E.D. LAMPS 
n Same as above, but Green 

. 3for 5100 
100 for 530 00 10 for 54 00 
1000 for $250 00 

YELLOW L.E.D. LAMPS 
D. Same as above bi i Yellow 

7 for 5125 
10 for 5500 

RED WITH BUILT IN RESISTOR 
Same, Mot CO eeSPIOr required for 5 

Volt operation 7 for 51 00 
10 for 5400 

CALCULATOR CHIPS 
Nortec 4204 Eight Digit floating 
point constan' operation single sup 
Ply Operaiinn very low loser con 
sunption c/975 
1015 n0 with purchase of 7400 series 
LED's 1 

0 5001 Twelve Digit fixed decimal 
point no constan: may be used for ,` 

c` 

dolt dg display 59 75 

ie$ J s ($7 50 with purchase of 7400 series 

r` 6 ` LED's I 

tr' 
.d' u 5 X u 438 DIGIT COUNTER CHIP 

I for 51 00 +<e s's ti This chip es useful in building dim s 

DPM's and small counters provides mul 
tmle,ed seven segment output for LED 
displays, Solitron 4012 Or Egui. alent 

51900 
pm'hase of 7400 rUies 151500 with 

LED's I 

SenJ . _Pifer and get on our sr.,. it ,ustu.ue 

CATALOG Check reader's card or write 

POSTAGE EXTRA ON All AROVF ITEMS 

CHARGES WELCOME, 
Phone in charges to 617 531 5774 or 617 532 2323 
Rank Arne. ward - Mastereharne. 51000 minimum No 
C O D.'s please 

B.&F ENTERPRISES Mass. 01960 
Phone (617) 531.5774 
119 Foster Street 
Peabody, Mass. 01960 
I 
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY! 

A BETTER LIFE 
STARTS HERE 

moo 

3 -CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN KIT 
Easy to build low-cost kit needs no technical 
knowledge. Completed unit has 3 bands of audio 
frequencies to modulate 3 independent strings 
of colored lamps (i.e. "lows" -reds, "middles" - 
greens, "highs"blues. Just connect hi-fi, 
radio, power lamp etc. 8 plug ea. lamp string 
into own channel (max. 300w ea.). Kit features 
3 neon indicators, color intensity controls, con- 
trolled individ SCR circuits; isolation trans 
former; custom plastic housing; instr. 

No. 41,831EH $17.50 Ppd. 

f- 
r 

-- 
I 

, 1 M -w. 

10... le !. 

Ma 
-KNOW YOUR ALPHA k FROM THETA! 

. a 

Oak,For greater relaxation, concentration, listen to 
your Alpha -Theta brainwaves. Ultra -sensitive 

, electrode headband slips on/off in seconds- 
, r eliminates need for messy creams, etc. Atch'd 

e to amplifier, filters brainwaves, signals beep 
for ea. Alpha or Theta wave passed. Monitor- 
ing button simulates Alpha sound audio & 

-"Ok,,visual (L.E.D.) feedback. Reliable, easy - 
to -use unit-comparable to costlier mod- 

étS Completely safe. Comprehen. instr. bklt. 
No. 1635E14 18x3x4": 24 oz.) ..1,1 28.00 Ppd. 

1 LOW COST "Starter" Unit Stock No. 
71,809EH $49.95 Ppd! _°ill" 

130 EXPERIMENTS IN OPTICS . , . 

and photography! OptixA Experiments 
Kit is a complete optical 8 photography 
lab for 130 exciting experiments. Lets 
you recreate the periscope, telescope, 
microscope, kaleidoscope! ... Build a 
35mm reflex camera with interchange- 
able lens system! Make, develop pho- 
tographic film! Enjoy the fun and fas- 
cination of having your own optics 
lab. Fully illustrated 112-pg. manual, 
81/2"x11", clearly explains usage of 
this stimulating kit's 114 precision 
engineered components. 

Stock No. 71,646EH ....$22.50 Ppd. 

MAIL COUPON FOR 

GIANT FREE 
CATALOG! 

180 PAGES MORE THAN 
4,500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS! 

Comp le e y new '74 Catalog. Packed with huge selec- 
tion of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, magnets, 
magnifiers, prisms, photo components, ecology and 
Unique Lighting items, parts, kits, accessories - many 
hard -to -get surplus bargains. 100's of charts, illus- 
trations. For hobbyists, experimenters, schools, in- 
dustry. 
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. 1. 08007 

Please rush Free Giant Catalog "EH " 

Name 

Address 

City 

Scats 

112 

_Zip 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and 
unusual ecological & physical science items-plus 
4,500 finds for fun, study or profit ... for every mem- 
ber of the family.) ~I MN 
IWO gal. 
ELECTRONIC SLIDE RULE: $99.95 
Price breakthrough! Texas Instrument cal- 
culator easily does classic slide rule wk. 
w/split-sec. accuracy. 8 -digit #s, 2 -digit ex- 
ponents, minus signs, overflows show in red. 
Besides 4 std. functions, does sq roots, 
squares, reciprocals, auto. conversion to sci- 
entific notation, mixed caic. Max. & min. #s. 
Great for tchrs, stunents on the go (9 oz). Incls 
long -life Ni -Cad rechargable batts. & AC 
converter -charger. 
(A) No. 78,011 EH (6-1/4x3x1-1/4") , 

$99.95 Ppd. 
(B) No. 78,014EH (ENGR's DESK MOD.) 
$179.95 Ppd. 

I 

i . 

relwrr-Neon 
Laser 

small beam divergence. 
Stock No. 79,020EH $88.50 Ppd. 0.7mW (SINGLE TEMooMODE), 0.8mm BEAM DIA. 
Stock No. 79,024E11 $99.95 Ppd. 

~ow 

TERRIFIC BUY 
IN HE -NE LASERS 
Low price on 0.5mW Laser (random 
mode); 0.9mm beam dia, (at 10M,- 
16mm) belies its quality. New cold 

aluminum cathode tube for more 
life stability (hi beam: 9000 -hr 

tube life under normal cond.) Ready 
to plug in, turn on. Starts instantly. 

Safe, easy for holography, interfer 
ometry, alignment. Metal case, 2.8 x 3.8 
x 10", 110v AC, 633nm wavelength, 

SEE THROUGH WALLS, PARCELS! 

Our exclusive hand-held metal detector is 
so responsive it will pick up a staple in a 
letter, and its sensitivity adjusts to big 
pipes & cables! "See" through brickwork, 
concrete, timber, tiles-locate studs, 
trace wires, pipes, any ferrous and non- 
ferrous metal safely. Avoid danger too 
-use this lightweight wonder to detect 
bombs in letters, parcels (non-invasive 
search)! Has very visible neon alarm, req. 
9v rect. batt. (not incl). Instrs. 

Stock No. 1938EH $49.95 

COMPLETE & MAIL WITH CHECK OR M_ .O. 
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.1. 08007 

How Many Stock No. Description Price Each Total 

PLEASE SEND O GIANT FREE CATALOG E H rr MERCHANDISE TOTAL 

X30 DAY 
MONEY -BACK 

GUARANTEE 
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED 

OR RETURN ANY PUR- 
CHASE IN 30 DAYS 

FOR FULL REFUND 

L__ 

ADD HANDLING CHARGE-$1.00 ON ORDERS 
UNDER $5.00; 500 ON ORDERS OVER $5.00 

I enclose check 
TOTAL 

money order for $ 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Circle 77 on reader service cards 



Our tests show that 

JERROLD Super Vu -Finders And 

Paralogs Outperform All Others 
MORE GAIN & FLATTER RESPONSE 

RUGGED AND EASY TO INSTALL `N\ 
ELECTRICALLY GROUNDED 

WE WNT YOUR 
PROF, IO OPINION. 

, ; 
,s 

ti 

9 
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(TOOLS 
NOT 

INCLUDED) 

FREE! HEAVY DUTY 
LEATHER TOOL POUCH 
Last year we offered NFL Coffee Mugs for trying 

Jerrold antennas. This year it's Tool Pouches. Why do we 
make these offers? Because we know that once you stack 
Jerrold antennas up against the antennas you are using now, 
you'll switch to Jerrold. Hundreds of dealers switched last 
year. 

If you're a professional antenna installer, you owe it to 
yourself to make this evaluation. 

FOR EVALUATING ANY SUPER VU - 
FINDER OR PARALOG 300 PLUS. 

7 

; JERROLD EóR R°N Ñ JERROID 1 

1 

'1 P. 0. Box 350,Dept. DSD, 200 Witmer Road, Horsham, Pa. 19044 1 

1 a 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

AE 

Please send me a free Tool Pouch. Enclosed is an instruction 
sheet from the following Super VU -Finder antenna. 

(model) 

1 Before trying the Super VUFunder, I was using the following antenna: 

(make) (model) 

2 In my opinion the Super VU-Finoer is: BETTER El WORSE 

because: _ 

3 Comments: 

NAME 

COMPANY NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 

COUPON MUST BE POSTMARKED BEFORE FEB. 28, 1974¡ 
Circle 78 on reader service card 



The Tim esa ver! 
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Latest, all solid state version of the sensational signal circuit analyzing timesaver 
originated by Castle. 
Invaluable for locating the break in the tuner and i.f. signal chain or analyzing agc system de- 
fects in tube TV receivers ... essential for speedy location of signal circuit defects in modular IC, 
solid state and hybrid TV receivers. 

A NEW APPROACH to agc system analyzing! 
Permits signal injection after the agc controlled stages to simplify testing for agc defects. 

Works with any 40MHz receiver ... color or block and white ... solid stole, tube or hybrid. 
High level, low impedance output furnishes signal usoble at input of final i.f. stage. 
Special output circuit works equolly well into first i.f. input of lote model, link coupled systems and older, low "C" 
bandpass coupled systems. 

Antenna input and i.f. output electrically isolated; no "hot" chassis hazards. 
No need to disconnect supply leads from suspected tuner being tested. Substitutes the VHF tuner and tests the UHF 
tuner. 
Tunes oil 12 VHF channels, has preset (memory) fine tuning on all channels. 
Higher overall gain than previous models with wide range gain reduction control of 60db. 
Completely self contained and battery operated, uses popular batteries available everywhere. Simple battery 
replacement; battery compartment in rear of custom molded cose. 
Reduced current consumption extends battery life to as much as double that of previous models. Bright LED 
indicator warns when unit is ON. 
Use on the bench or in the home ... anywhere. 
Comes complete with extension cables, batteries and instructions. 

TV TUNER SUBBER,. Mark IV net $0.95 
Contact your distributor 

Tuhing Reme: 

Specifications 

lops.: 300 one. ['Glanced VHF .Menn. terminele. 1cblcaay 
.00n . d. 

FS 40 MHz amplifier ICh.U RCA pnmo lack. 

StnewNty: 30 Nºwolt.. 
Input sigml handling capability: aver 100.000 miºwoit.. 

Output: 40 MHz TV I.t.: bandwidth 6 MX.. 
metchcmpl.r mom cxcult with matched cable 

to IvN.h ..able signal lº all Inc. C4cults. 
T.rminatlon le RCA phmo leek. I.0Mcally Isolated. 

Ml IT VHF TV Channel., plus Ch. 1 40 MN. mpUller po- 
e lam 1º testing UHF tune.. High .teblaty of 40 Mt. 
amplifier permit. two Mt. IV Subb. to be cascaded fº 
h igh level 40 MHz psmt .lanai born any VHF chenn.l. 

Tuning: Rr.. (memory/ fin r,hing. 

Gain Control: Gam reduction 60 dB. 

Saver .apply: IS volts. U... two 9v Cn.ietº batteries. 

Situ .5 Weight: 6.5's 6.5'x 3.25' .clu.iv of cmºol knobs end handle. 
1.51ós comp.. with tome.... 

Aee..ºie.: 'M,.termatcncounler' output cable volt. RCA pomo lecli 

Mesterrneictxoupler output Cable with .1111,1. Cup ser - 

UHF t lurr ...tile. 

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC. 
5715 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645 Phone: (312) - 561-6354 

In Canada: Len Finkler Co., Ontario 
Circle 79 on resider service card 


